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Abstract
In this thesis, we have constructed several finite homomorphic images of infinite

semi-direct products of the form 2*71 :

where 2*n denotes n copies of Z2 and N < Sn.

We have constructed S5, 3 x PGL^l), PGLz(7), and P

£2(26) as homomorphic images

of 2*4 : A4, and 6’ : M22 : 2 and a group of order 2661120 as homomorphic images of
2*7 : £3(2).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Symmetric Generation of a Group
Let G be a group and
T — {ti, t^ • • •,tn} Q G,

then we define
T = {71,72? • • ' .'hi}:

where 7$ = (ti), the cyclic subgroup generated by

we further define TV = Nc(Tj, the

set normalizer in G of T.

If the following two conditions hold:

(i) G = (T), and
(ii) TV permutes T transitively, not necessarily faithfully,

then, following Curtis and Hasan [Cur96], we say that T is a symmetric generating set for
G . In these circumstances we call TV the control subgroup. Note that (i) and (ii) imply

that G is a homomorphic image of the (infinite) progenitor

m*n : TV,

where m*n represents a free product of n copies of the cyclic group Cm, m being the order
of ti, and TV is a group of automorphisms of

by conjugation. Thus, for 7r € TV, we have

which permutes the n cyclic subgroups

2
/7T __

/r

where r is an integer coprime to m. Of course, if m = 2 then N will simply act by
conjugation as permutations of the n involutory symmetric generators. Now, since by the
above elements of N can be gathered on the left, every element of the progenitor can be

represented as vrw, where 7T € N and w is a word in the symmetric generators. Indeed this
representation is unique provided w is simplified so that adjacent symmetric generators

are distinct. Thus any additional relator by which we must factor the progenitor to obtain

G must have the form
7Tw(ti,t2, ..,tn),

where ir G TV and w is a word in T. In the next section we describe how a particular
factor group
m*n : N
7T1W1, .',1TSWS
may be identified.

1.2

Manual Double Coset Enumeration
Since in this paper we are only concerned with involutory symmetric generators

we restrict our attention to the case m = 2. Thus we seek homomorphic images of the
progenitor
2*n : N,

(where N is now a transitive permutation group on n letters), which act faithfully on N
and on the generators of the free product. It is convenient to identify the n free generators
and N with their respective images. Thus
o*n . ]\T
--------- :{N,T I tj = l,t? =

where 7r

g

= .. = 7TSWS = 1),

(1.2)

N, tj G T. Following [Cur95] we are allowing i to stand for the symmetric

generator it in expressions such as the above relation. By a slight abuse of notation we
also allow i to denote the coset Nfy, ij the coset Ntitj etc., and we write, for instance,
ij ~ k to mean Ntitj = Nt^.

3
Writing ij = k would be the much stronger statement that titj = tk- Now since

(or ir = if as we shall more commonly write), the permutations involved in any element
of G can be gathered on the left. Thus any element of G can be written as a permutation
belonging to N followed by a word in the symmetric generators. Indeed, as mentioned in
the last section, in the case of the progenitor itself this representation is unique provided

the obvious cancellations are performed. Thus, if NgN is a double coset of N in G, we

have
NgN = NttwN — NwN,

where g = rw G G, with

tf

G N, and w is a word in the ij. We denote this double coset

by [w], e.g. [01] denotes the double coset Ntot^N. The double coset NeN = N, where e
is the identity element, is denoted by [*]. Furthermore we define

= CN(t&

etc,

single point and two point stabilizers in N respectively. The coset stabilizing subgroup,
N^w\ of N is given by,

N^ = [if G N : Nwtt = Nw},
for w a word in the symmetric generators. Clearly Nw < N^w\ and the number of cosets

in the double coset [w] = NwN is given by | N ] / |

Nw7Ti 0 NW7T2

|, since

<=>

7VW7T17T2-1 / Nw

<=>

7F17T2-1 £
A^TTI 0

A(w)7T2.

In order to obtain the index of N in G we shall perform a manual double coset enumeration

of G over N: thus we must find all double cosets [w] and work out how many single

cosets each of them contains. We shall know that we have completed the double coset

enumeration when the set of right cosets obtained is closed under right multiplication.
Moreover, the completion test above is best performed by obtaining the orbits of
on the symmetric generators. We need only identify, for each [w], the double coset to

which Nwti belongs for one symmetric generator ti from each orbit. We will decompose

4
the image G into double cosets NgN, where g G 2*n : N and find a set {<7i, <72, • ■ •} of

elements of G such that
G — NgiN U Ng2N U ....

But for each i, we have gi = 7TiWi, where 7r$ 6 N and wt is a word in the ti, and so the
double coset decomposition simplifies to

G = N U Nw^N U Nw^N U...,

where Wi is chosen to be the identity. When the set of relations by which we are factoring
is empty this gives the double coset decomposition of the progenitor 2*" : N3 and in this
case there are infinitely many double cosets corresponding to the orbits of N on the

ordered ^-tuples of the letters of Q = {tj,... ,tn} which have no adjacent repetitions,

where fc€N = {1,2,...}.

5

Chapter 2

Symmetric Generation of S$
A symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2*4 : A4 is given by:
< x,y,t\x3 = y3 = (xy)2 = e = t2 = [t,x] = [yt]4 >= 2*4 : A4, where the control

group N = A4 =< x, y|rr3 = y3 = (xy)2 >,
x ~ (1,2,3),- and
y ~ (0,1,2).

The progenitor is factored by the following relations:

(1) [(O12)io]4 = e, and (2) [(01)(23)io]6 = e, in order to obtain G.

Thus,

[(012)to]4 = e = [(01)(23)to]6‘
Now, in (1) [(O12)to]4 = e, let n = (012). Then [7rto]4 = e

*—7*

71^0^0

=>

77tQ7Vto(7T7C~1')toTrtQ = Q

=>

7rto^o'^2io7rio = e

=>

TVtQTT^'K^'jto^tQ^tQ = e

=>

it ton3 to*2 to*tQ = e

=>

^(^Tr^tonho^to^to = e

6
=>

7T4to’r3£o7r2£o,rio = e

=^>

(012)to^2^iTo — e

=>

(O12)tot2 = Ml

Now, in (2) [(01)(23)to]6 = e, let 7r = (01) (23). Then [7rto]6 = e

—z*

7rtQ7rtQ7rto7rto7rto7rtQ — e

=>

7rto7iio^'^o^o7r(7r7r_1)fo7rto = e

=>

71^0^0 ^to^tQ^to^to = e

=>

7Cto'rtQ7dQ7v(7V27r~2>)toTr'2tQ7rtQ = e

=e

=>

TvtQTrtoTr^Tr^toTr^to^tQ^to — e

=>

TVtQTTtQ^tQ^to^to^tQ = e

=>

7ctQ7r(7V7r~^')to7v4't()n3 to^2 to^to = e

=>
=>

=e
7r(7r7r”5)to7r%7r4M3M2Mio = e

=>

^to^to^to^to^to^o = e

=>

titotiMito — e

=>

titoii — Mito

Manual Double Coset Enumeration:

We will now perform the double coset enumeration on the image of G over N.

First of all NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Since N is transitive on
T = {0,1,2,3}, [*] only consists of the single coset N. Now we look at the double coset
Nto, denoted by [0], where N° = {e, (123), (132)} = TV(°\ The number of single cosets in

[0] is equal to

= 4. Therefore [0] = {Nto,Nti, Ni^Nt^}.

7
The orbits of A7'"0’ on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now we need to know which
double coset does Ntoto and Ntoti belong to?

= Nee [*].
NtotiN is a new double coset, so this is the one we will consider next.

From our relation (012)^0^2 = toti we have the following;

=>

(O12)t0t2(132) = ioii(132)

=>

(O31)to^i — M3

—>

(012)^2 — toh = (013)M3

Thus 02

01

03.

Conjugating by elements of N, we obtain:

01 — 02 — 03

10—12 — 13
20 - 21 - 23
30 — 31 — 32

Now, N01 = {e}, but Wi(123) = N (Mi)(123)

Similarly, (132) G M01\

=

Nt0t2 = Ntoti => (123) G

So now, Ar(01) >< N01, (132), (123) >= A3 = 3.

The number of single cosests in [01] is equal to

= 4. Therefore [01] =

[Moil, Ntito, Nt2t0, 7VY3^o}-

The orbits of A701 on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now we need to know which double
coset does Ntotito and Ntotiti belong to?
Ntotiti = Nto € [0]

NtotitoN is a new double coset, so this is the one we will consider next.

Now from relation (2) above, tiMi = WAo:

8

=>

^(021)^^(021)

=>

to^2^O —

Conjugating 020 = 202 by elements of N provides us with:

010 ~ 101

(0

020- 202 (ii)
030 - 303 (Hi)

121 - 212 (w)
131 - 313 (u)
232 - 323 (ui)

Now,
010 = (012)020 (since(O12)tot2 = io^i ) => (0 ~ (w)
202 = 2(023)03 = (023)303 => (H) - (Hi),

303 = (302)323 (since 30 = (302)32) => (m) - (yi),
323 = (321)313 =4> (vi) - (u),
313 = 3(132)12 = (132)212 => (u) ~ (w), and
212 = 2(120)10 = (120)010 => (w) - (i)
X

Therefore we have (i) — (ii) — (Hi) — (vi) — (u) — (iv) which implies the follow

ing:

010 - 101

121

131

313

323 r\j 303

030

020

202 ~ 212

Now, TV010 = {e}, but 7Vto^o(123) = N (totiio)^123^ = AH o £2^0 =

232

(from

above) => (123) G 1V(010). Similarly, Ntotito(O12) = N (to^o/012) = Nt^ti = TVto^i^o

9

(from above) => (012) G 7V(°10\ and 7Vtotito(O13) = N (toll£o/013) = Ntitsti = Ntotito
(from above)

(013) € 7V<010\. Therefore we have TV^010^ >< TV010, (123), (012), (013) >=

A4 = 12. The number of single cosets in [010] is equal to

0) | =

= 1- Thus,

^(01°) }ias a singie orbit (0,1,2,3) on T, or we can say IV^010) is transitive on T and
Ntotitoto

A'ioU € [010].

Therefore, we have found all the double cosets, since the set of right cosets of
N is closed under right multiplication by the symmetric generators. The result of the

double coset enumeration are shown with the following Cayley diagram:

10

Figure 2.1: Cayley Diagram For S5

11

It follows that the order of the image group G is at most 10 |N| = 10(12) = 120, |G| < 120.
We now need to investigate further to show that in fact G is isomorphism to Sg. We now

show that |G| = 120 by regarding G as a subgroup of Sio- Let us label the ten cosets,
that we have found as follows:

IN

27WO
3Ati
4Nt2

5Nt3
7Nt]to

8Nt2to
9Nt3to
lONtotito

Now, 2*4 : A4 =< to, x,y > acts on the ten cosets above and the actions of t, x, y

on the ten cosets is well-defined. Thus, we have a homomorphism / : 2*4 : A4 —> S10,

where f(x), f(y), f(t) are computed below. Then y^2*4^) —< f(x),f(y),f(t) >; that is,
the homomorphic image of 2*4 : A4 is of the order, |< /(x),

2Nto

27Vto

INtoto = N

3Nti

4Nt2

8Nt2to

5Nt3

9Nt3to

6Ntoti

lONtotito

7Ntito

^Ntitoto = Nti

8Nt2to

4Nt2toto = Nt2

9Nt3to

5Nt3toto = Nt3

lONtotito —> ONtotitoto = Ntoti

f(t) >| = 120.
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=> f(t) : (1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,10)

To obtain our f(x) all we have to do is conjugate the list by our x = (123). Then we will
have the following:

IN

—> IN

2Nt0

—> 2Nt0

3Nti

—> 4Nt2

4Nt2

—> 5Nta

5Nt3

—> 3Nti

GNtoti

—> 6Ntot2 — toil

—> 8Nt2t0

8Nt2to

—► 9Nt3to

9Nt3to'

—► 7Ntito

lONtotito -—> lONto^o = Ntotito
f(x) : (3,4, 5) (7,8, 9)
To obtain /(y) all we have to do is conjugate the list by our y = (012). Then we
will have the following:

IN

IN

2Nt0

—> 3Nti

3Nti

4Nt2

4Nt2

—> 2Nt0

5Nt3

5Nt3

6Ntoti

—> 7Nt]t2 = tito

7Nt1t0

—> 8Nt2ti = Nt2to

8Nt2t0

—> 6Ntoti

9Nt3to

—> 9Nt3ti = Nt^tf)

lONtotito —-> 10Ntot2to = Ntotito

=> /(jr) : (2,3,4)(6,7,8)
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We obtain /fe) : (1,3)(2,6)(4,8)(5,9)(7,10), f(t2) : (1,4)(2,6)(3,7)(5,9)(8,10), and

/(t3) : (1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8)(9,10) similarly.
In order for us to know that <

f(t) > is the homomorphic image of

G, we need to verify, (i) t has exactly 4 conjugates, and (ii) the additional relations hold

in < /(®), /(y), /(t) >.

W

t has exactly 4 conjugates under conjugation by N and N acts on {to, ti 32 3b}

by conjugation, as the group A4. We note its of f(x) = (/(ti),
(/(*o),/(ii),/(i2))(««)

(012) = totitaio
d((012)) = a(t0)a(ti)a(t2)&(t0)
=> d((012)) : a(t0)“(012) = a(ti)
=> let g = d(to)a(ti)a(t2)fi(to) = (2,3,4)(6,7,8)

For the relation to hold &(to)9 should give us (iffy) :
=> a(t0)9 = [(1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6, io)](2A4)(W) =

(1.3) (2,6)(4,8)(5,9)(7,10) = /(ti)

Next a(ti)9 should give us a(t2) :
=* d(ti)s = [(1,3)(2,6)(4,8)(5,9)(7, io)](2-3.4W,s) =
(1.4) (2,6)(3,7)(5,9)(8,10) = f(t2)

Lastly d(t2)5 should give us d(to) :

=> d(t2)9 = [(1,4)(2,6)(3,7)(5,9)(8, i0)](23,4)(6,7,8)

=

/(^)) and /(y) =

14

(1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,10) =/(t0)

Therefore this relation holds in < f(x), f(y), f(t) >,

(«)
tiMiMi*o “ e
=> d(t1)d(io)d(ti)d(to)a:(ii)a(io) = Id(Sx)

* (l)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10) = Id(Sx)
Therefore this relation also holds in < f(x),f(y), f(t) >■
Since the relations hold then we have
/(G)

/(z),/(y),/(£) >

Hence, => G/Kerf'*< f(x), f(y), f(t) >= f(G)
=> \G/Kerf\

\G/Kerf\

imf

=> |G| > |/(G)|
=> |G| > 120

But from the Cayley diagram we observed that |G| < 120
Hence, => |Gj = 120

=> Kerf = 1

=> G-< /(z),/(y),/(t) >

^G^S5
________ 2*4:At_________
~ [(O12)to]4=e=[(01)(23)to]6 is the symmetric representation of G where elements
are of the form nw where n is a permutation on four letters and w is a word in t of length

at most three. This is isomorphic to S5 =< f(x),

> which is a permutation on

10 letters (permutation representation of G ).

We will now convert a permutation p of G on ten letters to its symmetric rep

resentation form.
In general, when we have a permutation p and we want to convert it to sym

metric form there are two steps :

Step (1): Np = P = Nw => Np = Nw => p e Nw
and w is a word on the ty8

=> p = nw, where n e N

15
Step (2): Use the following formula, n ~ pur1, to first find n, then use it to form the

symmetric form of p.
Example (1): Let p = (1, 3,8,2)(4,6,10,7)(5,9), find its symmetric representation.
Step (1):

Np = P = 3 = ti
=> p G Nti

=> p = nti where n G N

Step (2):
Now we need to find n:

pti :

17V

—> 12V

2Nt0

—> 32Vti

37Vii

—> 4?7t2

4.V io

—> 27Vto

5Nts

—► 57Vt3

=> n = (012)

=> p = (012)ti, our p is now in symmetric form.
Example (2): Let q = (1,4, 9,3)(2,6)(5,7,10, 8) , find its symmetric representation.

Step (1):
2Vg = l9 = 4 = t2

=> q G Nt2
=> q = nt2 where n G TV

Step (2):
Now we need to find n:

qt‘2 :

16

1 -^4-^ 1

2^>6M2
3X1^4

4-^9^5

5X7^3

17V

—> 17V

27Vt0

—> 2NtQ

3JVti

—> 4Nt2

4TVt2

—> 57Vt3

5Nt3

—> 3Nti

=$> n = (123)
q = (123)t2, our q is now in symmetric form.

Now we will take two different elements that are in symmetric form and convert

it into permutation form. Thus, our elements r and s are of the form r — nw and s = nw,

where n G N and w a word in the symmetric generators

Now the image of w is a

permutation on 10 letters and the image of n is determined by its action on the four
cosets whose representatives have length 1.

Example (3):
Let r — (123)t2

We have to first find the image of (123) using our list to see where each coset is

sent. Then we will multiply it to our /(t2).

Find the permutation representation of r:
What does (123) do to our list?

17

IN

2Nt0

2Nto

3Nti

4Nt2

4Nt2

5Nt3

5Nt3

3Nti

6Ntoti

6Ntot2 =

7Nt1t0

8Nt2io

8Nt2to

—► 9Nt3to

9Nt3to

—* 7Nti<0

lONtotito —> lONto^io = Ntoiiio
Image of (123) : (3,4, 5)(7, 8, 9)
/(t2) : (l,4)(2,6)(3,7)(5,9)(8,10)

d((123))a(t2) = (1,4,9,3)(2,6)(5,7,10,8)

Which from our previous example (2) is the permutation that we started with so this
implies that the method was a success.

Example (4):

Let s = (012)ti

We have to first find the image of (012) using our list to see where each coset is

sent. Then we will multiply it to our /(ti).
Find the permutation representation of s:

What does (012) do to our list?

IN

—> IN

2Ni0

—► 3Nti

3Nti

—> 4Ni2

4Nt2

—* 2Nio

18
5Nt3

—> 5Nt3

6Nto^i

—► 7Ntit2 = hto

7Ntit0

—> 8Nt2ti = Nt2t0

8Nt2to

—► 6Ntoii

9Ni3tg

—► 9Ni3tj = Nt3to

lONtotito —> lONio^o = Ntotito
Image of (012) : (2,3,4) (6,7,8)

f(tr): (1,3)(2,6)(4,8)(5,9)(7,10)
=> a((012))&(ti) = (1,3,8,2)(4,6,10,7)(5,9)

Which from our previous example (1) is the permutation that we started with so this
implies that the method was a success.
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Chapter 3

Construction of 3 x PGL^)
A symmetric presentation, of the progenitor 2*4 : ,.4.i is given by:
< x,y,t\x3 = y3 = (xy)2 = e = t2 = [t, x] = [xyttv2]3 >= 2*4 : A4, where the con

trol group N — A4 =< x,y\x3 = y3 = (xy)2 >,
(1,2,3), and

(0,1,2).

The progenitor is factored by the following relations:
(l)[(Ol)(23)io]8 =

aild (2)f(01)(23)io^2]3 = e, in order to obtain G. Thus,

[(Ol)(23)to]8 = e = [(01)(23)M2]3'

Now, in (1) [(Ol)(23)to]8 = e, let 7r = (01)(23). Then [7rto]8 = e

7rto7rio7rto7rto7riQ7rto7rto^^o = e
—7rio^o^io7T^o^o7r^o7r(<7r^

1— £

=>

7vto7rtQ7vtQ7rto'n-toTrtQ7v2tQ!:to = e

=>

7rto7rto'^to7rio^to^(7r27r~"2)to^2to7rTo = e

=>

TrtoTrtoJrtQTrtoTrtQ^to^to^tQ = e

=>

'jvtQTvtQ'7rto7rto7v('K37v~3)to'K3tQ7r2to'!rtQ = e

=>

TrtoTrtQTrtQTVtQTT^to^to^tQ^tQ = e
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=>

7rto7rto7rio7r(^47r-4)^o'^4^o7r3^o7r2^o7r^o = e

=>

TVtQTVtoTVtQ^to^tQ^tQ^to^tQ = e

=>

ntQirtQTV^TT^^to^tQ^to^to^to^tQ = e

=>

7rto7T7o7r6to7r5to7r4to7r3to7r2to7rio = e

=>

^^(Tr6^-6)^6^5^774^^3^^2^^ = e

T:tQ7r7t^6t^tQ^t^3t^2t^tQ = e
=>

7r(7r77r_7)to7r7to7r6to7r5^o7r4to7r3io7r2^o7r^o = e

=>

Tr8to7r7to7r6to7r5^o7r4io7r3io7r2io7r^o = e

=>

tiMiMiMi^o — e

=>

tiMi^o — M1M1

Now, in (2) [(Ol)(23)tot2]3 = e, let 7r = (01) (23). Then [%M2]3 = e

=>

=e

=>

7rtoM7r7r_1)M27rW2 = e

=>

7rtot27T2ioi27rto^2 = 6

=>

7r(7r27r_2)tot2Tr2toi27rto72 = e
7r3tot27r2toi27rtot2 = e

=>

(01)(23)toMiMot2 = e

=>

(012)tot2ti = t2t()t3

Manual Double Coset Enumeration:
We will now perform the double coset enumeration on the image of G over N.

First of all NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Since N is transitive on
T = {0,1,2,3}, [*] only consists of the single coset N. Now we look at the double coset
WtoN? denoted by [0], where W° = {e, (123), (132)} = 2V(°\ The number of single cosets
in [0] is equal to

]J^oyT —

— 4- Therefore [0] = {TVto, AVi, Nt2, Nt$}.
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The orbits of

on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now we need to know which double coset

do Ntoto and Niffa belong to?

Ntoto = Ne 6 [*], and
NioiiN is a new double coset. This is the one we will consider next.
Now we look at the double coset NtotiN, denoted by [01], where N01 = {e} —

The number of single cosets in [01] is equal to |

| = y = 12.

Therefore,

[01] =
{Nioii, Ntot2, Nt0t3l Nhto, Nhto, Ntsto, Ntit2, Ntits, Nt2t3, Nt2ti, Nt3ti, Nt3t2}.

The orbits of

on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which

double coset do Nioiiio? Ntotiti,

and Ntotit3 belong to?

= Nt0 G [0], but

NtotitoN, Ntotit2N , and NtoiiisN , are new double cosets, so these are to be con
sidered next.
Let us now look at NtotitoN, denoted by [010], where N010 = {e} = N^010\

The number of single cosets in [010] is equal to

= 12. The orbits of N^010^

on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do Niotitoio,

Ntotitoii) Ntoiiioi2> and Ntotitote belong to?

Ntotitoto = Ntoti G [01].

NiotiioilN, Ntoiiio^N, and Nt()t]tot3N are new double cosets. These double cosets

we will consider later.
Let us look at Ntotit2N. From our relation we can obtain (13) (20)123 = 210 =>
(13)(20) 123012 = e => 123012 = (13)(20) => 012 = 321(13)(20) => 012 = (20)(13)103 and

22
N012 = {e}, but

N(°12\

equal to

So

Wi*2(01)(23)

= N(Z0tit2)(01)(23) =

= Ntohh => (01)(23) G

we have N^012) >< N012, (01)(23) >. The number of single cosets in [012] is

= -y = 6- The orbits of N^012^ on T are {0,1} and {2,3}. Now we need

to know which double coset do Ntotit2t2 and Ntot^to belong to?

Ntotit2t2 = Ntoii € [01].
Now we notice that,

0120 = (0,1)(2,3)(0103)I0’1'2) => 0120 = (0,1)(2,3)(1213)
=4- toti/2/0 = (0,1) (2,3)11/2^1^3 G [0103].

Therefore the double cosets [0120] and [0103] are identical.

From our relation, we can obtain the following,

Let us look at
(01)(23)Wi = W3

(12)(03)102 = 013. So, N013 = {e}, but Wit3((01)(23)) =

N(i0tii3)(01)(23) = Ntitoh = Wiis => (01) (23) G N(013>. So we have M013> ><

N013, (01)(23) >. The number of single cosets in [013] is equal to | J(m3)| =

= 6. The

orbits of N(013) on T are {0,1} and {2, 3}. Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3t3 and NtotiMi belong to?
Ntotit3t3 = Ntoti G [01], and we notice that
0131 = (0,2)(l,3)(0102)<1’2t3)
0131 = (0,2)(l,3)(0203)

toWi = (0,2)(l,3)toW3 € [0102] => [0131] = [0102]
Let us observe Ntotitoti, denoted by [0101], where N0101 = {e}. From our

relation we can prove the following new relations: 0101 = 010122 = 01(2,0)(l,3)1032 =
(2,0) (1,3)231032 = (2,0)(l, 3)(3,0)(2,1)320032 = (0,1)(2,3)3232. Similarly, we can see
that 0101 ~ 1010 ~ 2323 ~ 3232. Then Nfotitoii((01)(23)) = N(to£i£o*i)(oi)(23) =

Ntitotito = Ntotitoti => (01) (23) G A^0101). Similarly we have (02) (13) and (03) (12) G
N<0101\ So, N<0101) >< N0101, (01)(23), (02) (13), (03)(12) >. The number of single

cosets in [0101] is equal to
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The orbit of Aft0101) on T is {0,1,2,3}. Now since there is only one orbit there is no need

to look any further on this coset.

Let us now look at Ntotitot2N.
cosets in [0102] is equal to

= {e} = Ad°102).The number of single

™ = 12. The orbits of A^0102^ on T are {0}, {1},

{2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do Ntotitot2to, .NtoMoMi,

7VMiioM2) and NtotitQt2t3 belong to?
NtQtitQt2t2 = Ntotito e [010], and also

01023 = (0,1)(2,3)(013)<°’3-2) =s> 0120 = (0,1)(2,3)(312)
=>MiM2*3 = (0,1)(2,3)Mi*2

€ [013].

Therefore the double cosets [01023] and [013] are identical.
NtoMoMoN and NtQtitot2tiN are both new double cosets which will be investigated

later.

Now, jV0103 — {e} = 7V(°103). The number of single cosets in [0103] is equal to
I' = T = 12. The orbits of Ad0103) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need
to know which double coset do ATotPoMo, W1 toMi> NMlMsM and NMitoMs be

long to?

NtQtitotstz = NtotitQ e [010], and we see that
01032 = 01(3, 11(0, 21301 = (3,1) (0,2)23301 = (3, l)(0,2)201.
e [012], Therefore [01032] and [012] are identical.
NtoMoMiN is a new double coset that will be looked at again.

Now, 01030 = 0(1,31(2,0)0120 = (1.31(2.0120120 = (1,31(2,0120(0,1)(2,3)213
= (1,3) (2,0) (0,1) (2,3)31213 = (1,3) (2,0) (0,1) (2,3) (1,0) (3,2) 13013
= (1,3)(2,0)(0,1) (2,3) (1,0) (3,2)1(0,2) (3,1)0323
= (l,3)(2,0)(0,l)(2,3)(l,0)(3,2)(0,2)(3,1)30323 = (1) (2) (3) (0)30323

6 [01020]. Therefore [01030] and [01020] are identical.
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Since 01020 = 0(0,3)(1,2)0130 = (0,3)(1,2)30130 = (0,3)(1,2)(0,2)(3,1)03230
= (0,3)(1,2)(0,2)(3,1)03(0,2)(3,1)321 = (0,3)(1,2)(0,2)(3, l)(0,2)(3,1)21321 =

(0,3)(1,2)(0,2)(3, l)(0,2)(3,1)(3,2)(1,0)12021 = (0,3)(1, 2)(0,2)(3, l)(0,2)(3,1)
3)(0,1)203 = (0,3)(1,2)(0,2)(3, l)(0,2)(3,1)(3,2) (1,0)(2,3)(0,1)03203 =

(1,0)12(2,
(3,2)

(0,3) (1,2) (0,2) (3,1) (0,2) (3,1) (3,2) (1,0) (2,3) (0,1)0(2,1) (3,0)2313 =

(0,3)(1,2) (0,2)(3,1) (0,2) (3,1) (3,2) (1,0) (2,3)(0,1)(2,1)(3,0)32313 = (0) (1) (2)(3)32313.

We have 01020 - 32313. We already know A01020 = {e}, but.ATt0Mo*2to((03)(12))

= 7V(totitoi2to)^03^12^ = Nt3t2t3tit3 = Ntotitot2tQ => (03)(12) G TV^01020). So, now
yy(oi020) ><■ ^01020, (gg)(j2) >. The number of single cosets in [01020] is equal to
t

~ 6-

orbits of A001020) on T are {0,3} and {2,1}. Now we need to

know which double coset do Ntotitotitoto and
We can see that

belong to?

— Ntotitcfa € [0102], and using our relations we

can also see that
010201 = 010(1,2)(0,3)023

= (1,2) (0,3)323023 = (l,2)(0,3)3(0,2) (3,1)32123
= (1,2) (0,3)(0,2) (3,1)132123 = (1,2) (0,3) (0,2) (3,1)132(2,0)(l, 3)210
= (1,2) (0,3)(0,2) (3,1) (2,0)(l, 3)310210
= (1,2) (0,3)(0,2)(3,1)(2,0)(l, 3)3(0,3)(1,2)01310

= (l,2)(0,3)(0,2)(3,l)(2,0)(l,3)(0,3)(l, 2)001310
= (1,2) (0,3)(0,2)(3,1)(2,0)(l, 3)(0,3)(1,2)1310

= (l)(2)(3)(0)1310 e [0103].

Therefore [010201] and [0103] are identical.

Now iet us take a look at Altotiio^i- From our relations we obtain the following

new relations: 01021 = 01(2,3)(0,1)203 = (2,3)(0,1110203 = (2.31(0.11(0.31(1.2101303 =
(2,3)
(0,

l)(0,3)(1,2)0(3,2)(1,0)3123 = (2,3)(0,1)
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(0,3)(l,2)(3,2)(l,0)13123 = (0,3)(1,2)13123 and 01021 = 0(0.3)(1,2)0131 =
(0,3) (1,2)30131 = (0.3)(1,2)(0,2)(3,1)03231 = (0,3) (1,2) (0,2) (3,1)03(3,0) (2,1)320 =

(0,3)(1,2)(0,2)(3,l)(3,0)(2,1)30320 = (0,2) (1,3)30320.

Then we have 01021 — 30320 — 13123. We already know TV01021 = {e}, but
Motitot2ti((013)) = N(toU^o^i)^013^ =

= NtQtitot2ti => (013) G A^01021\

Similarly, we have (031) G A^01021\ So, now A”^01021^ >< TV01021, (013), (031) >. The
number of single cosets in [01021] is equal to

| =

= 4. The orbits of A^01021)

on T are {0,3,1} and {2}. Now we need to know which double coset do Ntotiiffatiti
and NtotitQt2tit2 belong to?

NtQtitotztiti = Ntoiitot2 G [0102].
Now we see that NtotitotztitzN is a new double coset that we will observe soon.
Now lets go back and look at Ntotitot^tiN. Now, 01031 = 01(1,0)(3,2)302 =

(1,0) (3,2)10302 = (1,0)(3,2)(1,3)(2,0)01202 = (1,0)(3,2)(1,3)(2,0)0(0,1)
(2.3) 2132 = (1,0) (3,2)(1,3)(2,0)(0,1)(2,3)12132 and 01031 = 0(1,3)(2,0)0121 =

(1.3) (2.0)20121 = (1,3)(2,0)(l,2)(0,3)02321 = (l,3)(2,0)(l,2)(0,3)02(3,1)
(0,2)230 = (1,3)(2,0)(l,2)(0,3)(3,l)(0,2)20230 = (0,3)(l, 2)20230.

Then we obtain 01031 — 20230 — 12132. We already know TV01031 = {e}, but

ATtotitot3*i((012)) = N(totitoUti)^12^ = Ntit2tit3t2 = MMoAi => (012) G Ar'01031\

Similarly, we have (021) G AT<01031\ So, now A^01031) >< W01031, (01 2), (021) >. The
number of single cosets in [01031] is equal to

= y = 4. The orbits of M01031)

on T are {0,2,1} and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do

and Ntotitot3tit3 belong to?

= Wtotitot3

[0103].

We notice that NtotitotstitsN is a new double coset that will be viewed later.

Now lets take a look at this new double coset Ntotitotshte-N. From our re

lations above we know the following: 01031 = (02)(13)12132,01031 = (03)(12)20230 ,
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and 12132 = (01) (23)20230 => 010313 = (02) (13)121323,01031 = (03) (12)202303 , and
121323 = (01) (23)202303 => 010313 ~ 121323

202303. By conjugating these new rela

tions by (01)(23),(02)(13), and (03)(12) we can obtain these other relations:

010313 - 202303 - 121323 (i),
101202 - 313212 ~ 030232 (it),

232131 - 020121 ~ 303101 (Hi), and
323020 - 131030 ~ 212010 (iv).
Now we want to show that there is only one name by showing (i) ~ (Hi) ~

(ii)

(iv) :

0103113 = 01(10)(32)3023 = (101(32)103023 = (10)(32)103(03)(12)201 =
(10) (32)(03) (12)230201 = (10)(32)(03)(12)2(32)(10)03101 = (10)(32)(03) (12)

(32)(10)303101 = (03)(12)303101 => (i) - (Hi).
020121 = 02(20)(13)1031 = (20) (13)201031 = (20) (13)201(32) (10)302 =
(20) (13(10) (32)310302 = (20)(13)(10)(32)3(13)(20)01202 = (20)(13)(10)(32)
(13) (20)101202 = (01)(23) 101202 => (Hi) ~ (ii).
101202 = 10(01) (23)2132 = (01) (23)012132 = (01)(23)012(21)(30)310 =

(01) (23) (21) (30)321310 = (01) (23) (21)(30)3(32) (10) 12010 = (01)(23)(21)(30)(32)
(10)212010 = (03)(12)212010 => (ii) - (iv).
131030 = 13(13) (20)0120 = (13) (20)310120 = (13) (20)310(01) (23)213 =

(13) (20(01) (23)201213 = (13) (20) (01) (23)2(20)(13)10313 = (13)(20)(01)(23)
(20)(13)010313 = (01)(23)010313 => (iv) ~ (i).
Therefore we have (i) ~ (Hi) ~ (ii) ~ (iv) which implies the following:

010313 ~ 202303 ~ 323020 - 303101 - 313212 ~ 020121 ~ 232131
~ 030232 - 121323 - 131030 - 212010 ~ 101202. We already know TV010313 = {e}, but
7VMiM3M3(012)

= N/toMoMiW012) = Ntihhhtih = NtoMoM1*3 (from above)

(012) 6 W<010313).

Similarly, JVMiM3hi3(123) = N(M1M3M3)(123) = Ntot2totit2ti = NtQt^Qtstits (from
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above) => (123) e N^010313\ and ^0^^3^1^3(013) = N(tQtitotztitz)^13'* = Ntit^titot^to

= NtQtitot3tit3 (from above) => (013) G ^(010313)
Therefore N^010313) >< ./V010313, (123), (012), (013) >= A4 = 12. The number of single
cosets in [010313] is equal to

| ^Jwais) |

= if = 1- Thus, ;y(010313) has a single orbit of

{0,1,2,3} on T. Now we need to know which double coset does NtQtitQt3tyt3t3 belong

to?
Since there is only one orbit we see that Nioiiioi3iii3i3 — Ntoiiioisii € [01031] and there
is nothing more to consider after this.

Finally, now lets take a look at this new double coset

From our re

lations we can obtain the following: 01021 = (03) (12)13123,01021 = (02) (13)30320,
and 13123 = (01)(23)30320 => 010212 = (03)(12)131232,010212 = (02)(13)303202 and,

131232 = (01) (23)303202 => 010212 ~ 131232 ~ 303202. By conjugating these new rela
tions by (01)(23), (02)(13), and (03)(12) we can obtain these other relations:

010212 ~ 131232 ~ 303202 (i),
101303 ~ 020323 ~ 212313 (ii),

232030 - 313010 - 121020 (m), and

323121 ~ 202101 - 030131 (w).

Now we want to show that there is only one name by showing (i) ~ (Hi) ~ (H) ~ (w) :

010212 = 0(03)(12)01312 = (03) (12)301312 = (03)(12)301(10) (32)130 =

(03)(12)(10)(32)210130 = (03)(12)(10)(32)21(12)(03)1020 = (03) (12) (10) (32) (12)
(03)121020 = (01)(23)121020 =*> (i) - (Hi).
232030 = 23(01) (23)0210 = (01)(23)320210 = (01)(23)320(13) (20)123 =
(01) (23)(13)(20) 102123 = (01) (23) (13)(20)l(23) (01)20323 = (01) (23) (13) (20) (23)

(01)020323 = (02)(13)020323 => (Hi) ~ (ii).
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212313 = 21(30)(21)3203 = (30)(21)123203 = (30)(21)123(01)(23)021 =
(30)(21)(01)(23)032021 = (30) (21)(01)(23)0(21) (30)23121 = (30) (21) (01) (23)(21)

(30)323121 = (01)(23)323121 => (u) - (w).
323121 = 32(10)(32)1301 = (10) (32)231301 = (10) (32)231 (02) (31)032 =

(10)(32)(02)(31)013032 = (10)(32)(02)(31)0(32) (10)31232 = (10) (32) (02) (31) (32)

(10)131232 = (02) (13) 131232 => (w) - (i).

Therefore we have (i) — (iii) ~ (n) —■ (w) which implies the following:
010212 - 202101 - 323121 ~ 303202 - 313010 - 020323 ~ 232030 ~ 030131 121020 ~ 131232 - 212313 - 101303. We already know TV010212 = {e}> but

NMiWiMO^) = TV(toMoMite/012) = Ntit2titot2tQ = NtQtitot2tit2 (as seen from

above) => (012) G

jy(0i02i2).

Similarly, NM1M2M2(O13) = N(MltoMi^)^013^

=

= Ntotitot2tit2 (as seen from above) => (012) e M010212\ and
ATMiM2M2(123) = W(MiM2M2/123>

= Nt0t2t0t3hi3 =

=> (123) e

^(010212)

Therefore 7\d010212) >< N010212, (123), (012), (013) >= A4 = 12. The number of sin
gle cosets in [010212] is equal to

j- =

= 1. The orbit of A^010212) on T is

{0,1,2,3}. Now we need to know which double coset does NtQtxt$t2t\t2t2 belong to?

Since .there is only one orbit then we only have one coset to consider. Thus we notice
that NtQtitQt2tit2t2 = NtQtitot2ti € [01031] and there is nothing more to consider.

Therefore, we have found all the double cosets, since the set of right cosets of N is

closed under right multiplication by the symmetric generators. The result of the double
coset enumeration are shown with the following Cayley diagram:
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[013]
[01020]

Figure 3.1: Cayley Diagram For 3 x PGL2(7)
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1 Jffo) | + ['Ar^Wj+1A |+

+pj/wj++

The index of TV in G has at most
|W|

,

|JV|

|^(0103) | "I" |^(O1O2) |

.

W

,

|N|

,

|JV|

,

|W|

|W|

,

[JVC01031) | "l- |jV(010313)| “r |jv(0101)| "r |jV<01020) | ~ |^(01021)| “

|N|

=

|^(010212) |

1 + 4 +12 4-12+ 6 + 6 +12+ 12 4-4+1 + 3 + 6 + 4 + 1 = 84. It follows that the order
of the image group G is at most 84 |N| = 84(12) = 1008, |G| < 1008. We now need to
investigate further to show that in fact we have an isomorphism to 3 x PGL2(7). We now

show that |G| = 1008 by regarding G as a subgroup of
cosets, that we have found, as follows:

IN

2Ni0
3Ntx

4Nt2

5Ni3

6Nioii
7Niii0

8Nt2to
9Nt3to

10Nto£2
UNti^

12Nt2^i
13Nt3ti
14Nt0t3

15Ntit3
16Nt2i3

17Nt3<2

18Nioiiio
19Ntitoti
20Nt2t3i2

21Ntit2ti
22Ntit3ti
23Nt2tit2

24Ntot2to

Let us label the eighty-four
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25Nt2tQt2
26A03tot3

27W2*3

287Vt3tit3

29Ntot3to
301Vto^i^2
317Vt2434o

32A0it2to
33I\rtit3t2
347VYo4243

35IVt34ot2
367Vl3ti42
37ATtot2ti

381Vtotit3
39A'tAito
4O7Vt3t2to

417Vt3toti
42AAotitot3

43JVtito^i^2
44A02M2tl

457Vt342434o

46Ntit2tit3
47Nt2tQt2t3

48IViit3tifo
49Nt2ti42to

50000^(01

51M3W1
52/X7£3fif3f 2
5301^3^0^2

54IV4o4ito42
557Vt]4o4i43
56IV42t3t2to
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57
582Vii£2^o

59Nt2tot2ti
60N4i434i42

61Nt2tlt2t3
62Ntot2tot3
G3Nt3tot3t2
642V434i4340

657V4o434o4i

667VtotiWi
67^142^1^2

687^40^2^0^2
69JV4o4i4o424o
7ON4i424i4o4i
71JV424o424i42

727V424i424342
732V4i4o4i434i

742V4i434i424i
75?/4o4i4o424i

767V4i4o4i434o
77JV4342434i42

787X7^2^3^2^0^3
794V4q4i4o434i

807V4i4o4i424o

81A7t243424i43
827V4342434o42
837V4o4i4o424i42
84N4q4i4o434i43

Now, 2*4 :

=< tQ,x,y > acts on the eighty-four cosets above and the actions

of 4, x, y on the eighty-four cosets is well-defined. Thus, we have a homomorphism f :
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2*4 : A4 —> 584, where

are computed below. Then ^C2*4^) _

< f(x), f(y), f(t) >; that is, the homomorphic image of 2*4 : A4 is of the order,

l< ZW,/(*/), f(t) >1 = 1008.

—>27Vt0
2NtQ

—> lTVtoto = TV

3Nti

-> 77Vtit0

4Nt2

-> 8Nt2to

5Nt3

-* 9Nt3to

QNtQti

-> 187VtoMo

77Vtito

■* SNtitotQ = JVti

8Nt2tQ

■* 4Nt2tQto = Nt2

9Nt3to

-> 5Nt3totQ = Nt3

10Nt()t2

* 24:NtQt2tQ

llNt1t2

■> 32Ntit2to

12Nt2ti

* 397VMito

13Nt3ti

+ 33Nt3titQ = Ntit3t2

lANtotz

* 29Nt()t3to

15Ntit3

■» 36-ZVtiMo = Nt3t±t2

16Nt2t3

* 31 A'12 Mo

17Nt3t2

■> 407Vt3t2to

187Vtoti£o

► GNtotitoto = Ntfa

19IVtiMi

► GBNtitotito = TVMiMi

2QNt2t3t2

► 5QNt2t3t2to

21Nt]t2ti

► 58IVtiMiJo

22Ntit3ti

* 482Vtit3Mo

23Nt2t]t2

- 4QNt2t]t2to

24NtGt2to

► ICLZVM2

25Nt2tot2

► 68Nt2tot2tQ = NtQt2tQt2

26Nt3tot3

► G7Nt3tot3to = Ntit2tit2

27Nt3t2t3

► 45ArM;2Mo

28Nt3tit3

► 647VMiMo

29Ntot3to

► 14Nt()t3tQ = Ntot3
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3O7\7io^i^2

—> 4600o402to — 0002403

317X7^2^3^0

—> 16002434O4O = 044243

3200024o

—> 11044024o4o = 7/402

33000342

—> 130003t24o =

34074o4243

—> 4400o42434o

= 0000241

350440o42

—► 520034o424q

= 0440002

36003 4i 42

—> 150034024o =

377V40424i

—> 61044o4240o = 04424i4243

3800o4i43

—> 6O044o4034o

39044240o

—> 1200240o4o = 04424i

4O003424o

—> 170443424o4o

AlNtstoti

—> 570034o40o = 044342434i

4200o40o43

—► 7O00o40o434o = 0440240o4i

43000o402

—> 8004414o4024o

440142434241

—> 34002434240o = 044o4243

45003 to ts to

—> 270443t2t34o4o = 04434243

4604402403

—► 300441 424i 434o = 044o402

4704424o4243

—> 7904424o42434o = 044o40o434i

480440000

—> 220440340o4o

490024i424o

—> 2307424 0 24o4o = 0442402

5O00ot24o4i

—> 73044ot24o40o =

510034o434i

—► 8104434o4340o = 044243424i43

5204400342

—> 35003403t24o =

^3Nt()t3tot2

—> 71044o43to424o = 04424o424it2

5400o4i4o42

—> 69044o40o40o

5500itotit3

—> 76000o4034o

560024342to

—► 2O044243424q4o

57W2434i

—► 4104t34243t0o —

58000240o

—> 210440240o4o = 044i424i

590024o424i

—> 770440q400q

600003402

—► 38044034it24o =

610024i42 t3

—> 3704424i42434o = 044ot24i

77434i

774143

= 000002
= 044342

— 044034i

0440o4034i

04434o42

= 044002
0440o4i

= 04400002
044o403
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62Ntot2tot3

—► 74Ar£o£2^oG^o = Ntit3tit2ti

63Nt3tQt3t2

—> 75Nt3£o£3£2^o ”

64Nt3tit3to

—> 28Nt3tit3toio — Nt3tit3

65Nfot3toii

—> 72Ntoi3^o^i^o = Nt2tit2t3t2

OGNtotitoti

—► lONtotitotito = Ntitoti

67Ntit2tit2

—> 26JVM2GW0 = Nt3tot3

6SNtot2tQt2

—> 25Ntotztot2t() = Nt2tot2

69NtotitQt2to

54Ntotiiot2Mo = A'toMoG

7ONtit2titoti

42Ntit2^i^o^i^o — Ntotitcfa

71Nt2tot2tit2

53Nt2^oi2^i^2^o = Ntot3tot2

72Nt2t1t2t3t2

66Nt2tit2t3t2to = Ntffatoti

73Ntitotii3ii

50N£iioM3iiio = NtQt2toti

74Ntit3tit2ti

62Ntit3tit2tito = Ntot2tot3

75W1W1
76Ntitotit3to

63Ntotitot2tito = Nt3to^3^2

77Nt3t2t3tit2

59Nt3t2^3^ii2io = Ni2ioi2^i

78Nt2t3t2tot3

83Nt2t3l2tot3to — Ntotitofatitz

79Wiio*3ti

47 Nt,Qtitot3l[lo = Nt2tot2t3

80NtiZo^it2io

43Ntitotit2toto = Ntitotit2

81Nt2t3t2tit3

51Nt2t3t2tit3to = Nt3tot3ti

82 Nt3 t2t3toi2

84Nt3t2t3tot2to =

33N totitot2tit2

78Ntotitot2tit2tQ = Nt2t3t2tot3

84^40^1^0*3^1^3

82N^otitot3tit3to — Nt3t2t3tot2

55A7]AoM3Mo

= Nti£o*i*3

A'GMoMiG

/(t): (1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,18)(10,24)(ll,32)(12,39)(13,33)(14,29)(15,36)(16,31)

(17,40)(19,66)(20,56)(21,58)(22,48)(23,49)(25,68)(26,67)(27,45)(28,64) (30,46)(34,44)

(35,52) (37,61) (38,60)(41,57) (42,70)(43,80)(47, 79) (50,73) (51,81)(53,71)(54,69)(55,76)
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(59,77) (62,74) (63,75) (65,72) (78,83) (82,84)
To obtain our f(x) all we have to do is conjugate the list by our x = (123). Then
we will have the following:

IN

—> IN

2Ni0

—>2Nt0

3Nti

—> 4Nt2

4Ni2

—> 5Nt3

5Nt3

—> 3Nti

6Ntoti

—> lONioi2

7Ntito

—> 8Ni2io

8Nt2io

—> 9Nt3to

9Nt3to

—► 7Niii0

10Nioi2

—► 14Nioi3

HNiii2

—> 16Ntt2t3

12Ni2t!

—> 17Ni3t2

13Ni3ti

—> llNtit2

14Ntot3

—> 6Ntoti

15Ntit3

—► 12Ni2ti

16Nt2t3

—> 13Nt3ii

17Nt3i2

—> 15Ntit3

18Nioiiio

—> 24Ntot2to

19Nt±toti

—> 25Nt2toi2

20Ni2£3i2

—> 28Nt3iit3

21Ntit2ti

—> 20Nt2t3i2

22Ntit3ti

—► 23Nt2tit2

23Ni2tit2

—> 27Nt3t2t3

24Ntot2tQ

—> 2QNtot3to

25Nt2tot2

—> 26Nt3tot3

26Ni3toi3
27Nt3t2t3

—► 19Ni]£oii
—► 22Ntii3ti
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28Ntsiit3

—> 21A**i*2*i

29Ntot3to

—> 187V*o*i*o

^Ntot^

—> 347V*o*2*3

31Nivt3to

—> 337V*3*i*o = 7V*i*3*2

32Ntit2tQ

—► 317Vt2*3*O

33Ntit3t2

—> 327V*2*i*3 = 7Vtit2*o

34NtQt2t3

—> 357VYo*3*i = 7V*3*o*2

357V*3*o*2

—► 3O7V*i*o*3 =

36Nt3tit2

—> 397V*i*2*3 = 7V*2*i*o

37Ntot2ti

----- > 417V*o*3*2

387V*o*i*3

—► 377V*o*2*i

397V*2*i*o

—► 4O7V*3*2*o

407X7^2*0

—> 367V*i*3*o

417V*3to*i

—>■ 387V*i*o*2 = 7Vio*i*3

427V*o*i*o*3

—> 507V*o*2*o*i

437V*i*o*i*2

--- > 477Vt2*0*2*3

447V*2*3*2*1

—> 527V*3*i*3*2

45JV*3*2*3*0

—> 487V*i*3*i*0

467V*i*2*i*3

—> 447Vi2*3*2*i

477V*2 *0*2*3

—> 517V*3*o*3*i

487V*i*3*i*o

—► 497Vt2*i*2*o

497V*2*i*2*o

--- > 45 Nt3 *2*3*0

5O7Vto*2*o*i

—> 537V*o*3*o*2

517V*3*o*3*1

—> 437V*i*o*i*2

52Nt3tit3t2

—► 467V*i*2*it3

537V*o*3*o*2

—> 427V*o*i*o*3

547V*o*i*o*2

—> 627V*o*2*o*3

557V*i *0*1*3

—> 597V*2*o*2*i

567Vi2*3*2*o

—► 647V*3*i*3*o

577^3^2*3*1

—> 607V*i*3*i*2

587Vti*2*i*o

—> 567V*2*3*2*o

597V*2*o*2*i

----- > 637V*3*q*3*2

7V*o*i*2

= *V*3*0*l

= 7V*3*ii2
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6QNtit3tit2

—► 617/42414243

617/424i4243

57N4342434i

627/4o424o43

—> 657/4o434o4i

637/434o4342

—> 557/4i404i43

647V434i434o

—> 587/4i424i4o

657/4o434o4i

—> 547/4o4i4o42

667V4o4i4o4i

—> 68A44o424o42

677/41424142

—> 667/42434243 = 7/4o4i4o4i

681V4o424o42

—> 677/4o434o43 = 7/4i424i42

697/4o4i4o424o

—> 747/4o424o434o = Nt^t^ti

7ON4142414o41

—► 737/4243424o42 — 7/4i4o4i434i

717/424o424i42

—> 7O7/434o434243 =

7/4i424i4o4i

7277424i424342

—> 697/4342434i43 =

7/4o4i4o424o

737/414041434i

—► 71 77424o424i42

747/4i434i424i

—► 727/424i424342

757/4o4i4q424i

—> 767/4o424o4342 = 774i4o4i434o

7QNtitGtit3to

—> 777/424o424i4o =

777/4342434i42

—> 757741434i4243

= 7/4o4i4o424i

787/424342to43

—> 787V434] 43404i

= N4243424o43

79N4o4i4o434i

—► 81N'4o424o4i42 =

807741 4o4i424o

—► 79N424o42434o = 774o4i4o434i

8177424342ti43

—> 807/434i43424i

82744342434o42

—> 827/4it34i4o43 =

83774o4ito424i42

—► 837/4o424o434243 =

847/4o4i4o434i43

—> 847/4o424o4i424i = 7/4o4i4o434i43

7/4342434i42

= Ntitot^tQ
7V4342434o42

774o4i4o424i42

=> /(<c) : (3,4,5)(6,10,14)(7,8,9)(11,16,13)(12,17,15)(18,24,29)(19,25,26)(20,28,21)

(22,23,27)(30,34,35) (31,33,32)(36,39,40)(37,41,38) (42,50,53)(43,47,51) (44,52,46)
(45,48,49)(54,62,65)(55,59,63) (56,64,58) (57,60,61)(66,68,67) (69,74,72) (70,73,71)

(75,76,77)
(79,

81,80)

To obtain f(y) all we have to do is conjugate the list by our y = (012). Then we
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will have the following:

12V

—> 12V

2AT0

-> 3Nti

32Vtx

-4Art2

42Vt2

■* 22Vt0

52Vt3

->5AT3

62VM1

112Vtit2

7Nt1t0

► 122VM1

8Nt2tQ

► 62VM1

92Vt3to

► 132Vt3tj

102Vtot2

72Vtit0

112Vtit2

8Ntt2tQ

122VM1

102VM2

132VM1

172VM2

142Vtoi3

152VM3

152Viii3

162VM3

162Vt2t3

142Vtoi3

172V£3t2

92Vt3to

18-ZVtoMo

212Vt1t2ti

192VtiMi

23Nt2t]t2

202Vt2t3t2

292VtoMo

21Ntit2ti

25Nt2tQt2

222Vtit3ti

202Vt2t3i2

23Nt2t]t2

24NtQt2to

24Nt0t2t0

192VtiMi

25Nt2tot2

182VMiio

262Vt3M3

—> 282Vt3tit3

27Nt3t2ts

—> 262V£3M3

282Vt3tit3

—> 27Nt3t2t3

29Ntot3to

—> 222Vti£3ti

3QNtotit2

—> 322VtiMo
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31Nt2t3t0

—► 35Nioi3ii = ^V*3*o*2

32Ntit2tQ

—> 34Nt2toii = NtQt2t3

38Ntit3t2

—> 31Ni2i3io

34Nioi2i3

—> 3ON£ito£3 = Ntotit2

35Nt3toi2

—► 33Ni3iiio — Ntit3t2

36Nt3tii2

—► 40Ni3t2io

37Nt0i2ii

—> 38Ntiioi2 = Nioiit3

38Niotit3

—> 39N£ii2i3 = Nt2tito

39Nt2iiio

—► 371VW1

40Nt3t2to

—> 41Nt3toii

41Ni3ioii

—» 36Nt3iit2

42Ntoiiioi3

—> 46Ntit2tit3

43Ntitotit2
44Nt2t3t2ti

—► 49Ni2iii2io

45Nt3t2t3to

—> 51Ni3i0i3ii

46Niii2iii3

—> 47Ni2ioi2i3

477Vt2ioi2i3

—► 42Nioiiioi3

48Ntit3iito

—*■ 44Ni2t3t2ii

49Nt2iii2io

—► 50Nioi2ioii

SONto^ioii

—► 43Ntiioiit2

51Nt3ioi3ii

—> 52Nt3tit3t2

52Nt3tit3t2

—> 45Nt3£2t3to

53Ntoi3ioi2

—► 48Ntit3tiio

54Nt0iii0£2

—► 58Ntit2tiio

SSNtxioiiis

—> 61Nt2i1i2t3

56Ni2i3i2io

—> 65Ntot3toti

57Nt3t2i3ii

—► 63Nt3tQt3t2

58Ntit2iito

—► 59Nt2foi2ii

59Ni2ioi2ii

—> 54Ntoiiioi2

60Ntit3iit2

—> 56Nt2t3t2to

61Nt2iit2t3

—> 62Ntoi2toi3

62Ntot2tQt3

—> 55Ntitoiii3

—> 53Ntoi3ioi2
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6304*3*0*3*2

—> 6404*3*03*o

64044340340

—► 5704*3*243*i

6504*0*3*0*1

—> 6O04*03402

QQNtotitoti

—> 6704402*02

670002*02

--- ► 6804*2*0*2*0 — 0440*2*0*2

6804*0*2*0*2

—> 660000*00 — 04*0*1*0*1

69044o40o424o

—> 7004*02*1*0*1

7O04*02*i*o*i

--- > 7104*2*0*241*2

7104*2*o*2*i*2

—> 69044o*i*o*2*o

7204*2402*3*2

--- ► 7404*0*2*0*3*0 = 04*1*3*1*2*1

73000o4034i

--- > 7204*241*2*3*2

7404*03*02*i

--- > 7304*2*3*2*o*2 = 04*1*0*1*3*1

7504*0*00*2*1

--- > 780441*2*1*0*2 = 04*2*3*2*0*3

76000o4034o

--- > 760442*1*2*341 = 04*1*0*1*3*0

7704*3*2*3402

--- ► 7504*3*0*3*2*0 = 04*0*1*0*2*1

7804i2 *3*2*0*3

--- > 7704*0*3*0*1*3 = 04*3*2*3*1*2

79044o4i4o434i

--- > 7904*1*2*1*3*2 = 04*0*1*0*3*1

8O04*0o*i*2*o

--- > 8204*2402*0*1 = 04*3*2*3*0*2

8104*2*3*2*03

--- > 8004*0*3*0*2*3 = 04*00*1*2*0

820443*2434o42

--- ► 8104*3*0*3*1*0 — 002*3*2*1*3

830I*o*i*o*2*i*2

--- > 8304*1*2*1*0*2*0 = 04*0*1*0*2*1*2

8401*0*1*0*3*1*3

--- ► 8404*02*03*2*3 = 04*0*1*0*3*1*3

=>/(y) : (2,3,4)(6,11,8)(7,12,10)(9,13,17)(14,15,16)(18,21,25)
(19,23,24) (20,29,22)(26,28,27) (30,32,34) (31,35,33) (36,40,41)

(37,38,39) (42,46,47) (43,49,50) (44,53,48) (45,51,52) (54,58,59)
(55,61,62) (56,65,60) (57,63,64) (66,67,68) (69,70,71) (72,74,73)

(75,78,77) (80,82,81)
We similarly obtain /(*i),

and /(*3).

/(tl) : (1,3)(2,6)(4,12)(5,13)(7,19)(8,34)(9,41)(10,37)(11,21)
(14,35)(15,22)(16,40)(17,31)(18,66)(20,44)(23,67)(24,50)(25, 59)
(26,51)
(27,

57) (28,68) (29,65) (30,53) (32,47) (33,45) (36,63) (38,62)

42
(39,56)(42,79)(43,72)(46,71)(48,69)(49,82)(52,80)(54,75)(55, 73)

(58,70) (60,74) (61,76) (64,78) (77,83) (81,84)
f(t2) : (1,4)(2,10)(3,11)(5,17)(6,30)(7,38)(8,25)(9,35)(12,23)

(13,36)(14,41)(15,33)(16,20)(18,54)(19,43)(21,67)(22,60)(24, 68)

(26.63) (27,66) (28,52) (29,53) (31,51) (32,48) (34,42) (37,65) (39,55)
(40.64) (44,70)(45,82)(46,79)(47,69)(49,74)(50,81)(56,73)(57,77)
(58,78) (59,71) (61,72) (62,76) (75,83) (80,84)

f(t3) : (1,5)(2,14)(3,15)(4,16)(6,38)(7,30)(8,37)(9, 26)(10,34)

(11,39)
(12,32)(13,

28) (17,27) (18,42) (19,55) (20,66)(21,46) (22,68)

(23,61) (24,62) (25,47) (29,67) (31,49) (33,43) (35,50) (36,58) (40,59)
(41,54) (44,81) (45,72) (48,82) (51,74) (52,73) (53,80) (56,78) (57,69)
(60,75) (63,70) (64,71) (65,77) (76,83) (79,84)
In order for us to know that < fix'), /(y), f(t) > is also the homomorphic image of

G. we need to verify, (?) t has exactly 4 conjugates, and (if) the additional relations hold
in < /(x),/({/),/(*) >.

(i)
t has exactly 4 conjugates under conjugation by N and N acts on {to, ti, £2,^3}

by conjugation, as the group A4. We note its of f(x) =

f(t2),

and /(y) =

(/(/o), /(*1), /(/a))*

(u)
(01) (23) = t2tQt3tit2tQ

d((012)) = d(t2)d(to)dfe)d(ti)d(t2)a!(to)
=> d((01)(23)): a(t0)“(01)(23) = d(t,)

Let g —
d(t2)d(to)d(t3)«(ti)d(t2)d(to) = (1)(2,3) (4,5)(6,7)(8,13)(9,12)(10,15)(11,14)(16,17)
(18,19)
(20,27)(21,29)(22,24)(25,28)(26,23)(30)(31)(32,

(40)(42,43)(44,45)'(46,53)(47,52)(48,50)(49,51)(54,
(39,41)

35) (33,34) (36,37) (38)

55) (56,57)(58,65)

(59.64) (60,62)(61,63)(66)(67)(68)(69,73)(70,72)(71)(74)(75,76)(77,78)(79,80)

(81,82) (83) (84)
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For the relation to hold d(*o)5 should give us d(ti) :

=> a(to)9 =
[(1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,18)(10, 24) (11,32) (12,39)(13,33)(14,29)(15,36)(16, 31)

(17.40) (19,66)(20,56)(21,58)(22,48)(23,49)(25,68)(26,67)(27,45)(28,64)(30,46)(34,44)
(35.52) (37,61)(38,60)(41,57) (42,70)(43,80) (47,79)(50,73) (51,81) (53,71)(54,69)(55,76)
(59.77) (62,74)(63,75)(65,72)(78,83)(82,84)]*? =

(1,3)(2,6)(4,12) (5,13)(7,19) (8,34)(9,41)(10,37) (11,21)(14,35)(15,22) (16,40)
(17.31) (18,66)(20,44)(23,67)(24,50)(25,59) (26,51) (27,57) (28,68) (29,65) (30,53) (32,47)

(33.45) (36,63)(38,62) (39,56) (42,79) (43,72) (46,71) (48,69) (49,82) (52,80) (54,75) (55,73)
(58.70) (60,74)(61,76)(64,78)(77,83)(81,84) = /(tx)

For the relation to hold d(*i)? should give us d(*o) :

[(1,3)(2,6)(4,12) (5,13)(7,19) (8,34) (9,41)(10,37) (11,21)(14,35) (15,22)(16,40)
(17.31) (18,66) (20,44) (23,67) (24,50) (25,59) (26,51) (27,57) (28,68) (29,65)(30,53)(32,47)

(33.45) (36,63)(38,62)(39,56)(42,79)(43,72)(46,71)(48,69)(49,82)(52,80)(54,75)(55,73)
(58.70) (60,74)(61,76)(64,78)(77,83)(81,84)]9 =
(1,2) (3,7)(4,8) (5,9) (6,18) (10,24)(11,32) (12,39)(13,33) (14,29) (15,36) (16,31)

(17.40) (19,66) (20,56) (21,58) (22,48) (23,49) (25,68) (26,67) (27,45) (28,64) (30,46) (34,44)
(35.52) (37,61)(38,60)(41,57)(42,70) (43,80) (47,79) (50,73) (51,81) (53,71) (54,69)(55,76)

(59.77) (62,74)(63,75)(65,72)(78,83)(82,84) = /(*0)
For the relation to hold a(t2)3 should give us a (*3) :
[(1,4)(2,10)(3,11)(5,17)(6,30)(7,38)(8,25)(9,35)(12,23)(13,36)(14,41)(15, 33)

(16,20)
(18,54)(19,43)(21,67)(22,60)(24,68)(26,63)(27,66)(28,52)(29,53)(31,51)(32,

48)

(34,42) (37,65) (39,55) (40,64)(44,70)(45,82) (46,79)(47,69) (49,74) (50,81)(56,73)(57,77)

(58.78) (59,71) (61,72) (62,76) (75,83) (80,84)]9 =

(1,5)(2,14)(3,15)(4,16)(6,38)(7,30)(8,37)(9,26)(10,34)(11,39)(12,32)(13, 28)
(17,27)
(18,

42) (19,55) (20,66) (21,46)(22,68) (23,61) (24,62)(25,47)(29,67)(31,49)(33,43)

(35,50)(36,58)(40,59)(41,54)(44,81)(45,72)(48,82)(51,74)(52,73)(53,80)(56,78)(57, 69)

(60,75)
(63,70)(64,71)(65,77)(76,83)(79,84)

= f(t3)

For the relation to hold (ipz)9 should give us d(*2) :
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[(1,5)(2,14)(3,15)(4,16)(6,38)(7,30)(8,37)(9,26)(10,34)(11,39)(12,32)(13, 28)
(17,27)
(18,42)(19,55)(20,66)(21,46)(22,68)(23,61)(24,62)(25,47)(29,67)(31,49)(33,

43)

(35,50)(36,58)(40,59)(41,54)(44,81)(45,72)(48,82)(51,74)(52,73)(53,80)(56,78)(57, 69)
(60,75)
(63,70)(64,71)(65,77)(76,83)(79,84)]»

=

(1,4)(2,10)(3,11) (5,17)(6,30)(7,38)(8,25)(9,35)(12,23)(13,36)(14,41)(15,33)
(16,20) (18,54) (19,43) (21,67) (22,60) (24,68) (26,63) (27,66) (28,52) (29,53) (31,51) (32,48)
(34,42)
(37,65)(39,

55)(40,64)(44,70)(45,82)(46,79)(47,69)(49,74)(50,81)(56,73)(57,77)

(58,78)
(59,71)(61,72)(62,76)(75,83)(80,84)

= /(t2)

Therefore this relation holds in < f(x),

f(t) >

(»»)

tittotitotitotito = e
=3- d(ti)a(to)d(ti)a(to)d(ti)d:(to)<i(ti)«(to) = Id'Sx';

^(l)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10)(ll)(12)(13)(14)(15)(16)(17)(18)(19)
(20)(21)(22)(23)(24)(25)(26)(27)(28)(29)(30)(31)(32)(33)(34)(35)(36)(37)(38)(39)(40)
(41)(42)(43)(44)(45)(46)(47)(48)(49)(50)(51)(52)(53)(54)(55)(56)(57)(58)(59)(60)(61)

(62)(63)(64)(65)(66)(67)(68)(69)(70)(71)(72)(73)(74)(75)(76)(77)(78)(79)(80)(81)

(82)(83)(84) = Id(Sx)

Therefore this relation also holds in <

f(y). f(t~) >.

Since the relations hold then we have

Hence, => G/Kerf =< /(x),/(y),/(t) >= 7(G)
=> \G/Kerf\ S |/(G)| => \G/Kerf\ * imf
=* |G| > |7(G)|

=> |G| > 1008

But from the Cayley diagram we considered that |G| < 1008
Hence, => |(7| = 1008 and Kerf = 1

^G=< f(x),f(y),f(t) >
A well-known presentation of 3 x PGL2(7) is:

G (x, y, t, c) =< xx, yy, tt, ccfxx4 = yy2 = (yyxx)3 = it2 = (it, yy) =

(it, (xxyy)xx3) = (xxtt)3 = (tt(ttxx))2(yyxx) 1 = (yyxx3)tt(ttxx )7 = cc3 = (cc,xx) =
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(cc, yy) = (cc, tt) = e >

Now,
xx = (1,36,17,49)(2,14,42,21)(3,68,23,73)(4,74,34,78)(5,45,44,7)
(6,27) (8,59) (9,20,57,15) (10,62,60,71) (11,67,61,58) (12,63)

(13,84,66,53) (16,56,51,83) (18,19,76,70) (22,26,79,80)(24,43,29,25)

(28,35,82,75)
(30,

46,32,33)(31,72,81,38)(37,41,54,52)(39,77)

(40.69) (47,48,65,64)(50,55),
yy = (2,6) (3,4) (5,20) (7,15) (8,12)(9,17)(10,16) (11,13) (18,46) (19,43)
(22,25)(23,24)(26,33)(27,42)(28,40)(29,30)(31,39)(32,34)(36,45)
(37,61) (44,49) (48,60) (50,63) (51,62) (52,53) (54,67) (55,59) (56,65)

(58,66)(64, 71)(68,76)(69,82)(70,78)(73,80)(74,79)(77,81),

tt = (1,75) (2,66) (3,61) (4,37) (5,80) (6,58) (7,40) (8,23) (9,34)

(10.69) (11,46)(12,24)(13,18)(14,83)(15,28)(16,82)(17,32)(19, 44)
(20,73)(21,41)(22,52) (25,53) (26,55) (27,60) (29,62) (30,51) (31,54)
(33,59) (35,47) (36,81) (38,84) (39,67) (42,48) (43,49) (45,77) (50,70)

(56,76) (57, 72) (63, 78) (64,79) (65, 68) (71,74), and

cc = (l,84,83)(2,82,81)(3,74,80)(4,79,73)(5,61,71)(6,69,77)
(7,67,60) (8,63,55) (9,52,65) (10,45,58) (11,62,44) (12,50,59)

(13,51,49) (14,75,38)(15,54,48) (16,36,66) (17,53,56)(18,30,43)

(19,46,29) (20,37,64) (21,35,72) (22,68,34) (23,78,26) (24,70,33)
(25,76,32) (27,40,39)(28,31,42)(41,47,57) G G1

satisfy this presentation.
This implies 3 x PG£2(7) =< xx,yy,tt, cc >< Gl. But |3 x PG£2(7)|

= 1008 = |G1|. Then G1 = 3 x PG£2(7).

=> G = 3 x PGL2(7)
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It is clear from the Cayley diagram that every element of

[(oi)(23)to]S=e=^(oi)(23)to*2i3 can

wr^ten 35

G=
the symmetric representation for cj,
where 7r is a permutation on four letters and w is a word in t of length at most six. This

is isomorphic to 3 x PGL2(7) =< /(#), /(y), f(t) > which is a permutation on 84 letters

(permutation representation of G ).
In general, when we have a permutation p and we want to convert it to sym

metric form there are two steps :
Step (1): Np = lp = Nw => Np = Nw => p G Aw

=> p = nw, where n G N

and w is a word on the *$/3

Step (2): Use the formula, n = pw-1, to first find n, then use it to compute the symmetric
form nw of p.

Example (1):

Let p = (1,5,15,32,49,72,57,75,83,76,65,41,6,34,50,80,84,79,44,
73,64,36,11,4)(2,14,38,8,26,55,40,58,78,56,71,63,19,47,74,
45,82,48,31,43,25,9,30,10) (3,16,28,46,81,53,18,62,77,60,23,17)
(7,37,54,24,67,20,13,39,59,70,52,21,66,22,61,69,51,33,12,27,68,29,42,35)

Find its symmetric representation.
Step (1):

Np = V> = 5 = *3

=> p G Nt3

=> p = nt3 where n G N
Step (2):
Now we need to find n:

P*3 :
1 A5-^l
2

14

2

3

16

4
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17V

17V
27V7O

—> 27Vt0

37V7i

—> 47Vi2

47Vt2

—> 57Vt3

57Vt3

—> 37Vti

n = (123)
p = (123)t3, our p is now in symmetric form.

Example (2):

Let q = (1,3,12,37,62,73,43,82,84,81,52,33,17,41,63,78,83,77,54,70,46,32,8,2)

(4,6,21,59,75,64,27,51,80,49,24,7)
(5,13,31,14,22,44,30,47,79,42,71,48,20,65,74,55,76,61,38,56,29,15,40,9)
(10,19,67,28,57,36,16,35,45,26,68,18,11,34,53,69,58,25,66,23,50,72,60,39)

Find its symmetric representation.
Step (1):

Nq = F = 3 = 7i

=> q € TVti
=> q = nti where n G TV
Step (2):

Now we need to find n:

qti ■

2

13

3

12 § 4

4

6

2
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5

13

5

12V

2Nt0

31Vii

3Nti

—> 47V72

4Nt2

—> 2Nt0

5Nt3

—> 5Nt3

=> n = (012)
=> q = (012)ti, our q is now in symmetric form.

Now we will take two different elements that are in symmetric form and convert

it into permutation form. Thus, our elements r and s are of the form r = nw and s = nw,

where n G N and w a word in the symmetric generators 7^s. Now the image of w is a
permutation on 84 letters and the image of n is determined by its action on the four

cosets whose representatives have length 1.
Example (3):

Let r = (123)73
We have to first find the image of (123) by considering its action on cosets Nto, N7i, and

Nt2. Then we will multiply it to our f(t3).

Find the permutation representation of r:
What do (123) do to our list?

As we have seen above, the image of (123) is as follows:
(3,4,5)(6,10,14)(7,8,9) (11,16,13)(12,17,15) (18,24,29) (19,25,26) (20,28,21)

(22,23,27)
(30,

34,35) (31,33,32) (36,39,40) (37,41,38) (42,50,53) (43,47,51) (44,52,46)
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(45,48,49)(54,62,65) (55,59,63) (56,64,58) (57,60,61) (66,68,67) (69,74,72) (70,73,71)

(75.76.77) (79,81,80)
/(i3): (1,5)(2,14)(3,15)(4,16)(6,38)(7,30)(8,37)(9,26)(10,34)(11, 39) (12,32)(13,28)

(17.27) (18,42)(19,55)(20,66)(21,46)(22,68)(23,61)(24,62)(25,47)(29,67)(31,49)(33,43)

(35,50) (36,58)(40,59)(41,54)(44,81)(45,72) (48,82) (51,74) (52,73) (53,80) (56,78) (57,69)

(60,75) (63,70) (64,71) (65,77) (76,83) (79,84)
=> d((123))a(*3) = (1,5,15,32,49,72,57,75,83,76,65,41,6,34,50,80,84,79,44,73,64,

36,11,4) (2,14,38,8,26,55,40,58,78,56,71,63,19,47,74,45,82,
48,31,43,25,9,30,10) (3,16,28,46,81,53,18,62,77,60,23,17)
(7,37,54,24,67,20,13,39,59,70,52,21,66,22,61,69,51,33,12,27,68,29,42,35)

Which from our previous example (1) is the permutation that we started with

so this implies that the method was a success.
Example (4):
Let s = (012)ij
We have to first find the image of (012) by considering its action on cosets Nto, Nty, and
Nt2. Then we will multiply it to our /(ti).

Find the permutation representation of s:
What do (012) do to our list?

As we have seen above, the image of (012) is as follows:
(2,3,4) (6,11,8) (7,12,10) (9,13,17)(14,15,16) (18,21,25) (19,23,24) (20,29,22)
(26.28.27) (30,32,34)(31,35,33)(36,40,41)(37,38,39)(42,46,47)(43,49,50)(44,53,48)

(45,51,52) (54,58,59) (55,61,62) (56,65,60) (57,63,64) (66,67,68) (69,70,71)(72,74,73)
(75.78.77) (80,82,81).
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/(*1) : (1,3)(2,6)(4,12)(5,13)(7,19)(8, 34)(9,41)(10,37)(11,21)(14,35)(15, 22)(16,40)

(17,31)(18,66)(20,44)(23,67)(24,50)(25,59)(26,51)(27,57)(28,68)(29,65)(30,53)(32,47)
(33,45) (36,63) (38,62) (39,56) (42,79) (43,72) (46,71) (48,69) (49,82) (52,80) (54,75) (55, 73)
(58,70) (60,74) (61,76) (64,78) (77,83) (81,84)

=> d((012))d(*i) =

(1,3,12,37,62,73,43,82,84,81,52,33,17,41,63,78,83,77,54,70,46,32,8,2)

(4,6,21,59,75,64,27,51,80,49,24,7)
(5,13,31,14,22,44,30,47,79,42,71,48,20,65,74,55,76,61,38,56,29,15,40,9)
(10,19,67,28,57,36,16,35,45,26,68,18,11,34,53,69,58,25,66,23,50,72,60,39)

Which from our previous example (1) is the permutation that we started with

so this implies that the method was a success.
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Chapter 4

Symmetric Generation of PGL2(7)

Let us recall that a symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2*4 : A4 is given by:
< x,y,t\x3 = y3 — (xy)2 = e = L2 = [t,x] = [xytty2]3 >== 2*4 : A4, where the con

trol group N = A4

x, y\x3 = y3 — (xy)2 >,

x ~ (1,2,3) and

y-(0,1,2).

The progenitor is factored by the center of the group:
(I)(134)t3t2i3i4t2t4 — e> in order to obtain G. Thus

c~

2»4 : A4
(134) 7372^3^4^274 — 6

Manual Double Coset Enumeration:

We will now perform the double coset enumeration on the image of G over N.

First of all NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Since N is transitive on
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T = {0,1,2,3}, [*] only consists of the single coset N. Now we look at the double coset
NIqN, denoted by [0], where IV0 = {e, (123), (132)} =

in [0] is equal to

The orbits of

The number of single cosets

= 4. Therefore [0] = {Nto, Nti, Nt2y Nt$}.

on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do AToto and JVioti belong to?
Ntoio = Ne G [*], and

NfoiiN is & new double coset. This is the one we will consider next.

Now we look at the double coset

denoted by [01], where IV01 = {e} =

number of single cosets in [01] is equal to

jy(01)

Therefore,
[01] =

{IVtoti; Ntot2, Ntots, Nt±to, Nt2tQ, NIJq. Nt±t2, Ntitz, Nt2ts,
The orbits of

Ntsti, Nt3t2}.

on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which

double coset do Ntotitfh IVtotiti, NtQtit2, and Ntotits belong to?

IVtoiiti = Nto € [0]? but
Ntotit^N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relation that
013 = (132)012<02X13\

Thus, we have shown that [013] = [012].

Ntotito-?/ and Ntotit2N are new double cosets, so these are to be considered next.

Let us now look at NtotitoN, denoted by [010].

By our relation we have the following if we conjugate by N:
(130)323 = 020
(021)232 = 131
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(312)101 = 202

(203)010 = 313
(231)303 = 101

(301)020 = 121
(102)030 = 232

(210)131 = 030
(032)313 = 212

(013)121 = 323
(123)202 = 303
(320)212 = 010

The above conjugation shows us that A**o*i*o = 0**3*1*3, 0**o*i*o = 0**2*1*2; and 0**2*i*2

= 04*3*1*3. This implies that we have 010 ~ 212 ~ 313. we know that 0*010 = {e} but,
00o*i*o(234) = 0**o*i*q234^ = 0**2*i*2 = 00o*i*o => (234) G 0*<O1O\ Similarly we can
show that (243) G 0*(°1O>. Therefore, 0*tolo> >< e, (234), (243) >.

The number of single cosets in [010] is equal to

= ^ = 4. The orbits of 0*^010^

on T are {1} and {2,3,4}. Now we need to know which double coset do A**o*i*o*o and
00o*i*o*i belong to?

0**o*i*o*o = 0**o*i £ [01].

0*40*1*0*10* is a new double coset and will considered later.

Let us look at

00q*i*20*.

From our relation we can obtain (13)(20) 123 = 210 =>

(13)(20)123012 = e => 123012 = (13)(20) => 012 = 321(13)(20) => 012 = (20)(13) 103 and

0*012 = {e}, but

0**o*i*2(O1)(23) = A*(*o*i*2)(o1)(23)

= 0**i*o*3 = 0**o*i*2 => (01)(23) G

0*(°12). So we have 0f(°12) >< 0*012, (01)(23) >. The number of single cosets in [012] is
equal to

The orbits of A^012) on T are {0,1} and {2,3}. Now we need

to know which double coset do 0**o*i*2*2 and A**o* 1*2*0 belong to?

0**O*1*2*2 = 0**O*1 C [01].
Now we notice that 0**o*i*2*o is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the above

relations that the double cosets [0120] and [01] are identical.
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There are no new double cosets to be consider.

Let us now look at NtotitotiN, denoted by [0101], where TV0101 = {e}. Now,

0101 = 010122 = 01(2,0)(l, 3)1032 = (2,0) (1,3)231032 = (2,0) (1,3) (3,0) (2,1)320032 =
(0,1)(2,3)3232. Similarly, we can see that 0101 ~ 1010 ~ 2323 ~ 3232.
Then 2VM1M1((O1)(23)) =

= MiioMo = MoWi =>

(01)(23) G M0101). Similarly we have (02)(13) and (03)(12) G N’t0101). So, 7\d0101) ><
A0101, (01)(23), (02)(13), (03)(12) >. The number of single cosets in [0101] is equal to

The orbit of _/\d0101) on T is {0,1,2,3}. Now since there is only one
orbit there is no need to look any further on this coset.
Therefore, we have found all the double cosets, since the set of right cosets of

N is closed under right multiplication by the symmetric generators. The result of the
double coset enumeration are shown with the following Cayley diagram:
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Figure 4.1: Cayley Diagram For PGL2(7)
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The index of N in G has at most

pv<oioi)[ =1 + 4 + 12 + 6 + 4 + 1 =28.

+ yj^y + p^yy + y^oiy + y^jy +

Thus, |G| < 28a:|N| = 28fcl2 = 1008. We will prove

below that G = PGL2(7). However, in general, even if the desired group is not apparent,
it is possible to prove that the maximum possible order of the group is the actual order.

We now need to show that |G?| is exactly 336 by regarding G as a subgroup of S^sLet us label the twenty-eight cosets, that we have found as follows:

IN

2Nt0

3Ntx

4Ni2
5Ni3
6Ntofi

7Ntito
8Nt2^o
9Nt3to

10Ntot2
UNtita
V2Nt2ti
13Nt3ti

14Nt0t3
15Ntit3
16Nt2t3
17Nt3t2

18Nto£i*o

19Nto^o
ZONtotzto

21NW1
22Nt0ii^

23Nt0i2t3

24Niii2t0

25#Wi
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267Vt2t3to
27ATiiM2

To find f(t) we need to take our list of double cosets and place to on the right
side to see where it takes you :

IN

—>2NtQ

2Nt0

—* ltVtoto — N

3Nti

—> 7NtitQ

4Nt2

—> 8tVt2to

57Vt3

—► 9Nt3tQ

677toti

—► 18JVtoMo

777tit0

—> 32Vtitoto = Nti

8JVt2to

—> 4Nt2tQtQ = Nt2

97Vt3to

—> 577t3t0to = Nt3

lONtot2

—> 192Vtot2to

HWtit2

—> 242Vtit2to

127Vt2ti

—► 257Vt2tito = 7Vtot3ti

137Vt3ti

—> 277Vt3tito = Ntit3t2

147Vtot3

—> 2O77tot3to

lSNt^

—> 2377tit3to = 7/tot2t3

161Vt2t3

—> 267Vt2t3to

17tVt3t2

—> 227Vt3t2to

187Vtotito

—> GNtotitoto = TVtoti

197Vtoi2to

—> lQNtot2tQto = Nt0t2

207Vtot3to

—> 147Vtot3toto = Nt0t3

2177titoti

—> 28Ntitotito = NtoGtoti

227Vtotit2

—> 17tVtotit2to = tVt3t2

237Vtot2t3

—> 15?7tot2t3to = Ntit3

24Artit2to

—> lltVtit2toto ~ Ntit2

25ATtoMi
26Nt2t3tQ

—► 1277toi3tito = Nt2ti
—► 16N't2t3toto = Nt2t3
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27N*1*3*2
287V*o*i*o*i

--- > 1377*1^3^2*0 = Nt3ti
—> 217V*o*i*o*i*o = A**i*o*i

=>/(*) : (1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,18)(10,19)(U,24)(12,25)(13,27)

(14,20) (15,23) (16,26) (17,22) (21,28)
We can do a similar process to find f(x) and f(y) by conjugating our list by
x = (123) and y = (012); which can also be easily verified by the computer to obtain:

f(x) : (3,4,5)(6,10,14)(7,8,9)(11,16,13)(12,17,15)(18,19,20)(22,23,25)(24,26,27)

and
f(y) : (2,3,4)(6,11,8)(7,12,10)(9,13,17)(14,15,16)(18,19,21)(22,24,23)(25,27,26)
We can similarly obtain /(*i), /(*2), and /(*3)*

f(*i) : (1,3) (2,6) (4,12)(5,13)(7,21)(8,23)(9,24)(10,27)
(11,19) (14,25) (15,20)(16,22)(17,26) (18,28)

/(*2) : (1,4)(2,10)(3,11)(5,17)(6,22)(7,26)(8,21)(9,25)
(12.18) (13,23) (14,24) (15,27) (16,20) (19,28)
A*s) : (1,5)(2,14)(3,15) (4,16)(6,26) (7,22)(8,27)(9,21)
(10.23) (11,25)(12,24) (13,18)(17,19) (20,28)

It is easily verified that the order of < f(x), f(y), f(t) >, a subgroup of the
symmetric group S28 acting on twenty-eight right cosets of 77 in G is 336. We note that

|/(a?)| = 3, \f(y)\ = 3, and thus, \f(x)f(y)\ = 2. Therefore, | < f(x),f(y) > | = 12 and

so 77 =< f(x),f(y) >= A4. Now /(*) has exactly four conjugates under conjugation by
N: namely f(t) = /(*0), /(*o/ty) = /(*1), /(*i/ty) = f(h), and /(*i)^®2) = *3, and
77 =< /(^),/(y) >— A4 acts as the group A4 on {*0, *1, *2, *3} by conjugation; that is,

= (1>4)(2,10)(3,11)(5,17)(6,22)(7,26)(8,21)(9, 25)
(12.18) (13,23)(14,24)(15,27)(16,20)(19,28) = /(t2),

M)-^’ = (1,5)(2,14)(3,15)(4,16) (6,26)(7,22)(8,27) (9,21)
(10.23) (11,25)(12,24)(13,18)(17,19)(20,28) = /(t3), and
= (l,3)(2,6)(4,12)(5,13)(7,21)(8,23)(9,24)(10,27)

(11.19) (14,25)(15,20)(16,22)(17,26)(18,28) = f(ti).
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Thus, we have shown that f(x) =

/(*2), /(*3))

Similarly, we can show that f(y) = (/(io),/(ii),/MX/fe))-

We conclude that < f(x), f(y), /(to) > is a homomorphic image of the progeni
tor 2*4 : A4. Thus if the additional relations are satisfied in < /(&), /(y), /(io) >< *$28,
then < /(&),/(y),/(to) > is a homomorphic image of G and this will give |G| > I <

/(*o) > I = 336We will prove the additional relations hold below.

Now, t3i2i3ioi2io = (103) => d(t3t2t3toi2to) = d((103))
d(i3)d(t2)d(t3)d(to)d(t2)d(to) = a((103))
=> d((103)) : d(ti)&(103) = d(t0)

=> Let p = d(i3)ai(t2)d(t3)d(to)d(t2)d(to) =

(1) (2,5,3) (4) (6,9,15)(7,14,13)(8,16,12)(10,17,11)(18,21,20)(22,25,27)
(24,23,26) (28)

For the relation to hold d(ti)3 should give us d(to):

^d(tiX = [(1,3)(2,6)(4,12)(5,13)(7,21)(8,23)(9,24)(10,27)
(11.19) (14,25)(15,20)(16,22) (17,26) (18,28)]^ =

(1.2) (3,7)(4,8) (5,9)(6,18) (10,19) (11,24) (12,25) (13,27)
(14.20) (15,23) (16,26) (17,22)(21,28) = d(t0)

For the relation to hold d(io)5 should give us d(i3):
d(to)5 = [(1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,18)(10, 19)(11,24)(12,25)(13,27)

(14.20) (15,23) (16,26) (17,22)(21,28)]» =
(1,5) (2,14)(3,15)(4,16)(6,26X7,22) (8,27)(9,21)

(10.23) (11, 25) (12,24)(13,18)(17,19) (20,28) = d(t3)
For the relation to hold a(t3)9 should give us d(ti):

=> d(t3X = [(1,5)(2,14)(3,15)(4,16)(6,26)(7,22)(8,27)(9,21)

(10.23) (11,25) (12,24) (13,18) (17,19) (20,28)p =
(1.3) (2,6) (4,12)(5,13)(7,21)(8, 23) (9,24)(10,27)
(11,19)
(14,

25) (15,20) (16,22)(17,26) (18,28) = dfe)

Since the relations hold then we have
f(G) =< /W,/(y),/(t) >

Hence, G/Kerf =< f(x),f(y),f(t) >= /(G)
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=> \G/Kerf\ * \f(G)| => \G/Kerf\ * imf

=> iq > mi
=> |G| > 336

But from the Cayley diagram we observed that |G| < 336
Hence, this implies |G| = 336
and Kerf = 1

=> G =< y(x), f(y), f(t) >. We now show that in fact G = PGL2(7f

Now,
PSL2(Fg) = {a; I-*

5, c, d G Fq, ad — bc—i or be any non — zero square}

where q is being a prime power. In fact L2(q) is generated by three operations a : x i—>
a; + 1, /? : a?

fere, and 7 : —z-1, where k is a non-zero square and powers of k produce

all other squares. Now PSL2(7) =< a = (1,2,3,4,5,6,0), ft — (1,2,4)(3,6,5),7 =
(1,6)(2,3)(4,5)(0,00) >. We know that PGL2(7) = PSL2(7) : 2. If we let aut : x 1—>

6rc + 1, which gives aut = (1,0)(2,6)(3,5) then we have PGL2(7) =< PSL2(7),aut >

Now A4 =< x,y >, where x ~ (1,2,3) and y ~ (0,1,2). We construct a
homomorphism </> from the progenitor 2*4 : A4 to PGL2(7) by defining </>(x) = 3“py =

(145)(2oo0) and <^>(y) = 4x + 4 = (3oo0)(456). Since the orders of 0(a:), <^(y), and

</>(x)</>(y) are 3, 3, and 2 respectively, N =<

>= A4. We now let ^»(*o) =

= (loo)(25)(40). It is readily verified that | < </>(&),0(y),<£(*0) > I = 336. Now,
< ^(rr),^(y),^(*o) >< PGL2(7). Since |PGL2(7)| = 336 => | < <£(z),<Xy), ^(*o) > | =

|PGL2(7)|. We now show that 0 preserves the operation of 2*4 : A4.

We see below that <p(*o) has exactly four conjugates under conjugation by N =<
f(x),f(y) >= A4:
0(4) = 0(*O) = (1,8)(2,5)(4,7), <f(ty) = 0(*i) = (1,7)(2,6)(3,5), 0(*[f) = 0(42) =

(1,3)
(2,4)(6, 8), and ^x2) = 0(*3) = (3,4)(5,8)(6,7)
and that N permutes the four images of f(to), by conjugation, as the group A4 given by:

<KX) : (0(*O))(0(*i)0(*2)0(43)) and 0(y) :

(0(*3))(0(4o)0(*i)0(*2))-

Thus, 0(2*4 : A 4) = PGL2(7). Now the additional relation given by
xy~lt3t2t3tot2to = e O 43424340*2*0 = (103) is satisfied in PGZ2(7), because
0(*3)0(*2)0(43)0(*o)0(*2)0(4o)

= (146)(283)(5)(7) acts as (0(*O), 0(*i), 0(*2), <^(*3)), by

conjugation, on the images of the four symmetric generators. This shows that PGL2(7)
is an image of G. Thus |G| > |PGT2(7)|, and so the equality holds and G = PGL2(7).
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Chapter 5

Construction of P J2_L2(25)

A symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2*4 : A4 is given by:
< x,y,t\x3 = y3 = (rry)2 = e = t2 = [t,x] = [yt]10 = [rryi]6 = [yit^]12 >= 2*4 : A4,

where the control group N = A4 =< x,y\x3 = y3 — (xy)2 >,
x ~ (1,2,3),
y

(0,1,2), and

t ™ to

The progenitor is factored by the following relations:
(l)[(O12)to]10 = e, (2)[(Ol)(23)to]6 = e, and (3)[(012)M3]12 = a in order to obtain G.

Thus

2*4 : A4
[(O12)to]10 = e = [(01) (23)t0]6 = e = [(012)Ms]12
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Now, in (l)[(O12)to]10 = e, let n = (012), Then [7rto]10 ~ e
7rtQ7riQ7riQ7r^Q7rtQ7riQ7rtQ7riQ7r^Q7rtQ *— (3

ntontontontontontontontoninn^^to^to = e
“r*

7rtQ7rto7rto7rtQ7rto7rtQ7rtQ7rtQ7r to to — e

=>

ntontontontontontonton(n2n~2}ton2to*to = e

=>
=>

ntontontontontontonton Ato* to*to = e

=>

ntontontontontontonHo'* to* to*to = e

=>

ntontontontonton(n4ff-4yton 4to™3to*2to*to = e

=>

ntontontontonton^to^to^to^to^to = e

Q

2

ntontontontontonton(n3n~3)ton3to*2to'!Tto = e

ntontontontonin^n-^ton^to^to^to^to*^ = e

=>

ntontontonto^to^to^to^to^to*^ = e

=>

ntontontoTr(nQ7r~e)ton6to*5to*Ato*3to*2to*to = e

=>

ntontonto^to^to^to^to^to^to^to = e

=+

ntonton^n^tQ^to^to^to^to^to^to*^ = e

=>

ntonton8to*7to*6to*5to*4to*3to*2to*to = e

=>

nton^n^tonho^to^to^to^to^to*2^*^ = e

=+

nto^to^to^to^to^to^to^to* 2^ = e

=>

n^n^to^to^to^to^to^to^to^to^to*^ = e

=>

n^to^to^to^to^to^to^to^to^to^o = e

=>

(012)tot2titot2titot2tito = e

=>

(O12)tot2titot2 = totit2toti(l)
Now, in (2) [(01) (23) to]6 = e, let n = (01) (23). Then [7rto]6 = e

—r*

7rio7rio^o^o^o^o '—; ®

=+

ntontontonton^Tr^tonto — e

=>

ntontontonton2to*to ~ e

=>

7rto7rto7rto7r(7r27r”2)to7T2to7rto = e

=>

Trtontonton3to* to*to = e

=>

ntonton(jr3n~3yton3to*2to*to = e

=>

ntonton^to*3to*2to*to — e

=>

7rto7r(7r47r_4)toTr4to7r3to7r2to7rto = e
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=>

7rto7T5io7r4^o7r3io7r2fo7rio = e

=>

7r(7T57r-5)to^5io7r4^o7r3fo7r2to7rfo = e

=>

7reto7r5*o7r4io7r3io7r2io7rto = e

=>

titotitotitQ = e

=>

iito*i = Mi<o(2)

Now, in (3)[(01)(23)tot3]12 = e, let 7T = (01)(23). Then [7rio^3]12 = e

7r£o£37rtQt37r£o^3^O^37r^of'37,^:O^3^ot37r£ot37rtof37rt()t37r£ot37r£o£3 — ®
=rk

7rtQt37rto^37r^0^3^0^37rfo^37r^0^3'^'^0^3'?r^0^37r^0^3

=>

'KtQt3Tr(7T1TV~1)tot3TrtQt3 = e

=>

'XtQt3TVtot3'^tQt3'^tot3TrtQt3TVtQt37rtQt3'H'tQt3Trtot3TrtQt3'JV2tot37rtQt3 = e
tt^ci£3 tt£o^3

£3 "Trio £3 ^"^0^3 ^"^ot3 7r£0£3 7I’tot37r

=>

tQt3Tr('jr2TT~2)tQt3r3tQt3irt0t3 — e

=>

TVt(it37:tQt3'ivtOt37VtQt3TrtQt37VtQt3'7VtQt3'JVtQt3Trtot3Tr 3tQt3'ir2tQt3'KtQt3 = e

=>

^"^0^3
^"^0^3 "^"^0 ^3 "^"^0^3
7r(7r37r“3)ioi37T3ioi37r2ioi37rioi3 = e

=>

*
3
2
7VtQt37rtQt37Vtot3'XtQt37rtQt37Vtot37rt(it37rtQt37rHQt37T ^3™

=>

7riot37rio^3^o^37rtoi37rio^3^oi3^oi37r(7r47r_4)toi37r4

=>

t0^37r3fot37r2fo^37r^0^3 = e

T:tQt3'JVtQt3TrtQt37rt()t37VtQt3TrtQt3TVtQt3'K t()t3

=>

tot3™3to^2tot3'!rtot3 = e

=>

TVtot3'xtot3TVtQt37rtot37rtot37VtQt37v(Tr57V~5)tQt3'X5tQt37ri

=>

t0t3^tQt3ir2tQt37rtQt3 = e

=>

TTtOt3rtot3'7rtot37rtot3'7rtQt3'KtQt37rQtQt3'K5tQt3'}ri

=>

t0^37r3^0^37r2t0^37rfoi3 = e

=>

7rtQt3TrtQt37rtQt3'KtQt37rtQt3Tv(TT67:~6)tot37TGtQt37r!itot3'!r4

=>

tots^in^tots^totz = e

=>

TrtQt3TVtQt3Trtot3'Ktotz^tot3Tr 7tot37r6tot3'!r3tot37r4

=>

=C

=6
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=>

TvtQt37rtot37TtQt37rtot3^(^7^ ^tots^toh^tot^tot^

=>

tat^tot^tot^tQ^ = e

=>

^tQt3n;tot3ivtot3'KtQt3T:8tQt37r7tQt3}vQtot3',:5tot37ri

=>

tot^tot^tot^totz = e

=>

7rtot37rto73^oi3^(^87r“8)^ot3^8^oi37r7^o^37r6iot37r5M37r4

=>

tQt^tQt^tQt^tQts = e

=>

'KtQt^tQhrtots^toh^tot^tQt^tQt^tQt^

=>

ht^tot^tot^tots = e

=>

Trtot37TtQt3n(y9TT ^tots^tot^tot^tQt^tot^tQt^

=>

tot^to^tot^totz - e

=>

TVtQtzTrtotsTT^tot^tot^tot^tQt^tQt^tQt^

=>

totz^tz^W'tots = e

=>

7TtQt37r(7r107r~10')tot37v10tot3'K&tQt3n8tot3'K7tot3K6tot3ir'itQt3'7r4‘

=>

tQt^tot^tot^tQ^ — e

=>

TrtQtsTr^tot^tot^tQt^tot^tot^tot^5^^

=>

=e

=>

7r(7rn7r ^tots^tQt^tot^tQt^tQt^tQt^tQt^tot^4

=>

t^3t0t3^t0t3^t0t3 = e

=>

to^37r3to^37r27ot37rto73 = e
t2t3tit3tot3t2t3tit3tQt3t2t3txt3tot3t2t3tit3tQt3 = e

=>

72M1MoM2M1Mo73 =

t3tot3tit3t2t3tQt3tit3t2(3)

Manual Double Coset Enumeration:
We will now perform the double coset enumeration on the image of G over N.

First of all NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Since N is transitive on
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T = {0,1,2,3}, [*] only consists of the single coset N. Now we look at the double coset
NtoN, denoted by [0], where N° = {e, (123), (132)} = 77^. The number of single cosets

in [0] is equal to

= 4. Therefore [0] = {Ntch-Nti, Nt2,Nt3}.

The orbits of N® on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now we need to know which
double coset does 77Mo and 77M1 belong to?

Ntoto = Ne G [*]and
Ntot]N is a new double coset, so this is the one we will consider next.
Now we look at the double coset NtotiN, denoted by [01], where IV01 = {e} =

M01\ The number of single cosets in [01] is equal to

=

t

= 12. Therefore,

[01] = {Ntoti, Nt0t2,ATMs,77iito, Nt2to, Nt3to, Ntit2, Ntit3, Nt2t3, Nt2ti, Nt3ti, Nt3t2} .

The orbits of Ad01) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double
coset do Ntotito, Ntotiti, Ntotit2l and 77MP3 belong to?
Ntotiti = Nt$ G [0],

NtotitoN, Ntotit2N , and Ntotit3N are new double cosets, so these are to be considered
next.
Let us now look at NtotitoN, denoted by [010], where 77010 = {e}. From our
relation (2) above, we know that Ntitoti = A'P-iA Thus conjugating this relation with
the elements from 77 we will obtain: 010

101,232 ~ 323, 212 — 121,313 —> 131,202 —

020,303 - 030. Hence, 77totiio(01)(23) = 77(tot1to)(ol)(23) = 77*iMl = 77toMo =>

(01)(23) G 77<01°).

So, A^010) >< N010, (01) (23) >. The number of single cosets in [010] is equal to
= 6. The orbits of A7^0-10- on T are {0,1}, and {2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do NMiMoand NM1M2 belong to?
AAotpohj — Wi € [01].

77M1M277 is a new double coset. This double coset we will consider later.

—
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Let us look at Ntotit3N , denoted by [013], where TV013 = e = N^013). The

number of single cosets in [013] is equal to |

| = -y = 12. The orbits of A^013) on

T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do NtQtit3t2,

A'to*i*3*o,Ar*o*i*3*i, and

7V*o*i*3*3

belong to?

N*o*i*3*3 = N*o*i € [01].
*V*o*i*3*o77,

77*o*i*3*i77,

Ntotit3t2N are new double cosets and are to be considered

later.

Let us look at Ntot]t2N , denoted by [012], where 77012 = e = ?7^012\ The
number of single cosets in [012] is equal to

| = -y = 12. The orbits of 77^012^ on

T are {0} ,{1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do A**o*i*2*2,
77*o*i*2*0?A^*o*i*2*i, and

77*o*i*2*3

belong to?

Nt^t\t2t2 = 77to*i € [01].
Now 77*0*1*2*1-^ is not a new double coset because of the following:

0121 = 0212
=> 0212 = 0212 (since 121 - 212)

=> 0121 = 0212 G [0131] (since (0131)(123) = 0212.
Thus we have [0121] = [0131].

*V*o*i*2*oAr, and 77to*i*2*3*V are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at A?*o*i*3*o?7 , denoted by [0130], where A*0130 = e = 77^0130\ The
number of single cosets in [0130] is equal to

= 12. The orbits of 77^0130^ on

T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do 77to*i*3*o*2,
?7*o*i*3*o*o> *V*o*i*3*o*i, and

AH,qA *3*o*3

belong to?

*V*o*l*3*O*O — *^*0*1*3 £ [013].
7V*o*1*3*0*377, 77to* 1*3*0*177,and Ntot]t3tot2N are new double cosets and are to be con
sidered later.

Let us look at 77to*i*o*277, denoted by [0102], where 770102 = {e} = ?7(0102\

The number of single cosets in [0102] is equal to

= ^ = 12. The orbits of A^0102)
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on. T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do
NtQtitQt2ti, NtQtitQt2t2, and Nt(jtitQt2t3 belong to?

NtotitQt2t2 = Ntotito G [010].
Now Ntotitot2tiN is not a new double coset since we can show the
following:

01021 = 10121 (since 010 ~ 101)

=> 10121 = 10212 (since 212 ~ 121)

=> 01021 = 10212 6 [01303] (since (01303)(ol)(23) = 10212).
Thus [01021] and [01303] are identical double cosets.

NtotitQt2tQN and Nto^ito^2^3 are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at Ntot^toN , denoted by [0120], where N0120 = e = N^0120\ The
number of single cosets in [0120] is equal to |^r'^0)| =

= 12. The orbits of A^0120) on

T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do Ntotit2tot2,
Ntotit2totQ,Ntotit2toti, and Ntot]t2tot3 belong to?
NtQtit2totQ = NtQtit2 G [012].
Now NtQtit2t(jtiN is not a new double coset because of the following:

01201 = (012)02102 (by relation (1))

=> 01201 = (012)02102 G [01301] (since (01301)(123) = 02102).

Thus we have [01201] = [01301].
Now Ntotit2tot2 is not a new double coset since,

01202 = 01020 (since 202 - 020)
=> 01202 = 01020 G [01020].

Thus we have that [01202] and [01020] are identical.
NtQtit2tot3N is a new double coset and is to be considered later.

Let us look at NtQtit3t2N , denoted by [0132], where N0132 = e = A^0132). The
number of single cosets in [0132] is equal to

= -y = 12. The orbits of A^0132) on

T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do NtQtit3t2t2,
NtQtit3t2to, Ntotit3t2ti, and Ntotit3t2t3 belong to?
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0**O*1*3*2*2 — 0**O*1*3

[013].

0**o*i*3*2*30*5 0**o*i*3*2*i0*; 0**o*i*3*2*00*

are new double cosets and are to be considered

later.

Let us look at 0**o*i*2*30* , denoted by [0123], where A*0123 = e = 0*(O123\ The
number of single cosets in [0123] is equal to

The orbits of A*(0123) on

T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do 0**o*i*2*3*2,
0**o*i*2*3*O!0**o*i*2*3*1;

and 0**o*i*2*3*3 belong to?

A**0*l*2*3*3 — 0**O*1*2 C [012].
Now A**o*i*2*3*20* is not a new double coset since we have the

following:

01232 = 01323 6 [01323] (since 232 ~ 323).
Thus [01232] and [01323] are identical double cosets.

0**o*i*2*3*o0* and A4*o*i*2*3*1 are new double cosets and are to be considered later on.
Let us look at A0o*i*3*i*V, denoted by [0131], where A*0131 = {e} = A*(0131\

The number of single cosets in [0131] is equal to p^^y[ = -y = 12. The orbits of 0*^0131^
on T are {0}, {!}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do 0**o*i*3*i*o?
A**o*i*3*i*i,
A**q*i*3*i*i

0**o*i*3*i*2,

and 0**o*i*3*i*3 belong to?

= A**0*l*3 £ [013].

Now 0**o*i*3*i*30* is not a new double coset since we can show the following is true.

01313 = 01131 (since 313 - 131)
=> 01131 = 031 (since *i2 = e)

=> 01313 = 031 G [012] (since (01 2)(132) = 031).

Thus [01313] and [012] are identical double cosets.
0**o*i*3*i*o0* and 0**o*i*3*i*2 are new double cosets and are to be considered later on.
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Let us look at Ntotit3tot3 , denoted by [01303], where A7 01303 = e = A^01303\

The number of single cosets in [01303] is equal to
^(01303) on T arc {0j

?

= -y = 12. The orbits of

{2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do ATotipZoPP, Ntotit3tQt3tQ,Ntotit3tot3ti,

and NtGitGGG?., belong to?

NtQtit3tQt3t3 = NtQtit3tQ e [0130].
Now NtQtit3tQt3tQN is not a new double coset because

013030 = 013303 (since 030 ~ 303)

=> 013303 = 0103 (since i32 = e)
=> 0103 = 1013 (since 010 ~ 101)
=> 013030 = 1013 G [0102] (since (0102)(01)(23)).

Thus we have [013030] = [0102].
NtQtit3tQt3tiN and ATopts/oPpA7 are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at NtoMoMoN, denoted by [01020], where N01020 = {e} = A^01020).

The number of single cosets in [01020] is equal to

j^oYcLo) j

= y- = 12. The orbits of

jy(0i020) on y are {o}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do NtoMoMoM NM1M2M1,

and lVto^ifr)^2^o^3 belong to?

A7totitoPPto — Nt,Qtpot2 € [0102].
Now NtotitotztotiN is not a new double coset because

010201 = 101201 (since 101 - 010)

=> 101201 — 1(012)02102 (by relation (1))
=> (012)202102 = (012)020102 (since 020 ~ 202)
=> (012)020102 = (012)021012 (since 010 - 101)
=> 010201 = (012)021012 G [013031] (since (013032)(123) = 021012).

Thus [010201] and [013031] are identical double cosets.

Now NtQtitQt2tot2N is not a new double coset since,
010202 = 010020 (since 202 - 020)

=> 010020 = 0120 (since to2 — e)
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=> 010202 = 0120 € [0120].
Thus [010202] and [0120] are identical double cosets.

04*0*1*0*2*0*30* is a new double coset and is to be considered later on.
Let us look at 0**o*i*o*2*30*, denoted by [01023], where
jV01023 =

= ^(01023) _

The number of single cosets in [01023] is equal to

= y = 12. The orbits of

|2}, and {3}.

^(01023) on T are

Now we need to know which double coset do 0**0*140*2*3*0; 0**o*i*o*2*3*i> 000*1*0*2*3*2;

and

0*4o*i*o424343

belong to?

0**O*1*O*2*3*3 = 0**o*i*o*2 € [0102].

0**o*i*o*2*3*o0*> 0**o*i*o*2*3*i0*, and 0*4o*i*o*2*3*20* are new double cosets and are to be

considered later on.
Let us look at 0**o*i*2*3*00* > denoted by [01230], where TV01230 = e = A*(01230\

The number of single cosets in [01230] is equal to

| =

= 12. The orbits of

04(01230) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do 0**o* 1*2*3 *0*2, 0**o * 1 *2 *3 *0*0; 0*40*1*2*3*0*1;

and 0**o*i*2*34o*3 belong to?

0**O*1*2*3*O*O “ 0**O*1*2*3 £ [0123].

0**o*1*2*3*0*30*, 0**0*1*243*0*20*, and 04*0*1*2*3*0*10* are new double cosets and are to be
considered later on.

Let us look at 0**o*i*2*o*30* > denoted by [01203], where 0401203 = e —

a*(01203\

The number of single cosets in [01203] is equal to p^oSo3jj = y — 12- The orbits of
0*(01203) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do 0**o*i*2*o*3*2, 0**o*i*2*o*3*o,0**o*i*2*o*3*b

and 0**o*i*2*o*3*3 belong to?

0**0*142*0*3*3 = 0**o*i*2*o £ [0120].
Now 0**o*i*24o*3*o0* is not a new double coset since,
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012030 = 012303 (since 030 - 303)

=> 012030 = 012303 G [012303].
Thus the double cosets [012030] and [012303] are identical.
*V*o* 1*2*0*3*177 is not a new double coset either because from the three

given relations we can deduce that 012031 = (132)210320. Thus, we
have that [012031] and [013203] are identical double cosets.
77*o*i*2*0*3*277 is a new double coset and will be considered later on.

Let us look at 77to*i*2*3*177 , denoted by [01231], where TV01231 = e = JVf01.231).

The number of single cosets in [01231] is equal to

= ^ = 12. The orbits of

(01231) on y are jQj., {-J.{2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do 77*0*1*2*3*1*2, 77to*i*2*3*i*o}77*o*i*2*3*1 *1,
and N*o* 1*2*3 *1*3 belong to?

77*0*1*2*3*1*1 = 77*0^2*3 € [0123].
Now,77*0*1*2*3*1*377 is not a new double coset because we can show that,

012313 = 012131 (since 313 - 131)
=> 012131 = 021231 (since 212 - 121)

=> 012313 = 021231 G [013123] (since (013123)(123) = 021231).
Thus we have [012313] = [013123].
*Vto*i*2*3*i*o77 and 77*o*i*2*3*i*27V are new double cosets and are to be considered later
on.
Let us look at 7Vto*i*3*o*i-N , denoted by [01301], where TV01301 = e = TV^01301).

The number of single cosets in [01301] is equal to
TVfoisoi) on p arc

= 12. The orbits of

, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do 77*o*i*3*o*i*2,

and 7V*o* 1*3*0 *1*3 belong to?

77*0*1*3*0*1*1 — 77to*i*3*o £ [0130].
Now 7V*o*i*3*o*i*377 is not a new double coset since

013013 = (013)031033 (since 01301 = (013)03103)

-N*o*i*3*o*i*o,77*o*i*3*o*i*i,
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=> (013)031033 = (013)0310 (since t32 = e)

=> 013103 = (013)0310 6 [0120] (since (0120)(132) = 0310).
Thus we have [013013] = [0120].

Ntotit3totitoT7 and NtotjtstotihN are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at NtQtit3t2toN , denoted by [01320], where TV01320 = e = Ad01320\

The number of single cosets in [01320] is equal to

=T=

The orbits of lyf01320) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do NtQtit3t2tQt2, Ntotit3t2totQ,NtQtxt3t2toti,

and NtQt-it3t2tQt3 belong to?
NtQtit3t2tQtQ = NtQtit3t2 G [0132].

7VM1M2M3N, NtQtit3t2t(}tiN, NtQtit3t2tot2N
are new double cosets and are to be considered later.
Let us look at NtQtit3tot2N , denoted by [01302], where TV01302 = e = _/v(°1302).

The number of single cosets in [01302] is equal to |

| = ^ = 12.

The orbits of J\d01302) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do NtQtit3tot2t2, NtQtit3tot2tQ,NtQtit3tot2ti,

and NtQtit3tot2t3 belong to?

Ntotit3tot2t2 = Ntotit3to G [0130].
Now, that double coset Ntotit3tot2toN is not new since

013020 = 013202 (since 020 - 202)

=> 013020 = 013202 G [013202].

Thus we have that the double cosets [013020] and [013202] are identical.
Also the double coset Ntotit3tot2tiN is not a new one since we want

to show that [013021] = [012302] by proving that 013021 = (123)310230

where 310320 = 012302^O32\ We can start by manipulating e — e
=> (132) (123)02103200230120 = e
(since to2 = e, 7i2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e and (132) (123) = e)

=> (132)(123)0210320(132)32013 = e
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(as seen above (012031/123) = ((132)210320)(123) =>
023012 = (132)320130 => 0230120 = (132)32013)
=> (132)(123)(132)013021032013 = e

=> (132)013021032013 = e
=> 013021 = (123)310230.
Therefore it was shown that the two double cosets are identical.

Ntotit3tot2t3N is a new double coset and is to be considered later.

denoted by [01310], where A/"01310 = {e} =

Let us look at

The number of single cosets in [01310] is equal to
^•(01310) on y are {o}}

| — t

=

aX01310\

12. The orbits of

{2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do Ntot^titoto, Ntotxt^titoti,

and Ntotit3titQt3 belong to?

= Ntotit3ti G [0131].
Now, that double coset Ntotit3titotiN is not new since
013101 = 013010 (since 101 - 010)

=> 013101 = 013010 G [013010],
Thus we can see that [013101] and [013010] are equivalent double cosets.
Also the double coset

is not new since

013103 = 031303 (since 131 ~ 313)
=> 031303 = 031030 (since 030 ~ 303)

=> 031030 = (031)013010 (by relation (1))
=> 013103 = (031)013010 G [013010].

Thus we can see that [013103] = [013010].
NtQtit3titot2N is a new double coset and is to be considered later.

Let us look at Nt^tytzt-iGN, denoted by [01312], where N01312 = {e} = aX01312\
|jV|
= 12
12. The orbits of
The number of single cosets in [01312] is equal to |2V(oi3i>
I
1
Ad01312) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

and Ntotit3tit2t3 belong to?

NtQtit3tit2ti, Ntotitstihtzi
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Ntotit3tit2t2 = Ntotit3ti E [0131].

Ntotit3tit2toN, Ntotit3tit2tiN, andNtotit3tit2t3N
are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at Ntotit3t2tiN, denoted by [01321], where TV01321 = e — N^01321\

The number of single cosets in [01321] is equal to
^(01321) on

are

|q| ,

j=

12. The orbits of

j, {2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do Ntotit3t2tit2, Ntotit^tito,Ntotit3t2titi,
and Ntotit3t2tit3 belong to?

Ntotit3t2titi = Ntotit3t2 G [0132].

Now, Ntotit3t2titoN is not a new double coset since we will prove that it belongs to

[012310] by showing 013210 = (230)310213 since 310213 = 012310(O32\
Let us manipulate e = e
=> (032)(023)210330123113 = e
(since to2 = e, tj2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e and (032)(023) = e)

=> (032) (023)2103(032)10312013 = e

(as seen above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (01)(23))
=> (032)(023)(032)013210312013 = e

(032)013210312013 = e
=> 013210 = (023)310213

Therefore, it was just shown that the two double cosets are identical.

Also we can see that Ntotit^t^N is not a new double coset since
013212 = 013121 (since 212 - 121)

=> 013212 = 013121 e [013121].
Thus, we can see that [013212] = [013121].

Finally, the last double coset Ntotit3t2tit3N is also not a new one since
013213 = 0(132)12312 (by relation (1))

=> 013213 = (132)012312 G [012312].
Thus we can see that [013213] and [012312] are identical double cosets.
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Let us look at Ntotit3t2t3N , denoted by [01323], where TV01323 = e = 0*(01323).

The number of single cosets in [01323] is equal to |M01323)|
yy(oi323) on are |qj. }
{2}, and {3}.

Y = 12. The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do 0**o*i*3*2*3*2> 0**o*i*3*2*3*o,

0**0* 1*3*2*3*1, and 04*0*1*3*2*3*3 belong to?

04*0*1*3*2*3*3 = 0**O*1*3*2 G [0132].
Now, we can see that 0**o*i*3*2*3*20* is not a new double coset since
013232 = 013323 (since 232 = 323)

=> 013323 = 0123 (since *32 = e)
=> 013232 = 0123 G [0123].

Thus, we have that [013232] and [0123].

04*0*1*3*2*3*00* and 0**o*i*3*2*3*i0* are new double cosets and will be

considered later on.
Let us look at A**o*i *2*0*3*204 , denoted by [012032], where A4012032 = e =

Alt012032). The number of single cosets in [012032] is equal to

1^(212032) | =

= 12. The

orbits of A4(°12032) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

04*o*i*2*o*3*2*2,

04*0*1*2*0*3*2*0,

04*0*1*2*0*3*2*1, and 0**o*i*2*o*3*2*3 belong to?
7V*o*1*2*O*3*2*2

= 0**o*i*2*o3 € [01203].

0**0*1*2*0*3*2*004,0**0*1*2*0*3*2*10*; and 04*0*1*2*0*3*2*30*
are all new double cosets that will be considered at a later time.

Let us look at 0**o*i*3*o*i*o0* , denoted by [013010], where A*013010 = e =
A4(oi3°i°). The number of single cosets in [013010] is equal to

= y = 12. The

orbits of A*(01301°i on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do 0**o*i*3*o*i*o*2, 0**o*i*3*o*i*o*o,

0**o*i*3*o*i*o*i, and 0**o*i*3*o*i*o*3 belong to?
04*0*1*3*0*1*0*0 = 04*0*1*3*0*1 € [01301].
Now, the double coset 0**o*i *3*0*1 *0*10* is no* new since,
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0130101 = 0130010 (since 101 - 010)
=> 0130010 = 01310 (since *o2 = e)

=> 0130101 = 01310 G [01310].

Thus, we can see that [0130101] = [01310].
We also can see that the double coset 77*o*i *3 *0*1*0*3-77 is not new since,
0130103 = 0131013 (since 101 - 010)

=> 0131013 = 0313013 (since 131 - 313)

=> 0313013 = 03(130)10310 (by relation (1))
=> (130)1010310 = (130)0100310 (since 101 - 010)

=> (130)0100310 = (130)01310 (since i02 = e)
=> 0130103 = (130)01310 G [01310].
Thus, we have the double cosets [0130103] and [01310] are identical.

77*0*1*3*0*1*0*277 is in fact a new double coset and will be considered later.

Let us look at 77*o*i*3*o*i*277 , denoted by [013012], where TV013012 = e =
yy(oi30i2)_

= -y = 12. The

nuini)er of single cosets in [013012] is equal to

orbits of JV<013012) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do 77to*i*3*o*i*2*2, 77to*i*3*0*1*2*0,
77*0*1*3*0*1*2*1, and 77*o*i*3*o*i*2*3 belong to?

77*0*1*3*0*1*2*2 = *V*0*l*3*0*l G

[01301].

*^*0*1*3*0*1*2*0,77*0*1*3*0*1*2*1, and 77*o*1*3io*i*2*3

are all new double cosets which we will look at later on.
Let us look at 77*o*i*3*o*2*37* , denoted by [013023], where
^013023 _ e _ yy(013023)

The number of single cosets in [013023] is equal to
N(O13O23) on

^(0^23) | =

= 12. The orbits of

p are |Qj , {1}; {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do

77to*i*3*o*2*3*2, 77^0*1*3*0*2*3*0, 77*o*i*3*o*2*3*i, and 77*0*1*3*0*2*3*3

77*0*1*3*0*2*3*3 — 77*0*1*3*0*2 G

[01302].

Now, that double coset 77*o*i*3*o*2*3*o77 is not new since

belong to?
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0130230 = 01(302)32032 (by relation (1))
=> 0130230 = (302)2132032 G [0120320]

(since (O12O32O)(23o) = 2132032).
Thus, we have that the double cosets [0130230] and [0120320] are
identical.

We also can see that the double coset

is not new since

we can show that it belongs to [0120321] by proving
0130231 = (012)1031230 G [0120321] since 1031230 = 0120321(ol><23).
Let us manipulate e = e,
=> (021) (012112203123321301 = e

(since to2 — e,t]2 = e, t22 = e,t32 = e and (021)(012) = e)

=> (021)(012)12(021)302310321301 = e

(as seen above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (031))
=> (021)(012)(021)01302310321301 = e

=> (021)01302310321301 = e
=> 0130231 = (012)1031230.

Thus, it was show that the two double cosets are identical.
Ntoti_t3tot2t3t2N is a new double coset and will be considered shortly.
Let us look at Ntotit3t2tot2N , denoted by [013202], where N013202 = e =
yy(013202) _ The numher of single cosets in [013202] is equal to
orbits of

jV''0132021

^(^02) |

=

t

= 12- The

on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do NtQtit3t2tQt2t2, Ntotit3t2tot2tQ,Ntotit3t2tQt2ti, and Ntotii^totzts belong to?
Ntotit3t2tQt2t2 = W1W0 € [01320].

Now, let us look at the double coset NtQtit3t2tot2toN.
We can see that this is not new since,
0132020 = 0132202 (since 020 - 202)
=> 0132202 = 01302 (since t22 = e)

=> 0132020 = 01302 G [01302].
Thus, we have [0132020] = [01302].
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Ntotitztzt^tiN and Ntotit3t2tQt2t3N are new double cosets and are to be considered
later.

Let us look at

, denoted by [013201], where JV013201 = e =

iy(oi32Ol)_ The number of single cosets in [013201] is equal to

^(0^201)1

— t

— 12. The

orbits of N(°13201) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Ntotit3t2totit2, Ntotit3t2totitQ,NtQtit3t2totiti, and NtQtjt3t2totit3 belong to?

NtQtit3t2totiti = NtQtit3t2tQ G [01320].
Ntotit3t2totitoN, NtQtit3t2tot1t2N,a,nd. NtQtit3t2totit3N
are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at Ntotit3t2tot3N, denoted by [013203], where 7V013203 — e =
jy (013203). The number of single cosets in [013203] is equal to

^(0^03) |

=

t

— 12. The

orbits of iy(°13203) On T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do NtQtit3t2tot3t2,

and Nt0tit3t2tQt3t3 belong to?

Nt()tit3t2tQt3t3 = Ntotlt3^2to G [01320].
Now, the double coset Ntotit3t2tot3tiN is not new because we are going to show that

it is the same as [01203] by proving 0132031 — (021)31032 G [01203] (since 31032 =
O12O3^032^). Now, if we transform e = e we will obtain,
(012) (021)203302310013 = e

(since £o2 = e,£i2 = e,t22 = e, £32 = e and (012)(021) = e)
=> (012) (021)203(012)203123013 = e
(from above we showed that (O12O31/031) = ((132)210320/031) =>

302310 = (012)203123)
=> (012)(021)(012)013203123013 = e

=> (012)013203123013 = e

=> 0132031 = (021)31032.

Thus, we see that [0132031] and [01203] are identical double cosets.
We also see that the double coset Ntotit3t2tQt3t2N is not new since
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0132032 = (021)3103212 (as seen just above 0132031 = (021)31032)

=> (021)3103212 = (021)3103121 (since 212 ~ 121)
=> (021)3103121 = (021) (031)3013021 (by relation (1))
=> (021)(031)3013021 = (02)(13)3013021

=> 0132032 = (02)(13)3013021 e [0130123]
(since 3013021 = 0130123<°31)).
Thus, we can see that [0132032] and [0130123] are equivalent double
cosets.

Ntotit3t2tot3tQN is a new double coset and will be discussed later.

Let us look at NtQtit3tot3ti , denoted by [013031], where TV013031 = e =

N(° 13031). The number of single cosets in [013031] is equal to p^onkryj =

t

^he

orbits of yyt013031) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Ntotit3tot3tit2> NtQtit3tot3tito,Ntotit3tot3titi, and Ntotit3tot3tit3 belong to?
Ntotit3tot3titi = Ntotit3tot3 G [01303].

Now, the double coset Ntotit3tQt3tit3N is not new since,
0130313 = 0130131 (since 313 - 131)

=> 0130131 = (013)0310331 (by relation (1))

=s> (013)0310331 = (013)03101 (since t32 = e)

=> (013)03101 = (013)03010 (since 101 ~ 010)
=> 0130313 = (013)03010 G [01020] (since 03010 = 01020<132\
Thus, we can see that [0130313] = [01020].
Ntotit3t(jt3titQN and NtQtit3tot3tit2N are new double cosets and will be discussed later
on.

Let us look at Ntotitstot^N , denoted by [013032], where N013032 = e =
yy(0i3032)

The number of single cosets in [013032] is equal to p

^(o^o32) j' = y = 12.

The

orbits of 7V(013032) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Ntotit3tot3t2t2,

Ntotit3tQt3t2ti,

and

Nioiii3io^3^2^3 belong to?
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NtotitstotMv = Ntotit3tot3 E [01303].

Now, the double coset NtQtit3tot3t2tiN is not new because we have

0130321 = (123)2310230 € [0132012] since 2310230 = 0132012(O2>(13).
Let us start with e = e,

(132) (123)020020 = e
(since to2 = e,t22 = e and (132) (123) = e)
=> (132)(123)020202 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132) (123)0210010202 = e (since t02 = e,ii2 = e)
=> (132)(123)0210101202 = e (by relation (2))

(132)(123)02101012031132 = e (since t32 = e,*i2 = e)
=> (132)(123)02101 (132)210320132 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320)
=> (132)(123)(132)01303210320132 = e
=> 0130321 = (123)2310230.

Thus, we have that [0130321] and [0132012] are identical double cosets.

Also, we can see that Ntot-[t3tot3t‘2i3N is not a new double coset either

since, 0130323 = 0130232 (since 323 - 232)
=> 0130321 = 0130232 e [0130232].
Thus, we easily see that [0130323] = [0130232].

Ntotit3tQt3t2toN is a new double coset that we will have to review later.

Let us look at NtQtit3t2t3toN, denoted by [013230], where A7013230 = e =
jy(oi3230) qifrg number of single cosets in [013230] is equal to

= y = 12. The

orbits of Al013230) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do

and

= NtfatM £ [01323].
We can see that NtQt\t3t2t3tot3N is not a new double coset since,
0132303 = 0132030 (since 303 ~ 030)

=> 0132303 = 0132030 € [0132030].

Thus, we have that [0132303] = [0132030].

belong to?
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04*0*1*3*2*3*0*10*

and 0**o* 1*3*2*3*0*20* are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Let us look at 0**o*i *3*2*3 *104, denoted by [013231], where TV013231 — e —
^■(013231)

The number of single cosets in [013231] is equal to ^(q^23i) | =

= 12.

The orbits of JV*013231) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou
ble coset do 04*0*1*3*2*3*1*2, 0**o*i*3*2*3*1*0,0**o*1*3*2*3*1*1, and 04*o*i*3*2*3*1*3 belong
to?
04*0*1*3*2*3*1*1 “04*0*1*3*2*3

£ [01323].

04*0*1*3*2*3*1*204 and 0**o* 1*3 *2 *3*1*004 are new double cosets and will be

considered later.
We can see that 04*o*i *3*2*3 *1*3 04 is not a new double coset since,

0132313 = 0132131 (since 313 - 131)
=> 0132131 = 0(132)123121 (by relation (1))
=> (132)0123121 = (132)0123212 (by relation (2))

=> (132)0123212 = (132)0132312 (by relation (2))
=> 0132313 = (132)013212 e [0132312].
Thus, we have that [0132313] = [0132312].

Let us look at 0**o*i*3*i*2*i0*, denoted by [013121], where 0*013121 = {e} =
^(013121).

The number of single cosets in [013121] is equal to

y

| = y = 12.

The orbits of A*(013121) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou
ble coset do 0**o*i*3*i*2*i*o, 0**o*i*3*i*2*i*i> 04*0*1*3*1*2*1*2, and 0**o*i*3*i*2*i*3 belong
to?
04*0*1*3*1*2*1*1 — 04*0*1*3*1*2 S
04*0*1*3*1*2*1*20*

[01312].

is not a new double coset since we can see that

0131212 = 0131121 (since 212 ~ 121)

=> 0131121 = 01321 (since *i2 = e)

=> 0131212 = 01321 € [01321] .
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Thus, we have that [0131212] and [01321] are identical double cosets.

NtQtit3tit2titoN andATt0t1t3t1t2t1t3AT
are new double cosets and are to be considered later.

Let us look at Ntotit3t4t2toN, denoted by [013120], where TV013120 = {e} =
^(013120)

The number of single cosets in [013120] is equal to
jy(0!3i20) on

— T =

The orbits of

are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double coset do

NMiMlMoM

ATMlMiMoM and httotit3tit2tQt3 belong to?

NtQt]t3t]t2'toto — NtQtit3tit2 G [01312].
Now, Ntotit3tit2toil AT belongs to [0132013] by the following. We need
to prove that 0131201 = (023)1230123 6 [0132013] since

1230123 = 0132013(°12). Let us transform e = e,
=> (032)(023)21013310213321 = e
(since to2 = e,ti2 = e,t22 = e,t32 = e and (032)(023) = e)

=> (032)(023)21013(032)013210321 = e
(Seen above 013210 = (023)310213)
=> (032)(023)(032)01312013210321 = e

=> (032)01312013210321 = e
=> 0131201 = (023)1230123.
Thus, we have that [0131201] = [0132013].
We can see that NtQtit3t4t2tot3N is not a new double coset either because we will show

it belongs to a double coset that we have already seen before. It will be proven that
0131203 = (03) (12) 1230102 6 [0132021] since 1230102 = O132O2X012) by the following:

e=e

=> (021X0121300312300321 = e
(since to2 — e, ti2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e and (021)(012) = e)

=> (021)(012)30(021)1302310321 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (013))
(021)(012)(021)321302310321 = e
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=> (021)321302310321 = e

=> (021)31121302310321 = e (since tx2 = e)
=* (021)31212302310321 = e (since 121 - 212)

=> (021)3121(023)2032010321 = e (by relation (1))

(021) (023)01312032010321 = e
=> (03) (12)01312032010321 = e
=> 01312032 = (03)(12)1230102.
Thus, we can see that [0131203] and [0132021] are identical

double cosets.
77*0*1*3*1*2*0*2-77 is a new double coset and will be viewed later.
Let us look at A7*o*1*3*1*2*3*^, denoted by [013123], where AT013123 = {e} =
jy(013123)

The number of single cosets in [013123] is equal to p

^(o^l23)J = T

~

The orbits of aA013123) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou
ble coset do 7V*o*i*3*1 *2*3*0, A7o*i*3*1*2*3*1, 77*o*i*3*i*2*3*2, and 77*0*1*3*1*2*3*3 belong

to?
77*0*1*3*1*2*3*3 = 77*0*1*3*1*2 £

[01312].

Now, 77*0*1*3*1*2*3*1-77 is not a new double coset since,

0131231 = 01(312)32132 (by relation (1))

=> (312)0232132 = (312)0323132 (by relation (2))
=> 0131231 = (312)0323132 G [0131213] (since 0323132 = 0131213<132>).

Thus, we have that [0131231] = [0131213].
We can also see that

77*o*i*3*i*2*3*2-77

is not a new double coset either because we have

0131232 = 0313232 (since 131 - 313)
=> 0313232 = 0313323 (since 232 - 323)
=> 0313323 = 03123 (since *32 = e)

=> 0131232 = 03123 G [01231] (since 03123 = 01231(132>).
Thus, we can see that [0131232] and [01231] are identical double cosets.

77*otit3*i*2*3*o-77 is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.
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Let us look at Ntotit3titot2N, denoted by [013102], where A7013102 = {e} =
yy(013102)

The number of single cosets in [013102] is equal to

“ T =

The orbits of A^013102) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou

ble coset do AM1M1 tot2to,

NMiMiM2t2> and NtQtit3titot2t3 belong

to?
NtQtit3titot2t2 = NtQtit3titQ e [01310].

Now, we can see that the double coset NtQtit3titot2toN is not new since,

0131020 = 0131202 (since 020 ~ 202)
=> 0131020 = 0131202 G [0131202].
Thus, we have that [0131020] and [0131202] are identical double cosets.

NMiMitoMi-N and Ntotit3titQt2t3N are new double cosets and will be discussed later
on.

Let us look at NtQtitQt2tQt3, denoted by [010203], where AZ010203 = {e} =
N(o10203). The number of single cosets in [010203] is equal to

—

t

= 12.

The orbits of A^010203) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou

ble coset do NtotitQt2tot3tQ, NtQtitot2tQt3ti, NtQti_tot2tot3t2, and Ntotitot2tot3t3 belong

to?

NtoGtohtot^ = NtQtitotito

[01020].

Now, NtotitQt2tot3t2N is not a new double coset since,
0102032 = 0120232 (since 020 - 202)

0120232 = 0120323 (since 232 - 323)
=> 0102032 = 0120323 6 [0120323].
Thus, we have [0102032] = [0120323].

NtotitQt2tQt3tQN and NtQtitQt2tQt3t-i_N are new double cosets and are
going to be considered later.

Let us look at NtQtit2t3titoN, denoted by [0102310], where A?012310 = e =
jy(012310)

The number of single cosets in [012310] is equal to

= T ~ 12.
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The orbits of yyt012310) on T are {0} , {!}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou

ble coset do

04*o*i*2*3*i*o*2, 04*o*i*2*3*i*o*o,04*o*i*2*3*i*o*i,

and

04*o*i*2*3*i*o*3

belong

to?
04*0*1*2*3*1*0*0 — 04*0*1*2*3*1 6

[01231].

Now, 04*0*1*2*3*1*0*10* is not a new double coset since we can see
that it belongs to [0132010] by proving that 0123101 = (032)2103212 6

[0132010] since 2103212 = 013201Q(O23\
Let us transform e = e,

=> (023) (032)310013210012 = e
(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e, *22 = e, *3 2 = e and (023) (032) = e)

(023)(032)310(023)310213012 = e
(as seen from above 013210 = (230)310213)

=> (023)(032)(023)01231011213012 = e (since *i2 = e)
=> (023)01231012123012 = e (since 212 ~ 121)
=> 0123101 = (032)2103212

Thus, we see that [0123101] and [0132010] are identical double cosets.
As seen above 0123101 = (032)2103212 => 012310 = (032)21032121 = (032)21032212 =

(032)210312 => 012310 = (032)210312. Using this fact we can show that Ntot^tstit^N

is not a new double coset by,

0123102 = (032)2103122 (Shown above)
=> (032)2103122 = (032)21031 (since *22 = e)

=> 0123102 = (032)21031 G [01321] (since 21031 = 01321<023>).
Therefore, we have [0123102] = [01321].

04*0*1*2*3*1*0*304 is a new double coset and will be looked at later.

Let us look at

04*o*i*2*3*i*204,

denoted by [012312], where *V012312 = e =

jy(012312)

The number of single cosets in [012312] is equal to

= 12.

The orbits of 7\4(012312) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou
ble coset do 04*0*1*2*3*1*2*2, 04*0*1*2*3*1*2*0,04*0*1*2*3*1*2*1, and

to?

04*o*i*2*3*i*2*3

belong
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77*0*1*2*3*1*2*2 = 77*0*1*2*3*1 6

[01231].

Now, 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*177 is not a new double coset since we can see that

0123121 = 0123212 (since 121 - 212)
=> 0123212 = 0132312 (since 232 - 323)
=> 0123121 = 0132312 G [0132312].

Thus, we see that [0123121] and [0132312] are identical double cosets.

Also, we have that 77£o*i*2*3*i*2*377 is not a new double coset
either because,
0123123 = 0(123)132133 (by relation (1))

=> (123)0132133 = (123)01321 (since *32 = e)

=> 0123123 = (123)01321 G [01321].

Therefore, we have [0123102] = [01321].
A7*o*i*2*3*i*2*oA7 is a new double coset and will be looked at later.

Let us look at 77*o*1*2*3*0*377, denoted by [012303], where A'012303 = e =
y(012303)

The number of single cosets in [012303] is equal to

|jy((}^03)|

— T =

The orbits of A7^012303) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou
ble coset do A**o*i*2*3*0*3*2? A**o*i*2*3*o*3*o? 77*o*i*2*3*o*3*i? and A7*o*i*2*3*o*3*3 belong
to?

77*0*1*2*3*0*3*3 ~ 77fo*i*2*3*O E [01230].

If we look at 77to*i*2*3*o*3*o77 we can notice that this is not a new double coset since,
0123030 = 0123303 (since 030 - 303)

=> 0123303 = 01203 (since *32 = e)

=> 0123030 = 01203 G [01203].
Thus, we have that [0123030] and [01203] are identical double cosets.

Again, we can see that 77*0*1*2*3*0*3*177 is not a new double coset since,

0123031 = 0120301 (since 303 - 030)
=> 0120301 = (132)210320101

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 => 01203 = (132)2103201)
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=> (132)210320101 = (132)210320010 (since 101 - 010)
=> (132)210320010 = (132)2103210 (since i02 = e)
=> 0123031 = (132)2103210 e [0132013] (since 2103210 = O132O13<023)).

Therefore, [0123031] = [0132013].
NtQtit2t3tQt3t2N is a new double coset and will be discussed at another time.
Let us look at

AUNi^Wo^N.

denoted by [012302], where N012302 = e =

jy(012302)

The number of single cosets in [012302] is equal to

= 12.

The orbits of Nt012302) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou
ble coset do

and Ntotit2t3^2i3 belong

to?
W-2^2 = Ntoiit2i3fo £ [01230].
Now, NtQtit2t3tot2tQN is not a new double coset since,

0123020 = 0123202 (since 020 ~ 202)
=> 0123202 = 0132302 (since 232 ~ 323)
=> 0123020 = 0132302 e [0132302].
Therefore, we have that [0123020] and [0132302] are identical double cosets.

Nfotit2t3tot2tiN is also not a new double coset since we can manipulate e = e the in the
following manner.

e=e

=> (013)(031)332102332012 = e

(since to2 = e, ti2 = e, t22 = e,t32 = e, and (031)(013) = (0)(l)(3) = e)

=> (013)(031)332102332012 = e
=> (013)(031)3(013)12302132012 = e
(Proved above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (012))

=> (013)(031)(013)012302132012 = e
=> 0123021 = (031)21023 (since (031) (013) = (0)(1)(3) = e

and 21023 = 01302<°23)).

Thus, we have that [0123021] = [01302].
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Finally, we see that the last double coset, TVMiteMoMaN, belongs to the double coset
[0130121] since,

0123023 = (031)2102313

(Stated above 0123021 = (031)21023 => 012302 = (031)210231)
=> (031)2102313 = (031)2102131 (since 313 ~ 131)

=> 0123023 = (031)2102131 G [0130121] (since 2102131 = 0130121(°23>)
Thus, we have just shown that [0123023] and [0130121] are identical double cosets.

Let us look at Ntotyt^totiN, denoted by [012301], where TV012301 = e =
jy(0i230i).

num]Der of singie cosets in [012301] is equal to

= -y = 12. The

orbits of M012301) on T are {0},{l}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Ntotit2t3tQtit2, NtQtit2t3totitQ,Ntotit2t3totiti, and Ntotit2t3totit3 belong to?

NtQtit2t3tQt]ti = Ntotit2t3tQ G [01230].
Now, NtQtit2t3totito is not a new double coset since,
0123010 = 0123101 (since 010 ~ 101)

=> 0123101 = (032)2103212 (as seen above 0123101 = (032)2103212)
=* 0123010 = (032)2103212 G [0132010] (since 2103212 = 0132010(°23>).

Therefore, we have that [0123010] and [0132010] are identical double cosets.

Ntotit2t3tQtit2N is also not a new double coset since,

0123012 = (031)21021313212
(since 0123023 = (031)2102131 => 01230 = (031)210213132)

=> (031)21021313212 = (031)21021131212 (since 313 ~ 131)

=> (031)21021131212 = (031)210231212 (since ti2 = e)
=> (031)210231212 = (031)210231121 (since 212 - 121)

(031)210231121 = (031)2102321 (since ti2 = e)

=> (031)2102321 = (031)2103231 (since 232 ~ 323)
=> 0123012 = (031)2103231 G [0132021] (since 2103231 = 0132021<°23)).
Thus, we have that [0123012] = [0132021].

Finally, we see that the last double coset, Ntotit2t3totit3N, belongs to the double coset
[0102031]. Since we can manipulate e = e,
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=> (012) (021)20132002310332 = e

(since to2 = e, ti2 = e,t22 = e, t32 = e, and (012)(021) = (0)(l)(3) = e)
=> (012)(021)201320(012)32031232 = e
(as seen above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by ((03) (12)))

=> (012)(021)(012)01230132031232 = e

=+ (012)01230132031323 = e
(since 232 - 323 and (012) (021) = (0) (1)(3) = e)

=> 0123013 = (012)3231302 6 [0102031]
(since 3231302 = OlO2O31t03^13^) .

Let us look at NtotitotztetzN, denoted by [010232], where N010232 = {e}.
But, by relation (2) it is easy to see that Ntotitot2t3t2 =
A'ioA/oGGG(01)(23) = A^o+GGGGy01^23' = NM0GGM3 =

W0W2 => (01) (23) G Nt°10232).
So, we have A^010232) >< jV010232, (01) (23) >.

The number of single cosets in [010232] is equal to

^0^230) | =

= 6.

The orbits of A^010232) on T are {0,1} and {2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do Ntotitot2t3t2to and A+oA toGi3^2^2 belong

to?
Nioiiio^2^3i2^2 =

€ [01023].

Ntotitot2t3t2to is a new double coset and will be looked at later on.
Let us look at NtotitffytstiN, denoted by [010231], where TV010231 = {e} =
jy(010231)

The number of single cosets in [010231] is equal to

1? = 12.

The orbits of 7\r(010231) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which dou

ble coset do NtoMo^MiJo?

and

belong

to?
Ntotitot2t3titi = Ntotitoi2i3 G [01023].

Now, the double coset

is not new because it will be

proven that 0102312 = (02) (13)1021030 G [0130121] since 1021030 = 0130121(01X23\
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Let us begin the proof with e = e,
=> (032)(023)321123102201 = e

(since *o2 — e,*i2 = e,*22 = e,*32 = e, and (032)(023) = (0)(2)(3) = e)
=> (032)(023)321(032)321031201 = e

(proven above 031021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (012))

=> (032) (023) (032)201321031201 = e
=> (032)00201321031201 = e (since *02 = e)
=> (032)0202132133031201 = e (by relation (2) and since *o2 = e)
=> (032)0202132130301201 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032)020(132)2312330301201 = e (by relation (1))

=> (032) (132)01023120301201 = e (since *32 = e)

=> 0102312 = (02)(13)1021030.
Thus, we have that [0102312] and [0130121] are identical double cosets.
We can also see that 04*o*i *0*2*3*1*304 is not a new double coset either since we can show

that

0102312 = 1012312 (since 101 ~ 010)
=> 1012312 = 10(123)13213 (by relation (1))
=> (123)2013213 = (123) (023) 1021303
(since 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (01)(23))
=» (123) (023) 1021303 = (13)(20) 1021030 (since 303 - 030)

=> 0102312 = (13)(20)1021030 G [0130121]

(since 1021030 = 0130121<ol><23>)
We can show that 0102313 = 1021231 G [0130320] since 1021231 = O13O32O(ol><23\
This would imply that the above is not a new double coset. We will show this by the

following,

0102313 = 1012313 (since 010 ~ 101)
1012313 = 1012131 (since 313 - 131)
1012131 = 1021231 (since 121 - 212)
=4> 0102313 = 1021231.
Thus, we have that [0102313] = [0130121].
04*o*i*o*2*3*i*o04

is a new double coset and will be considered later.
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Let us look at 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*V\ denoted by [010230], where A*010230 = {e} =
y(010230) t

The number of single cosets in [010230] is equal to

| = -y = 12.

The orbits of A^010230) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*o*l*O*2*3*O*O)A7*o*l*O*2*3*O*li -77*0*1*0*2*3*0*2)

and 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3 belong to?

77*o*i*o*2*3*o*o — 77*o*i*o*2*3 € [01023].

77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i-77 is not a new double coset since we can prove that

0102301 = (132)2021302 6 [0102310] since 2021302 = 0102310(°21\
Let us use e = e,
=> (123)(132)03012210320020 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,*22 = e,*32 = e and (123)(132) = e)

=> (123)(132)03012210320202 = e (since 020 - 202)
=> (123)(132)03012(123)012031202 = e

(since from above 012031 = (132)210320)

=> (123) (132) (123)01023012031202 = e
=> (123)01023012031202 = e (since (123)(132) = (1)(2)(3) = e)
=> 0102301 = (132)2021302

Thus, we have that [0102301] and [0102310] are identical double cosets.
Again, 77*o*i*0*2*3*0*2-77 is not a new double coset since we can

prove that 0102302 = (031)0210231 € [0130123] since

0210231 = 01130123(123\
0102302 = 1012302 (since 010 - 101)

=> 1012302 = 1(031)2103231212
(as proved above 0123012 = (031)02103231 =>

01230 = (031)0210323121)
=> (031)02103231212 = (031)02103231121 (since 212 - 121)

=> (031)02103231121 = (031)021032321 (since *i2 = e)
=> (031)021032321 = (031)021033231 (since 232 - 323)

=> (031)021033231 = (031)0210231 (since *32 = e)
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=>0102302= (031)0210231.

Thus, we have [0102302] = [0130123].
Finally, we can see that

is not a new double coset since

0102303 = 0102030 G [0102030] (since 303 ~ 030).

Thus, we have [0102303] and [0102030] are identical double cosets.

Let us look at Ntotit2tot3t2toN, denoted by [0120320], where yy0120320 = e =
^■(0120320)

The number of single cosets in [0120320] is equal to

= -y = 12.

The orbits of yyf0120320) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nto^i12tnt2, Nt0tit2to£3£2£o£o 3
Ntotit2tot3t2toti, and

N‘£o£i£2£o£3£2£o£3

belong to?

NtQtit2tot3t2totQ = NtQtit2tQ3t2 G [012032].

Now, we can see that NtQtit2tQt3t2totiN is not a new double coset since
01203203 = 01(203)230233 (by relation (1))

=> (203)31230233 = (203)31202 (since £32 = e)
=> 01203203 = (203)312302 G [013023] (since 312302 = O13O23<032^).

Thus, we have that [01203203] and [013023] are identical double cosets.
NtQtit2tot3t2tQt2N and Ntotit2tQt3t2tQtiN are new double cosets that will be considered
at a later time.

Let us look at Ntotit2tot3t2tiN, denoted by [0120321], where yy0120321 = e —
yy(0120321).

The number of single cosets in [0120321] is equal to

^(0^321) | = -y = 12.

The orbits of ?y(0120321) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

N£ot 1 £2 £o£3£2£i £2 3 N£q t x£2£o£3 £2£1£0 3
Ntotit2tQt3t2titi, and N£o£i£2£o£3£2£i£3 belong to?
N£o£i£2£q£3£2£i£i =

Ntotit2to3t2 G [012032].
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Now, we can see that

04*o*j*2*o*3*2*i *00'

is not a new double coset since we can prove

that 01203210 = (013)102132 G [013023] since 102132 = 013023<ol^23\

Let us use e = e
(031)(013)13210012302201 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e, *22 = e,*32 = e and (031)(013) = (l)(3)(0) = e)
=> (031)(013)13210(031)210231201 = e

(as seen above 210231 = (013)012302)
=> (031)(013)(031)01203210231201 = e

=> 01203210 = (013)102132. (since (031) (013) = (l)(3)(0) = e)
Thus, we have that [01203210] and [013023] are identical double cosets.
04*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*204 and 04*o*i *2*0*3*2*1*304 axe new double cosets that will be considered
at a later time.

Let us look at 07*0*1*2*0*3*2*304, denoted by [0120323], where yV0120323 = e =
yy(0120323)

The number of single cosets in [0120323] is equal to

^(oiS^)! = y = 12.

The orbits of A^0120323) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*2,04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*0,

04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*1, and 00o*i*2*o*3*2*3*3 belong to?

04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*3 — 04*o*1*2*o3*2

€ [012032].

Now, we can see that 04*o*1*2*0*3*2*3*2 04 is not a new double coset since,
01203232 = 01203323 (since 232 - 323)
01203323 = 012023 (since *32 = e)

=> 01203232 = 012023 G [012023].
Thus, we have that [01203210] and [013023] are identical double cosets.
04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*004

and

04*o*i*2*0*3*2*3*104

are new double cosets that will be considered

at a later time.

Let us look at 04*o*i *3*0*1 *0*204, denoted by [0130102], where *V°130102 = e =
^(0130102).
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number of single cosets in [0130102] is equal to

|^(0i3(j102) |

= y = 12.

The orbits of aA0130102) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NMP3M1M2M NtQtit3tQtitQt2to,
Ntotit3iotitQt2ti, and W1W1W3 belong to?

Ntotit3totitot2t2 = W1W1A) € [013010].
Now, we can see that NtQtitstQtitffatoN is not a new double coset since, we can show
that 01301020 = 12013031 G [01203230] since 12013031 = 01203230<°12\

Let us start with e = e,
=> (023)(032)013011011310 = e

(since to2 = e, ti2 = e,t22 — e,t32 = e and (023)(032) = e)

=> (023)(032)013011013130 = e (since 131 ~ 313)
=> (023)(032)0130110131200230 = e

(023) (032)0130101031200230 = e (since 101 - 010 and t22 = e)
=> (023)(032)013010(023)3012310230 = e

(as seen above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (01)(23))

=> (023) (032) (023)2102123012310230 = e

(023)2102123012(132)013021 = e
(as seen before 013021 = (123)310230 and (023)(032) = e)

=> (023)(132)1301312031013021 = e

=> (013)130131203103313021 = e (since t32 = e)
(013)130131203103131021 = e (since 313 - 131)
=> (013)1301312(031)01301131021 = e (by relation (1))

=4- (013)(031)0130102013031021 = e (since ti2 = e)
=> 01301020 = 12013031 (since (013) (031) = (0)(l)(3) = e)
Therefore, we can conclude that [01301020] and [01203230] are identical double cosets.

NtQtit3tQtitot2tiN and NtQtit3tQtitot2t3N are new double cosets and will be considered
at later.

Let us look at Ntotit^Qt^toN, denoted by [0130120], where AZ0130120 = e —
jy(0130120)
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The number of single cosets in [0130120] is equal to

= T~

The orbits of aX0130120) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NtotxtztQt^tQtQ,

Ntotit3totit2toh, and AftoM3Mi*2£o*3 belong to?
NtQtit3tQtit2totQ = Nto^i^3^o^i^2 G [013012].
Now, Ntotit3totit2tot2N is not a new double coset since,
01301202 = 01301020 (since 202 ~ 020)

=> 01301020 = 12013031 (as seen above)
=> 01301202 = 12013031 € [01203230] (since 12013031 = O12O323O<012)).
Thus, we have [01301202] and [01203230] are identical double cosets.

Also, we have that NtQtit3totit2tQt3N is not a new double coset either since we will show
that 01301203 = (032)01301201 6 [01301201]. This will be proven by the following:

e=e

=> (023) (032)101101 = e
(since io2 = e> ti2 — e and (023) (032) = e)

=> (023)(032)101010 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023)(032)1031131010 = e (since t32 = e,ti2 = e)
=> (023) (032)1031313010 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023)(032)1031233231003010 = e
(since to2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e)
=> (023)(032)1031232321030310 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023)(032)103123232103110310 = e (since ti2 = e)

=> (023)(032)1031232(023)12310210310 = e
(proven above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (012))
=> (023)(032)(023)120130312310210310 = e

=> (023)0130120310210310 = e (Prove above 01301202 = 12013031)
=> 01301203 = (032)01301201.
Thus we have that [01301203] and [01301201] are equivalent double cosets.

NtQtit3totit2tQt]N is a new double coset and will be considered later.
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Let us look at

77*o*i*3*o*i *2*177,

denoted by [0130121], where A70130121 = e =

y(0130121)

The number of single cosets in [0130121] is equal to

j

| = ^ = 12.

The orbits of A7<0130121) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*0*1*3*0*1*2*1*2) 77*0*1*3*0*1*2*1*0)

7V*o*i*3*o*i*2*i*i> and

A7o*i*3*o*i*2*i*3

belong to?

77*o*i*3*o*i*2*i*i = 77*0*1*3*0*1*2 € [013012].
Now, A7*o*i *3*0*1 *2*1*277 is not a new double coset since,

01301212 = 01301121 (since 212 - 121)
=> 0130H21 = 013021 (since *i2 = e)
=> 01301212 = 013021 6 [012302] (since = 012302.
Thus, we have [01301212] and [012302] are identical double cosets.

Also, we have that 77*o* 1*3*0*1 *2* 1*377 is not a new double coset either
since we can prove that 01301213 = (02)(13)101320 G [010231] since

101320 = 010231(°1)(23\

Let us start with e = e,
=> (132)(123)2332132231 = e (since *o2 = e, *i2 = e,*22 — e, t32 = e

(132)(123)23(132)31231231 = e (by relation (1))

(132)(123)(132)1231231231 = e
=> (132)12312022031231 = e

(since (123)(132) = (1)(2)(3) = e and *o2 = e,t22 = e)
=> (132)12312022031231 = e
=> (132)1231202(021)3023101 = e

(since 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (031))
=> (132)(021)01301213023101 = e

=> (02)(13)01301213023101 = e

=j> 01301213 = (02)(13)101320.
Thus, we have that [01301203] and [010231] are equivalent

double cosets.
N"*o*i*3*o*i*2*i*o77

is a new double coset and will be considered later.
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Let us look at Ntotit^tot^tsN, denoted by [0130123], where TV0130123 = e =
^■(0130123) _

The number of single cosets in [0130123] is equal to

= y = 12.

The orbits of .\d0130123) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

AMitsMiMsM NtQtit3tQtit2t3to,
NtQtit3tQtit2t3ti, and Ntotit3tQtit2t3t3 belong to?

NtQtit3tot4t2t3t3 = 7VM1M0M2 G [013012].

Now, NtQtit3tQtit2t3tiN is not a new double coset since we can prove that 01301231 =
(032)030120 € [010230] since 010231<132> = 030120.

Let us start with e = e,
=> (023) (032)303303 = e

(since to2 = e, t32 = e and (023) (032) = (0)(2)(3) = e)
=> (023) (032)303030 = e (since 303 - 030)

=> (023) (032)31233210311030 = e (since t? = e,t22 = e,t32 = e)
=> (023)(032)3123(023)1231021030 = e
•(as seen above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (012))

=> (023)(032)(023)01301231021030 = e

=> 01301231 = (032)030120.
Thus, we have [01301231] and [010230] are identical double cosets.

Also, we have that Ntotitstot&tshN is not a new double coset either
since we can show that 01301232 = (03)(12)130210 e [013203] since 130210 = 013203(ol3\

Let us start at e = e,
=s> (021) (012)313313 = e

(since ti2 = e,i32 = e and (021)(012) = (0)(l)(2) = e)
=4> (021)(012)313131 = e (since 313 ~ 131)
=> (021) (012)31320122102131 = e (since ti2 = e,t22 = e,to2 = e)

=> (021)(012)3132012(021)2012031 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)30312012012031 = e
=> (021)3(023)1301232012031 = e
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=> (021) (023)01301232012031 = e
=i> (03) (12)01301232012031 = e

=> 01301232 = (03) (12)130210.
Thus, we have that [01301232] and [013203] are equivalent
double cosets.

04*o*i*3*o*i*2*3*o04 is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Let us look

at 000*1*3*0*2*3*204,

denoted by [0130232], where

jy0130232 = Q _ jy(0130232)

The number of single cosets in [0130232] is equal to ^(0^232) | =

= 12.

The orbits of A4(0130232) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*3 *0*2*3 *2 *2, 04*0*1*3 *0*2 *3*2*0,

04*0*1*3*0*2*3*2*1, and 00o* 1*3 *0*2 *3 *2 *3 belong to?

04*0*1*3*0*2*3*2*2 = 04*0*1*3*0*2*3 G

[013023].

Now, that double coset 00o*i*3*o*2*3*2*o04 is not new since,
01302320 = 01303230 (since 232 ~ 323)

=> 01303230 = 01030230 (since 303 - 030)
=> 01030230 = 010(230)32032 (by relation (1))
=> (230)21232032 = (230)21323032 (since 232 ~ 323)

=> (230)21323032 = (230)21320302 (since 303 - 030)

=> 01302320 = (230)21320302 e [01203230]
(since 21320302 = 01203230<23O>).

Thus, we have that the double cosets [01302320] and [01203230] are identical.

We also can see that the double coset 04*o* 1*3*0*2*3*2*304 is not new since,
01302323 = 01302232 (since 323 ~ 232)

=> 01302232 = 013032 (since *22 = e)
=» 01302323 = 013032.

Thus, [01302323] and[013032] are identical double cosets.
04*0*1*3*0*2*3*2*104

is a new double coset and will be considered shortly.
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Let us look at NifttitztAotAiN, denoted by [0132021], where
jy0132021 _ e _ jy(0132021)

The number of single cosets in [0132021] is equal to

| ^<0^021) |

= T ~ 12.

The orbits of A0132021) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

AT£oL A2AA2LA
N£o£i£3£2£ot2£i£ij and ?V£o£i£3£2£ot2£i£3 belong to?

NtQtit3t2tQt2titi =

6 [013202].

If we look at AAoAaAoAMo// we can see that this is not a new double coset. We will
show that 01320210 = (123)310231 G [012301] since 310231 = 012301<°32\

Let us start with e = e,
=> (132)(123)310230032013 = e
(since £i2 = e, t22 = e, to2 = e, £3 2 = e)

=> (132) (123) (132)013021032013 = e
(since as seen above 013021 = (123)310230)

=> (132)(123)(132)01322021032013 = e (since t22 = e)
=> (132)01320201032013 = e (since 202 - 020)

=> (132)01320210132013 = e (since 101 ~ 010)

=> 01320210 = (123)310231.

Thus, we have that [01320210] = [012301].

Also, we notice that AToMAAALAA is not a new double coset either
since we can prove that 01320213 = (01)(23)203012 G [013120]
since 203012 = 013120(°21).

Let us transform e = e,
=> (031) (013) 100123022032 = e
(since £i2 = e, t22 = e, to2 = e, t^2 — e)

=> (031)(013)10(031)2102312032 = e
(proven above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (023))

=> (031)(013)(031)03210231233032 = e (since £32 = e)
=> (031)(013)(031)03210231230302 = e (since 303 - 030)
=> (031)03210(123)213210302 = e (by relation (1))

100
=> (031)(123)01320213210302 = e

=> (01) (23)01320213210302 = e
=> 01320213 = (01) (23)203012.

Thus, we have that [01320213] and [012301] are identical double cosets.
Ntotit3t2tQt2tit2N is a new double coset and will be considered at another time.

Let us look at NtQtit3t2tot2t3N, denoted by [0132023], where
jy0132023 __ g _ ^-(0132023).

The number of single cosets in [0132023] is equal to |

| = ^ = 12.

The orbits of JV<0132023) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntot\t3t2tot2t3t2, Ntotit3t2t()t2t3to,
Ntotit3t2tot2t3ti, and Ntotit3t2tot2t3t3 belong to?
Ntotit3t2tot2t3t3 = Ntotit3t2tot2 € [013202].
If we look at Ntotit3t2tot2t3toN we can see that this is not a new double coset since,

01320230 = 01302030 (since 202 ~ 020)

=> 01302030 = 01302303 (since 030 ~ 303)
=> 01302303 = 01(023)320323 (by relation (1))

=> 01320230 = (023)21320323 (since 21320323 = 01203202<O23>).
Thus, we have that [01320230] = [01203202].

Also, we notice that Ntotit3t2tot2t3t2N is not a new double coset either since, we will
have that [01320232] and [01301230] are identical double cosets.

Let us start with e = e,
(023) (032)103120021301 = e (since i02 = e, ix2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e)

=> (023)(032)(023)301231021301 = e
(since 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (01) (23))
=> (023)30123122021301 = e (since t22 = e)
=> (023)30123120201301 = e (since 202 ~ 020)
=> (023)301231202(013)03103 = e (by relation (1))

=> (023)(013)0132022321203103 = e (since t22 = e)

101
=> (02)(13)0132023231203103 = e (since 232 - 323)

=> 01320232 = (02) (13)30130213 6 [01301230]
(since 30130213 = 01301230(O31>)
IV*o*i*3*2*o*2*3*i-77

is a new double coset and will be considered at another time.

Let us look at

77*o*i*3*2*o*i*o77,

denoted by [0132010], where

y0132010 — e = y(0132010)

The number of single cosets in [0132010] is equal to

= 12.

The orbits of A/^0132010) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77to*l*3*2*O*l*O*2, 77/0*1*3*2*0*1*0*0)

77*o*i*3*2*o*i*o*i) and 77/o*i*3*2*o*i*o*3 belong to?

*V*o*i*3*2*o*i*o*o = 77*o*i*3*2*o*i €

Now,

A7/q*i*3*2*o*i*o*i77

[013201].

is not a new double coset since we have

01320101 = 01320010 (since 101 ~ 010)
=> 01320010 = 013210 (since *02 = e)

=> 013210 = (230)310213 (proven above)

01320101 = (230)310213 G [012310] (since 310213 = 012310(023>).
Thus, we have [01320101] and [012310]
are identical double cosets.

Also, 77*o*i*3*2*o*i*o*377 is not a new double coset either since,
01320103 = 01321013 (since 010 - 101)

r 01321013 = (230)31021313
(Shown above 013210 = (230)310213)
(230)31021313 = (230)31021131 (since 313 - 131)

=> (230)31021131 = (230)310231 (since *i2 = e)
=> 01320103 = (230)310231 G [012301] (since 310231 = O123O1<032)).

Thus, [01320103] = [012301].
A7*o*i*3*2*o*i*o*277

is a new double coset and will be discussed later on.

Let us look at 77*o*i*3*2*0*1*277, denoted by [0132012], where

102
jy0132012 _ e _ ^(0132012) _

The number of single cosets in [0132012] is equal to p^o^oiSjj = -y = 12.
The orbits of 0r(0132012) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*3*2*0*1*2*2, 04*0*1*3*2*0*1*2*0,

04*0*1*3*2*0*1*2*1,

and

04*o*i*3*2*o*i*2*3

04*0*1*3*2*0*1*2*2 — 04*0*1*3*2*0*1 G

Now,

04*q*1*3*2*o*i*2*i04

belong to?

[013201].

is not a new double coset since we have

01320121 = 01320212 (since 121 ~ 212)
=> 01320121 = 01320212 e [01320212].

Thus, we have [01320121] and [01320212] are identical double cosets.

Also,

04*o*i*3*2*o*i*2*304

is not a new double coset either since we can show that 01320123 =

(031)231210 E [013032] since 231210 = 013032<°2><13\

We will start with e = e,
=> (013)(031)30123321023323 = e

(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e, *22 = e, *32 = e)
=> (013)(031)30123321023232 = e (since 323 ~ 232)
=> (013)(031)30123(013)123021232 = e

(since 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (012))
=> (013)(031)(013)01320123021232 = e
=> (013)01320123012132 = e (since 212 ~ 121)

=> 01320123 = (031)231210.
Thus, [01320123] = [013032].
04*0*1*3*2*0*1*2*004 is a new double coset and will be discussed later on.

Let us look at 04*o*i *3*2*0*1*304, denoted by [0132013], where
2^0132013 = e — ^(0132013).

The number of single cosets in [0132013] is equal to

1*1
_ 12 = 19
1^(0132013) I
1

The orbits of M0132013) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*3*2*0*1*3*2, 04*0*1*3*2*0*1*3*0,
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ATto^ite^MiMb and NtQtit3t2totit3t3 belong to?
Ntotit3t2totit3t3 = NtQtit3t2tQti G [013201].

Now, NtQtit3t2tQtit3tQN is not a new double coset since we will have

01320130 = (123)203012 € [013120] since 203012 = O1312O<021)
We will start off by using e = e and to2 = e, t22 = e, and (132) (123) = e,

=» fl32)(123)020020 = e
=> (132)(123)020202 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132)(123)0211023QU0302 = e

=> (132)(123)021(132)20130210302 = e
(since we have shown 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (01) (23))
=> (132)(123)(132)01320130210302 = e

=> 01320130 = (132)203012.
Thus, we have [01320130] and [013120]

are identical double cosets.
Also, NtQtit3t2totit3tiN is not a new double coset either since we will prove that 01320131 =
(021)310232 G [012303] since 310232 = 012303<°32\
We will start by manipulating e = e,

=> (012) (021)203123321302 = e (since i02 = e, tx2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e)
=> (012)(021)203123(012)123013 = e

(since we have deduced that 012031 = (132)210320)

(012)(021)(012)01320113123013 = e (since ti2 = e)
=> (012)01320131323013 = e (since 131 ~ 313)

=> (012)01320131232013 = e (since 232 ~ 323)
=> 01320131 = (021)310232.

Thus, [01320131] = [013120].
Ntotit3t2totit3t2N is a new double coset and will be discussed later on.
Let us look at

jyO 132030

denoted by [0132030], where

— R = yy(0132030)

The number of single cosets in [0132030] is equal to

1^01^2030)1

The orbits of A^0132030) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.

= ^ = 12.
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Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3 t2tot310t2, Nto ti t3 i2to t3 to to,
ATM1M2M3M1> and -Ntotit3t2tot3tot3 belong to?

NM1M2M3M0 = 77totit3t2ioi3 6 [013203].
Now, the double coset Ntotit3i2iot3toti?V is not new because we will

prove that 01320301 = (021)31032010 G [01203212] since 31032010 = 01203212(°32>.

Let us start by manipulating e = e,
=> (012)(021)200231033013 = e
(since to2 = e, ii2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e)

=> (012)(021)20(012)3203123013 = e
(since we have shown 013021 = (123)310230 and
conjugate it by (03) (12))

=> (012)(021)(012)0132030110123013 = e
(since to2 = e, ti2 = e)

(012)0132030101023013 = e (by relation (2))
=> 01320301 = (021)31032010.
Thus, we see that [01320301] and [01203212] are identical double cosets.
We also see that the double coset NM1M2M3M2N is not new since we can show that
01320302 = (032)03203013 G [01301021] since 03203013 = 01301021<132\

We will transform e = e by using to2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e,

and (012) (021) = e,
=j> (012) (021)20300302 = e

=> (012)(021)20303032 = e (by relation (2))

=> (012) (021)203023323032 = e (since t22 = e,t32 = e)
=> (012) (021)2012213023232032 = e (since ti2 = e,i22 = e)
=> (012)(021)2012(012)312301232032 = e
(since we have shown 013021 = (123)310230 and conjugate it by (032))

=> (012)(021)(012)0120312301232032 = e
=> (012)(132)2103202301232032 = e (from above 012031 = (132)210320)
=> (032)2103202301232032 = e
=> (032)21032023012(032)30230 = e (by relation (1))
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=> (032)(032)0132030231030230 = e

=> (023)0132030231030230 = e
=> 01320302 = (032)03203013.
Thus, we can see that [01320302] and [01301021] are equivalent double cosets.

Finally, NtQtit3t2tot3tot3N is not a new double coset since,
01320303 = 01320030 (since 303 - 030)
01320030 = 013230 (since t02)

=> 01320303 = 013230 G [013230].
Therefore, [01320303] and [013230] are new double cosets.

Let us look at NtQtit3tQt3t]toN, denoted by [0130310],

where TV0130310 = e but, by using relation (1) and (2) it is easy to see that A^MiMoMM

=

Ntit3totitQt3ti since
0130310 = 0103010 = 0103101 = 0(103)130131 = 6103)3130131 = (103)1310131 =

(103)1301031.
Hence we have 0130310 = (103)1301031

=3- Ntotlt3tQt3tltQ = Ntit3tQtitot3ti.
And so we have NtQtit3tQt3tito(O13) =

=

AXMiMoMi^o/013)

= TVMiMoMiio => (013) G AX0130310).

Similarly, we can see that (031) G

aX0130310\

So, we have A^0130310) >< A'0130310, (01 3), (031) >.
The number of single cosets in [0130310] is equal to

|jV(Oi^o31O)| = ^ = 4.

The orbits of aX0130310) on T are {0,1,3}and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do Ntfjt it3tot3titot2and NtQtit3tQt3titQto belong
to?

Ntotit3tQt3titotQ = NtQtit3tot3ti G [013031].

NtQtit3tQt3titQt2N is a new double coset and will be considered at another time.
Let us look at Ntot

12^7 denoted by [0130312], where

2^0130312 — e _ 2V(0130312) ,

The number of single cosets in [0130312] is equal to

|JV(0i^312)|

The orbits of A^0130312) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.

= y = 12.
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Now we need to know which double coset do
77*0*1*3*0*3*1*2*2, 77/0*1*3*0*3*1*2*0,
77*o*i*3*o*3*i*2*i,

and 77*0*1*3*0*3*1*2*3 belong to?

77*0*1*3*0*3*1*2*2 = 77*0*1*3*0*3*1 G [013031].
We can see that

77*o*i*3*o*3*i*2*i-77

is not a new double coset since we can show that

01303121 = (123)23102302 G [01320120] since 23102302 = 01320120t°2^13\

Let us start by using e = e and *o2 = e, t22 = e, and (132)(123) = e,
=> (132) (123)020020 = e
=> (132)(123)020202 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)(123)02100102031132 = e
=> (132) (123)02101012031132 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132)(123)02101012031132 = e
=> (132)(123)02101(132)210320132 = e (Shown above)
=> (132)(123)(132)01303210320132 = e
=> (132)0130311210320132 = e (since *i2 = e)

=> (132)0130312120320132 = e (by relation (2))

01303121 = (123)23102302.
Thus, we have [01303121] and [01320120] are identical

double cosets.
77*o*i *3 *0*3 *1*2*0 77 and 77*o*i *3*0*3*1*2*3-77 are new double

cosets and will be discussed later on.

Let us look at

77*o*i*3*2*3*o*i77,

denoted by [0132301], where A70132301 = e but,

by relations (2) and others we have that if we start with e = e we can prove that
7V*o*i*3*2*3*o*1 — 77*o*2*i*3*i*o*2-

Since we can manipulate e = e we will obtain the

following: (023)(032)3203223023 = e

(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e,*22 = e, *32 = e and (023)(032) = e)

=> (023) (032)3203223023 = e

=> (023)(032)32032(023)20320 = e (by relation (1))

=> (023)(032)(023)0320320320 = e
(023)03203201331320 = e (since *32 = e,*i2 = e)
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=> (023)03203201313120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023)032(123)23012013120 = e
(proven above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (132))
=J> (023) (123)01323012013120 = e

=> 0132301 = (12)(30)0213102 =J>
Now we have Ntotit3t2t3toti(128) = N

= W2tit3tito*2 = Ntot^htoh

(123) G A^0132301).

Similarly, we have that (132) G N^0132301\ Now, we
have that N<0132301> >< N0132301, (123), (132) >.

The number of single cosets in [0132301] is equal to p^oi§3ol)| = T =
The orbits of .y^0132301) on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Ntotit3t2t3totito and Ntot]t3t2t3totiti belong to?

Ntotit3t2t3totiti = Ntotit3t2t3to € [013230].
AAoM3GGWlA)Ar is a new double coset and will be looked at later on.

Let us look at

denoted by [0132302], where

jy0132302 = e — yy(0132302) _

The number of single cosets in [0132302] is equal to

|^(01^2302")j ~ T ~

The orbits of 7\r(0132302) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3t2t3tot2t2i Ntotii^tstohto,
Ntotit3t2t3tot2ti, and A+oMs^A.+oGG belong to?

Ntotit3t2t3tot2t2 = Nto^l^3^2^3^O € [013230].
Ntotit3t2t3tot2tQN is not a new double coset since
01323020 = 01323202 (since 020 - 202)

=> 01323202 = 01332302 (since 232 - 323)
01332302 = 012302

(since t32 = e) => 01323020 = 012302.
Therefore, [01323020] = [012302].
Now, NtotitstzttftfatiN is not a new double coset either since we can
show that 01323021 = (021)12013020 G [01320231] since
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12013020 = O132O231^ol2\
Let us manipulate e = e,

=>(032) (023)203302 = e
=> (032)(023)20312213012212 = e

(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e,t22 = e,t32 = e, and (032)(023) = (0)(2)(3) = e)

=> (032) (023)20312213012121 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032) (023)20312213012121 = e
=> (032)(023)20312(032)312013121 = e
(since 013210 = (230)310213 and conjugate it by (032))
=> (032)(023)(032)03210312031321 = e (by relation (2))

=> (032)0321031233031321 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (032)0321031230301321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032)0321(021)130231301321 = e

(Shown above 013210 — (230)310213 and conjugate it by (013))
=> (032)(021)2310130231301321 = e
=> (031)231013023(013)1031021 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)(013)2031301201031021 = e

=> 2031301201031021 = e
=> (012)(021)2031301201031021 = e (since (012)(021) = (0)(l)(2) = e)

=> (012)(021)20313(012)02102031021 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(021)(012)0132302102031021 = e
=» 01323021 = (021)12013020.

Thus, we can see that [01323021] and [01203212] are equivalent double cosets.

Finally, the double coset 000*03*2*3*0*2*304 is not new because we can see that 01323023 =
(032)03203012 by the following.

Let us start with e = e,

=> (031)(013)323323 = e

(since 4o2 = e,*i2 = e,*22 = e,*32 = e, and (031)(013) = (0)(l)(3) = e)
=> (031)(013)323232 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)3230220232 = e
=> (031)(013)3230202032 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)32302133102032 = e
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(031)(013)3(031)0321023102032 = e
(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (02) (13))

=> (031)(013)(031)10321023102032 = e
=> (031)1032102300102032 = e (since £02 = e)
=> (031)1032102301012032 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)1032(132)201302012032 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (01)(23))
(031)(132)3021201302012032 = e

=> (021)3012101320212032 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)301210132021332032 = e (since £32 = e)

(021)30121(01)(23)20301232032 = e
(from above 01320213 = (01)(23)203012)
=> (021)(01) (23)2103020301232032 = e
=> (032)2103023031232032 = e (by relation (2))

=> (032)21030230312(032)30230 = e (by relation (1))
=> (032)(032)0132302321030230 = e
=> 01323023 = (032)03203012.

Therefore, we have [01323023] = [01301023].

Let us look at

denoted by [0132310], where

jy()13231O = e — ^(0132310)

The number of single cosets in [0132310] is equal to

^(oiSaio)]

=T “

The orbits of jy(013231°) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

AAMsAaMi Wb and

AAAs^ A1W0 —
?V£o£i£3£2£3£i£o£i

belong to?

G [013231].

is not a new double coset since,

01323101 = 01323010 G [01323010] (since 101 ~ 010).
Therefore, we can see that [01323101] and [01323010] are equivalent double cosets.
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is not a new double coset either since we can easily show that 01323103 =
30123210 by transforming e = e,
=> (0321(023)013223102112 = e

(since to2 = e,ti2 = e,t22 = e,t32 = e, and (032)(023) = (0)(l)(3) = e)

=> (032)(023)0132(032)13210312 = e
(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (013))

=> (032)(023)(032)31201321330312 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (032)3120(132)1231230312 = e (by relation (1))

=> (032)(132)2310123133230312 = e (since t32 = e)
=* (02)(13)2310123132320312 = e (by relation (2))

=> (02)(13)2310123132(021)023103 = e

(Shown above 013201 = (123)310230 conjugated by (03)(12))
=> (02)(13)(021)1302013031023103 = e

=> (013)130203313031023103 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (013)130203131031023103 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)1302031(031)30130023103 = e (by relation (1))

=> (013)(031)0132310301323103 = e (since t02 = e)

=> 01323103 = 30123210 G [01320231] (since 30123210 = 01320231<O31>)
Thus, [01323103] = [01320231].

NtQtit3t2t3titot2N is a new double coset and will be looked at another time.
Let us look at Ntotit3t2t3tit2N, denoted by [0132312], where
jy0132312 _ g = jy(0132312/

The number of single cosets in [0132312] is equal to

= y = 12.

The orbits of AT(0132312) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NtQtit3t2t3tit2t2, Ntotit3t2t3tit2to,
and NtQtit3t2t3tit2t3 belong to?

= NtQtit3t2t3ti G [013231].
Ntotit3t2t3tit2tQ is not a new double coset since we can prove that
01323120 = 20123121 by manipulating e = e by using to2 = e, ti2 = e,
i22 = e, t32 = e and (123)(132) = (1)(2)(3) = e.
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Now, e = e

=> (123)(132)3320130200203102 = e
=> (123) (132)3320130202023102 = e (by relation (2))

=> (123)(132)3(123)0230102023102 = e
(from above 012031(123> = (132)210320(123) => 023012 = (132)320130 =>

02301 = (132)3201302)

(123)(132)(123)10230102023102 = e

=> (123)10231012023102 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)1023101203323102 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (123)1023101203232102 = e (by relation (2))
=» (123)102310120311232102 = e (since tx2 = e)
=> (123)10231(132)2103201232102 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320)
=> (123) (132)30123210300201232102 = e (since i02 = e)

=> 30123210302021232102 = e (by relation (2))
=> 30123210302012132102 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0132312012132102 = e

(from just above 01323103 = 30123210 =J> 013231 = 3012321030)

=> 01323120 = 20123121 e [01203202] (since 20123121 = 01203202(°21>)
Therefore, we have [01323120] — [01203202].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since,

01323121 = 01232121 (since 323 - 232)
01232121 = 01232212 (since 121 ~ 212)
=> 01232212 = 012312 (since i22 = e)
=> 01323121 = 012312.
Therefore, [01323121] and [012312] are identical double cosets.

Finally, we see that the double coset NtQtit3t2t3tit2t3N is not new because,
01323123 = 01232123 (since 323 ~ 232)

=> 01232123 = 01231213 (since 212 ~ 121)
=> 01231213 = 0(123)1321313 (by relation (1))
=> (123)01321313 = (123)01321131 (since 313 ~ 131)

=> (123)01321131 = (123)013231 (since ii2 = e)
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=> 01323123 = (123)013231 G [013231].
Therefore, [01323123] and [013231] are identical double cosets.

yoi3i2io

Let us look at 77*o*i*3*i*2*i*o-77, denoted by [0131210], where
_ {ej, _ y(0131210) g^g numbgr of single cosets in

[0131210] is equal to

= ^ = 12.

The orbits of A^0131210) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*2, and

77*o*i*3*i*2*i*o*3

77*o*i*3*i*2*i*o*0 = A7*o*i*3*i*2*i G

belong to?

[013121].

77*o*i*3*i*2*i*o*i77 is not a new double coset since we will show that

01312101 = (023)12301230 G [01320132] since 12301230 = 01320132(°12>.

Let us start with e — e,
=> (032)(023)212212 = e (since *i2 = e, t22 = e and (032)(023))
=> (032)(023)212121 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032) (023)21011021300321 = e (since *02 = e,*i2 = e,t22 = e)
=> (032) (023)2101(032)2013210321 = e

(from above 013021 (°32> = (123)310230(O32))
=> (032) (023) (032)0131211013210321 = e (since *x2 = e)
=> (032)0131210103210321 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01312101 = (023)12301230.
Thus, we have that [01312101] = [01320132].
77*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*2-77

is not a new double coset either because we can prove that 01312102 =

(021)01203231 G [01203231].

Let us start with e = e,
=> (123)(132)203100130211 = e

(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,t22 = eyt32 = e and (123)(132) = (1)(2)(3) = e)
=> (123)(132)20310(123)3102301 = e (proven above)
=> (123) (132) (123)301203102301 = e
=> (123)30120310231101 = e (since *02 = e)

=> (123)30120310231010 = e (by relation (2))
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=> (123)3012031023122010 = e (since *22 = e)
=> (123)30120(013)20212302010 = e

(proven above 0123013 = (021)3231302 conjugated by (032))
=> (123)(013)0132120212302010 = e
=> (012)0132120212320210 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)0132120213230210 = e (by relation (2))

=> (012)0131210213230210 = e (by relation (2))
=> 01312102 = (021)01203231.
Therefore, [01312102] and [01203231] are identical double cosets.
A4*o*i*3*i*2*i*o*304

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Let us look at 04*o*i*3*i*2*i*304, denoted by [0131213], where
yy-0131213 =
_ jy(oi3i2i3)_ The numbcr of sing]e cosets in

[0131213] is equal to

= ^ = 12.

The orbits of A^0131213^ on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*3*1*2*1*3*0, 04*0*1*3*1*2*1*3*1,
04*0*1*3*1*2*1*3*2,

and

04*o*i*3*i*2*i*3*3

04*0*1*3*1*2*1*3*3 = 04*0*1*3*1*2*1 G

04*0*1*3*1*2*1*3*104

belong to?

[013121].

is not a new double coset since we will show that

01312131 = (132)1231320 € [01303102] since 12313201 = 01303102<°12).
We will start by transforming e = e.

=> (023) (032)0320330230 = e
(since *o2 = e, *22 = e,*32 = e and (023) (032) = (0)(2)(3) = e)
=> (023)(032)03203(023)32032 = e (by relation (1))
=> (023)(032)(023)2032032032 = e
=> (023)203203002032 = e (since *o2 = e)

=> (023)203203020232 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023)203203020323 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023)203203010012032311 = e (since *02 = e,*i2 = e)
=> (023)203203010(012)013121021 = e

(proven just above 01312102 = (021)01203231)
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=> (023) (012)013013121013121021 = e
=> (123)0131213101213121 = e (by relation (3))
=> (123)0131213101231321 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01312131 = (132)1231320.
Thus, we have that [01312131] = [01303102].
is not a new double coset either because
01312132 = 03132132 (since 131 - 313)

=> 03132132 = 031(132)31231 (by relation (1))
=> (132)02331231 = (132)021231 (since t32 = e)
=> 01312132 = (132)021231 G [013123] (since 021231 = 013123<123>).

Therefore, [01312132] and [013123] are identical double cosets.

Finally, Niotit3iit2^i^3ioN is not a new double coset since we will show
that 01312130 = (132)12313201 G [01303120] since

12313201 = 01303120t°12\

Let us start with e — e,
=> (123)(132)123132101101231321 = e
(since to2 =

= e and (123)(132) = (1)(2)(3) = e)

=* (123)(132)123132101010231321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)(132)(123)0131213010231321 = e

(Just proven above 01312131 = (132)1231320 =i>
0131213 = (132)123132101)

=> 01312130 = (132)12313201.
Thus, we can say that [01312130] and [01303120] are equivalent double cosets.

Let us look at

denoted by [0131202], where A70131202 = {e} =

^•(0131202)

The number of single cosets in [0131202] is equal to
=

= 12. The orbits of N<0131202> on T are {0},

{1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nfoiii3iit2fo^2i2, and

belong to?

[^■(0131202) |
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Ntotitztit2tQt2t2 = NtQtitzt-fato G [013120].
NtQtit3tit2tot2ii^ is not a new double coset since we will show that

01312021 = (01) (23)21030123 G [01323102] since
21030123 = 01323102<°23\

We will start with manipulating e = e,
=> (012) (021) 10200201 = e

(since £o2 = e, t22 = e,£i2 = e and (012) (021) = (l)(2)(0) = e)
=> (012)(021)10202021 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)(021) 1020201121 = e (since £x2 = e)

=> (012)(021)1020201212 = e (by relation (2))

=> (012) (021) 102011201212 = e (since tx2 = e)
=> (012)(021)10201(012)1021012 = e (by relation (1))

=> (012)(021)(012)210121021012 = e

=> (012)2101322321021012 = e (since t22 = e,£32 = e)
=> (012)2101323231021012 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)2101323(032)132103012 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (013))
=> (012)(032)0131202132103012 = e

=> 01312021 = (01) (23)21030123.
Thus, we have that [01312021] and [01323102] are identical double

cosets.
Ntotitztit2tot2t3N is not a new double coset either because 01312023 =
(02) (13) 12301032 G [01320231] since 12301032 = 01320231<°12\

We will manipulate e = e,
=> (123)(132)3213223123 = e

(since

£q2 =

e, t22 = e, £32 = e and (123) (132) = (1)(2)(3) = e)

=> (123)(132)32132(123)21321 = e (by relation (1))
=> (123)(132)(123)1321321321 = e

=> (123)13033021321321 = e (since t02 = e, £32 = e)
=> (123)1303(031)2032101321 = e

(proven above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (021))

=> (123)(031)01312032101321 = e
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=^> (123) (031)01312032010321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (03) (12)0131202232010321 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (03)(12)0131202323010321 = e (by relation (2))
=> 01312023 = (02) (13)12301032.
Therefore, it was shown that [01312023] — [01320231].

Ntot4t3tit2tQt2toN is not a new double coset since,
01312020 = 01312202 (since 020 - 202)

=> 01312202 = 013102 (since t22 = e)
=> 01312020 = 013102 e [013102].

Thus, we have that [01312020] and [013102] are identical double cosets.
Let us look at

NMiMMMoAT,

denoted by [0131230], where TV013123 = {e} =

jy(0131230)

The number of single cosets in [0131230] is equal to

(

w

,

jy(0131230)

= A2 = 12. The orbits of Ar(0131230) on T are {0},

{!}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Ntotit3tit2t3tQtO,

,

Ntatitzt-fatztoia, and NtQtit3tit2t3tot3 belong to?

JVM1M1M3M0 —

-NMiMiMs

€ [013123].

.WM1M1M3M1 is not a new double coset since it will be shown that 01312301 =
(03)(12)03231302 € [01312103] since 03231302 = 01312103(132\

We will first start out with e = e,

=> (031)(013)32022023 =.e

(since to2 = e, t22 = e,t32 = e and (023) (032) = (0)(2)(3) = e)
=> (031) (013)32020203 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031) (013)32021001023303 = e
(since to2 = e? £i2 — e? t32 = e)

=> (031)(013)32021010123030 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)3202101012302230 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (031)(013)3202101(031)210231230 = e

(proven above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (023))
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=> (031)(013)(031)123203021021131230 = e (since 4X2 = e)
=> (031)123203021021313230 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)123203(021)012011313230 = e (by relation (1))
=> (031)(021)013123012011313230 = e
=> (03)(12)0131230120313230 = e (since *x2 = e)
=> 01312301 = (03) (12)03231302.

Thus, the double cosets [01312301] and [01312103] are identical.

A'*o*i*34142*3*o*204 is not a new double coset since it will be shown that 01312302 =
(023)03201213 G [01302321] since 03201213 = 01302321<132\

Again we will start off with e = e,
=> (013) (031)032102201230 = e

(since to2 = e, 4X2 = e,t22 = e,*32 = e and (013)(031) = (0)(l)(3) = e)

=> (013)(031)(013)230213201230 = e
(proven above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (02)(13))
=> (013)23021321101230 = e (since *x2 = e)

=> (013)23021321010230 = e

=> (013)230213002102210230 = e (since *02 = e,t22 = e)
=> (013)2302130(021)01201210230 = e (by relation (1))
=> (013)(021)132103201201210230 = e
=> (132)13(123)01203201210230 = e (Seen above 01203 = (132)2103201)

=> (132) (123)2101203201210230 = e
=> (032)(023)2101203201210230 = e (since (032)(023) = e = (132)(123))
=> (032)(023)2101(032)230231210230 = e (by relation (1))

=> (032)(023)(032)0131230231210230 = e
=> 01312302 = (023)03201213.
Thus, the double cosets [01312302] and [01302321] are identical.
Finally, we have that

04*q*x*3*x*2*3*o*304

xs not a new double coset since it will be shown

that
01312303 = (03)(12)12301020 G [01320212] since 12301020 = 01320212<°12\

Again we will start out with e = e,
=> (123) (132)3213223123 = e
(since *x2 = e, *22 = e, *32 = e and (213) (231) = (2)(1)(3) = e)
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(123)(132)32132(123)21321 = e (by relation (1))
=> (123)(132) (123)1321321321 = e

=> (123)13033021321321 = e (since t02 = e,t32 = e)
=> (123)1303(031)2032101321 = e

(as seen above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (021))

(123)(031)01312032101321 = e
=J> (03)(12)01312032010321 = e (by relation (2))
(03) (12)0131233032010321 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (03) (12)0131230302010321 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01312303 = (03)(12)12301020.

Thus, the double cosets [01312303] and [01320212] are identical.

Let us look at Ntotit3titot2tiN, denoted by [0131021], where
jy0131021 _ rel _ jy (0131021)

The number of single cosets in [0131021] is equal to
= y = 12. The orbits of

AT(o131O21>

jV(0131021)

on T are {0},

{1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Wi ^311 £oMi io, Nto ti Mi M2M1,

NM1M1M2M2> and Ntotit3titot2tit3 belong to?

.NM1M1M2M1 = Ntotit3titot2 G [013102].
NMiMPoMiioiV is not a new double coset since,
01310210 = 013(102)12012 (by relation (1))

=> 01310210 = (102)20312012 e [01320120]
(since 20312012 = 01320120<°21)).
Therefore, we can see that [01310210] and [01320120] are identical double cosets.

Ntotit3titot2tit2 is also not a new double coset because

01310212 = 01310121 (since 212 ~ 121)
=> 01310121 = 01301021 (since 101 ~ 010)

=> 01310212 = 01301021 G [01301021].
Thus, [01310212] = [01301021].
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NtotitstitotztitzN is a new double coset and will be considered at another time.

Let us look at Ntot^titotitsN, denoted by [0131023], where AT0131023 = {e} =
jy(0131023)e

, 1^1 .
The number of single cosets in [0131023] is equal to 0^(0131023)
T = 12.

The orbits of 7V<0131023’ on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3titot2t3t2, and Ntot^titotztstz belong to?
Ntotit3titot2t3t3 = Nio^l^3^1^O^2 € [013102].
Ntotit3titot2t3toN is not a new double coset. This can be shown by the following,

01310230 = (132)30131021 6 [01303123] since 30131021 = 01303123<°31\

Let us start with e = e,

=+ (123)(132)030030 = e
(since to2 = e,t32 = e and (123)(132) = e)

=> (123) (132)030303 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123) (132)0301331303 = e (since tx2 = e,i32 = e)
=> (123)(132)0301313103 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)(132)03233201313103 = e (since t22 = e,t32 = e)
=> (123)(132)0323320130013103 = e (since t02 = e)

=> (123) (132)0323(123)023012013103 = e

(as seen above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (123))
=> (123)(132)(123)0131023012013103 = e
=> 01310230 = (132)30131021.
Hence, we have that [01310230] and [01303123] are equal as double cosets.

Now, the double coset

is not new either since it will be shown that

01310231 = (012)13031230 6 [01310213] since 13031230 = 01310213<°13\
Let us start with e = e,

=> (021)(012)12322321 = e
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(since *i2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e and (120) (032) = e)
(021)(012)12323231 — e (by relation (2))

=> (021) (012)1232320312213031 = e
(since *o2 = a, *i2 = e, *2 2 = e, t32 = e)
=> (021)(012)1232(021)023103213031 = e

(as seen above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (03) (12))
=> (021)(012)(021)0131023103213031 = e

=> 01310231 = (012)13031230.
Therefore, [01310231] = [01310213].

Finally, the double coset Ntot-\.t3titQt2t3t2N is one that we have seen before since,
01310232 = 01310323 (since 232 - 323)

=> 01310323 = 03130323 (since 131 - 313)
=> 03130323 = 03103023 (since 303 - 030)
=> 03103023 = (031)01301023 (by relation (1))

=> 01310232 = (031)01301023 G [01301023].
Therefore, we have that [01310232] and [01301023] are equal as double cosets.

Let us look at 7V*o*i *0*2*0*3*0-77, denoted by [0102030], where A?0102030 = {e} =
y(0102030)

The number of single cosets in [0102030] is equal to

= T = •*■2.

The orbits of yv(°102030) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do ?7*o* 1*0*2 *0*3*0 *0, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i,

*V*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2, and IV*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3 belong to?

-77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*o = -77*0*1*0*2*0*3 €

[010203].

7V*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i-7r is not a new double coset since it will be shown that

01020301 = (021)12301020 G [01320212] since 12301020 = 01320212<°12>.
We will start off with the fact that e = e,

=> (132)(123)2312332132 = e
(since *i2 = e,*22 = e,*32 = e and (123)(132) = e)

=> (132) (123)23123(132)31231 = e (by relation (1))
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=> (132)(123)(132)1231231231 = e
=> (132)123121131231 = e (since t? = e)
(132)123121313231 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)123121312321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)12312132212321 = e (since i22 = e)
=> (132)12312132121321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)1231213200121321 = e (since 402 = e)

=> (132)1(123)021232120121321 = e

(proven above 01312131 = (132)12313210 conjugated by (123))
=> (132)(123)2021232120121321 = e
=> (012) (021)2021232120121321 = e (since (012) (021) = e = (132) (123))

=> (012) (021)2021232(012)102101321 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(021)(012)0102030102101321 = e
=> (012)0102030102010321 = e (by relation (2))
=> 01020301 = (021)12301020.
So, we have that [01020301] and [01320212] are identical double cosets.

NtQtitoi2^o^3^2^ is a double coset that we have seen before since it will be proven that
01020302 = 20320210 G [01301021] since 20320210 = 01301021<O21>.

Let us start with e — e,
=> (012) (021)020020 = e

(since fo2 = e, t22 = e and (120) (102) = e)
=> (012) (021)020202 = e (by relation (2))

=> (012) (021)0203223202 = e (since t32 = e,t22 = e)
=> (012)(021)0203232302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (012)(021)01001203232302 = e (since t02 = e,ti2 = e)
=> (012)(021)0100120323112302 = e (since tx2 = e)
=> (012)(021)010(012)0131210212302 = e (proven above)

(012) (021) (012)1210131210212302 = e

=> (012)1210131(021)201202302 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(021)0102030201202302 = e

=> 01020302 = 20320210.
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Thus, we can see that [01020302] and [01301021] are equal

as double cosets.
NtotitQt2tot3totzN is a double coset that we have seen before also because
01020303 = 01020030 (since 303 ~ 030)

=> 01020030 = 010230 (since £02 = e)
=> 01020303 = 010230 G [010230].
Therefore, [01020303] = [010230].

Let us look at NtotitQt2tot3tiN, denoted by [0102031], where N°102031 — {e} =
^-(0102031)

(Oi^jo3i) | = T

The number of single cosets in [0102031] is equal to |^-

=

The orbits of jyt0102031) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nto£i£o£2£o£3ti£2) and

belong to?

N£0£i£o£2to£3£i£i = NtotiioAoA G [010203].
NtQtitot2tot3titQN is not a new double coset since it will be shown that 01020310 =

(132)321032 G [012301] since 321032 = 012301 (12X03?.
Let us start out with e — e,

=>(123)(132)030030 = e
(since £o2 = e; £3 2 = e and (123) (132) = e)
=> (123)(132)030303 = e (by relation (2))

=> (123)(132)030100130223 = e (since £02 = e,£i2 = e,£i2 = e)
=> (123) (132)03010013021123 = e (since £x2 = e)
=> (123) (132)03010(123)310230123 = e (proven above)
=> (123)(132)(123)01020310230123 = e

=> 01020310 = (132)321032.

So, we have that [01020310] and [012301] are identical double cosets.
NtQtitQt2tot3tit2N is a double coset that we have seen before since it will be shown that
01020312 = (013)12301230 G [01320132] since 12301230 = 01320132(°12\
We know that e = e and now we will transform it,
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=> (031) (013) 13233231 = e

(since *i2 = e, *2 2 = e,*32 = e and (103) (130) = e)

=> (031)(013)13232321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)131221232321 = e (since *i2 = e,*22 = e)

=> (031)(013) 131212132321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031) (013) 1312121320110321 = e (since *i2 = e,*02 = e)

=> (031)(013)13121(031)31203210321 = e
(Seen from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (023))
=> (031)(013)(031)0102031203210321 = e

=> 01020312 = (013)12301230.
Thus, we can see that [01020312] and [01320132] are equal

as double cosets.
04*o*i*o*2*0*3*1*3A" is a double coset that we have seen before also because it will now be
shown that
01020313 = (012)02101231 G [01303123] since 02101231 = 01303123^123\

We will start at e = e,

=> (021)(012)202202 = e
(since *o2 = e,*22 = e and (102)(120) = e)
=7 (021) (012)202020 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021) (012) 1221202020 = e (since *i2 = e,*22 = e)
=> (021)(012)1212102020 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021) (012) 121210211020 = e (since *i2 = e)
=> (021) (012)121(021)201201020 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021) (012) (021)010201201020 = e

(021)(012)(021)010201210120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)0102031131210120 = e (since *i2 = e,*32 = e)
=> (021)0102031313210120 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01020313 = (012)02101231.
Therefore, [01020313] = [01303123].
Let us look at 04*o* 1*2*3* 1*0*304, denoted by [0123103], where
yy0123103 — e = jy (0123103).
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The number of single cosets in [0123103] is equal to

~ T = ^2.

The orbits of Ad0123103) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotrhtstitotsto,
Ntotit2t3titQt3ti, and Ntotit2t3titQt3t3 belong to?
=

G [012310].

NtQtit2t3titot3tQN is not a new double coset since it will be shown that

01231030 = (031)01302321 G [01302321].
Let us start with e = e,

=> (012) (021)101101 = e
(since to2 = e, ti2 = e and (102)(120) = e)

=> (012)(021) 101010 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012) (021)1013003010 = e (since to2 = e,t32 — e)
=> (012)(021)1013030310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)(021)10233213030310 = e (since t22 = e,t32 = e)

=> (012) (021) 1023321302230310 = e (since t22 = e)

(012)(021)1023(012)123013230310 = e
(Shown above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (03) (12))

=> (012)(021)(012)2103123013230310 = e
=> (012)2103123012320310 = e (by relation (2))
=G- (012) (023)0123103012320310 = e

(from above 0123102 = (032)21031 => 012310 = (032))
=> 01231030 = (031)01302321.
Therefore, we have [01231030] and [01302321].

Also, NtQtit2t3titot3tiN is not new because we will prove that
01231031 = (012)32032132 G [01301201] since 32032132 = 01301201<°3^12\

Let us start with e — e,
=> (031)(013)1203223021 = e

(since to2 = Mi2 = e,$22 = e,t32 = e and (103)(130) = e)
=> f031)(013)120322302133 = e (since t32 = e)

(031)(013)12032(031)0321023 = e
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(from above 012031 — (132)210320 conjugated by (02) (13))

=> (031)(013)(031)023120321023 = e
=> (031)0231201221321023 = e (since t22 = e, i? = e)

=> (031)02312012(132)23123023 = e (by relation (1))
=> (031) (132)0123103123123023 = e
=> 01231031 = (012)32032132.

Thus, [01231031] = [01301201].

Finally, we can show that

is not new since we will prove that

01231032 = (012)21320301 G [01203231] since 21320301 = 01203231<O23\

Let us start with e = e,

=> (021) (012) 121121 = e
(since ij2 = e, t22 — e and (102)(120) = e)

=> (021)(012)121212 = e (by relation (2))
(021)(012)1213223212 = e (since t32 = e,t22 = e)

=> (021)(012)1213232312 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)(012)12132033032312 = e (since t32 = e,t02 = e)
=> (021) (012)12132030302312 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)(012)1213203110302312 = e (since ti2 = e)

(021)(012)12(021)23103210302312 = e
(Shown above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (02)(13))

(021)(012)(021)0123103210302312 = e
01231032 = (012)21320301.
Therefore, [01231032] and [01203231] are equal as double cosets.
Let us look at Ntot^htihtoN, denoted by [0123120], where /V0123120 = e but,
from our relations we have that

0123120 = (032)210312020
(from above 0123102 = (032)21031 => 01231 = (032)2103120)

=> (032)210312020 = (032)210312202 (by relation (2))
=> (032)2103102 = (032)2(031)130132 (by relation (1))
(032)(031)2130132 = (01)(23)2130131

=> 0123120 = (01) (23)2130131

Ntot^ht^to = WiWi^
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Now, Ntoili2^1^o(023) = N(ic/l/2^3£l/2£o)(023) =

=>

(023) G N’t0123120).
Similarly, we can see that (032) 6 Ar(0123120). So, we have that
^(0123120) >< jy0123120 ,

(023), (032) >.

The number of single cosets in [0123120] is equal to

IM
|^(0123120) |

_ 12
3

= 4.

The orbits of aX0123120) on T are {0,2,3} and {1}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Aftotit2i3tit2to^o and NtQtit2t3tit2toti belong to?

Nio^i^2^3^i^2fofo = Ntoii 42^3^1 ^2 € [012312].
Now, Ntotit2t3tit2totiN is not a new double coset since we will show that
01231201 = 20123120 G [01203201] since 20123120 = 01203201<O21\

Let us start with e = e,
=> (031)(013)312032230213 = e

(since io2 =

*12 — e,t22 = e, t32 = e and (103)(130) = e)

(031)(013)312032(031)032102 = e
(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (02) (13))

=> (031)(013)(031)102312032102 = e
=> f031)1023120122132102 = e (since i22 = e,^2 = e)
=> (031)1023(012)102102132102 = e (by relation (1))
=> (031)(012)2103102102132102 = e

=> (032) (023)0123120102132102 = e
(proven above 0123102 = (032)21031 => 01231020 = (032)210310
01231202 = 01231020 = (032)210310)

=> 01231201 = 20123120.
Therefore, it is shown that [01231201] and [01203201] are identical
double cosets.

Let us look at Ntot 142^3^0^3^, denoted by [0123032], where
jy0123032 — e — jy(0123032)

JV(0i^032)|' = pp = 12.

The number of single cosets in [0123032] is equal to |

The orbits of A^0123032) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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77*0*1*2 *3*0*3 *2 *2,

77*0*1*2*3*0 *3 *2 *0,

77*0*1*2*3*0*3*2*1, and 7V*o*i*2*3*o*3*2*3 belong to?

77*0*1*2*3*0*3*3 — 77*0*1*2*3*0 G

[01230].

77*0*1 *2*3*0*3*2*077 is not a new double coset because
01230320 = 01203020 (since 303 - 030)
=> 01203020 = 01203202 (since 020 - 202)

=* 01230320 = 01203202 G [01203202].

Thus, we have [01230320] = [01203202].

Now, the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*o*3*2*i is not a new one because we will prove that

01230321 = 12303210 G [01323102] since 12303210 = 01323102<ol2\

Let us start with e = e,
=> (013) (031)012300321022 = e

(since

*q2

= e, *i2 = e,*22 = e, *32 = e and (103) (130) = e)

(013)(031)01230(013)2302132 = e (proven above)
=> (013)(031)(013)132012302132 = e
=> (013)13201200302132 = e (since *02 = e)
=> (013)13201203032132 = e (by relation (2))

=> (013)132012030(132)31231 = e (by relation (1))
=> (013')(132)32103102031231 = e
=> (03) (12)3210310201131231 = e

=> (03)(12)3210310201313231 = e (by relation (2))
=> (03) (12)3210310201312321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (03)(12)321030010201312321 = e
=> (03) (12)321030101201312321 = e
=> (03) (12)3210301 (012)02102312321 = e

=> (03)(12)(012)302131202102312321 = e

=> f031)302131202102312321 = e

=> (031)30213120(013)01230321 = e
(from above 0123021 = (031)21023

(031) (013)0123032101230321 = e

01203 = 2102312)
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=> 01230321 = 12303210.
Therefore, we can see that [01230321] and [01323102],
Finally, the double coset 04*0*142*3*04342*304 is not new since it will be shown that

01230323 = (031)21021312 e [01301210] since 21021312 = onomo’023'.
Let us begin with e = e,
=> (013) (031)300321022012 = e

(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e, *22 = e,*32 = e and (103)(130) = e)
=> (013)(031)30(013)2302132012 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (02) (13))
=> (013)(031)(031)012302132012 = e
=> (013)01230233132012 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (013)01230231312012 = e (by relation (2))

=> (013)0123033231312012 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (013)0123032321312012 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01230323 = (031)21021312.
Thus, we have that [01230323] and [01301210] are equal as double
cosets.

Let us look

at 04*0*1*0*2*3*1*004,

denoted by [0102310], where a/0102310 = {e} =

7^(0102310)

The number of single cosets in [0102310] is equal to '^(q^Lo) | “ T =
The orbits of A4(O1O231°) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do 04*o4i*o*2*3*i*o*o, 04*0*1*0*2*3*1 *o*i,
04*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*2, and 04*o*i*o*2*3*i*o*3 belong to?

04*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*0 = 0440*1*0*2*3*1 G
04*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*204

[010231].

is not a new double coset since it will be proven that 01023102 =

(032)121031 G [010230] since 121031 = 010230<°12\

Let us begin with manipulating e = e,
=> (023)(032)31131210330121 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e, *22 = e,*32 = e and (203)(230) = e)

=> (023)(032)31313210330121 = e (by relation (2))
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=> (023)(032)313(023)23102130121 = e
(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (031))
=> (023)(032)(023)01023102130121 = e

=> 01023102 = (032)121031.

Therefore, [01023102] and [010230] are identical double cosets.

Ntotitot^titcfaN is also not a new double coset because it will be shown

that 01023103 = (031)13032310 G [01312103] since
13032310 = 01312103(°13>.

Let us begin with manipulating e = e.

(132) (123)30100103 = e
(since to2 = e5ii2 = e, i32 = e and (213) (231) = e)

=> (132)(123)30101013 = e (by relation (2))
(132) (123)301021121013 = e (since t22 = e,ti2 = e)

=> (132)(123)301021212013 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)(123)30102121203313 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (132)(123)30102121203131 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)(123)3010212001203131 = e (since t02 = e)

=> (132)(123)30102120(132)21032031 = e (from above)
=> (132)(123)(132)2030131021032031 = e

=> (132)203013102102232031 = e (since i22 = e)
(132)203013102102323031 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132)203013(021)120122323031 = e (by relation (1))
(132) (021)1232031201323031 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (02)(13)12(021)02310301323031 = e
(from above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (03)(12))
=> (02)(13)(021)0102310301323031 = e

=> 01023103 = (031)13032310.
Thus, we have shown that [01023103] = [01312103].

Finally, the double coset NtotitQt2t3titotiN is a new double coset and it will be considered
later.
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denoted by [0102320], where jy0102320 = {e} =

Let us look at
yy(0102320)

The number of single cosets in [0102320] is equal to

|^(o'XX2o)|

=

t

=

The orbits of A0102320) on 71 are {0}, {i}5 {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do AL0LAAAL/0A1 Ntotitohtstetotl,

Nt0titot2t3t2toh, and

N£o£i£o£2£3£2£o£3

belong to?

A^o^o^^toA) = NYo£i£o£2£3£2 S [010232].
Now, the double coset

is not new since it will be proven

that 01023202 = (031)02102310 G [01301230] since

02102310 = 01301230<123).
Let us begin by manipulating e = e,
=> (013) (031)303303 = e

(since Iq2 = e, £32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (013)(031)303030 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013X031)30303210220120 = e (since £02 = e, £x2 = e, t22 = e)

=> (013)(031)303(013)23021320120 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (02)(13))

(013)(031)(013)01023021320120 = e
=> (013)0102322021320120 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (013)0102320201320120 = e (by relation (2))
=> 01023202 = (031)02102310.
Hence, we can see that [01023203] and [01301230] are equal

as double cosets.
AA Mo £2 £3 Ao AN is not a new double coset either since it will be shown

that 01023203 = (02)(13)01301210 G [01301210].
Let us start by transforming e = e,

=> (123X132)013021120310 = e

(since

£q2 =

e, tx2 = e, t22 = e,£32 = e and (213)(231) = e)

=> (123)(132)(123)310230120310 = e (proven above)
=> (123)31023022120310 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (123)31023021210310 = e (by relation (2))
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=> (123)31(023)032031210310 = e (by relation (1))
=> (123) (023)01032031210310 = e

=> (02)(13)0102232031210310 = e (since *22 = e)
=> (02) (13)0102323031210310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (02)(13)0102320301210310 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01023203 = (02) (13)01301210.
Therefore, we have that [01023203] = [01301210].

Let us look at Nt^ti*2*0*3*2*0*177, denoted by [01203201] and where
y0i20320i _

gy relation (1), (2), and the previously new relations

that we have discovered we can deduce that 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i77
by 01203201 = 01(032)230231 (by relation (1))

=

=^- (032)31230231 = (032)3123021131 (proven above)
(032)3(031)321023131 = (032)(031)1321023131 = (01)(23)1321023313
= (01)(23)13210213 (by relation (1) and *32 = e)
(01) (23) 13210213 => *V*o* 1*2*0*3*2*0*1

So, we now have

01203201 =

~ -7?*i*3*2*i*o*2*i*3-

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i(013) = 77(*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i/013) =

77*1*3*2*1*0*2*1*3 =>

(013) G M01203201).

Similarly, we can also show that (031) G A^01203201). Hence, we have that Af(01203201) >

< 7701203201, (013), (031)
The number of single cosets in [01203201] is equal to p^j^32oi)| =

— 4.

Therefore, the orbits of A7<01203201) on T are {0,1, 3} and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*i and 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*2

belong to?
-N*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*i = -77*q*i*2*o*3*2*o

£ [0120320].

Now, the double coset A7*o*1*2*0*3*2*0*1*2 77 is not new since it will be shown that
012032012 = 1203201 G [0123120] since 1203201 = 0123120(12O\
Let us begin with e = e,

=> (031)(013)0320110230 = e
(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e,*22 = e,*32 = e and (013) (031) — e)

=> (031) (013)01221320110230 = e (Same as step above)
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=> (031)(013)012(031)31203210230 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (023))
=> (031)(013)(031)30231203210230 = e
(031)(013)(031)3023120321023011 = e (since ti2 = e)

=> (031)302312032(132)2013021 = e
(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (01) (23))

=> (031)(132)2012310212013021 = e
=> (021)201231220212013021 = e (since t22 = e)
=> (021)201231202012013021 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)20123120(012)2102113021 = e (by relation (1))

=^> (021)(012)0120320121023021 = e (since ti2 = e)
=> 012032012 = 1203201.

Hence, we have shown that [012032012] and [0123120] are identical double cosets.
Let us look at Ntotit2tot3t2tQt2N, denoted by [01203202] and where
jy01203202 _
_ jy(oi203202) Hence, we have that
jy(01203202)

^y01203202 >

The number of single cosets in [01203202] is equal to py^j^oS)]’ = y = 12. Therefore,
the orbits of
^(01203202) on T

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit2tot3t2tot2to, Ntot^totshtohti,
ATotiMoPMoPP, and Ntotit2tQt3t2tQt2t3 belong to?
NtQtit2tot3t2tot2t2 = Ntotit2tot3t2tQ G [0120320].

Ntotit2tQt3t2tot2tQN is not a new double coset since,

012032020 = 012032202 (since 020 - 202)
=> 012032202 = 0120302 (since i22 = e)
=> 012032020 = 0120302 G [0120302].
Thus, we have that [012032020] and [0120302] are identical

double cosets.

Ntotit2tot3t2tot2tiN is not a new double coset either since it will be shown that
012032021 = 1230320 G [0132312] since 1230320 = 0132312<012\
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Let us begin with e = e,

=> (132X123)001203113021 = e

(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,t22 = e, t32 = e and (123)(132) = e)
=> (132)(123)0(132)21032013021 = e (from above)
=> (132)(123)(132)021032013021 = e

=> (132)02103201003021 = e (since *02 = e)
=> (132)02103210130321 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132)0210321220130321 = e (since *22 = e)
=> (132)0(023)012310120130321 = e
(Prove above 0123101 = (032)2103212)

=> (132)(023)2012310120130321 = e
(021)201231(012)0210230321 = e (by relation (1))

=> (021) (012)0120320210230321 = e
=> 012032021 = 1230320.
Therefore, we have shown that [012032021] = [0132312].

Finally, 04*o*i*2*o*3*2*0*2*304 is not a new double coset because it will be proven below
that
012032023 = (032)3120302 e [0132023] since 3120302 = 0132023<o32>.

Let us start off with e = e,
=> (023) (032)31032033023013 = e
(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e and (023)(032) = e)
=> (023)(032)3103203(023)3203213 = e (by relation (1))

=> (023)(032)(023)01203203203213 = e
=> (023)0120320323303213 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (023)0120320323030213 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023)0120320232030213 = e (by relation (2))
=> 012032023(032)3120302.
Thus, [012032023] and [0132023] are equal as
double cosets.

Let us look at 04*o*1*2*0*3*2*1*204, denoted by [01203212] and where
7^01203212 _

— 7^(01203212). jjencG) we have that
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yy(01203212) >< jy01203212 >

The number of single cosets in [01203212] is equal to
|Mo!mLi2)|

=

t

= 12- Therefore, the orbits of

^(01203212) Qn T are £0J

{J}, {gj, and {2J

Now we need to know which double coset do
NtQtit2tot3t2ht2t2, and Ntotit2tot3t2tit2t3 belong to?

Ntotit2tot3t2tit2t2 = NMiMoM2ti

[0120321].

TVMiMoMatiMi-W is not a new double coset because

012032121 = 012032212 (since 121 - 212)
=> 012032212 = 0120312.
Thus, [012032121] and [0132030] are identical double cosets.

Now, NtQt1t2tQt3t2tit2tQN is not a new double coset either since we will show that

012032120 = (012)2031321 € [0132302] since 2031321 = 0132302<O21\

Let us begin with manipulating e = e,
=> (023) (032) 121121 = e

(since tx2 — e, t22 = e, and (023) (032) = e)

=> (023)(032)121212 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023) (032) 1231131212 = e (since tx2 = e,t32 = e)
=> (023')(032) 1231313212 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023)(032)12313022013212 = e (since t02 = e,t22 = e)
=> (023)(032)1231302(023)1021302 = e

(from above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (01) (23))
=> (023) (032) (023) 13010231021302 = e

=> (023)1301220231021302 = e (since i22 = e)

(023)1301202031021302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023)130120(132)3021031302 = e
(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (021))

=} (023)(132)3203103021031302 = e
=> (013)32(031)01301021031302 = e (by relation (1))
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=> (013)(031)1201301021031302 = e

(021)(012)120130(021)1201231302 = e
(since (013) (031) = e = (021) (012) and by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)0120321201231302 = e
=> 012032120 = (012)2031321.
Therefore, it was shown to us that [012032120] = [0132302].

Finally, the double coset A+oGWoGMiGGA' is in fact a new double coset and will be
considered later.
Let us look at

A+o/i^oGA+iGA7,

denoted by [01203213] and where

can ^educe from our given and found relations

jy-01203213 _

that we have Ntotit2tQt3t2tit3 = NtitQt3tit2t3tot2‘ We can show this
by the following, 01203213 = (013)10213203 (proven above 01203210

= (013)102132

0120321 = (031)1021320) =J> (013)1021320322 =

(013)1021(032)302302 (since t22 = e and by relation (1))

=> (013)(032)1301302302 = (012)1(013)310312302 (by relation (1))
(012)(013)3310312302 = (03)(12)10312302 (since i32 = e)

=$► 01203210 = (03) (12)10312302 => W1W3W3 = MiWiWok
So, NtQt1t2tot3t2t-Lt3(Ol)(23) = N(totlt2tot3t2tit3)^01^23^
= Ntotit2tot3t2tit3 => (01)(23)

=

Hence, we have that #(O12O3213)

G #(01203213).

yy 01203213, (oi)(23) >,

The number of single cosets in [01203213] is equal to
= ¥ =

Therefore, the orbits of #(01203213)

on T are {0,1} and {3,2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NtQtit2tot3t2tit3toN and Ntot^totztztitztzN belong to?
N<0^1^2^0^3^2^1^3^3 = A+(jt

G [0120321].

Ntotit2tf)t3t2tit3to^ is a new double coset and will be discussed at another time.

Let us look at Ntotihtohh^o^i denoted by [01203230] and where
#01203230 _ |ej _ jy(01203230). JJencej we have that
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yy(01203230) >< jy01203230 >

The number of single cosets in [01203230] is equal to
IM
^(01203230)1

= 12 = 19
1

Therefore, the orbits of aX01203230) on T are {0}, {1}, {3}, and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NtQtit2tot3t2t3tot2, and Nto4i42tot3i2t34o43 belong to?

Ntotit2tot3t2i3iotQ = Ntotit2tot3t2t3 G [0120323],

Ntotit2tot3t2t3tQt-iN is not a new double coset since it will be
proven below that 012032301 = 2032012 G [0130120] since
2032012 = O13O12O*'021/

Let us begin with e = e,

=> (031) (013)010010 = e
(since 4X2 = e, 4o2 = e, and (013) (031) = e)

==> (031)(013)010101 = e (by relation (2))
=J> (031)(013)0120020101 = e (since i22 = e, t02 = e)
=> (031) (013)0120202101 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)01203223202101 = e (since i22 = e,t32 = e)

=> (031)(013)01203232302101 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)0120323230213301 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (031) (013)0120323(031)032102301 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (02)(13))

=> (031)(013)(031)3023121032102301 = e
=> (031)3023121032(132)201302 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (01)(23))
=> (031)(132)2012313021201302 = e

=> (021)201231322021201302 = e (since 422 = e)
=> (021)201231320201201302 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)201231320(012)210211302 = e (by relation (1))

=> (021)(012)0120323012102302 = e
=> 012032301 = 2032012.
Therefore, we have [012032301] and [0130120] are identical double
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cosets.

Now, the double coset 04*o*i *2*0*3*2*3*0*204 is not new because it will be

shown below that 012032302 = 2032021.
Let us start with manipulating e = e,
=> 2032012112102302 = e

(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,t22 = e,*32 = e)

=> 2032012121202302 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0120323021202302 = e

(from just above 012032301 = 2032012 => 01203230 = 20320121)

=> 012032302 = 2032021 G [0130102] (since 2032021 = O13O1O2002))
Thus, we can see that [012032302] = [0130102].

Finally, the double coset 04*o*i *2*0*3*2*3*0*304 is also not new because it will be shown
below that
012032303 = (023)3123020 G [0130232] since 3123020 = 0130232(°32\

Let us begin with e = e,
=> (023) (032)3103223013 = e
(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e, t22 = e, *32 = e and (023) (032) = e)

=> (023)(032)31032230233213 = e (Sam justification as above)
=> (023) (032)31032(023)203203213 = e (by relation (1))

=> (023)(032)(023)01203203203213 = e
(023)0120323303203213 = e (since *32 = e)

=> (023)0120323030203213 = e (by relation (2))

=> 012032303 = (023)3123020.
Thus, it is shown that [012032303] and [0130232] are equal as double cosets.

Let us look at 0440*1*2*0*3*2*3*104, denoted by [01203231] and where
7^01203231 _ |ey 7^(01203231). j{ence; we have that

7^(01203231) >< 7^01203231 >

equal to

The

numX)er

of single cosets in [01203231] is

^(01203231) | — T

Therefore, the orbits of 7y(°1203231) on T are {0}, {1}, {3}, and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*1*0, 04*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*1*1,
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NtQtit2t()t3t2t3tit2, and Ntotit2tot3t2t3tit3 belong to?

= Ntotit2to^3^2^3 G [0120323].
Now, the double coset

is not new since it will be proven below that

012032310 = (013)3102132 G [0123103] since 3102132 = 0123103<032\
Let us begin with manipulating e = e,
=> (031)(013)131131 = e
(since A2 = e,t32 = e and (013)(031) = e)
=> (031)(013)131313 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)1321121313 = e

(since £x2 = e, A2 = e)
=> (031)(013)1321212313 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)13210220212313 = e
(since A2 = e, t22 = e)

=> (031)(013)13210202012313 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)1321020332012313 = e (since £32 = e)
=> (031)(013)13210203(031)02312013 = e

(proven above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (03) (12))

=> (031)(013)(031)0120323102312013 = e
=> 012032310 = (013)3102132.
Thus, it is shown that [012032310] = [0123103].

Also, TVtoAAtoAAAtiA-N is not a new double coset since we can show that
012032312 = (012)0131210.

Let us first start out with e = e,
=> (023) (032)213011031200 = e
(since A2 = e,£i2 — e,A2 = e, A2 = e and (023)(032) = e)

=> (023) (032)21301 (023)3012310 = e (from above)
=> (023)(032)(023)310213012310 = e
=> (023)31021302212310 = e (since A2 = e)
=> (023)31021302121310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023)3102132202121310 = e (since A2 = e)

=> (023)3102132020121310 = e (by relation (2))
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=> (023)(031)0120323120121310 = e
(Shown above

01203231 = (013)3102132)

=> 012032312 = (012)0131210.
Therefore, it is proven that [012032312] and [0131210] are identical double cosets.

Finally, the double coset

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*i*377

is not new because it will be shown that

012032313 = (03) (12) 103123021 € [012032130] since
103123021 = 012032130^01^23\
=> (031)(013)3013310311 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,*32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (031) (013)3013(031)301301 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)(013)(031)1301301301 = e
=> (031)1223012002301301 = e (since *02 = e,*22 = e)
(031)12(132)03201302301301 = e

(from above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (132))

=> (031)(132)3103201302301301 = e

=> (021)3103201(023)320321301 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021) (023)0120321320321301 = e

(03) (12)012032331320321301 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (03)(12)012032313120321301 = e (by relation (2))
=> 012032313 = (03)(12) 103123021.
Hence, we have shown that [012032313] = [012032130].

Let us look at
^01301021

77*o*i*3*0*1*0*2*1-N,

= y(0i30i02i)

y(0i30i02i) ><- y0i30i02i >

equal to

denoted by [01301021] and where

jjencej we have that

The numher of single cosets in [01301021] is

|jy(Oi3oio2i)| — T ~

Therefore, the orbits of 7y(01301021) on T are {0}, {1}, {3}, and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*0*1*3*0*1*0*2*1*0, 77*0*1*3*0*1*0*2*1*1,
77*0*1*3*0*1*0*2*1*2, and 77*o*i*3*o*i*o*2*i*3 belong to?
77*o*i*3*o*i*o*2*i*i = 77*0*1*3*0*1*0*2

€ [0130102].
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Ntot&totitohhtoN is not a new double coset since it will be proven below that 013010210 =

1210131 G [0102030] since 1210131 = 0102030(°12).
This will be shown by manipulating e = e,
=> 1201001021 = e (since to2 = e,ti2 = e,t22 = e)

=> 1201010121 = e (by relation (2))
=> 12013003010121 = e (since io2 = e, i32 = e)
=> 12013030310121 = e (by relation (2))

=> 120130310010310121 = e (since t02 = e,ti2 = e)

=> 120130310101310121 = e (by relation (2))

=> 0130102101310121 = e
(proven above 01301020 = 12013031 => 0130102 = 120130310)

=>013010210 = 1210131.

Thus, we have proven that [013010210] and [0102030] are identical double cosets.

Ntotit3tot±tot2tit2N is not a new double coset either because
013010212 = 013010121 (since 212 - 121)
=> 013010121 = 013101121 (since 010 ~ 101)
=> 013101121 = 0131021 (since ix2 = e)

=> 013010212 = 0131021 G [0131021].
Thus, we have that [013010212] = [0131021].

Ntotit3tot-\.tQt2tit3N is also not a new double coset since it will be shown below that
013010213 = (031)0213010 G [0132030] since 0213010 = 0132030(123>.

Let us start proving this relation with e = e,

=> (013) (031)0203113020 = e
(since to2 = e,ti2 = e,t22 = e,t32 = e and (013)(031) = e)

=> (013)(031102031130133120 = e (Same justification as above)

=> (013)(031)02031(013)103103120 = e (by relation (1))
=> (013)(031)(013)12103103103120 = e
=> (013)1210313303103120 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (013)1210131030103120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)0130102130103120 = e

(Proved just above 013010210 = 1210131 => 01301021 = 12101310)
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=G> 013010213 = (031)0213010.
Therefore, we have proven that [013010213] and [0132030]
are equal as double cosets.

Let us look at Ntot^totit^tzN, denoted by [01301023] and where
jy01301023 _
jy (01301023)

_ yy(01301023). JJencej we have that

yy01301023 >

The number of single cosets in [01301023] is equal to

|jy(01301023) | = T = 12^(01301023) on

are

Therefore, the orbits of

{q}, {-[j, {3}, and {J}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NtQtit3t()titot2t3to, Ntotit3tot-itQt2t3tly

ATMiMoMoMaM and A/Y0M3M1M2M3 belong to?
Ntotit3tot1tot2t3t3 = Ntotit3totitQt2 G [0130102].

Ntot4t3totitot2t3tQN is not a new double coset since it can be proven that
013010230 = (013)3203013 G [0130320] since 3203013 = 0130320<O3K12).

Let us start the proof with e = e,
=> (031)(013)3231301331031323 = e

(since to2 = e, tx2 = e,t22 = e,t32 = e and (013) (031) = e)
=> (031)(013)32313013(031)30130323 = e (by relation (1))

=5> (031)(013)(031)1210130130130323 = e
=> (031)1210130130103023 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)121013010030103023 = e (since t02 = e)

=> (031)121013101303103023 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)0130102303103023 = e
(proven above 013010210 = 1210131 => 0130102 = 121013101)

=> 013010230 = (013)3203013.
Thus, we have that [013010230] and [0130320] are identical double
cosets.
Now, the double coset TVMiMoMoMstiAT is not new as well since it will be shown that

013010231 = (031)0213103 € [0132302] since 0213103 = 0132302<123\
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Let us start the proof of this statement by using e = e,
=> (031)(013)0210130110310120 = e

(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e, t22 = ^tt32 = e and (013) (031) = e)
=> (031)(013)02101301 (031)13013120 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)(013)(031)3203013013013120 = e

=> (031)(031)0130102313013120 = e
(proven just above 013010230 = (013)3203013 =>
01301023 = (013)32030130)

=> 013010231 = (031)0213103.
Therefore, we have shown that [013010231] = [0132302].

Finally, the double coset 04*0*1*3*041*0*2*3*207 is not new because

013010232 = (013)0131023 e [0131023] since (013)0131023 G [0131023].
Let us start the proof of this statement by using e = e,
=> (031) (013)0310330130 = e
(since *o2 = e, *i2 = e,*32 = e and (013)(031) = e)
=> (031)(013)(031)0130130130 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)013013033130 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (031)013010301310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)0130102332301310 = e (since t22 = e, t32 = e)

=> (031)0130102323201310 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013010232 = (013)0131023.
Thus, we have proven that the double cosets [013010232]
and [0131023] are identical.

Let us look at 04*o*i*3*o*i*2*0*107, denoted by [01301201] and where
7^01301201 _ |ey __ ^(01301201), jjence) we have that
7^(01301201)

7^01301201 >

The number of single cosets in [01301201] is equal to
= ^p = 12. Therefore, the orbits of
7^(01301201) on

j> are

{I}, {3}, and {2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*3*0*1*2*0*1*0, 04*0*1*3*0*1*2*0*1*1,
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Ntotit3tQtit2totit2, and Nto4it34o4it24o4i43 belong to?
NtQtit3tQtit2totiti — Ntotit3totit2to G [0130120].

Now, the double coset Ntotit^tQt^tQt^N is not new because
013012012 = (123)3102320 G [0123103] since 3102320 = 0123103<°3^12X

Let us start the proof of this statement by using e = e,
=> (032)(023)02102300320120 = e
(since to2 = e, tx2 = e, t22 = e, t32 — e and (023)(032) = e)

=> (032)(023)0210230032033120 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (032)(023)0210230(032)023023120 = e (by relation (1))

=> (032) (023) (032)3013023023023120 = e
=> (032)3013023023(013)320123 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (03) (12))

=> (032)(013)0130120120320123 = e
=> 013012012 = (123)3102320.
Therefore, we have proven that [013012012] and [0123103]

are equal as double cosets.

NtQtit3tQtit2tQt-].t3N is not a new double coset either since 013012013 = (023)0130120 6
[0130120].

Let us begin the proof by using e = e,
=> (012) (021)2102112012 = e
(since to2 = e,4x2 = e, t22 = e and (021) (012) = e)
=> (012)(021)21021 (012) 10210 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(021)(012)0210210210 = e

=> (012)0210230220310210 = e (since to2 = e,432 = e,t22 = e)
=> (012)02102302(132)30210310 = e
(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugated by (021))
=> (012)(132)0130120130210310 = e

=> 013012013 = (023)0130120.
Thus, we have shown that the double coset [013012013] is identical to the double coset

[0130120].
Ntotit3tQtit2totit()N is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
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Let us look at Ntot^tot^titoN, denoted by [01301210] and where
_ yy(01301210) _ Hence, we have that

jy0i30i2io _

jy(01301210) >< jy01301210 >

The number of single cosets in [01301210] is equal to
|AT|

|^(01301210) |

_

12

1

= 12. Therefore, the orbits of

AT(01301210) on T are {qj,

{3^ and |2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3totit2titQt2,

and

Ntotitstotitstitotz

belong to?

Ntotitstot^titoto = Ntotit3tQtit2ti 6 [0130121].
Now, the double coset Ntotitstot^titotiN is not new because

013012101 = 013012010 (since 101 ~ 010)
=> 013012101 = 013012010 G [013012010].
Therefore, we have proven that [013012101] and [013012010] are equal as double cosets.

NtQtit3tQtit2tit()t2N is not a new double coset either since 013012102 = (123)3102320 G
[0123032] since 3102320 = 0123032<°32\

Let us begin the proof by using e = e,
=>(132) (123)02100120 = e

(since to2 = e,ti2 = e,i22 = e and (321) (312) = e)

=> (132)(123)021001203113 = e (since t32 = e,ii2 = e)

=> (132) (123)0210(132)21032013 = e (Shown above)
=> (132) (123) (132)013021032013 = e
=> (132)01301121032013 = e (since ix2 = e)

=> (132)01301212032013 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)0130121002032013 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (132)0130121020232013 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013012102 = (123)3102320.
Thus, we have shown that the double coset [013012102] is identical to the double coset

[0123032].

Finally, the double coset Ntot^tot^titotsN is not new since
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013012103 = (02)(13)0102320 G [0102320].
This can be shown by starting out the proof with e = e,

=> (132)(123)2312332132 = e

(since £32 = e, tx2 =

= e and (321) (312) = e)

=> (132)(123)23123(132)31231 = e (by relation (1))
=> (132)(123)(132)1231231231 = e

(132)12312022031231 = e (since t02 = e,t22 = e)
=> (132)1231202(021)3023101 = e
(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (031))

=> (132)(021)01301213023101 = e
=+ (02)(13)01301213023010 = e (by relation (2))
(02)(13)0130121003023010 = e (since t02 = e)

=> (02) (13)0130121030323010 = e (by relation (2))
=> (02) (13)0130121030232010 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013012103 = (02) (13)0102320.
Therefore, we have shown that the double cosets

[013012103] and [0102320] are identical.
Let us look at Ntotitztot^tstoN, denoted by [01301230] and where
#01301230 _

_ jy(0i30i230). jfencej we have that

^■(01301230) >< yy01301230 >

The number of single cosets in [01301230] is equal to
|AT|
1^(01301230)1

= ~ = 12. Therefore, the orbits of

#(01301230) Qn T

{Q},

{g}, and |2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3totit2t3toto, Ntotit3totit2t3totl,
Nto*i*3*o*i*2*3*o*2, and Nto*i*3*o*i*2*3*o*3 belong to?
Nto*l*3*O*l*2*3*O*O = Nt0* 1*3*0*1 *2*3 G

[0130123].

Now, the double coset Nto*i*3*o*i*2*3*0*1^ is not new because
013012301 = (032)0301210 G [0102320] since 0301210 = 0102320<132>.
This can be shown by starting out the proof with e = e,

=> (023) (032)303303 = e
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(since *32 = e,*o2 = e and (320) (302) = e)

=> (023)(032)31231132103303 = e
(since *32 = e, *i2 = e, t22 — e)
=> (023)(032)31231(023)231021303 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugated by (013))
=> (023)(032)(023)01301231021303 = e

=> (023)0130123001021303 = e (since *02 = e)
=> (023)0130123010121303 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013012301 = (032)0301210.

Therefore, we have proven that [013012301] and

[0102320] are equal as double cosets.
77*o*i*3*0*1*2*3*0*2-77

is not a new double coset either since

013012302 = (03)(12) 1302120 G [0132023] since 1302120 = 0132023<°13).

This can be shown by starting out the proof with e = e,

=> (031) (013)313313 = e

(since *32 = e,*i2 = e and (310)(301) = e)
=» (031)(013)313131 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)32032230213131 = e (since *32 = e,*22 = e,*02 = e)
=> (031) (013)32032(031)032102131 = e

=> (031)(013)(031)12312032102131 = e
=> (031)1231203(021)2012031 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031) (021)0130123002012031 = e (since *02 = e)

=> (03) (12)0130123020212031 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013012302 = (03)(12) 1302120.

Thus, we have shown that the double coset [013012302] is
identical to the double coset [0132023].

Finally, the double coset 7V*o*i*3*0*1*2*3*0*3-77 is not new since
013012303 = (032)013012010 G [013012010].

Let us begin our proof with e = e,
(013)(031)3103113013 = e
(since *32 = e,*i2 = e,*o2 = e and (310) (301) = e)
=» (013)(031)31031(013)10310 = e (by relation (1))
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=> (013)(031)(013)0322103200210310 = e (since i02 = e, A2 = e)
=> (013)032(123)0120310210310 = e (from above)
=> (013)(123)013012330310210310 = e (since A2 = e)

=> (023)013012303010210310 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013012303 = (032)013012010.

Therefore, we have shown that the double cosets
[013012303] and [013012010] are identical.

Let us look at NAAAAAAAA-N, denoted by [01302321] and where
7V°1302321 _
jy(01302321)

_ yy(01302321)_ ]-[eilce; we have that

jy01302321 >

The number of single cosets in [01302321] is equal to

[■ = T = 12- Therefore, the orbits of
yy(oi3O232i) on

are {0}, {1}, {3}, and {2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAAA» and NfoAAAAAAAA belong to?
7VAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA € [0130232].

NAAAAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset since it will be shown

that 013023210 = (013)0123103 G [0123103].
Let us begin to show the above statement by transforming e = e,
=> (123)(132)131131 = e
(since A2 “ ei A2 — e and (312)(321) = e)

=> (123)(132)131313 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)(132)1301101313 = e
=> (123)(132)1301010313 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)(132)1301022103200213 = e (since A2 = e,A2 = e)

=> (123)(132)130102(123)0120310213 = e (from above)

(123) (132) (123)2102030120310213 = e
=> (123)2102303120310213 = e (by relation (2))

=> (123)2102303120(031)013210 = e (proven above)
=> (123)(031)013023210013210 = e
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=> 013023210 = (013)0123103.
Hence, we have shown that the double cosets [013023210] and [0123103] are identical.

Now, the double coset 04*o4034o42*3*2*0204 is not new either since

013023212 = (012)103123021 6 [012032130] since

103123021 = 012032130<01)<23\
Let us begin to show the above statement by transforming e = e,
=> (021)(012)1031221301 = e

(since *32 = e,*22 “ e,*i2 = e,*o2 = e and (012)(021) = e)

=> (021) (012)12332031221301 = e (Same justification as above)
=> (021)(012)123(021)02310321301 = e
(proven above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (03) (12))

=> (021)(012)(021)01302310321301 = e
=> (021)013023211210321301 = e (since *x2 = e,*22 = e)
=> (021)013023212120321301 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013023212 = (012)103123021.

Thus, we have proven that [013023212] = [012032130].

Finally, the double coset 04*0*143*0*2*3*2*1*304 is not going to be new
either since 013023213 = (013)0212310 G [0131230] since
0212310 = 0131230(123\

Let us begin to show the above statement by transforming e = e,
=> (031)(013)01211210 = e
(since *22 = e,*i2 = e,*o2 = e and (013)(031) = e)
=> (031) (013)01212120 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)012311312120 = e (since *32 = e,*i2 = e)
=> (031)(013)012313132120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)0123103303132120 = e (since *32 = e,*02 = e)

=> (031)(013)0123103030132120 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)(031)0130232130132120 = e
(Prove above 013023210 = (013)0123103 => 01302321 = (013)01231030)

=> 013023213 = (013)0212310.
Therefore, we have shown that [013023213] and [0131230]
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are identical double cosets.

Let us look at .NM1M2M2M2AT, denoted by [01320212] and where
jy01320212 _.

_ yy(01320212)

JJencej we have that

^■(01320212) ><; jy01320212 >

The number of single cosets in [01320212] is equal to

1^(0^0212)] = T = 12.
^(01320212) on T are

Therefore, the orbits of
{QJ, {J}, {3J; and {2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt^t\t3t2tpt2txt2tQ3 NtotlkMoMlMlj
NtQtit3t2tQt2tit2t2, and NtQtit3t2tot2tit2t3 belong to?
NtQtit3t2tQt2tit2t2 = Ntotit3t2tQt2ti G [0132021].

Now, Ntot4t3t2tQt2tit2toN is not a new double coset since

013202120 = (012)2021232 G [0102030] since 2021232 = 0102030(°21X
Let us begin to show the above statement by transforming e = e,
=> (031) (013)020020 = c
(since t22 = e, to2 = e and (013)(031) = e)

=> (031)(013)020202 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)03122132011202 = e (since t22 = e,ii2 = e,t32 = e)
=> (031)(013)0312(031)3120321202 = e (from above)
=> (031)(013)(031)31Q2300120321202 = e (since to2 = e)

=> (031) (132)0130210120321202 = e (proven above)

=> (021)0130201020321202 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)0132021202321202 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013202120 = (012)2021232.
Thus, we have proven that [013202120] and [0102030] are identical double cosets.

TVtoMsMoMiMiAT is not a new double coset either since,
013202121 = 013202212 (since 121 ~ 212)
=> 013202212 = 0132012 (since t22 = e)
=> 013202121 = 0132012 G [0132012].
Hence, we have that [013202121] = [0132012].

Finally, the double coset

is not new either because
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013202123 = (01) (23)2030132 G [0131230] since 2030132 = 0131230<o21>.

Let us start out the proof by manipulating e = e,
=i> (031)(013)100123022032 = e
(since to2 = e,4i2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e and (013)(031) = e)
=» (031)(013)10(031)2102312032 = e

(Prove above 013021 = (123)310230 conjugated by (023))

(031)(013) (031)30210231233032 = e (since 432 = e)
=$► (031)30210231230302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)30210(123)213210302 = e (by relation (1))
=> (031)(123)01320213210302 = e

=> (01)(23)0132021223210302 = e
(01)(23)0132021232310302 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013202123 = (01)(23)2030132.
Therefore, we have that the double cosets [013202123] and

[0131230] are identical.
Let us look at Ntotit3t2tot2t3tiN, denoted by [01320231] and where
_ yy(01320231). JJencej we have that

jy01320231 _

jy (01320231)

yy01320231 >

The number of single cosets in [01320231] is equal to
IM
|^(01320231) |

_ 12
”

1

= 12. Therefore, the orbits of

^(01320231) on T

{3^ and

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3t2tQt2t3titQ, N4o4i43424o42434141,

N4o4i43424o42434it2, and N4o4i43424o42434i43 belong to?
N4o4i43424o42434i4i = N4o4i43424o4243 G [0132023].

Now,

N4o4i43424o42434i4oN

is not a new double coset because

013202310 = 1302031 G [0132310] since 1302031 = 0132310<°13\
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,

=> (013)(031)010230032010 = e
(since to2 — e, 4X2 = e, 422 = e,t32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (013)(031)010230032101 = e (by relation (2))
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(013)(031)01023003210221 = e (since t22 = e)
=> (013)(031)010230(013)23021321 = e (from above)
=> (013)(031)(013)13120123021321 = e
=> (013)13(012)102103021321 = e (by relation (1))

(013)(012)2310200103021321 = e (since *02 = e)

=> (02)(13)2310201013021321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (02) (13)231020133013021321 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (02) (13)23102013(02) (13)01320231 = e

(proven above 01320232 = (02)(13)30130213 =>
0132023 = (02)(13)301302132)

(02)(13)(02)(13)0132023101320231 = e
=> 0132023101302031 = e (by relation (2))
=>013202310 = 1302031.

Thus, we have shown that [013202310] = [0132310].

Also, the double coset

77*o*i*3*2*o*2*3*i*377

belongs to a double coset

that we have already seen since 013202313 = (01)(23)2030121 6

[0131202] since 2030121 = 0131202<°21>.
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,

=> (031)(013)102312213201 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,*22 — e,*32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (031)(013)102312(031)312032 = e
(from 012031 = (132)210320 conjugating by (023))

=> (031)(013)(031)03210231233032 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (031)03210231230302 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)03210(123)213210302 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)(123)0132023313210302 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (01) (23)0132023131210302 = e (by relation (2))

=* 013202313 = (01)(23)2030121.
Therefore, we have shown that [013202313] and [0131202] are identical double cosets.
7V*o*i*3*2*o*2*3*i*2A7

is a new double coset and will be discussed at another time.
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Let us look at 04*0*1*3*2*0*1*0*2 04, denoted by [01320102] and where
_ 7^(01320102). jjence; we have that

7^01320102

7y (01320102) >< jy01320102 >

The number of single cosets in [01320102] is equal to
_ 12

|N|
| jV(01320102)|

1

= 12. Therefore, the orbits of
{2}.

7y(01320102) Qn T are

Now we need to know which double coset do
04*0*1*3*2*0*1*0*2*0) 04*0*1*3*2*0*1*0*2*1,
04*0*1*3*2*0*1*0*2*2, and 04*o*i*3*2*0*1 *0*2*3 belong to?
04*0*1*3*2*0*1*0*2*2 ” 04*0*1*3*2*0*1*0 G

Now,

04*o*i*3*2*o*i*o*2*i04

[0132010].

is not a new double coset because

013201021 = (021)203201202 6 [013012010] since

203201202 = 013012010^°21\
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,

=> (012)(021)203102201302 = e
(since

*q2

= e, *x2 = e, *22 = e, *32 = e and (012) (021) = e)

=> (012)(021)2031022012002302 = e (Same justification as above)

=> (012)(021)203102(012)2102102302 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(021)(012)013200102102102302 = e (since *02 = e)

=> (012)013201012102102302 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)013201021202102302 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013201021 = (021)203201202.

Thus, we have shown that [013201021] = [013012010].

Also, the double coset 04*o*i*3*2*o*i*o*2*304 belongs to a double coset
that we have already seen since 013201023 = 032101231 G [013202312]

since 032101231 = 013202312<132\
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,

=> (013) (031)213223120330 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,*22 = e,*32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (013)(031)2132(013)13201220 = e
(from 013021 = (123)310230 conjugating by (02)(13))
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=> (013)(031)(013)230112131221201220 = e
(since t22 = e, tx2 = e)

=> (013)230121231212101220 = e (by relation (2))

=> (013)23012(123)1321312101220 = e (by relation (1))
=> (013) (123)310231321312101220 = e

=> (023)310231323132101220 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023) (032)013201023132101220 = e

(proven above 01320103 = (023)310231 => 0132010 = (023)3102313)
=> 013201023 = 032101231.

Therefore, we have shown that [013201023] and [013202312] are identical double cosets.

Nto*i*3*2*o*i*o*2*oN is a new double coset and will be discussed at another time.

Let us look at Ntotxt3t2*o*i*2*oN, denoted by [01320120] and where
#01320120 _

_ # (01320120). jjence? we have that

^y(01320120)

^y01320120 >

The number of single cosets in [01320120] is equal to

1^(0^1120) I = T = 12#(01320120) on

'p

Therefore, the orbits of

are {Qj, {1}, {3}, and

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nto*l*3*2*0*l*2*0*0, Nto*l*3*2*O*l*2*O*b
^0*1*3*2*0*1*2*0*25 and Nt0*i*3*2*o*i*2*o*3 belong to?

Nt0*l*3 *2*0*1 *2*0*0 = Nto*l*3*2*O*l*2 G

[0132012].

Now, Nto*i*3*2*o*i*2*o*iN is not a new double coset because

013201201 = (012)1232102 e [0131021] since 1232102 = O131O21<012).
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,

(021) (012) 123012210321 = e
(since to2 = e, tx2 = e,t22 = e, t32 = e and (012) (021) = e)

=> (021) (012) 1230122102112321 = e (Same justification as above)

=> (021)(012)123012(021)2012012321 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)0132012012012321 = e
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=> 013201201 = (012)1232102.

Thus, we have shown that [013201201] = [0131021].

Ntotit3t2totit2tot2N is not a new double coset either since,

013201202 = 013201020 (since 202 ~ 020)
=> 013201202 = 013201020 G [013201020].
Thus, we have also shown that [013201202] = [013201020].

Also, the double coset Ntotit3t2totit2tot3N belongs to a double coset
that we have already seen since 013201023 = (031)2312130 G [0130312]

since 2312130 = 0130312<O2><13\
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,

=> (013)(031)323323 = e

(since t22 = e, i32 = e and (013) (031) = e)
=> (013)(031)323232 = e (by relation (2))

(013)(031)3231221232 = e (since t22 = e,*i2 = e)

=> (013)(031)3231212132 = e (by relation (2))
=> (0131(031132312033012132 = e (since t02 = e,t32 = e)

=> (013)(031)3(013)1320123012132 = e
(from 013021 = (123)310230 conjugating by (02) (13))
=> (013)(031)(013)0132012003012132 = e
=> (013)0132012030312132 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013201023 = (031)2312130.
Therefore, we have shown that [013201203] and [0130312] are identical

double cosets.

Let us look at ATM 1 M2 Mi M2 77, denoted by [01320132] and where
jy0i320i32 = |ej _ yy(oi32Oi32) Hence, we have that
2^(01320132)

yy01320132 >

The number of single cosets in [01320132] is equal to
= y = 12. Therefore, the orbits of
^(01320132) on T are {oj,

and {2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NtQtit3t2totit3t2to,

NMiMsMi^Mi,
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NAAAAAAAAA> and IVAAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA € [0132013].

Now, NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because

013201320 = (123)2030102 G [0131210] since 2030102 = 0131210<O21>.
This can be shown by manipulating e = e,
=> (132)(123)020020 = e

(since t22 = e, to2 = e and (213)(231) = e)

=> (132)(123)020202 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)(123)02133102300302 = e
(since A2 = e, A2 = e, A2 — e)
=> (132)(123)0213(132)0130210302 = e (proven above)

=> (132)(123)(132)0132013220210302 = e (since A2 = e)

=> (132)0132013202010302 = e
=> 013201320 = (123)2030102.
Thus, we have shown that [013201320] = [0131210].

-ZVAAAAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset either since

013201321 = (023)2021230 6 [0102031] since 2021230 = 0102031<O21\
The statement above will be proved by starting with transforming

e = e,

=> (032) (023)2012112102 = e
(since A2 = e, A2 = e,A2 = e and (213)(231) = e)
=> (032) (023)211012112102 = e (since A2 = e)

=> (032) (023)210102121202 = e (by relation (2))

=> (032)(023)2103310213321202 = e (since A2 = e)
=> (032)(023)2103(032)013210321202 = e (proven above)
=> (032) (023) (032)0132013210321202 = e
=> 013201321 = (023)2021230.

Thus, we have also shown that [013201321] = [0102031].

Also, the double coset NAAAAAAAAAN belongs to a double coset
that we have already seen since 013201323 = (031)2312102 G [0130320]

since 2312102 = 0130320<O2X13).
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The statement above will be proved by starting with transforming
e = e,

=> (013)(031)323323 = e
(since t22 = e,*32 = e and (013)(031) = e)
=> (013)(031)323232 = e (by relation (2))

=> (013)(031)30123321023232 = e

(since to2 — e, *i2 = e, t22 = e, t32 = e)
=> (013)(031)30123(013)123021232 = e
(from 013210 = (230)310213 conjugating by (012))

=> (013) (031) (013)01320123021232 = e
=> (013)01320123012132 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)0132013323012132 = e (since *32 = e)

=> (013)0132013232012132 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013201323 = (031)2312102.

Therefore, we have shown that [013201323] and [0130320] are identical double cosets.

Let us look at
1701303102

_

7V*o*i*3*o*3*i*o*27V,

denoted by [01303102] and where

gy our reiatjons we can show that

7V*o*i*3*o*3*i*o*2 = 77*1*3*0*1*0*3*1*2

by 01303102 = 01030102

= 01031012 = 0(031)1301312 = (031)31301312 = (031)13101312
= (031)13010312

01303102 = (031)13010312 =>

77*0*i*3*o*3*i*o*2

= 77*i*3*o*1*O*3*1*2-

Now, 77*0*1*3*0*3*1*0*2(013) = 77 (*o* 1*3 *0*3*1 *0*2/°13) ~ 77*1*3*0*1*0*3*1*2
= 7V*o*i*3*o*3*i*o*2

(013)

7V(°1303102).

Similarly, we can show (031) 6 A^01303102\ Hence, we have that
y(0i303i02) ><- y0i303i02,

[01303102] is equal to

(013^ (031) >. The number of single cosets in

^(o^Lo2) |

= T = 4-

Therefore, the orbits of Ad01303102) on T are {0}, {1}, {3}, and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
7V*o*i*3*o*3*i*o*2*o and 7V*0*i*3*0*3*1*0*2*2 belong to?

7V*o*i*3*0*3*1*0*2*2 =

77*0*1 *3*0*3*1*0 £ [0130310].
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We can see that the double coset NtotitztotstitotztoN is not new because

013031020 = (013)2030103 6 [0131213] since 2030103 = 0131213<021>.
To prove this statement we must start off with transforming e = e,
=> (021)(012)133123011032 = e

(since to2 = e, tx2 = e,t22 = e, t32 = e and (021) (012) = e)

=> (021)(012)13(021)2130231032 = e

(from 013021 = (123)310230 conjugating by (032))
(021)(012)(021)0321302 3133032 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (021)03213021310302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)0320013021310302 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (021)0320(123)310230310302 = e (Prove above)
=> (021) (123)0130310230310302 = e

=> (031)0130310203010302 = e (by relation (2))
013031020 = (013)2030103.
Thus, we have proven that [013031020] and [0131213]
are identical double cosets.

denoted by [01303120] and where

Let us look at
^01303120 _ e _ jy(01303120).

The number of single cosets in [01303120] is equal to
,|jy(0I303120)
1^1___ . = 12
= 12
1
The orbits of

aX01303120)

on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntotit3tot3tit2tQt4, and NtQtit3tot3tit2tot3 belong to?

NtotiMoMiMctfo = -NM1/3M3M2

[0130312].

We can see that NtQtit3tQt3tit2tot2N is not a new double coset since
013031202 = 013031020 (by relation (2))
=> 013031020 = (013)2030103 (Proved above)

=> 013031202 = (013)2030103 G [0131213]
since 2030103 = 0131213(O21>).

Thus, we have [013031202] and [0131213] are identical double cosets.
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Ntotit3t()t3tit2tQt3N is not a new double coset either since 013031203 = (023)013031201 6
[013031201].

To prove this statement we must start off with transforming e = e,
=> (013) (031)3103301300 = e

(since to2 = e,4i2 = e,t32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (013)(031)3103(013)310310 = e (by relation (1))

=> (013) (031) (013)030010310310 = e (since 402 = e)
=> (013)030101310310 = e (by relation (2))

=> (013)030103130310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)030221032002130310 = e (since 4O2 = e,t22 = e)
=> (013)0302(123)01203102130310 = e
=> (013)(123)010301203102130310 = e

=> (023)013031203102130310 = e

=> 013031203 = (023)013031201.
Therefore, it was proven that [013031203] and [013031201] are identical double cosets.

NtQtit3tQt3tit2totiN is a new double coset and will be discussed later on.

Let us look at Ntotit3tot3tit2t3N denoted by [01303123] and where
jyOI 303123 = e — jy(01303123)

The number of single cosets in [01303123] is equal to
IM

= 12 = 19

|j\r(°1303123) |
1
The orbits of 7V<01303123) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NtQtlt3tQt3tlt2t3t2, Nt()tlt3tQt3tit2t3tQ,
and NtQtit3tot3tit2t3t3 belong to?

NtQtit3tot3tit2t3t3 = Ntotit3tot3tit2 G [0130312].
We can see that Ntotit3tQt3tit2t3tQN is not a new double coset
since 013031230 = (021)320131021 G [0131023] since

320131021 = 0131023(03)(12).
To prove this statement we must start off with transforming e = e,

=> (031) (013)3210110123 = e
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(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e, *22 = e,*32 = e and (031)(013) = e)

=> (031) (013)3210101023 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031)(013)32130030101023 = e (since *02 = e,*s2 = e)
=> (031)(013)32130303101023 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)3213030310331023 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (031) (013)321303(031)0130131023 = e

=> (031)(013)(031)331201310130131023 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (031)3(023)21301210130131023 = e
(from 013210 = (230)310213 conjugating by (032))

=> (031)(023)021301210130131023 = e
=> (123)021302120130131023 = e (by relation (2))

=> (123)02130212013220131023 = e (since *22 = e)
=> (123)021302(023)02130120131023 = e (from above)
=> (123)(023)23102302130120131023 = e
=> (02)(13)(132)013031230120131023 = e
(proven above 01303121 = (123)23102302 =>
0130312 = (123)231023021)

=> 013031230 = (021)320131021.
Thus, we have [013031230] and [013202312] are identical double cosets.

04*q*i*3*0*3*1*2*3*104 is

not a new double coset either since 013031231 = (032)1303120

[0131023] since 1303120 = 0131023(°13\
To prove this statement we must start off with transforming e = e,

=> (023)(032)313313 = e
(since *i2 = e,*32 = e and (023)(032) = e)
=> (023)(032)313131 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023) (032)3123323131 = e (since *22 = e,t32 = e)
=> (023)(032)3123232131 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023)(032)3123211321033031 = e (since *02 = e,*i2 = e,*32 = e)
=> (023)(032)312321(023)2310213031 = e

=> (023) (032) (023)0130312310213031 = e
=> 013031231 = (032)1303120.

G
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Therefore, it was proven that [013031231] and [0131023] are identical double cosets.

Finally, we can show that [013031232] and [0102031] are identical double

cosets by the fact that 013031232 = (013)0301023 € [0102031]
since 0301023 = 0102031<132).
To prove this statement we must start off with transforming e = e,

=> (031)(013)131131 = e

(since tx2 = e, t32 — e and (031) (013) = e)
=> (031)(013)131313 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)1301101313 = e (since ix2 = e, fo2 = e)

=> (031)(013)1301010313 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031) (013) 130103310313 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (031)(013)130103(031)301303 = e
=> (031)(013)(031)013031301030 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)0130312332301030 = e (since t22 = e,i32 = e)

=> (031)0130312323201030 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013031232 = (013)0301023.

Let us look at Nio*i*3*2£3*o*l*o-N denoted by [01323010] and where

#01323010 _ e hut, by relations (1), (2), and what we have considered
earlier we can show that Nio*i*3*2*3*o*i*o = Nto*2*i*3*i*o*2*o
since 0132301 = (12)(30)0213102 (as seen above) => 01323010
= (12) (30)02131020 => Nto*i*3*2*3*o*i*o = Nto*2*i*3*i*o*2*oThus we have, Nto*i*3*2*3*o*i*o(123) = N (*o*i*3*2*3*o*i*o)^ 123^
= Nto*2*l*3*l*0*2*=^*0*l*3*2*3*0*l*0

Similarly, we have that (132) G
Now we have that

(123)

G #(01323010).

#(01323010).

#(01323010) >< #01323010, (123),

(132) >.

The number of single cosets in [01323010] is equal to
____ 1*1____ = I2 — 4
JV(01323010)

3

The orbits of #(01323010) On T are {0} and {1,2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nto*i*3*2*3*o*i*o*o and Ntotit3t2t3to*i*o*i belong to?
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NtQtit^tztotitQtQ = NAAAAAAA G [0132301].
We can show that NAAAAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset by

013230101 = 013230010 (since 101 - 010)
=> 013230010 = 0132310 (since t02 = e)
=> 013230101 = 0132310 G [0132310].
Therefore, we can definitely see that [013230101] = [0132310].

Let us look at NAAAAAAAA-N. jy01323102 — e = jy(oi323iO2).
The number of single cosets in [01323102] is equal to
n______ r
by(01323102)

=

12
1

12.

The orbits of jy(°1323102) on

are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAAA> NAAAAAAAAA>
NAAAAAAAAA» and NAAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA G [0132310].

NfoAAAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset since
013231020 = 2013231 G [0123032] since 2013231 = 0123032<°21>.

We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> 201232232102 = e
(since £o2 = e, A2 = e, t22 = e, A2 = e)

=> 201232323102 = e (by relation (2))
=> 2012312212323102 = e (since A2 = e, h2 = e)

=> 2012312212323102 = e
=> 2012312121323102 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0132312021323102 = e (Proved above 01323120 = 20123121)
=> 0132310201323102 = e (by relation (2))
=> 013231020 = 2013231.
Therefore, we can see that [013231020] and [0123032] are equivalent double cosets.
NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset either since 013231021 = (02) (13)3121030 G

[0131202] since 3121030 = 0131202<032X
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We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (013)(031)232232 = e
(since t22 — e,t32 = e and (013)(031) = e)

=> (013)(031)232323 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)(031)2323122123 = e (since t22 = Mi2 = e)

=> (013)(031)2323121213 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013X031)23231203301213 = e (since t02 = Ms2 = e)
=> (013)(031)23(013)132012301213 = e (proven above)
=> (013)(031)(013)2033132012301213 = e (since t32 = e)

=> (013)2031312012301213 = e
=> (013)20313(012)10210301213 = e (by relation (1))

=> (013)(012)0132310210301213 = e
=> 013231021 = (02)(13)3121030.
Thus, [013231021] = [0131202].

AAoMsPMitoMsA7 this is not a new double coset since
013231023 = (021)032103010 <= [013201020] since 032103010 = 013201020(132\

We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (031)(013)03231011013230 = e
(since to2 = e,ti2 = e,t22 = e, t32 = e and (013) (031) = e)

=> (031) (013)03231010103230 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(013)032310130030103230 = e (since t02 = e,i32 = e)
=> (031)(013)032310130303103230 = e (by relation (2))

(031)(013)0323101303(031)01301230 = e (by relation (1))
=> (031)(013X031)312103013101301230 = e
=> (031)312103013010301230 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)(02)(13)013231023010301230 = e

(proven above 013231021 = (02) (13)3121030

01323102 = (02) (13)31210301)
=> 013231023 = (021)032103010.

Hence, it is proven that [013231023] and [013201020] are identical double cosets.

Let us look at Ntotitst^titotsN, denoted by [01312103], where
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jy0i3i2i03 _

|ey —

yy(0i3i2i03),

[01312103] is equal to

The number

|JV<ol^hos) | = T

of

single cosets in

= 12*

The orbits of A^01312103) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. Now we need to know which
double coset do
04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*3*0, 04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*3*1,

04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*3*2, and

04*o*i*3*i*2*i*o*3*3

04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*3*3 = 04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0

04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*3*004

belong to?

G [0131210].

is not a new double coset since

013121030 = (01)(23)123132012 G [013031201] since
123132012 = 013031201t°12\
We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,
=> (123) (132)10200201 = e

(since *o2 = e, *x2 = e,*22 = e and (213)(231) = e)

=> (123)(132)10202021 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)(132)1020300320133121 = e
(since *o2 — e, tf2 = e, *32 = e)

=> (123)(132)102030(123)2301203121 = e

(from 013021 = (123)310230 conjugating by (132))
=> (123)(132)(123)203010230120113121 = e (since *x2 = e)
=> (123)203010230120131321 = e (by relation (2))

=> (123)20301023(012)0210231321 = e (by relation (1))

=> (123)(012)013121030210231321 = e
=> 013121030 = (01)(23) 123132012.
Thus we have that [013121030] = [013031201].

04*0*1*3*1*2*1*0*3*1 is not a new double coset either because
013121031 = (013)3032103 G [0102310] since 3032103 = 0102310<°31\

We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = c,

=> (021)(012)13033031 = e
(since *o2 = e,*i2 = e,*32 = e and (210) (201) = e)

=> (021)(012)13030301 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)(012)130322031101 = e (since *x2 = e,*22 = e)
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=> (021)(012)130322031010 = e (by relation (2))
=> f021)(012)1303220312332010 = e (since *32 = e,*22 = e)

=> (021)(012)13032(021)30231032010 = e (from above)
=> (021)(012)(021)0323130231032010 = e
=> (021)032313023(123)3012030 = e
=> (021)(123)0131210313012303 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013121031 = (013)3032103.
, [013121031] and [0102310] are identical double cosets.
And finally, the double coset

77*q*i*3*i*2*i*o*3*277

is also not new

because we can see that it is identical to the double coset

[0131230] by 013121032 = (01)(23)0212310 G [0131230] since 0212310 = 0131230(123\
We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (021)(012)101101 = e
(since to2 = e, *i2 = e and (210)(201) = e)

=> (021)(012)101010 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021) (012) 102210211210 = e
(since *22 = e, *i2 = e)
=> (021)(012)102210212120 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)(012)102(021)201202120 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)0212012031132120 = e

(since *32 = e,*i2 = e)
=> (021)0212(132)210320132120 = e (from above)
=> (021) (132)0131210320132120 = e

=> 013121032 = (01)(23)0212310.

Let us look

at 77*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3-77,

denoted by [01310213], where

y01310213 _ rel _ y(01310213)

The number of single cosets in [01310213] is equal to
|*v|
|^(013W213)|

12
1

12.

The orbits of A^01310213) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*0, -N*o*i*3*1*0*2*1*3*1,
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Ntotit3titQt2tit3t2^ and NtQtit3titot2tit3t3 belong to?

Ntotit3titot2tit3t3 = Moti^iWi G [0131021].
NtQtit3titQt2tit3toN is not a new double coset since from the three given

relations we can deduce that 013102130 = (023)3010321 G [0131023]

since 3010321 = O131O23<031).
We can prove that this is true by manipulating e = e,

=> (023) (032)31211213 = e
(since t32 = e, t22 — e, ti2 = e and (320) (302) = e)
=> (023)(032)31212123 = e (by relation (2))
=> (023) (032)3121301221032123 = e (by same justification above)

=> (023)(032)31213012(023)01230103 = e (proven above)
=> (023)(032)(023)0131021301230103 = e
=> 013102130 = (023)3010321

Therefore, we can see that [013102130] and [0131023] are identical

double cosets.
iM2?V

is also not a new double coset because

013102132 = (02)(13) 120130203 G [012032123] since 120130203 = O12O32123^012).

We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (031)(013)212212 = e
(since t22 = e, ti2 = e and (310) (301) = e)

=> (031) (013)212121 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031) (013)2311312121 = e (since t32 = e,ti2 = e)
=> (031)(013)2313132121 = e (by relation (2))

=> (031) (013)2313203302132121 = e
(since i32 = e, i22 = e, to2 = e)

=> (031)(013)2313203(031)203210121 = e
(from 013021 = (123)310230 conjugating by (021))

=> (031)(013)(031)2101231203201021 = e (by relation (2))
=> (031)2101231(032)230231021 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)(032)013102133230231021 = e (since i32 = e)
=> (02) (13)013102132320231021 = e
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=> (02)(13)013102132302031021 = e (by relation (2))

=> 013102132 = (02) (13) 120130203.

Thus, [013102132] = [012032123].
is a new double coset and will be considered at another time.

A7to4iMi

denoted by [01023101], where

Let us look at
^■01023101 _

|ey but, by our relations (1), (2), and the other relations

by

proven we can see that
01023101 = 01023010 = 0(132)2013020 = (132)02013020
= (132)20213020 => Ntotitg4i =

Thus we have Ntot±tot2t3titQti(123) = AT(to^ito^^^i^oii/123^
= toMotaMlWl => (012) G

=

aX0102310).

Similarly, we can show that (021) G A^01023101). Thus, we have that

aX01023101)

><

AT01023101, (012), (021) >.

The number of single cosets in [01023101] is equal to
____ IN!___ r== 12
jy(O1023101)
3

= 4

The orbits of A/^01023101) on T are {0,1, 2} and {3}. Now we need to know which double
coset do Afto^i^o^^tito^iiiand Nto4i4o42434ito4i43 belong to?
G [0102310].
NtQtitQt2t3titQtit3N is a new double coset and will be looked at later on.

Let us look at Ntotitot2t3t2tQtiN, denoted by [01023201], where
^■01023201 _ {e|

but, by using relations (1) and (2) we can see that

NtQtitot2t3t2tQti = NtQt2tot3tit3tQt2 by the fact that
01023201 = (02) (13)0130121031 = (02) (13) (013)0310321031

= (021)0310(023)123102 = (021)(023)2012123102 = (03) (12)2011213102

= (03)^12)20213102 = (03)(12)02031302 => 01023201 = (03)(12)0231302
=> NtotitQt2t3t2toil = NtQt2tQt3tit3tot2.
Thus, we have Ntotitot2t3t2toti(123) =■ N(to4i4oi2t342to4i)^123^
= NtQt2tQt3tit3tot2 = NtQtitQt2t3htQtl => (123) G M01023201).
Similarly, it is also shown that (132) G

aX01023201).

Thus, we have that
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^(01023201) ><- yy01023201, ^33^ (132) >

The number of single cosets in [01023201] is equal to
____ LY1____ __
| jy(01023201) |

12
3

= 4

The orbits of aX01023201) on T are {0} and {1,2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NtotitQt2t3t2tohto and JVM1M2M2M1M belong to?
NtotitQt2t3t2totiti = NYoMoMsMo £ [0102320].

AMMoMsMoMoA' is a new double coset and will be discussed at another time.

Let us look at ATMiMo^MlMsN, denoted by [012032123] and where
AT012032123 = |ey but, by using our reiation 01203213 = (03) (12)10312302
we can show that 7VM1*2M3M1M3 = ArMoMiM3ToM2 by the
following:

012032123 = (03) (12)10312302323 = 10312302232 = 103123032

=» NtQtxt2tot3t2tit2t3 = NtitQt3tit2t3tot3t2-

Thus we have JVMit2M3MiM3(01)(23) = AT
= NtitQt3t1t2t3tQt3t2 = Ntotit2tot3t2tlt2t3 => (01) (23) G AT<012032123).

Hence, we have that

aX012032123)

>< AT012032123, (01)(23) >.

The number of single cosets in [012032123] is equal to

= 6. Therefore,

the orbits of Ad012032123) on T are {0,1} and {3,2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

and 2VM1M0M2M2M3 belong to?

ATto^i^2^o^3^2tit2t373 =

G [01203212].

Now the double coset JVM1M0M2M2M0N is not new because we can

show that 0120321230 = 31213012 G [01310213] since

31213012 = 01310213<°32\
We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (132) (123)3201001023 = e
(since t32 = e,t22 = e,ti2 = e,to2 = e and (312)(321) = e)

=> (132)(123)3201010123 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)(123)320101022123 = e (since t22 = e)
=> (132)(123)320101021213 = e (by relation (2))
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=> (132)(123)3201300301021213 = e (since £32 = e, A2 = e)
=> (132)(123)3201303031021213 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132)(123)320130303102331213 = e (since A2 = e)
=> (132)(123)3201303(132)30210331213 = e (proven above)
=> (132)(123)(132)210320230210331213 = e
=> (132)(123)012031230210331213 = e (from above)

=> 0120321230 = 31213012.

Thus, it is proven that the double cosets [0120321230] and [01310213] are identical.

Let us look at NfoAAAAAAAA-N , denoted by [012032130] and where
jy012032130 _

jy(012032130)

_ jy(012032130). f{ence) we have that

yy012032130 >

The number of single cosets in [012032130] is equal to
| jy(012032130) |

jy (012032130)

= T = 12- Therefore, the orbits of

on T are {0}, {1} and {3}, {2}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAAAA>

NAAAAAAAAAAj

NAAAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAAAA = NtoAAAAAAA G [01203213].
We can show that NAAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset by the following,
0120321302 = (03)(12)10312320 G [01203231] since 10312320 = 01203231<°12\

We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,
=> (023)(032)321301103123 = e

(since A2 = e, A2 = e,ti2 = e, to2 = e and (302)(320) = e)
=> (023)(032)32130110312003 = e (since A2 = e)

(023)(032)321301(023)30123103 = e (Seen before and proven above)
=> (023) (032) (023)0310213012003103 = e (since £02 = e)
=> (023)03102130120(031)01301 = e (by relation (1))

=> (023)(031)3103201302301301 = e
=> (021)3103201(023)320321301 = e (by relation (1))
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=4> (021)(023)012032130020321301 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (03)(12)012032130202321301 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0120321302 = (03)(12)10312320.
Therefore, we can see that [0120321302] = [01203231].

Also we can prove that Nto*i*2*o*3*2*l*3*o*3N is not a new double coset either since
0120321303 = (013)10213230 e [01302321] since 10213230 = 01302321(ol)(23\

We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (031) (013)1021331201 = e
(since t32 = e, t22 = e, tx2 = e, to2 = e and (302) (320) = e)

=> (031)(013)13223021331201 = e (Same justification as above)
=> (031)(013)132(031)03210231201 = e

(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugating by (02)(13))
=> (031)(013)(031)012032130030231201 = e (since t32 = e,t02 = e)

=> (031)012032130303231201 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0120321303 = (013)10213230.
Thus, it was just shown that [0120321303] and [01302321] are equal as double cosets.
Nto*i*2*o*3*2*ihtotiN is a new double coset and will be discussed later.

Let us look at Nto*i*3*o*i*2*o*i*o-N denoted by [013012010] and where
^013012010 _ |ej __ ^y(oi3oi2oio). Hence, we have that
^■(013012010) >< jy013012010 >

The number of single cosets in [013012010] is equal to

pjaoiod = T = 12jv(013012010) on

T

Therefore, the orbits of
are {op {p, |2}, and {3}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nto*l*3*0*l*2*0*l*0*0> Nto*X*3*O*l*2*O*l*O*l)
Nto*i*3*o*i*2*o*i*0*2> and Nio*X*3*o*i*2*o*i*o*3 belong to?

Nto*i*3*o*i*2*o*i*o*o = Nio*i*3*o*i*2*o*i €

[01301201].

Nto*i*3*o*i*2*o*i*o*i-^ is not a new double coset since,
0130120101 = 0130120010 (since 101 ~ 010)
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=> 0130120010 = 01301210 (since *02 = e)
=> 0130120101 = 01301210 G [01301210].

Thus, we have shown that [0130120101] = [01301210].

Now, the double coset 04*o*i*3*o*i*2*o*i *0*204 is not new because

0130120102 = (012)12301210 G [01320102] since
12301210 = O132O1O2<012).
We need to show that the statement holds true. Let us start with e = e,

=> (021)(012)1230220321 = e
(since t32 = ept22 = e,*i2 = e,*o2 = e and (302)(320) = e)

=> (021)(012)1231200210220321 = e (Same justification as above)

=> (021)(012)123120(021)0120120321 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)013012010020120321 = e (since *02 = e)

=> (021)013012010202120321 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)013012010201210321 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0130120102 = (012)12301210.
Therefore, we have proven that [0130120102] and [01320102] are equal as double cosets.
04*o*i*3*o*i*2*o*i*o*304

is not a new double coset either since

0130120103 = (023)01301230 G [01301230].

To prove the above relation we must first start with e = e,
=> (012) (021)2112012210 = e
(since t22 = e, *i2 = e,*o2 = e and (102) (120) = e)

=> (012)(021)21(012)10210210 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(Q21)(012)0210233102300310 = e (since *32 = e,*02 = e)

=> (012)021023(132)0130210310 = e (proven above)
=> (012)(132)013012010030210310 = e (since *02 = e)
=> (032)013012010303210310 = e (by relation (2))

=> 0130120103 = (023)01301230.
Thus, we have shown that the double coset [0130120103]
is identical to the double coset [01301230].

Let us look at 04*o*i *3*2*0*2*3*1*204, denoted by [013202312] and where
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y013202312 _
y(013202312)

_ y(013202312). JJence) we have that

y013202312 >

The number of single cosets in [013202312] is equal to
pv

(01£!23i2) [ = T = 12-

Therefore, the orbits of

y(013202312) Qn T are

and {3}

Now we need to know which double coset do
77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1*2*0, 77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1*2*1,

77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1*2*2, aud 77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1*2*3 belong to?
77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1*2*2 = 77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1 G

[01320231].

Now, 77*o*i*3*2*o*2*3*i*2*i77 is not a new double coset because

0132023121 = 02130203 G [01320102] since 02130203 = 01320102(123).

To prove the above relation we must first start with e = e,
=> (021)(012)1200210220 = e
(since t22 = e,*i2 = e,*o2 = e and (102) (120) = e)

=> (021)(012)120(021)0120120 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)0120130 220320120 = e

(since *22 = e, t32 = e, *o2 — e)

=> (021)01201302(032)23023120 = e (by relation (1))

=> (021)(032)310312303323023120 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (132)310312303323023120 = e
=> (132)310312303232023120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)310312303230203120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)31(021)1302313230203120 = e
(132)f021)301302131230203120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (02)(13)(02)(13)013202321230203120 = e

(proven above 01320232 = (02)(13)30130213)
=> 0132023123 = 02130203.
Thus, we have shown that [0132023121] = [01320102].

Also, the double coset 77*0*1*3*2*0*2*3*1*2*3*7 belongs to a double coset that we have
already seen since
0132023123 = (132)32030210 G [01303123] since 32030210 = 01303123<O3X12).
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To prove the above relation we must first start with e = e,
=> (012) (021)00321303303123 = e

(since t32 = e, t22 = e, ti2 = e, to2 = e and (102)(120) = e)

=> (012)(021)00321303030123 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012) (021)0(012)2301323030123 = e (proven above)

=> (012) (021) (012) 12301323030123 = e
=> (012)(021)(012)12301232030123 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)123012113203110123 = e (since t? = e)
=> (012)123012113203101023 = e (by relation (2))

=► (012)1230121(021)23103201023 = e (from above)
=> (012) (021)013201023103201023 = e

=> (123)(132)013201023(123)301203023 = e (proven above)
=> (123)(132)(123)021302031301203023 = e
=> (123)013202312301203023 = e
(proven just above 0132023123 = 02130203 => 013202312 = 021302031)

=> 0132023123 = (132)32030210.
Therefore, we have shown that [0132023123] and [01303123] are identical double cosets.
Ntotit3t2tQt2t3tit2toN is a new double coset and will be discussed at another time.

Let us look at Ntotit3t2tQtitot2toN, denoted by [013201020] and where
^013201020 _

_ ^(013201020)

Hence, we have that

jy(013201020) ><• jy013201020 >

The number of single cosets in [013201020] is equal to
= T = 12- Therefore, the orbits of
^(013201020) on T Me £Oy {ij, {3}, and {2}_

Now we need to know which double coset do
Ntotlt3t2totit()t2totQ, Ntotit3t2tQtltQt2t()ti,

NM1M2M1M2M2, and

belong to?

= Ntotit3t2totitQt2 G [01320102].
Now, Ntotit3t2totitot2totiN is not a new double coset because
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0132010201 = (023)02131203 G [01323102] since
02131203 = 01323102<123\
To prove this we must start with e = e,

=> 23033032 = e
(since t32 = e, *22 = e, *o2 — e and (132)(123) = e)

■=> (123)(132)23030302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (123) (132)2303032202 = e (since *22 = e)
=> (123)(132)2303032020 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)(132)23031221032020 = e (since *x2 = e,*22 = e)

=> (123) (132)230312(123)01203120 = e (Seen above)
=> (123)(132)(123)31012301203120 = e
=> (123)3102212301203120 = e (since t22 = e)
=> (123)3102121301203120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (123)31021(032)31201303120 = e

(from 013210 = (230)310213 conjugating by (032))
=> (123) (032)2130131201303120 = e

=> (031)2(013)103101201303120 = e (by relation (1))

=> (031)(013)2103101201303120 = e
=> (012)(021)21031(012)02102303120 = e

(since (031)(013) = e = (012) (021) and by relation (1))

=> (012)(021)(012)0213202102303120 = e

=> (012)0213020102303120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)021302033102303120 = e (since t32 = e)
=> (012)02130203(132)0130213120 = e (proven above)

(012) (132)013201020130213120 = e
=> 0132010201 = (023)02131203.

Thus, we have shown that [0132010201] = [01323102].

Also, the double coset Ato*i*3*2*o*i*o*2*o*204 belongs to a double coset that we have
already seen since,
0132010202 = 0132010020 (since 202 ~ 020)

=> 0132010020 = 01320120 (since 4O2 = e)
=> 0132010202 = 01320120 G [01320120].
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Therefore, we have shown, that [0132010202] and [01320120] are identical double cosets.

Finally, we can show that the double coset

77*o*i*3 *2*0*1*0*2*0*377

is not

new either since 0132010203 = (023)1023132031 G [0132023130] since 1023132031 =
0132023130<ol><23>.

To prove this we must start with e = e,
=> (023) (032) 132103301231 = e
(since *32 = e,*22 = e, *i2 = e,*o2 = e and (302) (320) = e)

=> (023)(032)(023)231021301231 = e
=> (023)23101121301231 = e (since *i2 = e)
=> (023)23101212301231 = e (by relation (2))

=> (023)2310121332301231 = e (since *32 = e)
=> (023)2310121323201231 = e (by relation (2))
(023)231012132(031)0231201 = e (proven above)

=> (023)(031)2103020120231201 = e
=> (021)21030(012)21021231201 = e (by relation (1))

=> (021)(012)0213121021231201 = e
=> (021)(012)0213120102313201 = e
=> (032)(023)02131203113102313201 = e

(since *32 = e,*i2 = e and (021)(012) = e = (032) (023))
=> (032)(023)02131203131302313201 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032) (023) (032)01320102031302313201 = e

(proven just above 0132010201 = (023)02131203 =>
013201020 = (023)021312031)
=> 0132010203 = (023)1023132031.

Therefore, we can clearly see that [0132010203] and [0132023130] are identical double
cosets.

Let us look at IVtotitsWlWiJV- IV013031201 = e = /v<0130'il201>.

The number of single cosets in [013031201] is equal to
W

|jy(013031201) |

_ 12 _ 19
1

■LZ"

The orbits of A7(°13031201) on T are {0} , {1}, {2}, and {3}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do
N£o*X*3 *0*3*1*2*0*1*21 N£0*l*3 *0*3*1*2*0*1*01
N£o*X*3*o*3*i*2*o*i*i5 and Nto* 1*3*0*3*1*2*0* 1*3 belong to?

Nto*l*3*O*3*l*2*O*l*l =

N£o* 1*3 *0*3 *1*2*0 6 [01303120].

Ntot 1*3*0*3*1 *2*0*i*o-N

is not an new double coset since

0130312010 = (01)(23)3201310213 e [0132023120] since3201310213 = 0132023120(°3><12\

To prove this we must start with e = e,
=> (032)(023)030030 = e

(since £3 2 = e, t22 = e, io2 = e and (302) (320) = e)

=> (032) (023)030303 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032) (023)0303200203 = e (since t02 = e,*22 = e)
=> (032) (023)032203202023 = e (since t22 = e and by relation (2))

=> (032) (023)032(032)230232023 = e (by relation (1))

=> (032) (023) (032)320230232023 = e
=> (032)3201331230232023 = e (since £x2 = e, t32 = e)

=> (032)320133123110232023 = e (since £x2 = e)
=> (032)32013(123)3213210232023 = e
=> (032)(123)130213213210232023 = e

=> (012)13021321(013)1230212023 = e (proven above)
=> (012) (013)301230231230212023 = e
=> (03) (12)301230231230121023 = e (by relation (2))
=> (03)(12)30123023221230121023 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (03)(12)30123023212130121023 = e (by relation (2))
=> (03)(12)3012302321(032)3120131023 = e (proven above)
=> (03)(12)(032)23102302013120131023 = e

=> (021)23102302013120131023 = e
=> (021)(132)01303121013120131023 = e
(01)(23)01303120103120131023 = e (by relation (2))

=> 0130312010 = (01) (23)3201310213.
Thus, we can see that [0130312010] and [0132023120] are equivalent double cosets.
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We can see that Ntotitztotst^tot^N is not a new double coset since
0130312012 = (02)(13)20301023 G [01312103] since

20301023 = O13121O3<021).

To prove this we must start with e = e,
=> (132) (123)2312112132 = e
(since A2 = e,A2 — e,A2 = e and (312) (321) = e)
=> (132)(.123)2312121232 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132) (123)23121212033032 = e (since A2 = e, A2 = e)

=> (132)(123)23121212030302 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132X123)231212001203110302 = e (since A2 = e, A2 = e)

=> (132)(123)2312120(132)21032010302 = e (from above)
=> (132) (123) (132) 123131021032010302 = e
=> (132)12313(021)1201232010302 = e (by relation (1))

=> (132)(021)013031201232010302 = e
=> 0130312012 = (02)(13)20301023.
Thus, we have [0130312012] and [01312103] are identical

double cosets.
NAAAAAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset either since
0130312013 = (023)01303120 G [01303120].

To prove this we must start with e = e,

=> (0211(012)301232103 301232103 = e
(since A2 = e,t22 = e, A2 = e,A2 = e and (102)(120) = e)

=> (021)(012)301232103132310 = e
(proven above 01323103 = 30123210 => 0132310 = 301232103)

=> (021X012)30123210223132310 = e (since A2 = e)
(021)(012)301232102(021)032130310 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugating by (132))

=> (021)(012)(021)32013102133032130310 = e (since A2 = e)

=> (021)32013102130302130310 = e (by relation (2))

(021)(01)(23)013031201302130310 = e
(from above 0130312010 = (01) (23)3201310213 =>

013031201 = (01) (23)32013102130)
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=> 0130312013 = (023)01303120.

Therefore, it was proven that [0130312013] and [01303120] are identical double cosets.
Let us look

at 07*o*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1*7,

denoted by [013102131], where

by using our relations we can show that

jy0i3i02i3i _ £ej.

07*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i = 07*i*3*o*3*i*2*3*o*3 by

the following. From above

we can see that 01310231 = (012)13031230 => 013102313

= (012)130312303 => 013102131 = 013102313 = (012)130312313

=> 013102131 = (012)130312313
=> 07*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1 = 07*1*3*0*3*1*2*3*0*3-

Thus, we have

07*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i(O13) = 07(*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i)^013^

= 07*1*3*0*3*1*2*3*0*3 = 07*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1 =>

Similarly, we can also show that (031) G
jy(013102131) ><

a*013102131}

(013) G

aX013102131).

aX013102131)

.

So, we have that

(013), (Q31) >

The number of single cosets in [013102131] is equal to
|N|
177(013102131) |

_ 12
3

The orbits of 07^013102131 ) on T are {0,1,3} and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i*iand 07*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1*2 belong to?

07*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1*1 == 07*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3
07*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i*207

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Let us look at

^010231013 _

G [01310213].

07*o* 1*0*2*3*1*0*1 *307,

denoted by [010231013], where

by our relations (1) and (2) and as we have seen

with [01023101] we can easily see that
07*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*1*3 = 07*2*0*2*1*3*0*2*0*3

by 010231013 = 202130203

(as seen above) => 07*o* 1*0*2*3*1*0*1 *3
= 07*2*0*2*1*3*0*2*0*3-

Now we have Nto*i*o*2*3*i*o*i*3(012) =

07(*o*1*O*2*3*1*O*1*3)(012^ = 07*2*0*2*1*3*0*2*0*3 = 07*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*1*3

=> (012) G

AT (010231013)

Similarly, we can show that (021) G tfC010231013). Thus, we have that
< J7010231013, (012), (021) >.

aX010231013)

>
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The number of single cosets in [010231013] is equal to
_____ 1*1____ _ = I? =4
hy(010231013)

3

The orbits of M010231013) on T are {0,1,2} and {3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*o*i*o*2*3*i*o*i*3*o and 77to*i*o*2*3*i*o*i*3*3 belong to?

77*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*1*3*3 = 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*0*1 G

[01023101].

We can see that 77*o*i*0*2*3*1*0*1*3*0 77 is not a new double coset because
0102310130 = (032)2031213012 e [0132023120] since

2031213012 = 0132023120(°21\
To prove this we must start with e = e,

=> (032)(023)3023320322 = e

(since *32 = e,*22 = e, *o2 = e and (302) (320) = e)
=> (032)(023)3023(032)302302 = e (by relation (1))

=> (032)(023)(032)2302302302 = e

=> (032)21130231102302 = e (since *i2 = e)
=> (032)21(012)031230102302 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugating by (013))

=> (032) (012)02031230102302 = e
=> (03)(12)02031231012302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (03)(12)0203123102212302 = e (since *22 = e)
=> (03) (12)0203123102121302 = e (by relation (2))

=> (03) (12)02031202203102121302 = e (since t02 = e,t22 = e)
=> (03)(12)02031202(132)302103121302 = e

(from above 013210 = (230)310213 conjugating by (021))

=^> (03)(12)(132)01023101302103121302 = e
=> 0102310130 = (032)2031213012.

Therefore, we have shown that [0102310130] and
[0132023120] are equivalent as double cosets.

Let us look at
yOiO232Oio _ |ej hut,

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*i*o77,

denoted by [010232010], where

using relations (1) and (2) and what we have

seen before with A^010232010) we can see that

77*q*i*o*2*3*2*o*i*o =
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Ntot2tot3tit3tot2to by the fact that 010232010 = (03) (12)020313020
=>
= ATXMoMo.
So, AftoMoMsMoMoCl23) = Ar(MiM2M2Mito/123)

= A'foMoMiMoMo = A^oMoMaMoMo => (123) G 7v(010232010).

Also, we can deduce from our relations that (013) and (012) G
jy(oio232oio) by
following:
Let us start with e — e,
=> (013)(031)212032230121 = e
(since t32 = e,^2 = e,ix2 = e,to2 = e and (301)(310) = e)
=> (013) (031)23312032230121 = e (Same justification as above)

=> (013)(031)23(031)213201230121 = e
=> (013)(031)(013)20213201230121 = e

=> (013)2021311201230121 = e (since tx2 = e)
=> (013)202131(012)1021030121 = e (by relation (1))
=> (013)(012)010232001021030121 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (02) (13)010232010121030121 = e (by relation (2))

=> 010232010 = (02)(13)121030121
=>• NtQtitQt2t3t2tot±tQ =
1M1 •
Then we have, ATMXM2M2Mi*o(012) = N(totXM2M2Mito/°12)

= Ntit2titot3totit2ti = NtQt]Ltot2t3t2totiio => (012) G AT(°10232010).

Finally, again starting with e = e,
=> (132) (123)313313 = e
(since t32 — e, tx2 = e and (321) (312) = e)

=> (132)(123)313131 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)(123)323113213131 = e

(since t32 = e, t22 = e, tX2 = e

=> (132) (123)3231(132)12312131 = e (by relation (1))

(132)(123)(132)212312312131 = e
=> (132)2123001231002131 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (132)21230(032)21031202131 = e

=> (132) (032)010232001031202131 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (03) (12)010232010131202131 = e (by relation (2))
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=> 010232010 = (03)(12)131202131
=> NAAAAAAAAA = NA A A AAA AAA*
Then, we have, NAAAAAAAAA(013) = N (AAAAAAAAA/013)
= NAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAAA => (013) 6 7\XO1O232O1O\

Thus, we have that N<010232010) >< N010232010, (123), (0 1 3), (012)

A4.

The number of single cosets in [010232010] is equal to
1^1
- 12 = 1
|JV(O1O232O1O) I

12

Therefore, N^01023201°)has a single orbit on T of {0,1,2,3}
and thus there are no new double cosets to consider for this double coset. Therefore, we

can say that j\r(010232010) js transitive on T.
Let us look at NAAAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [0120321301]
and where TV0120321301 = {e} but, by using our relations we can show
that NAAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAAAA-

Let us start this proof by manipulating e — e,
=> (132)(123)130220310220 = e

(since A2 = e, A2 = e, A2 = e, A2 = e and (321) (312) = e)
=> (132) (123)1302(132)30210320 = e (proven above)

=> (132)(123)(132)3201303223210320 = e (since A2 = e, t22 = e)

=> (132)3201303232310320 = e (by relation (2))
=* (132)320130323(012)1320310 = e (proven above)

=> (132) (012)3012313031320310 = e
=> (013)3012310301320310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)301332310301320310 = e (since A2 = e)
=> (013)301323210301320310 = e (by relation (2))
=> (013)30132321031101320310 = e (since A2 = e)
=> (013)30132(023)123102101320310 = e (proven above)

=> (013)(023)02103123102101320310 = e
=> (01)(23)02103123(021)120121320310 = e (by relation (1))
=> (01)(23)(021)21023013120121320310 = e

=> (123)2(132)2013023120121320310 = e (proven above)

=> (123)(132)12013023120121320310 = e
=> (021)(012)1201302312012(021)2310320 = e
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(proven above and (123)(132) — e = (021)(012))
=> (021)(012)(021)1203213012012310320 = e

=> 0120321301 = (012)0230132102
=> Ntotlt2tQt3t2tit3totl ~
So we have AAopptoPMiPMiOSS) = 77(MiMoM2M3Mi/123)

= Ntot2t3toiii3t2iitoi2 = Ntotit2tot3t2tit3ioii => (123) G
’Similarly, we can see that (132) G

aX0120321301)

a^0120321301\

.

Hence, we have that AT<0120321301) >< 770120321301, (123), (132) >.

The number of single cosets in [0120321301] is equal to
n___
l*[___ r — I32 =4
jV(0120321301)
Therefore, the orbits of A^0120321301) on T are {0} and {1,3,2}.
Now we need to know which double cosets do

and

NMi*2M3MiMoM1

A^oAPMsMAsfotPi =

belong to?

G [012032130].

A/MiMoM2M3MPo77 is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Let us look at .NM1M2M2M1M0N, denoted by [0132023120]
and where A^0132023120 = {e} = Af^013202312°). Hence, we have
that Af(0132023120) >< A^0132023120 >. The number of single cosets in

[0132023120] is equal to y = 12.

Therefore, the orbits of A^0132023120) on T are {0}, {1}, {3}, and {2}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77totlt3^2^oi2i371^2^O^Oi 77MlM2M2M1^2Mb
NM1M2M2M1M0M and AToMsMoPMiMoP belong to?
AAoMsMoPMiMofr = 77toM3MoM3M2 G [013202312].
Now, 77M1M2M2M1^2M1N is not a new double coset because
01320231201 = 202130203 G [010231013] since

202130203 = 010231013t°21).
Let us start proving this by beginning with e = e,
=> 0213020330203120 = e

(since t32 = e, t22 = e, ti2 = e, to2 = e)
=> 013202312130203120 = e (proven above 0132023121 = 02130203)
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=> 01320231201320231020 = e (proven above 013202310 = 1302031)
01320231201302031202 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01320231201 = 202130203.
Thus, we have shown that [01320231201] = [010231013].
N£o*i*3*2*o*2*3*i*2*o*2-^

is not a new double coset either since

01320231202 = (123)102310131 G [013201020] since

102310131 = 013201020t01^23\
Let us start proving this by beginning with e = e,

=> (012)(021)3132332313 = e

(since t32 = e,t22 = e,*i2 = e and (012) (021) = e)
=> (012) (021)3132332131 = e (by relation (2))

=> (012)(021)31323321302201 = e (since t02 = e,t22 = e)
=> (012)(021)31323(012) 123013201 = e (proven above)

(012) (021) (012)32301131213313013201 = e
(since t32 = e, t^1 = e)

=> (012)32301313213131013201 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)323013(132)12312131013201 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(132)21203212312131013201 = e

=> (032)2(013)0213202312131013201 = e

=> (032)(013)20213020312131013201 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)01320231202131013201 = e (proven just above)

=> 01320231202 = (123)102310131.
Thus, it was proven that the double cosets [01320231202]and

[013201020] are identical.

Also, the double coset

N£o*i*3*2*o*2*3*i*2*o*3-^

belongs to a double coset

that we have already seen since 01320231203 = (01) (23)320302132 €
[013031201] since 320302132 = 013031201t°3^12\

Let us start proving this by beginning with e — e,
=> (021)(012)210321123012 = e
(since t32 = e, t22 = e, t±2 = e, £o2 = e and (021)(012) = e)

=► (021) (012)21032112301332 = e (Same justification as above)
=> (021)(012)210321(021)32130232 = e
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(from above 012031 = (132)210320 conjugating by (03)(12))

=> (021)(012)(021)10231032130232 = e
=> (021)10231032130323 = e (by relation (2))
=* (021)10231032103023 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)1023103112103023 = e (since tf2 = e)
=> (021)1023103121203023 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)102310113121203023 = e (since ti2 =, e)
=> (021)102310131321203023 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)10231013122321203023 = e (since t22 = e)
(021)10231013123231203023 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021) (123)01320231203231203023 = e

(proven just above 01320231202 = (123)102310131 =>

0132023120 = (123)1023101312)
=> 01320231203 = (01)(23)320302132.

Therefore, we have shown that [01320231203] and [013031201] are identical double cosets.

Let us look at
jy0i3i02i3i2 —

denoted by [0131021312], where

but, by using what we have seen before earlier we can

show that NtQtit3titot2tihtit2 = Nt1t3tot3tit2t3tot3h by the following,

0131021312 = (012)1303123032 (as seen above) => (013) G

aX0131021312\

We can also prove from the given relations that (123) and (012) G A^0131021312) by the

following.
Let us start with manipulating e = e,

=> (021)(012)212212 = e
(since t22 = e, ti2 = e and (021)(012) = e)
=> (021)(012)212121 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)(012)2011012121 = e (since to2 = e,ti2 = e)

=> (021) (012)2010102121 = e (by relation (2))

=> (021)(012)201010210021 = e (since t02 = e)

=> (021)(012)2010(021)12012021 = e (by relation (1))
=> (021)(012)(021)123302132232012021 = e

(since t32 = e, t22 = e)
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=> (021)123302132323012021 = e (by relation (2))
=> (021)123(031)203210323012021 = e (proven above)
=> (021)(031)02120321032003012021 = e (since *02 = e)

=> (02)(13)02120321032030312021 = e (by relation (2))
=> (02)(13)02120321(032)023020312021 = e (by relation (1))

=> (02)(13)(032)30103201023020312021 = e

=> (123)30103201023202312021 = e (by relation (2))
(123)301032010232(013)32012321 = e (proven above)
=> (123)(013)01310213120232012321 = e

=> 0131021312 = (021)1232102320
=> 04*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1*2 = 04*1*2*3*2*1*0*2*3*2*0-

Now, we see

04*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i*2(O12)

= Ntit2t3t2tltot2t3t2to

= 04(*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i*2)(‘012^

= 04*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1*2-

Again, we will begin with e = e,

=> (012) (021)202202 = e
(since t22 = e, *o2 = e and (021) (012) = e)

=> (012)(021)202020 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012) (021)2100102020 = e (since tx2 = e,*02 = e)

=> (012)(021)2101012020 = e (by relation (2))
=> (012)(021)210101201120 = e (since *i2 = e)

=> (012)(021)2101(012)02102120 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(021)(012)021203122132102120 = e

(since t32 = e,t22 = e,*i2 = e)

=> (012)02120312(132)2312302120 = e (by relation (1))
=> (012)(132)01310211312312302120 = e (since *i2 = e)

=> (032)01310213132312302120 = e (by relation (2))
=> (032)01310213123212302120 = e (by relation (2))
=> 0131021312 = (023)0212032123
=> 04*0*1*3*1*0*2*1*3*1*2 = 04*0*2*1*2*0*3*2*1*2*3-

Now, we see .04*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i* 2(123) =

04(*o*i*3*i*o*2*i*3*i*2)^123'>

= Ntot2tit2tot3t2tit2t3 — Ntotit3titot2tit3tit2.
So we have that

a^0131021312)

>< Ar013J021312, (013), (123), (012) >= A*.
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The number of single cosets in [0131021312] is equal to
|AT|
| jy(0131021312)[

_ 12
12

= 1.

Thus, M0131021312) has a single orbit on T of {0,1,2,3} and hence we

have no other new double coset to consider.

Let us look at 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3*o*i*o77, denoted by [01203213010] and

where A*01203213010 = {e} but, by using what we have shown above, we
can show that 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3*o*i*o = 77to*2*3*o*i*3*2*i*o*2*o by the

following, 01203213010 = (013)02301321020 (proven above)
77*o*i*2*0*3*2*1*3*o*i*o

= 77*0*2*3*0*1*3*2*1*0*2*0-

So we have

77(*o*l*2*0*3*2*l*3*0*l*o)(123) = 77(*o*l*2*0*3*2*l*3*0*l*o)^123^ —
77*0*2*3*0*1*3*2*1*0*2*0 = 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*3*0*1*0 => (123) €

a^01203213010).

We can also show from our above relations and the three give relations that (013) and

(012) G

aA01203213010 ).

Let us start with e = e,
=> (132)(123)1201331021 = e
(since *32 = e, *22 = e,ti2 = e, *o2 = e and (321)(312) = e)

=> (132)(123)12013310230031 = e (from same justification as above)

=> (132)(123)12013(132)013021031 = e (proven above)
=> (132)(123)(132)31032013021031 = e

(132)3103201311021031 = e (since *i2 = e)

=> (132)310320131(021)1201231 = e (by relation (1))

=> (132)(021)302312011301201231 = e (since ti2 = e)
=> (02) (13)30231201130133201231 = e (since *32 = e)

=> (02)(13)30231201(013)103103201231 = e (by relation (1))

=> (02) (13) (013)0120321300103103201231 = e (since *02 = e)
=> (021)0120321301013103201231 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01203213010 = (012)13210230131
=> 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*3*0*1*0 = 77*it3*2*l*0*2*3*0*l*3*l-

Now, we have

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3*o*i*o(O13) = 77(*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3*o*i*o/013)

= 77*i*3t2*l*0*2*3*0*l*3*l — 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*3*0*1*0-

Again, let us begin our proof with manipulating e = e,
=> (132) (123)313313 = e
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(since t32 = e, 7X2 = e and (321)(312) = e)
=> (132)(123)313131 = e (by relation (2))

=> (132) (123)3130110131 = e (since 702 = e,7x2 = e)
=> (132)(123)3130101031 = e (by relation (2))

(132)(123)310030101031 = e (since t02 = e)
=> (132) (123)310303101031 = e (by relation (2))
(132)6123)3103220310221031 = e (since t22 = e)

=> (132)(123)31032(132)30210321031 = e (from above)
=> (132)(123)(132)2302130210321031 = e

=> (132)230213021330321031 = e (since 732 = e)
=> (132)230213021303021031 = e (by relation (2))
=> (132)23021302130(123)2031021 = e (proven above)

=> (132)(123)31032001032102031021 = e (since 702 = e)
(023)(032)31032010132102031021 = e

(by relation (2) and (132) (123) = e = (023) (032))
=> (023)(032)3103201(023)3102132031021 = e (proven above)
=> (023) (032) (023)0120321300102132031021 = e (since 7O2 = e)
=> (023)0120321301012132031021 = e (by relation (2))

=> 01203213010 = (032)12013023121
=> N7o*i*2*O*3*2*l*3*O*l*O — N7]72*0*l*3*0*2*3*l*2*lNow, we have Nio*i*2*o*3*2*i*3*o*i*o(O12) = 77(7o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3*o*i*o)^012^
= 777172*0*1*3*0*2*3*1*2*1 = 7770*1*2*0*3*2*1*3*0*1*0-

Hence, we have that ,y (°120321301°)

>< #01203213010,

(123), (013), (012) >

A4.

The number of single cosets in [01203213010] is equal to

= 1.

Therefore, #(01203213010) has a single orbit on T of {0,1,2,3}.
Thus, #(01203213010) is transitive on T.

Therefore, we have found all the double cosets, since the set of right cosets of

77 is closed under right multiplication by the symmetric generators. The result of the
double coset enumeration are shown with the following Cayley diagram:
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[0120321]

0120323]

[011303^1

•4

J[0123120]

[0102031]

[0102320]

[0130120]

[0130102]

[0130121]
[0130123]

' [0130232
[0130310]

[0130320]

[0131023]

[0131210]

[0131230]

[0132012]

1 [013201]

[0132021]

1
[0132030]

013203

[0132301]
I [013230

[0132302]

013231]

[0132312]

Figure 5.1: Cayley Diagram For F’D£2(25)
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01203201

[01203202]

[012032123}

[OI2O32I

2 [01203213]
[012032130]

[0120321301]

01203231]

[01023201]

[013012010]

01301023

[0132023120]

[013202312]

[01203213010]

[013201020

013031201
01320102

[0131021312]

[010231013]

[01323102]

[010232010]

Figure 5.2: Cayley Diagram For PSZ<2(25)
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Demonstrated from the Cayley diagram we can note that the order of the image
group G is at most 1300 x |N| = 15,600(12) = 15,600, |G| < 15,600. We can show

that |G| = 15,600 by regarding G as a subgroup of S’1300, where 1,300 is the number of

right cosets, of N in G that we have found. The technique that establish this has been
explained in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Chapter 6

Symmetric Generation of 6: 2

A symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2*7 : £3(2) is given by:

< x, y, t\x7 = y2 = (x*y)3 = e = t2 = [x, y]4 =

[jcj/,

t®4] = [y, tx3] >~ 2*7 : £3(2),

where the control group N = S7 =< x, y\x7 = y2 = (xy)3 >,
x~ (7,1,2,3,4,5,6),

y ~ (2,6) (4,5), and
t

ty

The progenitor is factored by the following relations:
(1) [(7(l,2,3,4,5,6)t7]l0 = e,

(2) [(l,2,4)(3,6,5)t3]8 = e, and
(3) [(2,6)(4,5)t2]6 = e.
We use these relations to obtain G. Thus,

: £3(2)_________________________
[(7,1,2,3,4,5,6) t7]10 = e = [(1,2,4)(3,6,5)43]8 = e = [(2,6)(4,5)t2]6'
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Now, from our first relation, [(7,1,2,3,4,5,6)A]10 = e,
let m = (7,1,2,3,4,5,6). Then [mA]10 = e,

=>

=e

=>

mA^A7rA7rA7rA7rA7rA7rA7’'('n'7r_1)A7rA = e

=>

mA7rA7rA7I'A7I't7mA7rA7rA'n'2A7rA = e

=>

%A^A7rA7I‘A7rA7rA'7rA7r(7r27N2)A'7r2A7rA — e

=>

7rATrATrA7I't77I't77’'t77rt77r3A7r2t77rA — a

=>

mA^Afl'A7rA7rA7rA7r(7T3fl'-3)A7r3A7r2A7rA = e

=>

mAmAmA^A''fA7;’A7r4A”3A7r2A7rA = e

=>

mAmAmA7rA7i'Am(m47r~4)Am4A7r3 A71^ AN7 = e

=>

7rA7rA^A'^A^ATr5A7r4A7r3A7r2t77rt7 = e

=e

=>
=>

7rA7rA7rA7rA7r6A7r5A7r4A7r3A’r2A7rA = e

=>

7rA7rA7rA7r(Tr6'^_6)A7I'6A7r5A7r4A7r3A7r2A7rA = e

=>
=>

t^2 tT^t^ = e

mA^A^C^7'n‘-7)A7r7A7r6A7r5A7r4A7r3A7r2A7rA = e
=e

=>

=>

mA^(7T87r"8)A'n'8A7r7A7r6A7r5A7r4A7r3t77r2A7rA — e

=>

mA^A^A^A^A^A^A^A^A^A = e

=>

m(m9m-9)A7T9Air8A7r7A7r6A7r5A7r4A7r3A7r2A7rA = e

=>

7F10A7r9A7rSA7r7t77r6A7r5A7r4A7r3A7r2A7rA = e

=>

(0,3,6,2,5,1,4)AAAAAAAAAA = e

=>

(0,3,6,2,5,1,4)AAAAA = AAAAA

(1)

(0,3,6,2,5,1,4)21065 = 01234

Now, from the second relation, [(1,2,4) (3,6,5)A]8 = e,
let m = (1,2,4) (3,6,5). Then [mA]8 = e,
=>

7rAflAflA‘7rAmAflA?rA‘7rA = e

=>

mA^A^AmA’rt37rA7r(^1^~1)A’rt3

=>

7rt37rA7rA^rt37rA’rA7r2A’rA = e

=>

mA7rA7rA7rA7rA7r(7i'27I'-2)A7r2A7rA = e

=>

=e

=e

mA^A^A^ATr(7r37r_3)A^3A7r2A7rA = e
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=>
=>

7rt37rt37rt37r(7r47r_4)t37r4t37r3t37r2t37rt3 = e

=>

7rt37rt37ri37r5t37r4t37r3t37r2i37rt3 = e

=>

7rt37rt37r(7r57r-5)t37r5t37r4t37r3t37r2t37rt3 = e

=>

^t3'Kt3r6t3!r5t3Jr4t3!r3t3n2t3'Jrt3 = 6

=J>

7ri37r(7r67r~6)t37r6t37r5t37r4t37r3t37r2t37rt3 = e

=>

7Tt37r7t37r%7r5

=>

7r(7r77r“7)t37r7t37r6t37r5t37r4t37r3t37r2t37ri3

=e

437r2437r43 = e

=e

TrSts^ts^ts^ia^^^ts772^77^ = e

=>

(1,4,2)(3,5, G)tQt3t5tst3t5tst3 = e

=>

(1,4, 2)(3,5,6)46^3^6 = t3t6tst3

(2)

(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653.
Finally from the third relation, [(2,6)(4,5)42]e = e, let k = (2,6)(4,5). Then

[tt42]6

= e,

=>

7rt2Kt2Wt2JKt2irt2'Xt2 = 6

=>

^2^12^2^27: (7T17r~l)t2Trt2 = G

=>

wt2irt2wt27rt2'K2h',Tt2 = e

=>

7Vt27:t27Vt27v(7r2Tr~2)t2^2t27rt2 = e

=>

7rt2^42^(^37r_3)427r342772 42^42 = e

=G>

7r427r427r4t27r3427r2427r42 = e

7r427r(7r47r_4)427r4427r312^ t27rt2 = e

=>

7r427r5427r4427r34271-2 42^42 = e

=>

7r(7r57r“5)427r5427r442’r3427r2t27r42 = e

=e

=>
46424g424642 — e
4e4246 — 424g42

(3)

626 = 262.

Manual Double Coset Enumeration:
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We will now perform the double coset enumeration on the image of G over N.

First of all NeN = {N} and we denote this double coset by [*]. Since N is transitive on
T = {7,1,2,3,4,5,6}, we only need to consider which double coset does Nty belong to?

But Nt? belongs the double coset Nt7N, denoted by [7].
Now we look at the double coset Nt7, where

N7 =< e, (1,6,3,2)(4,5), (1,2,3,6)(4,5), (1,3)(2,6), (1,5,3,4)(2,6),

(1.4) (3,5), (2,6)(4,5), (1,6)(2,3), (1,2)(3,6), (1,3)(4,5), (1,5)(3,4),

(1,4,3,5)(2,6), (2,5)(4,6), (1,6,5)(2,4,3), (1,2,4)(3,6,5),

(1,3)(2,5,6,4), (1,5,6)(2,3,4), (1,4,6)(2,3,5), (2,4)(5,6),
(1.6.4) (2,5,3), (1,2,5)(3,6,4), (1,3)(2,4,6,5), (1,5,2)(3,4,6),
(1,4,2)(3,5,6) > = JV<7>.

The number of single cosets in [7] is equal to

i =

= 7.

Therefore [7] =

{Nt7, Nti, Nt2) Nt3, Nt4, Nt5) Nte}.
The orbits of

on T are {7} and {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Npit? and Nt7ti belong to?

Ntjtj = Ne G [*], and NtytiN is a new double coset. This is the one we will consider

next.
Let us take a look at

denoted by [71]. We have that N71 —

e, (26) (45), (24) (56), (25) (46) >. The number of single cosets in [71] is equal to |

><
| =

— 42. The orbits of N^71) on T are {7}, {1}, {3}, and {2,4,5,6}. Now we need to

know which double coset do Ntrtiti , Ntjtitr, Nt7tit2, and Nt7tit3 belong to?
We have that Ntrtjti = Nt? € [7] Therefore [711] = [7]. The double cosets NGtiGN.

Nt7tit2N, and Nt7t4t3N are all new and will be considered next.
Now we will look at NtrtitiN, denoted by [717], where N717 =

{e, (26) (45), (24) (56), (25) (46)}. From our relation (3) above, we know that
Nte*2*6 = Nt2tot2. Thus conjugating this relation with the elements from N we will
obtain:

010 - 101,232 ~ 323,212 - 121,313 ~ 131,202 ~ 020,303 - 030.

Hence we have the following,
ATi7/it7(17)(2456) =
=> (17)(2456) 6 M717>,

= Ntytyti = Nt-fat,
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ATt7ti£7(17)(46) = JV(t7tit7)(17>(46> = Ntitrti = Nt-fati

=4> (17) (46) 6 N<-717\ and
TVt7tit7(17)(25) = JV(t7tit7)(l7)(25) = Nttf-iti = Ntrfitr
=* (17) (25) € TV*717).

So, JV<717> >< N717, (17)(2456), (17)(2654), (17)(46), (17)(25) >.

The number of single cosets in [717] is equal to

IAL = 168 = 21
|JV(717)
8

The orbits of N^717^

on T are {3}, {7, l},and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

and Ni^tit^ts belong to?

07*7*1*7*7,

07*7*07*7 = Ntyti G [71].
04*7*1*7*204 and 04*7*1*7*304 are both new double cosets and will be review later.

Let us look at 77*7*1*204, denoted by [712], where N712 = {e} = 07(712\ The

number of single cosets in [712] is equal to

jjtnajy = ip = 168.

The orbits of 071712) on

T are {7}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. Now we need to know which double coset
do 07*7*1*2*7,

07*7*i*2*i,

07*7*1*2*2, 07*7*1*2*3, 07*7*02*4, 07*7*02*5, and 07*7*1*2*6 belong

to?
07*7*1*2*2 “ 07*7*1 G

[71].

07*7*1*2*707, 07*7*1*2*107, 07*7*1*2*307, 07*7*02*407, 07*7*1*2*5*7,
and 07*7*1*2*6*7 are all new double cosets and will be looked at later.
Now we will look at 07*7*0307, denoted by [713],

where 07713 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)} = 07<713).
The number of single cosets in [713] is equal to

y

|

=

= 42. The orbits of 07<713)

on T are {3}, {7},{l},and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

07*7*1*3*7, 07*7*1*3*2 and 07*7*03*3 belong to?
07*7*1*3*3 =

07*7*1 G [71].

07*7*i*3*207

and 07*7*1*3*707 are both new double cosets and will be review later.

Now we will look at 07*7*07*207, denoted by [7172], where N7172 =
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{e}. From our relation (3) above, we know that

= Ntitjti which implies that

•77*7*1*7*2 ” 77*1*7*1*2-

Hence we have the following,
77^7*1*7*2 (17) (46) = J7(*7*i*7*2)(17^46) = 77*1*7*1*2 = 77*7*1*7*2
=> (17) (46) G T7<7172).

So, T7<7172) >< T77172, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172] is equal to

=

= 84. The orbits of

y(7i72) on y are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77*7*1*7*2*7, 77*7*1*7^2*2, 77*7*1*7*2*3, 77*7*1*7*2*4, and 77*7^1^7*2*5 belong to?
77*7*1*7*2*2 = 77*7*1^7 G [717].
77*7* i*7*2*777, 77*7*1*7*2*3 77, 77*7*1*7*2*477, and *7*7*1*7*2*577 are new double cosets and

will be considered soon.
Now we will look at 77*7*1*7*377, denoted by [7173], where T77173 =

{e, (26)(45), (25)(46), (24)(56)}. From our relation (3) above, we know that 77*7*1*7 —
77*i*7*i

which implies that 77*7*1*7*3 = 77*1*7*1*3.

Hence we have the following,
77*7*1*7*3(17) (46) = 77(*7 * 1*7*3 )(17X46) = 77*1*7*1*3 = 77*7*1*7*3
=> (17) (46) G T7<7173),

77*7*1*7*3 (17) (25) = T7(*7*1*7*3)(17^25) = 77*1*7*1*3 = 77*7*1*7*3

=> (17) (25) G I7<7173\ and
77*7*i*7*3(17) (2456) = 77(*7*1 *7*3)(I?)(2456) _ 77*1*7*1*3 = T7*7*i*7*3

=> (17) (2456) G T7(7173\ Similarly, we can show that (17) (2654) G T7(7173)

So, I7(7173> >< T77173, (17)(46), (17)(25), (17)(2456), (17)(2654) >.
The number of single cosets in [7173] is equal to

= 21. The orbits of

J7(7173) on T are {3}, {7,1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77*7*1*7*3*7, 77*7*1*7*3*3, and 77*7*1*7*3*2 belong to?

77*7*1*7*3*3 = 77*7*1*7 G [717].

77*7*1 *7*3*377, and 77*7*1*7*3*277 are new double cosets and will be viewed later.
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Now we will view Nt7tit2t7N, denoted by [7127], where N7127 = {e}.
By relation 2, we can see thatjVtyf]

when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
Hence we have the following,
7V*7*i*2*t(17) (46)

= N(t7tit2t7)^7^4^ = Nt\t7t2ti =

=> (17) (46) GN<7127).

So, M7127) >< N7127, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127] is equal to

= 84. The orbits of

AT(7127) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t7t3, Nt7tit2t7t4, and

belong to?

Nt7tit2t7t7 = Ntrt^ G [712].
Nt7tit2t7t2 is not a new double coset because of the following,
71272 = 71727 (by relation 3)

=> 71272 G [71727]. Hence, [71272] = [71727].
N t7t]t2t7t3N, Nt7tit2t7t4N, and N^tit^tsN are new double cosets and will be viewed
later.

Now we will view Nt7tit2tiN, denoted by [7121], where N7121 = {e}. By

relation 3, we can see that
Nt]t2ti = Nt2tit2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that
Nt7tit2tl = Nt7t2tit2.

Hence we have the following,
Nt.7tit2ti(12)(36) = N(t7tit2ti)(12)(36) = Nt7t2tit2 = Nt7tit2ti
=> (12)(36) G Nt7121).

So, N<7121> >< N7121, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [7121] is equal to

= 84. The orbits of

N(7121) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2tit7, Nt7tit2titi, Nt7tit2tit3, Nt7tit2tit4, and

belong to?
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Nt2t\t2titi — Nt’jtxt2 G [712].

Ntitfatit'iN, Ntit^ti^N, Ntftand NtTtitititsN
are new double cosets and will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t3N, denoted by [7123], where

jV7123

=

{e} =

^(7123).
The number of single cosets in [7123] is equal to

= ^y = 168. The orbits of

AT<7123) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t3ti, Nt7tit2t3t2, Nt7tit2t3t3, Nt7tit2t3t4, NMiMaM and Nt7tit2t3tQ
belong to?
= Nt7t\t2 G [712].

Nt^t^N, Nt7tit2t3tiN, Nt7tit2t3t2N, Nt7tit2t3t3N,
and

are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t4N, denoted by [7124], where TV7124 = {e} =

AM7124).

The number of single cosets in [7124] is equal to

= ^y = 168. The orbits of

JV<7124) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7t]t2t4t3, Nt7tyt2t4t4, Nt7txt2t4t3, and ATyppPP

Aft7tit2^4^7!
belong to?
A^ptippid = Nt7tyt2 G [712].

Ntftit2t4t$N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [71245] = [71235].

, Nt7tit2t4;tiN, Nt7tit2t4t2N, Nt7tit2t4t3N, and

are new dou

ble cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t3N, denoted by [7125], where N7125 = {e} =

^(7125)
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The number of single cosets in [7124] is equal to

= 168. The orbits of

Art7125) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*5*7, 07*7*02*5*1, 07*7*1*2*5*2, 07*7*1*2*5*3, 07*7*02*5*4, 07*7*1*2*5*5, and 07*7*1*2*5*6

belong to?

07*7*1*2*5*5 = 07*7*1*2

G [712].

07*7*1*2*5*3 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [71253] = [71241].

07*7*1*2*5*707, 07*7*1*2*5*107,

07*7*i*2*5*207,

07*7*i*2*5*407, and 07*7*1*2*5*607 are new dou

ble cosets and will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at 07*7*02*607, denoted by [7126], where 077126 = {e} =

AX7126).

The number of single cosets in [7126] is equal to

= 168. The orbits of

AT<7126) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*6*7, 07*7*1*2*6*1, 07*7*1*2*6*2, 07*7*1*2*6*3, 07*7*1*2*6*4, 07*7*1*2*6*5, and 07*7*02*6*6

belong to?
07*7*1*2*6*6 = 07*7*1*2 G

[712].

07*7*1*2*6*5 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [71265] = [71234].
07*7*1*2*6*707, 07*7*1*2*6*107, 07*7*i*2*6*207, 07*7*i*2*6*307, and 07*7*1*2*6*407 are new dou

ble cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at 07*7*03*707, denoted by [7137],

where 077137 = {e, (26) (45), (24) (56), (25) (46)} = 07^7137\
The number of single cosets in [7137] is equal to

y =

jy(7137) on T are {3}, {7}, {1}, and {2,4,5,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*3*7*7, 07*7*03*7*1, 07*7*1*3*7*2,

07*7*1*3*7*7 = 07*7*1*3 G

[713].

and

07*7*1*3*7*3

belong to?

= 42. The orbits of
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77*7*i*3*7*37V

is not a new double coset since,

71373 = 71737 G [71737] (by relation 3)

=> 71373 G [71737]. Thus we have [71373] = [71737].
77*7*1*3*7*177, 77*7*1*3*7*277 are both new double cosets and will be reviewed later.

Now we will look at

T7*7*i*3*iT7,

denoted by [7131],

where T77131 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. By using relation 3 and conjugating it
by 77 we have the following,

131 — 313 => 7131 — 7313. Hence, we have the following,
T7*7*1*3*1(13)(45) = T7(*7*i*3ti)(13)(45) =

T7*7*3*i*3 = T7*7*i*3*i

=4" (13)(45) G T7(7131\ It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(26) G T7(7131\

Also,

T7*7*i*3*i(13)(2465) = T7(*7*i*3*i)(13)(2465) = T7*7*3*i*3

= Ntrtihh

=> (13)(2465) G T7(7131\ It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(2564) G T7(7131\

So, T7<7131> >< T77131, (13)(45), (13)(26), (13) (2465), (13)(2564) >.
The number of single cosets in [7131] is equal to ^{hL) | “
Xj)and {2)

y(7i31) on T

” ^1- The orbits of

4,5,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
T7*7*i*3*i*7, T7*7*i*3*1*1,

T7*7*i*3*i*i

and

T7*7*i*3*i*2

belong to?

~ Ntytyts G [713],

T7*7*i*3*i*7T7, T7*7*i*3*i*2T7

are both new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now let us take a look at

T7*7*i*3*277,

denoted by [7132], where AT7132 = {e} =

y(7132)_

The number of single cosets in [7132] is equal to

y(7132) on

t

= 168. The orbits of

are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
T7*7*i*3*2*7) T7*7*i*3*2*i, T7*7*i*3*2*2, T7*7*i*3*2*3, T7*7*i*3*2*4, T7*7*i*3*2*5,

belong to?

and T7*7*i*3*2*6
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NW372*2 = N£7£x£3 6 [713].

N£7£x£3£2£x is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [71321] = [71261].
N£7£i£3£2£3 is not a new double coset since,
71323 = 71232 € [71232] (by relation 3)

=> 71323 G [71232]. Thus, we have shown that [71323] = [71232].

Nt7tit3t2t4N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [71324] = [71243].

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [71326] = [71372].
N£7£x£3£2£7N,and Nt^tyt^t^N are new double cosets and will be considered later on.

Now we will look at

denoted by [71727], where N71727 =

{e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that, 71727 = 71272 => 71272 =
17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that Ntri^tzt? =
we have the following,
N£7£x£7t2£x(17)(46) = N (*7*1*7 £2*1)

= N£x£7£x£2£x = N£7txt7t2*7

=> (17) (46) GN<71727).

So, N<71727) >< N71727, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727] is equal to

y ~ FT ”

The orbits of

yy(7i727) on p are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Ntytytyt^tyt^ Ntytytytztytz, TV£7£X£7£2£7£4, and Ntytytyt^tyt^ belong to?
N£7£x£7£2£7£7

= N£7£i£7£2 G [7172].

N£7£i£7£2£7£7N,

, Ntytytyt^tyt^N, and Ntytytyt^tyt^N are new double

cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at N£7£X£7£2£3N, denoted by [71723], where N71723 =

{e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 => 71723 ~ 17123 which

implies that N£7£x£7£2£3 = N£x£7£x£2£3.
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Hence, we have the following,

Wl*7*2*3(17)(46) = 07 (*7*1*7*2*3)(17^46) = 07*1*7*1*2*3 = 07*7*1*7*2*3

•=> (17) (46) G 07<71723>.

So, M71723) >< 0V"71723, (17)(46) >.

j

The number of single cosets in [71723] is equal to

= -Mp = 84. The orbits of

yy(7i723) on j- are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

07*7*1*7*2*3*7, 07*7*1*7*2*3*2, 07*7*1*7*2*3*3, 07*7*1*7*2*3*4, and

07*7*i*7*2*3*5

belong to?

07*7*1*7*2*3*3 = 07*7*1*7*2 G [7172].
07*7*1*7*2*3*707, 07*7*1*7*2*3*207,

07*7*i*7*2*3*407,

and 07*7*1*7*2*3*507 are new double

cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at 07*7*1*7*2*407, denoted by [71724], where 0771724 =

{e} = M71724).

The number of single cosets in [71724] is equal to |

| =

= 168. The orbits of

07<71724) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

07*7*1*7*2*4*7, 07*7*1*7*2*4*1, 07*7*1*7*2*4*2,
07*7*1*7*2*4*3, 07*7*1*7*2*4*4, 07*7*1*7*2*4*5, and 07*7*1*7*2*4*5 belong to?
07*7*1*7*2*4*4 = 07*7*1*7*2 G [7172],

07*7*1*7*2*4*707, 07*7*1*7*2*4*107, 07*7*1 *7*2*4*207, 07*7*1*7*2*4*307, 07*7*i*7*2*4*507, and

07*7*1*7*2*4*607 are all new double coset and will be view at another time.
Now we will look at 07*7*1*7*2*507, denoted by [71725], where TV71725 =

{e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 => 71725

implies that 07*7*1*7*2*5 = 07*1*7*1*2*5.

Hence we have the following,
07*7*i*7*2*s(17)(46)

= 07(*7*1*7*2*5/17^46) = 07*i*7*i*2*5 = 07*7*i*7*2*5

=> (17) (46) G 07<71725).
Therefore, N’t71725) >< 0771725, (17)(46) >.

17125 which
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The number of single cosets in [71725] is equal to

IM

The orbits of

|AT(71725)|

^■(71725) on ji are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntytit7t2t5t2, Nt7tit7t2t5t3,

Nt7tit7t2t&t5 —

and TVMi^Msig belong to?

G [7172].

Nt7tit7t2t5t7N, Nt7tit7t2t5t2N, N, and Nt7tit7t2t5t4N are new double

cosets and will be considered later.
Now we will look at TVMiMg^TV, denoted by [71737], where TV71737 =

{e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24) (56)} = TV<71737).
The number of single cosets in [71737] is equal to
;y(71737) on T are {3^ {y,

j^(rb!37)|

= ^ = 42. The orbits of

and {2, 4, 5, 6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t3t7t7, Nt7tit7t3t7ti, ^7^7^712, and Nt7tit7t3t7t3 belong to?
G [7173].
Nt7tit7t3t7t3N is not a new double coset since,

717373 = 717737 (by relation 3)
=> 717737 = 7137 G [7137]

=> 717373 € [7137].
Thus, we have that [717373] = [7137].
Nt7tit7t3t7t-iN, and ATM 1 Ms M2 TV are new double

cosets and will be viewed later.
Now we will look at Nt7tit7t3t2TV, denoted by [71732], where TV71732 =

{e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 => 71732
implies that Nt7t\_t7t3t2 =

Hence we have the following,

TVM147M2(17)(46) = TV (t7tit7t3t2)^7h46) = Ntit7tit3t2 = Nt7tit7t3t2
(17) (46) G M71732\

So, Ad71732) >< TV71732, (17)(46) >.

17132 which
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The number of single cosets in [71732] is equal to ]MIM
71732)|
jV(71732) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.

= 84. The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tyt7t3t2t3, Nt7tit7t3t2t4, and Nt7tit7t3t2t5 belong to?
Nt7tit7t3t2t2 =

G [7173].

Nt7tit7t3t2t2N is not a new double coset since we can see that,
717323 = 717232 G [717232] (by relation 3)

=> 717323 G [717232]. Therefore, we have [717323] = [717232].
Nt7tit7t3t2t7N, Nt7tit7t3t2t4N, and Nt7t4t7t3t2t5N are new double cosets and will be
viewed later.

Now we will view Nt7tit2t7t3N, denoted by [71273], where N71273 = {e}. By

relation 2, we can see that

Nt7tit2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that Nt7tit2t7t3 = Ntit7t2tit3.

Hence we have the following,

= Nt’itifytlts

Nt7tii2M3(17)(46) = N
=> (17) (46) G N<71273\
So, N<71273> >< N71273, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [71273] is equal to ■p^^273)]' =

= 84. The orbits of

N(71273) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7, l},and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t7t3t7, Nt7tit2t7t3t2, Nt7tit2t7t3t3,

and Nt7tit2t7t3t5 belong to?

Ni7iit2i7^3^3 = Nt7t]t2t7 £ [7127].
Nt7tit2t7t3t7N, NfytMrfzfaN,

, and NtitititrtztzN are new double

cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will view Nt7tit2t7t4N, denoted by [71274], where N71274 = {e} A^71274/
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The number of single cosets in [71274] is equal to
y(71274) on T

|^71J74)| =

= 168. The orbits of

{4}j {5}) {6}? and

{1})

Now we heed to know which double coset do
T7*7*i*2*7*4*7, 77*7*1*2*7*4*1, 77*7*1*2*7*4*2,
77*7*1*2*7*4*3, 77*7*1*2*7*4*4, 77*7*1*2*7*4*5,

and 77*7*1*2*7*4*6 belong to?

77*7*1*2*7*4*4 = 77*7*1*2*7 G

[7127].

77*7*1*2*7*4*277 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [712742] = [717253].

77*7*1*2*7*4*777, 77*7*1*2*7*4*177, 77*7*1*2*7*4*377, 77*7*1*2*7*4*477, 77*7*1*2*7*4*577, and
77*7*i*2*7*4*e77 are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now we will view 77*7*1*2*7*577, denoted by [71275], where T771275 = {e}. By

relation 2, we can see that

77*7*1*2*7 = 77*1*7*2*1 when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2) (3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by 77.
This implies that 77*7*1*2*7*5 = 77*1*7*2*1*5

Hence we have the following,
77*7*1*2*7*5 (17) (46) = 77 (*7*1 *2*7*5) (17)(4f’)

— 77*1*7*2*1*5 = 77*7*1*2*7*5

=> (17) (46) G 77<71275>.

So, 77<71275) >< AT71275, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [71275] is equal to

^^75) |~

=

= 84- The orbits of

77<71275> on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*7*1*2*7*5*7, 77*7*1*2*7*5*2, 77*7*1*2*7*5*3, 77*7*1*2*7*5*4, and T7*7*i*2*7*5*5 belong to?

77*7*1*2*7*5*5 = 77*7*1*2*7 G

[7127].

77*7*1*2*7*5*777 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [712757] = [717257].

77*7*1*2*7*5*277,

considered later.

T7*7*i*2*7*5*377,

and 77*7*1*2*7*5*477 are new double cosets and will be
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denoted by [71217], where 0V71217 = {e}. By

Now we will view

our relations 2 and 3, we can see the following:

71217 = 72127 => 71217 ~ 72127,
7121711 = 7127171 (since *? = e) =» 7127171 = (345)(127) 1721171
(345) (127)1721171 = (345)(127) 17271 => 71217- 17271,

71217 = 17271 = 12721 => 71217 - 12721.
This gives us that 12721 - 17271 - 71217 - 72127 - 21712 - 27172.

Hence we have the following,
^*7*1*2*1*7(17) (46) = AT(*7*i*2*l*7)(l7)(46) = A0*7*2*l*2*7 = Af*7*i*2*l*7

=> (17) (46) G A0<71217),
^*7*1*2*1*7(12) (36) = A7(*7*1*2*1*7) (12)(36)

=> (12)(36) G

= Nt7t2tlt2t7

= Ar*7*1*2*i*7

aM71217>,

AT*7*i*2*1*7(27)(34) = Af(*7*i*2*l*7)(27l(34) — Af*7*2*l*2*7 = A*7*i*2*1*7

=> (27) (34) G A7<71217>, and
A0*7*1*2*1*7(127)(346) =

AX*7*1*2*1*7/127^346) = 0V*7*2*1*2*7 = T7*7*i*2*1*7

=> (127)(346) G M71217>. Similarly, we can show that (172)(364) G Af(71217\
So,

Ap(7i2i7) ><

a/71217,

(17)(46), (12)(36), (27)(34), (127)(346), (172)(364) > .

The number of single cosets in [71217] is equal to

|' = ^ = 28. The orbits of

^(71217) on y are {5}, {1,2,7}, and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
A0*7*i*2*i*7*7, AT*7*i*2*i*7*3,

0V*7* 1*2* 1*7*7 = A0*7*i*2*i

^■*7*1*2*1*7*377 and

and 77*7*1*2*1*7*5 belong to?

G [7121].

T7*7*i*2*i*7*50V

Now we will view

are new double cosets and will be considered later.

TV*7*i*2*i*377,

denoted by [71213], where AT71213 = {e} =

^(71213),

The number of single cosets in [71213] is equal to
Ad7i2i3) on T

{1}) {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

| =

= 168. The orbits of
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Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2tlt3G, Nt7tit2tit3t2,
Nt7tit2tit3t3, Nt7tit2tit3t4, Nt7tit2tit3t3,

and Nt7tit2tit3tQ belong to?
Nt7tit2tit3t3 = NGGGzti e [7121].

NM1M1M7N, Nt7Gt2t-it3tiN, NMiMiMaN, NM1M1M4N, Nt7tit2tit3t3N, and
Nt7tit2tit3t6N are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now we will view Nt7tit2tiA-N, denoted by [71214], where ?771214 = {e}. By

relation 3, we can see that

ATtiMl = Nt2tit2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that
NGtitsztitA = Nt7t2tit2t4

Hence we have the following,
M7tit2tit4(12)(36) =

A7(MiMi7i)(12)(36)

= Nt7t2tit2t4 = NGGtrfiG

=>(12)(36)€T7<71214\
So, Nt71214> >< TV71214, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [71214] is equal to

= ^ = 84. The orbits of

^(71214) on T are {4}, {5j) {7j} {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGt^hGG, NGt^tiGti, Nt7tit2tit4t3, NGt^GUU, and NGt^GGG belong to?
Nt7tit2^i^4^4 = Nt7Gt2G G [7121].

Nt7t 1M1M7M Ntitit2tit4GN, 77M1M1M377, and Nt7tit2tit4t3N are new double

cosets and will be viewed later.

Now we will view NGt^tiGN, denoted by [71215], where IV71215 = {e}. By

relation 3, we can see that
ATtiMi = Nt2tit2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by 77. This gives us that

77t7tit2tli5 = Nt^t^G

Hence we have the following,
77t7tit2tit5(12)(36) = 77(MiMits)^12^36) ~ Nt7t2tit2t5 = NGt^GG
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=> (12) (36) 6

jV(71215).

So, JV(71216) >< TV71215, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [71215] is equal to
#(71215) on T

_ 168 _ o4

■ 1*1
|jV(71215) |

2

”

The orbits of

14}, |5}, {7j, {lj2}, and {3,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntytyt2tyt^ty,

belong to?

and

= Nt^tjpty G [7121],
is not a new double coset

We can deduce from our three relations that

since [712153] = [717246].

Ntytyt^tyt^tyN, Ntyt^tyt^tiN, and Ntyt^tyt^N are new double cosets and will be

viewed later.
Now let us take a look at Ntytit2t3t7N, denoted by [71237],

where #71237 = {e} = #(71237).
The number of single cosets in [71237] is equal to

= ^ = 168. The orbits of

Ar(71237> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N£7*l*2*3*7*7,

Nt7tit2t3tyti, Nt7tit2t3t7t2,

N£7£X£2*3*7*35 N£7£it2*3*7*4: Nt7fi£2£3*7*55

and 7V‘£7iit2*3*7*6 belong to?
N£7£i£2*3*7*7

= Nt7ti£2£3 G [7123].

Nt7tit2t3t7t4N, and
are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [71231],

where N71231 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following,
N£7ti£2t3£i(12)(57) = N(t7£i£2£3£i)(12^57) = Nt^tytsh = Ntyt^htl

=> (12) (57) G N<71231\
So, #<71231) >< #7i23i, (12)(57) >.

The number of single cosets in [71231] is equal to
#(71231) on p are {ij2},{3}, {4}, {5,7}, and {6}.

^(^j31)| =

= 84. The orbits of
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Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA> NAAAAAA;

NAAAAAAi

NAAAAAA> and NAAAAAA belong to?

Ntyt\t2t3^iti — NAAAA G [7123].
We can see that Nt7tit2t3tit3N is not a new double coset since,

712313 = 712131 G [712131] (by relation (3))
=> 712313 G [712131]. Thus, we have shown that [712313] = [712131].

NAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset either since we can deduce from the above
relations that [712314] = [712157]
Ntrt^tztitrN and NAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at NAAAA AN, denoted by [71232],

where A:71232 = {e} = N't71232).
The number of single cosets in [71232] is equal to

| =

= 168. The orbits of

M71232> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAj

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA?

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA?
and NAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAA = NAAAA G [7123].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [712327] = [712374].
We also can show that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,

712323 = 712232 (by relation 3)
=> 712232 = 7132 G [7132] (since A2 = e)

=> 712323 G [7132]. Thus, we can see that [712323] = [7132].
Finally, we have that Nt7tit2t3t2t5N is a double coset that we have already seen before

since we can deduce from the above relations that [712325] = [717324].
NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN
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are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at 27*7*1*2*3*477, denoted by [71234],

where 2771234 = {e} = 27(71234\
The number of single cosets in [71234] is equal to

— 168. The orbits of

{5}i {6}, and {7}.

^(71234) on T

Now we need to know which double coset do
27*7*1*2*3*4*7, 77*7*1*2*3*4*1, 77*7*1*2*3*4*2,

77*7*1*2*3*4*3, 77*7*1*2*3*4*4, 77*7*1*2*3*4*5,

and 27*7*1*2*3*4*6 belong to?
77*7*1*2*3*4*4 = 77*7*1*2*3 6

[7123].

We can show that 27*7*1*2*3*4*177 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [712341] = [712737].

We also can show that 77*7*1*2*3*4*277 is not a new double coset since we can deduce

from the above relations that [712342] = [712154].

Finally, we have that 77*7*1*2*3*4*577 is a double coset that we have already seen before

since we can deduce from the above relations that [712345] — [7126].
27*7*1*2*3*4*7?7, 77*7*1*2*3*4*3*7, and 27*7*1*2*3*4*677

are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at 27*7*1*2*3*577, denoted by [71235],

where T771235 = {e} = 77<71235).
The number of single cosets in [71235] is equal to
y(7i235) on

y are

| —

= 168- The orbits of

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
27*7*1*2*3*5*7, 77*7*1*2*3*5*1, 77*7*1*2*3*5*2,
77*7*1*2*3*5*3, 27*7*1*2*3*5*4, 77*7*1*2*3*5*5,

and 77*7*1*2*3*5*6 belong to?
77*7*1*2*3*5*5 = 77*7*1*2*3 G

[7123].

We can show that 27*7*1*2*3*5*727 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [712357] = [712347].
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We also can show that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce

from the above relations that [712351] = [712317].

Also, we have that Nt7tit2t3t5t2N is a double coset that we have already seen before
since we can deduce from the above relations that [712352] = [7124].

Finally, we can shown that Nt^txtit^teN is not a new double coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that [712356] = [717243].
NtititztststzN, NtTt^ht^N, and are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [71236], where N71236 =

{e} = N(71236\

number of single cosets in [71236] is equal to

— 168. The orbits of N^71236)

on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tii2i3i6i7, Nt7tii2^3^6^1) Nt7iit2i3^6i2)

NtjtitMfa Nt7tit2t3t6t4i Nt7tit2t3tQt3,
and Ni7tit2i3^6^6 belong to?
Nt7t\t2t3tGtQ = Nt7tit2t3 G [7123].

We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [712365] = [717243].
Ni7tit2t3t6^7N, Nt7tit2t3t6tiN, Nt7tit2t3t3t2N, Nt7tit2t3tGt3N, and Nt7txt2t3tGt4N are
new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at Ntjt^t^N, denoted by [71247],

where N71247 = {e} = A^71247/
The number of single cosets in [71247] is equal to
A^71247) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

JV*7"*ii2*4*7*T, NotifyNt7txt2t4t7t2,
Nt7tit2^4^7^3, Ni7tit2^4't7^4)

and Nt7txt2t4t7tG belong to?

= 168. The orbits of
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07*7*1*2*4*7*7 = 07*7*1*2*4

G [7124].

07*7*1*2*4*7*107 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712471] = [717327].
07*7*1*2*4*7*207 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712472] = [717247].

07*7*1*2*4*7*407 is not a new double coset since,
712474 = 712747 G [712747] (by relation 3)
712474 G [712747], Therefore, we have [712474] = [712747].
07*7*i*2*4*7*307, 07*7*1*2*4*7*507, and 07*7*1*2*4*7*607 are new double cosets and will be

viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*4*107, denoted by [71241],

where TV"71241 = {e} = 07^71241\
The number of single cosets in [71241] is equal to

| =

= 168. The orbits of

07<71241) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*4*1*7, 07*7*1*2*4*1*1, 07*7*1*2*4*1*2,
07*7*1*2*4*1*3, 07*7*1*2*4*1*4, 07*7*1*2*4*1*5,

and 07*7*1*2*4*1*6 belong to?
07*7*1*2*4*1*1 — 07*7*1*2*4 G

[7124].

07*7*1*2*4*1*707 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712417] = [712473].

07*7*1*2*4*1*207 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712412] = [712754].

07*7*1*2*4*1*307 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712413] = [7125].

07*7*1*2*4*1*407 is not a new double coset since,
by relation (3) we can deduce that 712414 = 712141 G [712141] => 712414 G [712141].

07*7*1*2*4*1*507 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712415] = [717324].
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TVMiMLiMgN

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712416] = [712353].

There are no new double cosets to be considered.
Now view Nt?ti t2t4t2N, denoted by [71242],

where TV71242 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that
242 ~ 424 when the relation is conjugated by N so this implies that 71242 ~ 71424.

Therefore we have the following:
ATM1424442(24)(56) = N(MiM4*2y24^56) = JVM1M244 = Nt7t4t2t4t2

=> (24) (56) G ?X71242).
So, AT(7i242) >< ^71242, (24)(56) >.

The number of single cosets in [71242] is equal to
jy(7i242) on ji are

| =

— 84. The orbits of

{2,4}, {3}, {5,6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntytit2t4t2t7, Nt7txt2t4t2tx, Nt7t4t2t4t2t2, Nt7t\t2t4t2t3, and Nt7tit2belong to?
Nt7tit2t4t2t2 = ATt7t1t2t4 G [7124].

Ntftit2t4t2t7N, TVt7txt2t4t2t4N, Nt7tit2t4t2t2N, NtJit2t4t2t3TV, and

t2t4t2t$N are

all new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t4t3N, denoted by [71243],

where TV71243 = {e} = A<71243\
The number of single cosets in [71243] is equal to

| =

= 168. The orbits of

TV(71243) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt^tyt2t4t3t7, Nt7t4t2t4t3t4, Nt7t4t2t4t3t2,
Nt7tit2t4t3tz, Nt7tit2t4t3t4, Nt7tit2t4t3t5,
and Nt7t4t2t4t3tG belong to?

7VM1M44343 = Nt7tit2t4 G [7124].
Nt7tit2t4t3t7N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712437] = [7132].
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NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation 3 we can deduce
that 712434 = 712343 G [712343] => 712434 G [712343]. Thus we have shown that

[712434] = [712343].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712435] = [712354].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712436] = [717234].
NAAAAAAN and NAAAAAAN are new double cosets to be considered later.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71246],

where N71246 = {e} = N(71246).
The number of single cosets in [71246] is equal to

JV(71246) on T

{1}>

| =

— 168. The orbits of

{4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA; NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA?
NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA?

and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA — NAAAA G [7124].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712467] = [712746].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712461] = [717275].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
712463 = Thus we have shown that [712463] = [712735].

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712464] = [712326].

NAAAAAAN and NAAAAAAN are new double cosets to be considered later.

Now let us take a look at

denoted by [71257],

where N71257 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following:
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07*7*1*2*5*7 (17) (25)

=

?Z(*7*1*2*5*7)^17^25^ = 07*i*7*5*2*i = 17*7*1*2*5*7

=> (17)(25) G 07<71257).

So, 07<71257> >< 0771257, (17)(25) >.
The number of single cosets in [71257] is equal to

|Nffj57)|

= =r = 84. The orbits of

Af(71257) on T are {1,7}, {3}, {4}, {2,5}, and {6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
17*7*1*2*5*7*7, 17*7*1*2*5*7*2, 17*7*1*2*5*7*3, 17*7*1*2*5*7*4, and 17*7*1*2*5*7*6 belong to?

17*7*1*2*5*7*7 = 17*7*1*2*5 G
17*7*i*2*5*7*217

[7125].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [712572] = [717257].

We can see that 07*7 *1*2*5*7*307 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [712573] =‘[712431].
We can also see that 17*7* 1*2*5 *7*4 07 is not a new double coset either since we can deduce
from the above relations that [712574] = [717241]

17*7*1*2*5*7*607 is a new double coset and will be viewed later.

Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*5*107, denoted by [71251],

where N71251 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following,
07*7*1*2*5*1 (12) (36) = 07(*7*1 *2*5*1 )(12)(36) = 07*7*2*1*5*2 = 07*7*1*2*5*1

=> (12) (36) G AX71251\
So, 07<71251> >< 0771251, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [71251] is equal to
07(7125!) on T

{i)2},{3,6},

= 84. The orbits of

{4}, {5}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*5*1*7, 07*7*1*2*5*1*1, 07*7*i*2*5*i*3, 07*7*1*2*5*1*4, and 07*7*1*2*5*1*5 belong to?

07*7*1*2*5*1*1 = 07*7*1*2*5 G

[7125].

It will be shown that 07*7*1 *2*5*1 *507 is not a new double coset since,

712515 = 712151 G [712151] => 712515 G [712151]. Thus, we have [712515] = [712151].
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27*7* 1*2 *5*1 *7 *V? 27*7*1*2*5*1*3*7, 77*7*1*2*5*1*427

are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at 77*7*1*2*5*227, denoted by [71252],

where T771252 = {e}. If we use relation 3 we have the following,
since 252 — 525 by conjugating the relation by 27, this implies 71252 — 71525.

Then,
27*7*1*2*5*2 (25) (46) = 77 (*7*1 *2*5*2) ^25^46^

= 27*7*1*2*5*2 = 27*7*1*5*2*5

=> (25) (46) € I7(71252>.

So, T7<71252) >< A?71252, (25) (46) >.
The number of single cosets in [71252] is equal to

= ^ = 168. The orbits of

77(7:1252) on T are {2j 5}, {4,6}, {1}, {3}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77*7*1*2*5*2*7? 77*7*1*2*5*2*1?

7V'*7*i*2*5*2*2?

77*7*1*2*5*2*2 = 27*7*1*2*5 G

[7125].

27*7*1*2*5*2*3, and

77*7*i*2*5*2*4

belong to?

77*7*1*2*5*2*7*7 is not a new double coset since, 712527 = 712157(1,5,7^3’6’4\ Thus, we

have [712527] = [712157].
27*7*1 *2*5*2*1 N is not a new double coset since, 712521 = 712175(1,5,7^3’6’4\ Thus, we

have [712521] = [712175].
27*7*1*2*5*2*3TV, 77*7*1*2*5*2*4*7

are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at 17*7*1*2*5*4*7, denoted by [71254],

where 2771254 = {e} = M71254>.
The number of single cosets in [71254] is equal to
JVP1254) Qn T OTe {1}, {2} {3}> {4}> {5}, {6}, an(j {7}

Now we need to know which double coset do
27*7*1*2*5*4*7, 77*7*1*2*5*4*1, 77*7*1*2*5*4*2,

27*7*1*2*5*4*3? *V*7*1*2*5*4*4, *V*7*i*2*5*4*5?

and 77*7*1*2*5*4*6 belong to?

= 168. The orbits of
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NAAAAAA = NAAAA G [7125].

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that(l,6,2)(4,5,7)712547 = 717243<1’7>5,3,4,2,6). Therefore, we have [712547] = [717243].
Nt^t^AAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712541] = [712137].

Nt7tit2t5t^t2N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712542] = [712475].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712543] = [717245].
is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712545] = [712354].
Nt7tit2t5t4t6N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712546] = [712141].

There are no new double cosets to be considered.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71256],

where N71256 = {e} = N<71256).

j^^Xs) j ~

The number of single cosets in [71256] is equal to
N(71256) on T
{1}? {2},{3},
{6}j
{7}

= 168. The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA,
NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA = NAAAA G [7125].
NAAAAAA is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that(l, 6,3,5,4,2,7)712567 = 712746^1,5,7X3’6-4). Therefore, we have [712567] = [712746].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712562] = [712462].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[712564] = [717372].
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N£7*i*2*5*6*5N

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712565] = [712346],

Ntyt^htstiN and Ntytyt^tot^N are new double cosets to be considered later.

Now let us take a look at Ntyt^tetyN, denoted by [71267],

where N71267 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following,
N£7£j£2*6*7(16)(47)

= N (£7*i*2*6*7)^16^47^ = N£4t6£2*l*4 = Ntytyht^ty

=> (16)(47) G #(71267).

So, #(71267) >< #71267, (16)(47) >.
The number of single cosets in [71267] is equal to

|Nffj67) |

= -Mr = 84. The orbits of

#^71267) on p are {1,6},{3}, {4,7}, {2}, and {5}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
N£7£i£2£6*7*7}

N£7£x£2*6*7*7

Nt7tit2tot7t2) NMxi2*6*7*3> and Nt7tit2tot7t3 belong to?

= N£7tx£2*6 £ [7126].

It will be shown that Nt^titztotytyN is not anew double coset since, (1,4,6,7)(2,3)712671 =

712741<1’4)(6,7). Thus, we see that [712671] = [712741].
We can see that Nt7tx£2*6*7*2N is not a new double coset since,

(1.7.3) (2,4,5)712672 = 712367(1,2A5,3,4,7) G [712364]. Thus, we have shown that [712672] =

[712364].
We can also see that N£7£x£2£g*7*3N is not a new double coset either since,

(1,5,2,7)(3,6)712673 = 717235<2>3-5X4-7’6\
Thus, we have that [712673] = [717235]

Finally, we can see that N£7£X£2£6*7*&N is not a new double coset either since,
(1.6.2.3) (5,7)712675 = 712151<1’4’5’3><2’T). Thus, we have that [712675] = [712151].

There are no new double cosets to consider.

Now let us take a look at N£7ix£2£6*iN, denoted by [71261],

where #71261 = {e} — #(71261).
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The number of single cosets in [71261] is equal to

=

= 168. The orbits of

07^71261> on T axe {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*6*1*7; 07*7*1*2*6*1*1, 07*7*1*2*6*1*2,
07*7*1*2*6*1*3; 07*7*1*2*6*1*4, 07*7*1*2*6*1*5,

and 07*7*1*2*6*1*6 belong to?
07*7*i*2*6*i*i = 07*7*1*2*6 G

[7126].

We can see that 07*7*1*2*6*1*707 is not a new double coset since, (1, 2,7,5) (4,6)712617 =

712132(1-6’3’2)<4’5\ Thus, it was shown that [712617] is equivalent to the double coset

[712132].
We can see that 07*7*i*2*6*i*207 is not a new double coset since, (1,6,2)(4,5,7)712612 =
7132^’2,6,3)(4,7) t ThuSj it was shown that [712612] is equivalent to the double coset [7132].

We can see that 07*7*i*2*6*1*407 is not a new double coset since, (1,6,7,5,2,4,3)712614 =
712476(1,6,7^2,3,5). Thus, it was shown that [712614] is equivalent to the double coset

[712476].
will be shown that 07*7*i*2*g*i*607 is not a new double coset since,
712616 = 712161 G [712151] => 712161 G [712132]. Thus, we have [712616] = [712132].
07*7*1*2*6*1*307, 07*7*1*2*6*1*507

axe new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*6*207, denoted by [71262],

where 0771262 = {e}. By relation 3
we know that 262 — 626
07*7*1*2*6*2 (26) (45) = 07(*7*1*2*6*2)(26^45) = 07*7*1*6*2*6 = 07*7*1*2*6*2

(26) (45) G 07<71262).

So, Aft71262) >< A071262, (26)(45) >.

The number of single cosets in [71262] is equal to
Ar(7i262) on T are |2,6},{3}, {4,5}, {7}, and {1}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

|^(!^j62)| =

= 84. The orbits of
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-^*7*1*2*6*2*75 77*7*1*2*6*2*1 j 77*7*1*2*6*2*2,

7V*7*i*2*6*2*3,

and

77*7*i*2*6*2*4

belong to?

77*7*1*2*6*2*2 = 77*7*1*2*6 € [7126].
It will be shown that 77*7*1*2*6*2*7TV is not anew double coset since, (1,7,3)(4,6,5)712627 =

712361<1-6-4’7^3’5\ Thus, we see that [712627] = [712361].

We can see that 2V*7*x *2*6*2 *1 TV is not a new double coset since,
(1,2,6)
(4, 7,5)712621 = 712321(1’6,3)(4,7,5) € [712321]. Thus, we have shown that [712621] =

[712321].
We can also see that

TV*7*i*2*6*2*3

is not a new double coset either since,

(1,6,2,3) (5,7)712623 = 712735<1’6’5^2»3’7)
Thus, we have that [712623] = [712735]
TV*7*i*2*6*2*4TV

is a new double coset and will be looked at later on.

Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [71263],

where TV71263 = {e} = J7(71263),
The number of single cosets in [71263] is equal to

= 168. The orbits of

IV(71263) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*6*3*7, JV*7*i*2*6*3*15 TV*7*i*2*6*3*2>
7V*7*i*2*6*3*3j 7V*7*i*2*6*3*4,

-^*7*1*2*6*3*65 and

TV*7*i*2*6*3*6

belong to?

7V*7*!*2*6*3*3 = TV*7*1*2*6 6 [7126].
We can see that TV*7*i*2*6*3*iTV is not a new double coset since, (1,6, 2)(4, 5,7)712631 =
717235(1’6)(2,7,3,4)> ThuS) it was shown that [712631] is equivalent to the double coset

[717235].
We can see that TV*7*i*2*6*3*2TV is not a new double coset since, (1,5,4,3) (6,7)712632 =
712465(2'5’3>(4’6’7). Thus, it was shown that [712632] is equivalent to the double coset

[712465].
We can see that TVt7ti*2*6*3*47V is not a new double coset since, (2,7,5) (3,6,4)712634 =
712141<1’7’2>3>6’5’4). Thus, it was shown that [712634] is equivalent to the double coset

[712141].
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We can see that Nt7t iMeMs-N is not a new double coset since, (1,5,7,6,4,2,3)712635 =

712354<2’7)<3’4\

Thus, it was shown that [712635] is equivalent to the double coset

[712354].
It will be shown that ATt7tG‘2GG^)N is not a new double coset since,
712636 = 712363 G [712363] => 712636 G [712363]. Thus, we have [712636] = [712363].

Nt7Gt2tGt3t7N is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.

denoted by [71264],

Now let us take a look at

where IV71264 = {e} = M71264>.
The number of single cosets in [71264] is equal to
{1}> {2}i {3}> {4}) {5}) {6}>

^(71264) on T

| =

= 84. The orbits of

{7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGtpvtsUGb Nt7Gt2tGt4ti, Nt7tit2tet4t2,

Nt7Gt2tot4t4, Nt7tit2t6t4t5, and Nt7Gt2tGt4te belong to?
— Nt7tit2t(3 6 [7126].
We can see that Nt7tit2t&t4t7N is not a new double coset since, (1,7,2,5) (3,6)712647 =
712735<3,5^6,7\

Thus, it was shown that [712647] is equivalent to the double coset

[712735].
We can see that Nt7tis not a new double coset since, (1,4,5,3)(2,7)712642 =
712475<1’4’6’2’3’7’5). Thus, it was shown that [712642] is equivalent to the double coset

[712475].
We can see that Nt7Gt2tQt4t3N is not a new double coset since, (1,6) (2,7,3,4)712643 =

717245<1’3’5’6-4’7’2). Thus, it was shown that [712643] is equivalent to the double coset

[717245].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since, 712646 = 712464 G

[712326] (as seen above)
=> 712646 G [712326]. Thus, it was shown that [712646] is equivalent to the double coset

[712326].
Nt7tit2tst4tiN and

are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
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Now we will look at NtjtitztjtiN, denoted by [71371],

where N71371 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)} = M7137l>.
The number of single cosets in [71371] is equal to

|AF<71371)|

=

= 42 The orbits of

jy(7i37i) on y are {gj., {7};{l},and {2,4, 5, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA; snd. NAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAA = NAAAA G [7137],
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,

(1.6) (2,7,3,4)713712 = 712465<1-2><3'5’6’7>
=> 713712 G [712465]. Thus we have [713712] = [712465].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,

(1,3,7) (2,6,5)713713 = 712517(1’4X3’7’5’6)
=> 713713 G [712517]. Thus we have [713713] = [712517].
is a new double coset and will be review later.

Now we will look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71372], where N71372 = {e} =
T\T(71372)

The number of single cosets in [71372] is equal to
JVPISTO) Qn T

| =

= 168. The orbits of

{1}) {2}j {3}) {4}j {5}j {6}i and {7}

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA;
NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? and NAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAA = Ntititzt?

g

[7137].

is not a new double coset since,

(1.5.6) (2,7,3)713723 = 712732* WWW)

713723 G [712732], Thus we have [713723] = [712732],

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,

(1,7,5,2)(3,4)713724 = 717372*1’5’4’6’713’2>
=> 713724 G [717372], Thus we have [713724] = [717372],

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,
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(1.6.2.3).(5,7)713725 = 7132th W>6>5-4)
=> 713725 € [7132]. Thus we have [713725] = [7132].
Nt7txt3t7t2t6N is not a new double coset since,
(1.7.3) (2,4,5)713726 = 712465t1’7)(4,6)

=> 713726 G [712465]. Thus we have [713726] = [712465].

Nt-titst-GGN and Nt7txt3t7t2tiN are new double cosets and will be review later.

Now we will look at Nt7tit3tit7N, denoted by [71317],

where TV71317 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. By using relation 3 and conjugating it
by N we have the following,
131 ^313=^ 71317

73137. Hence, we have the following:

Nf7tit3tit7(13)(45) = !V(t7iit3tit7)f13^45^ = Nt7t3tit3t7 = Nt7tit3tit7

=> (13)(45) G AX71317\ It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(26) G N't71317/
Also,
Nt7^3tit7(13)(2465) = N(t7tit3tii7)^ 13^2465^ = Nt^tstitst^ =

=> (13)(2465) G N<71317). It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(2564) G N't7131/

So, N<71317) >< TV71317, (13)(45), (13) (26), (13)(2465), (13)(2564) >.
The number of single cosets in [71317] is equal to |

| = ^ = 21. The orbits of

AT(71317) on T are {7}, {3,1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit3tit7t7, Ntititstititi, and

belong to?

Nt7t1t3tit7t7 = Nt7txt3ti G [7131].
Nt7txt3t1*7*1 is not a new double coset since,
713171 = 713717 G [713717] => 713171 G [713717], Therefore, we have that [713171] is
equal to [713717],
Nt7tit3txt7t 2N is a new double coset will be considered later.

Now we will look at Nt7txt3tit2N, denoted by [71312], where N71312 = {e}.
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By using relation 3 and conjugating it by N we have the following,
131 — 313 => 71312 — 73132. Hence, we have the following:
07*7*1*3*1*2 (13) (45) = 07(*7*1*3*1*2/13^45) = 07*7*3*1*3*2 = 07*7*1*3*1*2

=> (13) (45) G 07<71312).

So, 07<71312> >< 0771312, (13)(45) >.
= 21. The orbits of

The number of single cosets in [71312] is equal to

jy(7isi2) on jr are pj, {3,1}, {2}, {4,5}, and {6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*3*1*2*7, 07*7*1*3*1*2*1, 07*7*1*3*1*2*2, 07*7*1*3*1*2*4, and

07*7*1*3*1*2*2 = 07*7*1*3*1 G

Ntjty*3*i*2*6

belong to?

[7131].

We can see that 07*7*1*3*1*2*707 is not a new double coset since, (1, 5,4) (2,6,7)713127 ~
712576<1’4’2>(3’7’5’. Thus, it was shown that [713127] is equivalent to the double coset

[712576].
07*7*1*3*1*2*107 is not a new double coset since,

713121 = 713212 G [712132] => 713121 G [712132]. Therefore, we have that [713121] is
equal to [712132].

We can see that

07*7*i*3*i*2*407

is not a new double coset since, (1,3,7)(2,5,4)713124 =

712353^’4,6’2’3,7’5). Thus, it was shown that [713124] is equivalent to the double coset

[712353].
07*7*i*3*i*2*607

is a new double coset and will be review later.

Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*3*2*7 07, denoted by [71327],

where 0771327 = {e}. From our three relations we can deduce that 71327 — 61526.
Now we can imply that 07*7*1*3*2*707 =

07/6*i *5*2*607.

Hence, we have the following:

07*7*1*3*2*7(35) (67) = 07(*7*i*3*2*7)(35^67)
=> (35) (67) G 07<71327>.

So, 07<71327) >< TV71327, (35)(67) >.

=

07*6*1*5*2*6 =

07*7*1*3*2*7
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The number of single cosets in [71327] is equal to

^ffj27)|

=

= 84. The orbits of

#(71327) on p are {I}, {2}, {4}, {3,5}, and {6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntrtyt^tyty,
belong to?

Ntytyt^tytz, and

Nt7tyt3t2t7ty = Nt7tyt3t2 G [7132].
Nt7tit3t2t7tiN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [713271] = [712131].

N£7£i£3£2*7*2N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [713272] = [713727].

Nf7£i£3£2*7*3N is not a new double coset since,

(1,6,5) (2,3,7)713273 = 717237<1’6,5)(2,3!7)
=> 713273 G [717237]. Thus, we have shown that [713273] = [717237].
Nt7tit3t2t7t4N is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at

denoted by [71325],

where N71325 = {e} = #(71325).
The number of single cosets in [71325] is equal to
^(71325) Qn T

= 168.

The orbits of

{1}> {2}i {3}> {4}) {5}j {e}i and {7}_

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tyt3t2t5t7,

£322*5*15 -^6*7*1*3*2*5*25

N£7£i£3t2*5*35 N£7£i£3£2*5*45 N£7£i£3£2*5*55 and

belong to?

N£7£l*3t2*5*5 = Nt7tyt3t2 G [7132].
?V’*7*i*3*2*5*7-^6

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [713257] = [712476].

N£7£i£3£2*5*iN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [713251] = [712734].

Nt7ti£3£2*5*3-N is not a new double coset since,

(1,7,5,2) (3,4)713253 = 712754<1’3!2)(4,7,5)
=> 713253 G [712754]. Thus, we have shown that [713253] = [712754].
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Nt?ti t3t2t5t4 N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [713254] = [712154].

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [713256] = [712346].

Nt7tit3t2t3t2N are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t7tzN, denoted by [717273],

where TV717273 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,
71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that TVMiMaMs =

TVtxMiMitsHence we have the following,
W1M2M3 (17) (46) =

TV(MiM2M3)(17)(46) =

Nt&tMrts =

Nt7t\t7t2t7t3 => (17)(46) G Ad717273).

So, M717273) >< TV717273, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [717273] is equal to
(717273) on

rp are

| =

= 84. The orbits of

{3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit7t2t7tzt7, Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2^

Nt7tit7t2t7t3t3, Nt7tit7t2t7t3t4, and ATM1M2M345 belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t7t3t3 = Nt7txt7t2t7 G [71727].
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations that

[7172737] is equal to [71237].

, and

Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2N,

47^345AT are new double cosets and will

be viewed later.
Now we will look at Nt7t-Lt7t2t7t4N, denoted by [717274],

where TV717274 = {e} AT<717274).
The number of single cosets in [717274] is equal to
^(717274) Qn T

{1}> {2}i {3}[ {4}, {5}, {6},

Now we need to know which double coset do
TVt74X4742474447,

Ni/ft 1t7t2t7t4.il, Nt7tit7t2t7t4t2,

1^^274) | =
{7}

=

The orbits of
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TV*7*1*7*2*7*4*3,

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*4,

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*4 =

TV*7*i*7*2*7

Nt?t 1*7*2*7*4*5, and TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*6 belong to?

G [71727].

-ZV*7*i*7*2*7*4*7-ZV, 7V*7*i*7*2*7*4*1TV, TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*2TV,

7V*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*V,

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*sTV,

and TV*7*1*7*2*7*4*6 TV are new double cosets and will

be viewed later.

Now we will look at TV*7*1*7*2*7*5TV, denoted by [717275],

where AT717275 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,

71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121
which implies that

TV*7*i*7*2*7*s = TV*i*7*i*2*i*5-

Hence we have the following,

TV*7*1*7*2*1*5(17)(46) =
TV*7*i*7*2*7*5

TV(*7*i*7*2*i*5)(17)(46) =

TV* itrt 1*2*1 *5 =

=> (17) (46) 6 TV<717275\

So, TV(717275> >< IV717275, (17)(46) >.
= 84. The orbits of

The number of single cosets in [717275] is equal to
y(7i7275) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*7j TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*2, TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*3,
TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*4,

and

TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*s

TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*5 = TV*7*i*7*2*7
TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*4TV

belong to?

£ [71727].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7172754] is equal to [71246].
TV*7*i*7*2*7*s*7TV,

TV*7* 1*7*2*7*5*2TV, and

TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*3TV

are new double cosets and will

be viewed later.
Now we will look at

*V*7*i*7*2*3*7TV,

denoted by [717237],

where _M717237 = {e}7V<717237).
1^1

The number of single cosets in [717237] is equal to | jV (717237) |
y(7i7237) on y are
{2}} {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

_ 168 __ 1fiQ
1
■LUO'

The orbits of
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07*7*1*7*2*3*7*7, 07*7*1*7*2*3*7*1, 07*7*1*7*2*3*7*2,
07*7*1*7*2*3*7*3, 07*7*1*7*2*3*7*4, 07*7*1*7*2*3*7*5, and 07*7*1*7*2*3*7*6 belong to?

07*7*1*7*2*3*7*7 = 07*7*1*7*2*3 G

[71723].

07*7*1*7*2*3*7*207 is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above relations
that the two double cosets, [7172372] and [71327], are equal.

07*7*1*7*2*3*7*307 is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above relations
that the two double cosets, [7172373] and [71237], are equal.

07*7*1*7*2*3*7*607 is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above relations
that the two double cosets, [7172376] and [7172757], are equal.
07*7*1*7*2*3*7*107,07*7*1*7*2*3*7*407, and 07*7*1*7*2*3*7*507 are new double cosets and will

be considered later.

Now we will look at

07*7*i*7*2*3*207,

denoted by [717232],

where 07717232 = {e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 — 171 => 717232 —
171232 which implies that 07*7*1*7*2*3 =

07*i*7*i*2*3.

Hence we have the following:
07*7*i*7*2*3*2(17)(46) = 07(*7*1*7*2*3*2)(17^46) = 07*1*7*1*2*3*2 =

07*7*1*7*2*3*2 =>

(17) (46) G

aX717232\

So, M717232) >< AT717232, (17) (46) >.
The number of single cosets in [717232] is equal to

|W(Jm32)|

= T2 = 84. The orbits of

AX717232) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*7*2*3*2*7, 07*7*1*7*2*3*2*2, 07*7*1*7*2*3*2*3,
07*7*1*7*2*3*2*4, and 07*7*1*7*2*3*2*5 belong to?

07*7*1*7*2*3*2*2 = 07*7*1*7*2*3 G

[71723].

We can easily see that 07*7*1*7*2*3*2*3 is not a new double coset since, 7172323 = 7172232

(by relation (3)) => 7172232 = 71732 G [71732] (since *22 = e) => 7172323 = 71732.
Therefore, we have [7172323] = [71732].
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Nt7tit7t2t3t2GN, Nt7Gt7t2t3t2GN, and Nt7tit7t2t3t2GN are new double cosets and will

be considered later.
Now we will look at NGtit7t2t3GN, denoted by [717234],

where N717234 = {e}TV(717234).
The number of single cosets in [717234] is equal to
^(717234) Qn T

= 168. The orbits of

{1}, {2}i {3}i {4}> {5}> {6}> and {7}

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t3t4ti, Nt7tit7t2t3t4t2i
Nt7Gt7t2t3t4t3, Nt7tit7t2t3t4t4, NGGfatztzttfaa) and Nt7Gt7t2t3GG belong to?

= Nt7t]t7t2t3 G [71723].

N

Nt7GGt2t3t4G>N is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above relations

that the two double cosets, [7172345] and [71243], are equal.
Nt7tit7t2t3GGN, NGGt7t2t3GGN, NGGt7t2t3t4t2N,
Nt7Gt7t2t3t4t3N and Nt7tit7t2t3t4toN are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t3t5N, denoted by [717235],

where TV"717235 = {e}.

From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 =>

71723 ~ 17123 => 717235 ~ 171235 which implies that Nt7tit7t2t3 = Ni^t^ts =>

Nt7tit7t2t3t3 = Ntit7tit2t3t5.
Hence we have the following:

^7^1^7^3^5(17) (46) = Nftrti MaMs/17^46) =

Nt7t1t7t2t3t5

—

(17)(46) G TV<717235).

So, M717235) >< TV717235, (17)(46) >.

1^(717235)1 =

The number of single cosets in [717235] is equal to '
^(717235) on T

{4?6j

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit7t2t3t3t2, Nt7Gt7t2t3Gt3,

Nt7Gt7t2t3Gt4, and NGGfyt^tsGG belong to?
Nt7Gt7t2t3GG> — Ntitikfafa G [71723].

= 84. The orbits of
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We can easily see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that [7172357] = [7172375].

We can easily see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that [7172352] = [71267].

We can easily see that NAAAAAAA-N is not a new double coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that [7172354] = [71263].

NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be considered later.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [717247],

where JV717247 = {e} = N(717247).
The number of single cosets in [717247] is equal to
^7247) Qn T OTe {1}) {2}) {3}> {4J, {5}i {6}>

= 168. The orbits of
{7}

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71724].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172471] = [7172741].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172472] — [71247].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,

7172474 = 7172747 G [7172747] => 7172474 G [7172747].
Thus, we have shown that [7172474] = [7172747].
NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN are all new double cosets and

will be view at another time.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [717241],

where N717241 = {e}. By the relations, we can show that
717241 = 464276 => 717241 ~ 464276.
NAAAAAA-

This implies that we have NAAAAAA —
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Hence, we have the following: 07*7*1*7*2*4*1 (16) (47) =
0V*7*1*7*2*4*116^47) = 77*4*6*4*2*7*6 = 07 *7*1*7*2*4*1

=> (16) (47) e 07<717241).
So, we have 07(717241) >< e, (16) (47) >.

The number of single cosets in [717241] is equal to

| = at

= 84. The orbits of

0Vt717241) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,6}, and {4,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
70*7*1*7*2*4*1*7, 70*7*1*7*2*4*1*1, 07*7*1*7*2*4*1*2,
77*7*1*7*2*4*1*3,

and 07*7*1*7*2*4*1*5 belong to?

07*7*1*7*2*4*1*1 = 77*7*1*7*2*4 G

[71724].

We can see that Nt? *1*7*2*4*1*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172417] = [7172741],

We can see that 07*7*1*7*2*4*1*307 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172413] = [71257].

0V*7*1*7*2*4*1*207 and 07*7*1*7*2*4*1*507 are new double cosets and will be considered at
another time.
Now we will look at

07*7*1*7*2*4*2 07,

denoted by [717242],

where ,V717242 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that
717242 = 717424 => 717242 - 717424.
This implies that we have 07*7*1*7*2*4*2 ~ 07*7*1*7*4*2*4.

Hence, we have the following:

07*7*1*7*2*4*2 (24) (56)

—

07*7*1*7*2*4*2 4)^6) — jV*7*i*7*4*2*4 = 07*7*1*7*2*4*2

=> (24)(56) G N't717242).

So, we have

aK717242)

>< e, (24) (56) >.

Jn242j[ = ^ = 84.

The number of single cosets in [717242] is equal to -|JV(
AT(717242) on T are {1}, {3}, {7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*7*2*4*2*7, 07*7*1*7*2*4*2*1, 07*7*1*7*2*4*2*2,
07*7*1*7*2*4*2*3, and 07*7*1*7*2*4*2*5 belong to?

07*7*1*7*2*4*2*2 = 07*7*1*7*2*4 G

[71724].

The orbits of
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We can see that A'MiNMdMsN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172423] — [7172735].
are new double cosets and will

NMiM2tiM7N, Nt7txt7t2t4t2tiN , and

be considered at another time.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t4t3N, denoted by [717243],

where N717243 = {e} = N<717243).
The number of single cosets in [717243] is equal to
^(717243) on T arc w>

=

= 168. The orbits of

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7txt7t2t4t3t7, Nt7txt7t2t4t3tx, Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2,
Nt7txt7t2t4t3t3, Nt7tit7t2t4t3i4, Nt7tit7t2t4t3t5, and A/Y7M7M4M6 belong to?
Nt7txt7t2t4t3t3 = Nt7tit7t2t4 G [71724].

We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4t3t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172437] = [71235].
We can see that Ntyt^t^tztxN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172431] = [71254].

We can see that NM1M2M3£4W is not a new double coset since,

7172434 = 7172343 G [7172343]

7172434 G [7172343].

Thus, we have shown that [7172434] = [7172343].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172436] = [71236].
Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2N and Nt7t}t7t2t4t3t5N are all new double cosets and will be considered

at another time.

Now we will look at Nt7t\t7t2t4t$N, denoted by [717245],

where N717245 = {e} = N<717245).

jNJf£!>45)|

The number of single cosets in [717245] is equal to
^(717245) Qn T are {1}j {2}j {3}j {4}j {5}) {6}j and {7}
Now we need to know which double coset do

= Ip = 168. The orbits of
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Nt7*l*7*2*4*5*7, N£7£i£7f2*4*5*b N*7*l*7*2 *4*5*2,

N£7ti£7£2*4*5*3, N£7£i£7£2*4*5*4, N*7*if7*2*4*5*5, and Ni7£i£7f2*4*5*6 belong to?

= Nt^tytyt^t^ G [71724]■
We can see that Nifty *7*2*4 *5*7?V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172457] = [7172371].

We can see that Nt^tytjtzt^tyN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172451] = [71264].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172453] = [71254].
NtytytytztAtstzN, Ntyt 1*7*2*4*5*4-67, and

N*7£i£7£2*4*5*6-67

are all new double cosets and

will be considered at another time.

Now we will look at NtytytytJ^toN, denoted by [717246],

where N717246 = {e} = N<717246>.
The number of single cosets in [717246] is equal to
^(717246) on T are {1}> {2}) {3}, {4], {5},

= 168. The orbits of

{6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tyt7t2t4tot7, Nt7tyt7t2t4toty, NtytytyisztAtf^}
N*7*iM2*4*6*3>

Nt7tyt7t2t4tot4,

N£7£i£7£2*4*6*6 =

Nt7tyt7t2t4

G

N*7*i£7*2*4*6*5,

and Nt7tytyt2t4t5t5 belong to?

[71724].

We can see that Ntrtyt^t^tstiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172461] = [71215].

We can see that Nt^tytjt^t^N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172462] = [7172475].

Nt7tyt7t2t4t6t7N, Nt7tyt7t2t4tot3N,

N£7£i£7£2*4*6*4-^,

and Nt7tyt7t2t4tot5N are all new

double cosets and will be viewed at another time.

Now we will look at NtytitfirtstyN, denoted by [717257],
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where JV717257 = {e} = AT*717257).
The number of single cosets in [717257] is equal to

I=

= 168. The orbits of

IV*7*7237) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA € [71725].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172571] = [71275].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172572] = [71257].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,

7172575 = 7172757 G [7172757] => 7172575 G [7172757].
Thus, we have that [7172575] = [7172757].
NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN are new double

cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [717252], where

2^717252

By reiatjons (2) and (3), we can see that we have the following:

NAAAAAA(17)(25)

=NAAAAa41?)<25) =

NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA => (17) (25) G N<717252\
NAAAAAA (17) (46) = NAAAAA^17^46) “ NAAAAAA ~

Nt7t1t7t2t5t2 => (17)(46) G N<717252),
NAAAAAA(15)(27) = NAAAAA^15^27^ = NAAAAAA =

NAAAAAA => (15)(27) G N<717252),
NAAAAAA(12)(57) = NAAAAA^12^57) = NAAAAAA =

NAAAAAA => (12) (57) G N<717252),
NAAAAAA (17) (25) = NAAAAA^17^2^ = NAAAAAA =
NAAAAAA => (17)(25) G N<717252\
NAAAAAA (25) (46) = NAAAAA^25^4^ = NAAAAAA =
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=> (25) (46) 6 M717252), and

ArMi47424542(1572)(46) =

— Mt2t5t2tlt7tl =

Nt7t1t7t2t5t2 => (1572)(46) G AT(717252),
Similarly, we can show that (1275) (46) € jyf717252\

So,
^(717252) >< 6j

(17)(46); (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25), (25)(46), (1572)(46), (1275)(46) > .

The number of single cosets in [717252] is equal to

= ^ = 21. The orbits of

jy(7i7252) on p are {3}, {4,6}, and {1,2,5,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t^t2t2, Nt7tit7t2t3t2t3, and Nt7t4belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t^t2t2 = Nt7t\t7t2t3 G [71725].
Nt7tit7t2t5t2tzN and Nt7tit7t2t5t2t4N are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t5t3Ni denoted by [717253],

where TV717253 = {e}. By the relation (3) we know that
717 ~ 171. This implies that 717253 ~ 171253 => Nt7tit7t2tst3 = Ntit7tit2t5t3.
Hence, we know that Nt7t±M245^3(17)(46) = Nt7tit7t2t5t^7^4G^ =

Ntit7tit2t5t3 = Nt7tit7t2t3t3
=* (17)(46) G TV<717253). So, AT(717253) >< e,(17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [717253] is equal to |jv(J^53)J — ^ = 84. The orbits of
A^(717253) on p are |2}; {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t5t3t7, Nt7tit7t2t5t3t2, NMi4742t54343,
Nt7t 1 t7t2t$4344, and Nt7tit7t2t5t3t5 belong to?

Nt7tit7t2t5t3t3 = Nt7tit7t2t3 G [71725].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t5t3t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172537] = [71274].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t5t3t2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172532] = [7172742].
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We can see that Nt?ti*7*2*5*3*407 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172534] = [7172343].
We can see that 07*7*1*7*2*5*3*5*7 is not a new double coset since,

7172535 = 7172353 G [7172353] => 7172535 G [7172353].
Thus, we have that [7172535] = [7172353].
There are no new double cosets to be considered.

Now we will look at 07*7*1*7*2*5*407, denoted by [717254],

where 07717254 = {e} = Aft717254).
The number of single cosets in [717254] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of 07<717254) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

07*7*1*7*2*5*4*7, 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*1, 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*2,
07*7*1*7*2*5*4*3, 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*4, 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*5, and 0707*1*7*2*5*4*6 belong to?
07*7*1*7*2*5*4*4 = 07*7*1*7*2*5 6 [71725].
We can see that 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*2 is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above

relations that [7172542] = [7172475].
We can see that 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*5 is not a new double coset since,

7172545 = 7172454 G [7172454] => 7172545 G [7172454],
Thus, we have that [7172545] = [7172454].

07*7*1*7*2*5*4*707, 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*1, 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*307, and 07*7*1*7*2*5*4*607 are new dou
ble cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at 07*7*1*7*3*7*1*7, denoted by [717371],

where A*717371 = {e, (26)(45), (25)(46), (24)(56)J = 07<717371).
The number of single cosets in [717371] is equal to
The orbits of aM717371> on T are {3}, {7,1}, and {2,4, 5, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

| =

— 42.
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TV*7*i*7*3*7*i*7, TV*7*i*7*3*7*i*i, TV*7*i*7*3*7*i*2,

JV*7*i*7*3*7*i*3

and

belong to?

TV*7*1*7*3*7*1*1 = TV*7*1 *7*3*7

£ [71737].

TV*7*i*7*3*7*i*7TV, TV*7*i*7*3*7*i*2Ar,

and

TV*7*i*7*3*7*i*3N'

are new double cosets and will

be considered later on.

Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*3*7*2TV,

denoted by [717372],

where yy717372 = {e} = yy(717372).
The number of single cosets in [717372] is equal to

= ^ = 168. The orbits of

and {7J

y(717372) on T are {1}j {2}j {3}? Wj {5}?

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*1*7*3*7*2*7, TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*i, TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*2,

^*7*1*7*3*7*2*35 TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*4, ^*7*1*7*3*7*2*65

and TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*6 belong to?
TV*7*1*7*3*7*2*2 — TV*7*1*7*3*7 G

We can show that

[71737].

TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*iTV

has already been seen before because we can deduce

from the above relations that [7173721] = [71256].

We can show that Nt^ti*7*3*7*2*3TV has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173723] = [7172732],

We can show that TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*4TV has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173724] = [7172546].

We can show that

TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*5TV

has already been seen before because we can deduce

from the above relations that [7173725] = [71372].

We can show that

TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*6TV

has already been seen before because we can deduce

from the above relations that [7173726] = [7172465].

TV*7*i*7*3*7*2*7is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*3*2*7TV,

where 2V717327 = {e} TV(717327\

denoted by [717327],
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The number of single cosets in [717327] is equal to

j^27) |

= ^ = 168. The orbits of

^(717327) on T are {1}> {2}) {3}> {4}) {5}j {6}) and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*7*3*2*7*7, 07*7*1*7*3*2*7*1, *707*1*703*2*7*2;
*7*7*1*7*302*7*3) *7*7*1*7*302*7*4, *7*701*7*302*7*5, and *707*1*7*3*2*7*6 belong to?

*7*701*7*3*2*7*7 ~ *707*1*7*3*2 G [71732].
*7*7*i*7*3*2*7*i*7

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173271] = [7172734].

*7*7*1*7*30207*207 is not a new double coset since we can see that,
7173272 = 7173727 G [7173727] (by relation 3)

=> 7173272 G [7173727]. Therefore, we have [7173272] = [7173727].
07*7*1*7*3*2*7*307 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173273] = [71237].

*7*7*1*7*3*2*7*507 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173275] = [7172574].

07*7*1*7*3*2*7*6*7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173276] = [71247],

07*7*1*7*3*2*7*4*7 is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at 07*7*1*7*3*2*4*7, denoted by [717324],

where TV717324 = {e} 07^717324\
The number of single cosets in [717324] is equal to
Ar(717324) Qn T are {1}) {2}> {3L {4}j {5}i {g}|
{7}

= “p = 168. The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*7*3*2*4*7, 07*7*1*7*3*2*4*1, 07*7*1*7*3*2*4*2,
07*7*1*7*3*2*4*3, 07*7*1*7*3*2*4*4, 07*7*1*7*3*2*4*5,

07*7*1*7*3*2*4*4 = 07*7*1*7*3*2 6

[71732].

and

07*7*i*7*3*2*4*6

belong to?
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NGtiGtzGt'iGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173247] = [71232].

Nt7tit7t3t2t4tiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173241] = [71247].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173242] = [7172353].

Nt7tit7t3t2t4t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173243] = [7172432].

Nt7tit7t3t2t4t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173245] = [7172456].
is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at Nt7t]t7t3t2t5N, denoted by [717325],

where N717325 = {e}. By relation (3) and above we have that Nt7txt7t3t2 =
Ntxt7txt3t2 => Nt7txt7t3t2t5 = NtitjtxtfatG.
This gives us that A7/7/.iM3M,r)(17)(46) = Nt7tit7t3t2t^7^4G^ =

=

=> (17)(46) G N^717325). So, AX717325) >< e, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [717325] is equal to |N(t^25)| =

= 84. The orbits of

^(717325) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
ATMiMsMbM

Nt7tit7t3t2t5t2,

Nt7txt7t3t2tzt3, Nt7txt7t3t2t3t4, and Nt7txt7t3t2t$t$ belong to?
Nt7txt7t3t2t§t§ = Nt7txt7t3t2 € [71732].
Nt7txt7t3t2t5t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173253] = [7172412].
Nt7txt7t3t2t5t4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173254] = [7172342].
Nt7tit7t3t2t5t7N and

are new double cosets and will be considered later.
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Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712737], where AT712737 = {e} =

2y(712737).

The number of single cosets in [712737] is equal to

^^737)1 =

= 168. The orbits of

N(712737) on T are {1}j {2}j {3}) {4}, {5}) {6}) aM {7}

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71273].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127372] = [7172327].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since, 7127373 = 7127737 (by relation (3))
=> 7127737 = 71237 6 [71237] (since i? = e) => 7127373 6 [71237]. Thus, we have shown

that [7127373] = [71237].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127374] = [71234].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127375] = [7172757].

NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be considered later
on.
Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712732], where TV712732 = {e}.
By relation 2, we can see that

Nt7tit2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2) (3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NAAAAAA = Ntit7t2^3i2

Hence we have the following,
NAAAAAA(17)(46) = N (AAAAAA/17^46) = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA

=> (17)(46) G N<712732>.

So, N<712732) >< TV712732, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712732] is equal to
N(712732) on T are {2^ {3}j

{71}j and |4 6}_

Now we need to know which double coset do

= ^ = 84. The orbits of
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N*7*1*2*7*3*2*4>

N*7*1*2*7*3*2*7, N£7£i£2*7*3*2*2,

and

N*7*1*2*7*3*2*5

be

long to?

€ [71273].

N£7ti£2*7*3*2*2 =
N*7*i*2*7*3*2*7N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127327] = [71372].
N£7£i£2*7*3*2*3-67

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127323] = [7172732].
N£7£i£2*7*3*2*4-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127324] = [7173257].

is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view

N£7£i£2*7*3*4-N,

denoted by [712734], where TV712734 = {e} =

#(712734).

jV-(712734)|

The number of single cosets in [712734] is equal to |

= 4® = 168. The

orbits of

^(712734) Qn T are {1}> {2}| {3}; {4}i ygy {6}i an(j {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*1*2*7*3*4*7;

N£7£i£2*7*3*4*4)

and

belong to?

Nt7tyt2t7t3t4.t4 — Ntytytstyts G [71273].
Nt7tyt2t7t3t4t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127347] = [71325].
N£7£i£2*7*3*4*2N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127342] = [7127376].

Nt7tit2t7t3t4t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127343] = [7172324].
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127345] = [7172454].

Nt7tit2t7t3t4tQN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127346] = [7172741].
Nt7tit2t7t3t4tiN is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view A+7GGGW5N, denoted by [712735], where #712735 = {e}.
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By relation 2, we can see that

Nt7t]t2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2)
(3, 5,6)6356 = 3653, by TV.
This implies that NtiGfytrttiG —

Hence we have the following,
TVt7tit2M3i5(17)(46) =

TV(MiM7M5/17^46) =

=> (17) (46) e N(-712735\

So, TV<712735> >< TV712735, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712735] is equal to | JV-(
^•(712735) on

| =

= 84. The orbits of

y are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7Gt2t7t3t3t7, Nt7tit2t7t3GG->

NGt^GtstsG) and NGt^GtzGG be-

long to?

= Nt7tit2t7t3 G [71273].
NtyGtiGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127357] = [71246].
NGtit2t7t3Gt2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127352] = [71262],
Nt7tit2t7t3t5t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127353] = [7172342].

Nt7tit2t7t3t5t4:N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127354] = [71264].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGt^N, denoted by [712747], where TV712747 = {e} =
yy(712747\

The number of single cosets in [712747] is equal to

^7^747) j

TV<712747> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TVt7tit2^7^4^7^7> TVt7tit2^7^4^7^1j TVM1M7M7M

Nt7Gt2GGt7t3, Nt7t-\t2t7GGG-) Nt7t-\t2t7Gt7Gi

and Nt7tit2GGGG belong to?

= 168. The orbits of
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07*7*1*2*7*4*7*7 = 07*7*1*2*7*4 G

[71274].

07*7*1*2*7*4*7*207 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127472] = [7172427].

07*7*1*2*7*4*7*307 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127473] = [7172347].

07*7*1*2*7*4*7*407 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have the following:
7127474 = 7127747 (by relation (3))
=> 7127747 = 71247 G [71247] (since *72 = e)
=> 7127474 G [71247].
Thus, we have [7127474] = [71247].

07*7*1*2*7*4*7*5 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127475] = [7172343].
07*7*1*2*7*4*7*107 and 07*7*1*2*7*4*7*607 are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will view

07*7*1*2*7*4*107,

denoted by [712741], where 0V712741 = {e} =

AT(712741).

The number of single cosets in [712741] is equal to

| = ^ = 168. The orbits of

^(n274i) on T &te {1J, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*7*4*1*7, 07*7*1*2*7*4*1*1, 07*7*1*2*7*4*1*2,

07*7*1*2*7*4*1*3, 07*7*1*2*7*4*1*4, 07*7*1*2*7*4*1*5,

and 07*7*1*2*7*4*1*6 belong to?
07*7*1*2*7*4*1*1 = 07*7*1*2*7*4

G [71274].

07*7*1*2*7*4*1*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127417] = [7172427].
07*7*1*2*7*4*1*407 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127414] = [71267].
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TV*7*i*2*7*4*i*5TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have the following:
Thus, we have [7127415] = [7173257].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*i*6TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127416] = [7173727].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*i*2TV

and Nt?ti*2*7*4*1*3TV are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will view
y (712743).

TV*7*i*2*7*4*3TV,

denoted by [712743], where A"712743 = {e} =

The number of single cosets in [712743] is equal to
^(712743) on T are {1}> {2}j {3}i {4}) {5}) {g})

= 168. The orbits of
{7}

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*7, TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*1, TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*25
TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*3) TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*4j TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*5,

and

TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*6

TV*7*|*2*7*4*3*3

belong to?

~ TV*7*i *2*7*4

TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*2TV

G [71274].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127432] = [7127371].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*4TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have the following:

7127434 = 7127343 G [7172324] (by relation (3) and seen above)
=> 7127434 G [7172324]

[7127434] = [7172324].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*5TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have [7127435] = [7172432].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*gTV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127436] = [7172735].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*7TV

on.

and TV*7*i*2*7*4*3*!TV are new double cosets and will be considered later
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Now we will view 07*7*1*2*7*4*507, denoted by [712745], where TV712745 = {e}.

By using our relations we can show that 07*7*1*2*7*4*5 = 07*2*1*5*2*6*7 and 07*7*1*2*7*4*5 —

07*5*1*7*5*3*2*
Hence, we have that

07*7*i*2*7*4*s(257)(346) = 07*7*i*2*7*4*5257^346^ = 07*2*i*5*2*6*7 =

07*7*1*2*7*4*5
=> (257) (346) G jyC712745). Similarly, we can show that (275) (364) G

aX712745\

So, 07<712745) >< e, (257) (346), (275)(364) >.
The number of single cosets in [712745] is equal to
Ar(7i2745) on t are
{2,55 7j; and
4, gj

y =

= 56. The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do

07*7*1*2*7*4*5*1, 07*7*1*2*7*4*5*3, and 07*7*1*2*7*4*5*5 belong to?
07*7*1*2*7*4*5*5 = 07*7*1*2*7*4 G [71274].
07*7*1*2*7*4*5*307 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127453] = [7172465].
07*7*i*2*7*4*5*i07

is not a new double coset and will be considered later on.

Now we will view

07*7*i*2*7*4*s07,

denoted by [712746], where 0V712746 = {e} =

jy(712746)

The number of single cosets in [712746] is equal to
At(712746)

on

T

are

= 168. The orbits of

j, |2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

07*7*1*2*7*4*6*7, 07*7*1*2*7*4*6*1,

07*7*i*2*7*4*6*2,

07*7*1*2*7*4*6*3, 07*7*1*2*7*4*6*4, 07*7*1*2*7*4*6*5,
and 07*7*1*2*7*4*6*6 belong to?

07*7*1*2*7*4*6*6 = 07*7*1*2*7*4 G [71274].
07*7*1*2*7*4*6*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127467] = [71246].
07*7*1*2*7*4*6*107 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127461] = [7127451].
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is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127462] = [7172573].
Nt7tit2t7t4tstzN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that. [7127463] = [7172467].

Nt7t,\t2t7t4tQt3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127465] = [71256].

Nt7tit2t7t4t^t4N is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view Nt7tit2t7t5t2N, denoted by [712752], where TV712752 = {e}.
By relation 3, we can see the following:

Nt7tit2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2)
(3, 5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that Nt7t1t2t7t5 = Ntit7t2tit5

Nt7tJ2t7t3t2 =

Hence we have the following,
7VMi42M542(17)(46)

= N (t7tit2t7t5t2)^17^^ = Nt± t7t2tit3t2 = Mt7tit2t7t5t2

=> (17)(46) G M712752>.

Also by the three relations above, we have that 712752 ~ 217257 ~ 721751 ~ 271251 ~

127157.
This implies that we have the following:

7VM142M542(27)(34) = N (t7tit2t7t5t2^27h3^ ~

Nt2t1t7t2t5t7 = Nt7t1t2i7t5t2 => (27) (34) G TV<712752),
ATM1M7M2(12)(36) = W7M2M542)(12)(36) =

Nt7t2tit7t5ti = Nt7tit2t7t5t2 => (12) (36) G TV(712752), and
TVM1M7M2(172)(364) = N (t7tit2t7t5t2)^72^3G^ =

Nt2t7tit2t5ti = Nt7t1t2t7t5t2 => (172) (364) G ?X712752).

Similarly, we can show that (127) (346) G TV(712752\
So, TV(712752) >< TV712752, (17)(46), (12)(36), (27)(34), (172)(364), (127)(346) >.
The number of single cosets in [712752] is equal to

Ar(7i2752) on T are |5j}

{i52,7},

|jy(S52) | =

and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit2t7t5t2t2, Nt7tit2t7t5t2t3, and Nt7tit2t7t3t2t5 belong to?

= 28. The orbits of
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Nt7tit2t7tzt2t2 = NAAAAA G [71275].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have [7127525] = [7172752].
NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be considered later on.

Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712753], where jy712753 = {e}.
By relation 2, we can see the following:

NAAAA — Ntifrfati when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2)
(3, 5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NAAAAA = NAAAAA => NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA-

Hence we have the following,
NAAAAAA (17) (46) — N (AAAAAA)^17^46^ = NAAAAAA = NAtiAAAA

(17) (46) G N<712753)
So, N<712753> >< N712753, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712753] is equal to
jy(7i2753) on

|W|
|^(712753) |

—168—04
2 ~

The orbits of

are |2}} {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA be

long to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71275].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [7127537] = [7127437].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [7127534] = [7172456].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [7127535] = [7172342].
NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be considered later on.

Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712754], where
#(712754).

The number of single cosets in [712754] is equal to
jy(7i2754) on T

{j}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

jV712754

= {e} =

= ^p = 168. The orbits of
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Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*7*5*4*7, TV*7*i*2*7*5*4*i, *V*7*1*2*7*5*4*25 A^*7*l*2*7*5*4*3, *V*7tit2t7*5*4*4

7V*7*1*2*7*5*4*5, and 7V*7*i*2*7*5*4*6 belong to?
^*7*1 *2 *7*5 *4*4 = TV*7*1 *2*7*5

£ [71275].

There are no new double cosets to be considered since by the above relations we can
deduce that,

[7127547] = [7172432], [7127541] = [71325], [7127542] = [7172473], [7127543] = [71241],
[7127454] = [7172465], and [7127546] = [7173712].
Now we will view

denoted by [712173], where TV712173 = {e}.

By our relations 2 and 3, we can see the following:

71217 = 72127 => 71217 - 72127,

7121711 = 7127171 (since *i2 = e)

7127171 = (345) (127)1721171

(345) (127) 1721171 = (345)(127) 17271 => 71217 - 17271 => TV*7*2*i*2*7 =

TV*7*i*2*i*7 =>

iV*7*2*i *2*7*3 = TV*7*i*2*l*7*3.

Hence we have the following,

TV* 7*1*2*1*7*3(17) (46) =

N(*7*i*2*i*7*3)(17^46^ = TV*7*2*1*2*7*3 = TV*7*i*2ti*7*3

=> (17) (46) €TV(712173).

So, A?<712173) >< e, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712173] is equal to
y(7i2i73) on

= ^ — 28. The orbits of

y are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*i*7*3*7, TV*7*i*2*i*7*3*2, 1V*7*i *2*1 *7*3*3, *V*7*i*2*i *7*3*4,

and

7V*7*1*2*i*7*3*5

be

long to?
TV*7*i*2*i*7*3*3 = TV*7*i*2*i*7
TV’*7*1*2*i*7*3*7TV‘

G [71217].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121737] = [7172574].
TV*7ti*2tit7*3*2TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121732] = [7172427].

A**7*i*2ti*7*3*4Ar is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121734] = [7172547].
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07*7*1*2*1*7*3*507 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121735] = [7172732].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.

Now we will view 07*7*i*2*i*7*507, denoted by [712175], where 07712175 = {e}.

By our relations 2 and 3, we can see the following:

71217 = 72127 => 71217 - 72127,
7121711 = 7127171 (since *i2 = e) => 7127171 = (345) (127)1721171
(345) (127) 1721171 = (345)(127)17271 => 71217 - 17271,

71217 = 17271 = 12721 => 71217 - 12721,
This gives us that 127215 - 172715 - 712175 - 721275 - 217125 - 271725

Hence we have the following,
0V*7*1 *2*1 *7*5 (17) (46) = 0V(*7*1*2*1*7*5)^17^4®^

= 0V*i*7*2*7*i*5 = 0^*7*1*2*1*7*5

=> (17) (46) G M712175\
0\**7*1*2*i*7*5(12)(36) = 0V(*7*i*2*i*7*5)(12)(33) = 0V*7*2*1*2*7*5 = 0V*7*1*2*1*7*5

=> (12)(36) G M712175>,
0V*7*l*2*l*7*s(27)(34) = 0^(*7*1*2*1*7*5)(27X34) = 0V*2*1*7*1*2*5 = 0V*7*1*2*1*7*5

=> (27) (34) G 0V<71217), and
0V*7*1*2*1*7*5(127) (346) = 0V(*7*1*2*1*7*5)(127X346) = 0\0*1*2*7*2*1*5 = 0V*7*i*2*l*7*5

=> (127)(346) G A0<712175>. Similarly, we can show that (172)(364) €

aX712175\

So,

^(712175) ><

at712175,

(i7)(46)j (12)(36), (27)(34), (127)(346), (172)(364) > .

The number of single cosets in [712175] is equal to pppppy = pp = 28. The orbits of
^(712175) on T are {5},

2j 7},and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

0V*7*i*2*i*7*5*7, 0V*7*i*2*i*7*5*3, and 0\0*7*i*2*i*7*5*5 belong to?
0\0*7*i*2*i*7*5*5 = 0\0*7*i*2*i*7

G [71217].

0V*7*i*2*i*7*5*70\0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121757] and [71252] are equivalent double cosets.
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is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121753] and [7127325] are equivalent double cosets.
There are no new double cosets that need to be considered.
Now we will view

, denoted by [712137], where AZ712137 = {e} =

^(712137).

The number of single cosets in [712137] is equal to
^(712137) on T are {1}> {2}] {3}i {4}j {5}i {6}i

|^(J^37)|

=

= 168. The orbits of

{7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NMiMi/3M7} NMiMiMtM

Nt7txt2tit3t7t3, Nt7txt2tit3t7t4, NY7M2M3M5!
and

belong to?

Nt7tit2tlt3t7t7 = Nt7t-[t2tit3 G [71213].

Nt7tit2tit3t7tiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121371] and [7172452] are equivalent.
Nt7txt2txt3t7t2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121372] and [7127471] are equivalent.

Nt7tit2tit3t7t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121373] and [7172574] are equivalent.

NY7M2M3M4-N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121374] and [71254] are equivalent.

Nt7tit2tit3t7t5N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121375] and [7172341] are equivalent.

NMiMi/sMe-N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121376] and [7172741] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered.
Now we will view

, denoted by [712131], where A?712131 = {e}.

By our relations we can deduce that we have the following:

Nt7tit2txt3ti = NigMiMsM
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Then, N£7£x£2*i*3*i(12)(57) = N£7£x£2*i*3*x12^57'1 =

N£5i2*i*2*3*2 =

=> (12) (57) eM712131\

So, #(712131) >< e, (12)(57) >.
= 84. The orbits of

The number of single cosets in [712131] is equal to
^■(712131) on p are {3}, {4}? {6}, {1,2}, and {5,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N£7*x£2*i*3*1*7, N£7£x£2£x£3£x£x,

Nfr/f 122*1*3*1*3,

N£7£x£2*i*3*i*4,

N£7*i*2*i*3*i*i —

and N£7£i£2£x£3£xi6 belong to?

N£7tx£2*i*3 G [71213].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121317] and [7172371] are equivalent.
N£7*i£2*i*3*i*3

is not a new double coset since,

7121313 = 7121131 (by relation 3)
=> 712H31 = 71231 (since £x2 = e)
=> 7121313 = 71231 G [71231].
Thus, we have shown that [7121313] and [71231] are equivalent.

N£7iii2*i*3*i*4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121314] and [7127412] are equivalent.
A+7*i*2*i*3*i*6-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121316] and [71327] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered.
Now we will view

N£7£x£2*i*3*2-N,

denoted by [712132], where N712132 = {eJ =

#(712132).

The number of single cosets in [712132] is equal to
^(712132) on T are {1}i {2}i {3}) {4}i {5}] {g}>

Now we need to know which double coset do
N£7£X£2*1*3*2*7, N£7tx£2*X*3*2*l, N£7£X£2*X*3*2*2;
N£7tx£2*l*3*2*3, N£7£X£2*X*3*2*4, N*7*1*2*1*3*2*5,

and N£7£xf2*i*3*2*6 belong to?

= 168. The orbits of
{7}.
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NGtlfatlGGG =

E [71213].

NGtit2tit3t2GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121327] and [7127476] are equivalent.

NGGt2tit3t2tiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121321] and [71312] are equivalent.
is not a new double coset since,

7121323 = 7121232 (by Relation 3)
=> 7121232 = 7112132 (by relation 3)
=> 7112132 = 72132 (since ti2 = e)
=> 7121323 = 72123 G [71261].

Thus, we have shown that [7121323] and [71261] are equivalent.

NGGt2tit3t2t4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121324] and [7172371] are equivalent.

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121325] and [7173274] are equivalent.

Nt7tit2tit3t2t6N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121326] and [7127371] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered.
Now we will view Nt7tit2tit3GN, denoted by [712134], where TV712134 = {e} =
^(712134) _

The number of single cosets in [712134] is equal to p^Jynyyj =
jy(712i34) on T

= 168. The orbits of

are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2tlt3t4ti, Nt7tit2tit3t4t2,
Nt7tit2t-Lt3Gt3, TVt7tit2^1i3^4^4j IVY7M2M3M5•

and Nt7tit2tit3Gt6 belong to?
Nt7tit2tit3t4t4 — Nt7tit2tit3 G [71213].
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121341] and [7127413] are equivalent.
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NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121342] and [7172757] are equivalent.

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121343] and [7172576] are equivalent.

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121345] and [7173246] are equivalent.
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121346] and [7127376] are equivalent.
NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset that needs to be considered later.

Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712135], where N712135 = {e} =
#(712135).

The number of single cosets in [712135] is equal to
N(712135) on T are

=

~ 168. The orbits of

|2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71213].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121351] and [7127476] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121352] and [7172574] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121353] and [7172475] are equivalent.
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121354] and [7172432] are equivalent.
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121356] and [7172543] are equivalent.
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^*7*1*2*1*3*5*777 is a new double coset that needs to be considered later.
Now we will view Nt^txt^txtstcN, denoted by [712136], where AT712136 = {e} =

y (712136)_
The number of single cosets in [712136] is equal to

J^36) | =

= 168. The orbits of

^(712136) on T aTe {1}j {2}, {3}j {4}i {5}: {6}i md {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*1*3*6*7, TV*7*i*2*1*3*6*1? Nr*7*i*2*l*3*6*2,

*V*7*i*2*l*3*6*3, 77*7*1*2*1*3*6*4, 77*7*1*2*1*3*6*5,

and

A?*7*i*2*i*3*6*6

belong to?

TV*7*i*2*1*3*6*6 = A?*7*i*2*l*3 6

7V*7*i*2*i*3*6*7-N

[71213].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121367] and [7172475] are equivalent.

N*7*i*2*i*3*6*i-N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121361] and [7172375] are equivalent.

N*7* 1*2*1*3*6*2TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121362] and [7172425] are equivalent.
A^*7*i*2*i*3*6*3*V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121363] and [7172524] are equivalent.
A^*7*i*2*i*3*6*5*V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121365] and [7172421] are equivalent.
AT*7*i*2*i*3*6*4*V

is a new double coset that needs to be considered later on.

Now we will view

denoted by [712147], where TV712147 = {e}.

By relations 2 and 3, we can see that
N*i*2*i = N*2*i*2

when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by A7. This gives us that

A7*7*j*2*1*4 = A*7*2*l*2*4

AT*7*i*2*1*4*7 = AT*7*2*1 *2*4*7•

Hence we have the following,
*V*7*1*2*1*4*7(12) (36) = A7(*7*1*2*1*4*7)^12^36^ = 77*7*2*1*2*4*7 = 77*7*1*2*1*4*7

=> (12) (36) G M712147).
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Also we have that NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA and NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA •

Hence, we have the following,
NAAAA AA(14) (67) = N (AAAAAA/14^67) = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA

=> (14) (67) G N<712147>,
NAAA^iAA(24)(37) = N (AAAAAA)^24^37) = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA

=> (24) (37) G N<712147>, and

NAAAA A A (124) (376) = N(A^iAAAA)^124^376^ = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA
=» (124) (376)

gN<712147\

Similarly, we can show that (142) (367) G #(712147).
So, N<712147) >< N712147, (12) (36), (142)(367), (24)(37), (124)(376), (14)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [712147] is equal to

= ^ = 28.

The orbits of #(712147) on T are {5}, {1,2,4}, and {3,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71214].

NAA Ail A AAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121471] = [7172427].

NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712141], where N712141 = {e} =
#(712141).

The number of single cosets in [712141] is equal to

= — = 168.

The orbits of #(712141) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAiiA? NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,
NAAAAA^iA,

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAis,

and NAAAAAAi6 belong to?

NAAAA Ail A ~ NAAAAA G [71214].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121417] = [7127476].
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0V*7*i*2*i.*4*i*20'7

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121412] = [7172456].
0\0*7*i *2*1*4*1*30X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121413] = [7172546].
0X0*7* 1*2*1 *4*1 *4 0X0

is not a new double coset since,

7121414 = 7121141 (by relation 3)
=> 7121141 = 71241 (since *i2 = e)
=> 7121414 = 71241 G [71241].

Thus, we have shown that [7121414] = [71241].
0'7*7*1*2*1*4*1*50'7

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121415] = [71263].
0V*7*i*2*i*4*i*60V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121416] = [71254].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.
Now we will view 0V*7*i*2*i*4*30V, denoted by [712143], where 0V712143 = {e} =
AT(712143\

The number of single cosets in [712143] is equal to

jNJ^[43) |

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of 0X0<712143) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*i*2*i*4*3*7, 0V*7*i*2*i*4*3*1, 0V*7*1*2*1*4*3*2,
0V*7*1*2*1*4*3*3, 0'7*7*1*2*1*4*3*4, 0'7*7*1*2*1*4*3*5,

and 0V*7*i*2*i*4*3*6 belong to?

0V*7*i*2*1*4*3*3 = 0V*7*i*2*i*4

G [71214].

0V'*7*i*2*i*4*3*70V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121437] = [7172415].
0V*7*i*2*i*4*3*i0'7

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121431] = [7127376].
0V*7*i*2*i*4*3*20'7

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121432] = [7121364].

0V*7*i*2*i*4*3*50V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121435] = [7172576].
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Nt7tit2tit4t3t4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121434] = [7172325].

is a new double coset that will be considered later on.
Now we will view

denoted by [712145], where A712145 = {e}.

By relation 3, we can see that

Ntit2ti = Nt2tit2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that
Nt7ti42^1^4 = Nt7t2tit2t4

= Nt7t2t ^2^5-

Hence we have the following,
TV474i424i444s(12)(36) =

N (47414241444s)(12)(36) = Nt7t2tit2t^t3 —

=> (12)(36) 6 TV^712145).
So, TV<712145> >< TV712145,(12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [712145] is equal to

= ~ = 84.

The orbits of M712145^ on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
T\T47tit24i4445t7, Nt7tit2tlt4tzti, Nt7tit2tit4t^t3,

and Nt7tit2tit4t3t4 belong to?

, TV474it2tit4t5t5 = Nt7tit2tit4 G [71214].

Nt7tit2tit4t5tiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121451] = [7172427].
is not a new double coset since by the relations above we can deduce

that [7121453] = [7172427].
Nt7tit2tit4t5t7N and Nt7tit2t^t^N are new double cosets and will be considered later

on.
Now we will view

denoted by [712157], where TV712157 — {e}.

By relation 3, we can see that
7V4i424i =

Nt2tit2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by TV. This gives us that

Nt7tit2tit5 = Nt7t2tit2tz => TV47424i424547 = Nt7tit2tit^t7.

Hence we have the following,
TV474i424x4547(12)(36)

= TV (t7tit2tit3t7)^2h3Gi) = Nt7t2tit2t^t7 = Nt7tit2tit5t7

=> (12)(36) GTV<712157\
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So, M712157) >< N712157, (12) (36) >.
The number of single cosets in [712157] is equal to

= 84. The orbits of

2^(712157) on y are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ni7iit2iii5^7ii,

NMiMiMtM

and Ntrtxtitx^ts be

long to?

G [71215].

Nt7tit2tit3t7t7 =

We can deduce from our three relations that Nt7tit2tit3t7tiN is not a new double coset
since [7121571] = [7172757].

We can deduce from our three relations that

is not a new double coset

since [7121573] = [7172341].
We can deduce from our three relations that Ntrtxtrf 1^714 N is not a new double coset

since [7121574] = [71231].
NMiMitsMsN is not a new double coset because of the following:

7121575 = 7121757 (by relation 3)

As seen above we know that [7121757] = [71252] this implies that 7121575 = 7121757 =
71252 G [71252].
Thus, we have shown that [7121575] = [71252].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later on.
Now we will view

NMiMiMiN,

denoted by [712151], where N712151 = {e}.

By relation 3, we can see that
Ntxhti = Nt2t\t2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that

Nt7t\t2tlt3 — Nt7t2t\t2tG => Nt7t2t\t2t3t\ = Nt7tit2tit3ti.

Hence we have the following,

NM1M1M1(12)(36) = N (t7txt2t\t3tx)^2^3^ = Nt7t2i\t2t3ti = Nt7txt2tit^i
=> (12) (36) G M712151).
So, N^712151) >< N712151, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [712151] is equal to

N<712151> on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

= 84. The orbits of
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Ntytyt^ty£5*1*4, and Ntyt^tyt^tyt^ be

N*7*i*2*i*5*i*7> N£7*i*2*i*5*i*15

long to?
N£7£i£2*i*5*i*i ~

N£7£x*2*i*5 € [71215].

We can deduce from our three relations that

is not a new double coset

since [7121513] = [7172746].
We can deduce from our three relations that Ntytit2t\*5*1*4N is not a new double coset

since [7121514] = [71267].
N£7£x£2*i*5*i*5

is not a new double coset because of the following:

7121515 = 7121151 (by relation 3)
=> 7121151 = 71251 (since £x2 = e)

=> 7121515 = 71251 G [71251].

Thus, we have shown that [7121515] = [71251].
N*7*i*2*i*5*i*7N

is a new double coset and will be considered later on.

denoted by [712154], where #712154 = {e}.

Now we will view

By relation 3, we can see that
N£x£2*i =

N£2*i*2

Ar*7*i*2*l*5 =

when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that

Nt7t2tyt2t^

=> N£7t2£i£2*5*4 = N£7£l*2*l*5*4-

Hence we have the following,
N*7*i*2*1*5*4(12)(36) = N(£7£i£2*l*5*4)^12^36^ =

Nty^tyt^t^

= N£7£X£2*1*5*4

(12)(36) G N<712154\

So, M712154> >< #712154, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [712154] is equal to

1*1__ __ 168 = 84 The orbits of
2

|^(712154) |

#(712154) on p are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

N£7£i£2*i*5*4*7,

jV£7£i£2*i*5*4*i,

N£7£i£2*i*5*4*3,

Ntytyhtyt^t^, and Ntfty*2*1£5*4*5 be

long to?

-N*7£1*2*1*5*4*4 = N*7*1*2*1*5 G [71215].
We can deduce from our three relations that N*7*i*2*i*5*4*iN is not a new double coset

since [7121541] = [71325].
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We can deduce from our three relations that

is not a new double coset

since [7121543] = [71234].

NGtitzGGGGN is not a new double coset because of the following:
7121545 = 7121454 (by relation 3)
7121545 = 712454 6 [712454].

Thus, we have shown that [7121545] = [712454].

is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now let us take a look at NGGGGGt^N, denoted by [712374],

where TV712374 = {e} = Af(712374),
The number of single cosets in [712374] is equal to

= if = 168.

The orbits of M712374) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGG, NGt^GGGG,

and

belong to?

Nt7tit2^3^7^4i4 — Nt7tit2t3t7 E [71237].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since by
the above relations we can deduce that,

[7123747] = [7172541], [7123741] = [7173727], [7123742] = [7127376], [7123743] = [7172473],
[7123745] = [7172546], and [7123746] = [71232].
Now let us take a look at TVYrtiMaMsN, denoted by [712375],

where TV712375 = {e} = jy(712375).
The number of single cosets in [712375] is equal to |A.(J^3t5) | =

= 168.

The orbits of A^712375) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t3t7Gt7, Nt7Gt2t3t7Gh, Nt7tit2t3t7t5t2,

Nt7tit2t3t7Gt3,

Nt7t\t2t3t7t3G,

and Nt7tit2t3t7t5to belong to?
ATytpoMvPP = NGt-faGG G [71237].
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The following are not new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since by
the above relations we can deduce that,
[7123757] = [7172347], [7123751] = [7172463], [7123752] = [7121436], [7123753] = [7127413],
and [7123754] = [7172732].

Nt7t\t2t3t?t3t6N is a new double coset that will be considered later on.
Now let us take a look at 0V*7*i*2*3*i*7?V, denoted by [712317],

where AT712317 = {e} = A*f712317\
= ^p = 168.

The number of single cosets in [712317] is equal to

The orbits of AX712317) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt?tit2t3tit7t?)

A7*7*i*2*3*1*7*1, A7*7*1*2*3*1*7*2j AT*7*i*2*3*1*7*3, 0VY7*1*2*3*1*7*45

A0*7*x*2*3*i*7*5, and
A**7*i*2*3*1*7*7 =

A0*7*i*2*3*i*7*6

A0*7*i*2*3*i

belong to?

G [71231].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since by
the above relations we can deduce that,

[7123171] = [7172734], [7123172] = [7172476], [7123173] = [7121364], [7123175] = [7172467],

and [7123176] = [71235].
Ar*7*i*2*3*i*7*4Ar is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now let us take a look at

A77*i*2*3*i*6A0,

denoted by [712316],

where A0712316 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following,
A0*7*1*2*3*1*6(12)(57) = N (*7*1 *2*3*1 *6)(12X57>
=> (12)(57) G

= *V*5*2*1*3*2*6 =

N*7*1*2*3*1*6

aX712316\

So, A'(71231^ >< AT712316, (12)(57) >.
______
The number of single cosets in [712316] is equal to ___
I jy (712316) |
Af(712316) on T are
{3}, {4}, {5,7}, and {6}.

- 168
2

84
°

The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do
Ar*7*i*2*3*l*6*7, *V'*7*1*2*3*1*6*1, N*7*i*2*3*1*6*3, *V*7*i*2*3*i*6*4, and A0*7*i*2*3*1*6*6 be

long to?

0V*7*i*2*3*1*6*6 = *V*7*i*2*3*1

G [71231].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset since by the
above relations we can deduce that,
[7123167] = [7172343], [7123161] = [7172425], [7123163] = [7127523], and [7123164] =

[7121547].
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712321],

where N712321 = {e}. By our relations given above, we can deduce that NAAAAAA =

NAAAAAA- Hence, we have the following:

NAAAAAA (12) (57) = N (AAAAAA/12^57) = NAAAAAA = Ntrtitztztih
=> (12) (57) G N<712321\
So we have #(712321) >< ej (12) (57) >.

The number of single cosets in [712321] is equal to
#(712321) on

t

= 84. The orbits of

| =

are {3}, {4}, {6}, {1,2}, and {5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA ?
and NAAAAAAA belong to?

= NAAAAA G [71232],
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above

that [7123217] = [7173274],
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123213] = [71262],

Finally, we have that NAAAAAAAN is a double coset that we have already seen before
since we can deduce from the relations above that [7123216] = [7127325],

NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712324],

where N712324 = {e} = N<712324).
The number of single cosets in [712324] is equal to
^(712324) onT are {1}1 {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

j =

= 168. The orbits of
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77*7*1*2*3*2*4*7, ^*7*1*2*3*2*4*15 77*7*1*2*3*2*4*2,
77*7*1*2*3*2*4*3, TV*7*1*2*3*2*4*4, TV*7t1*2*3*2*4*55

and 77*7*1*2*3*2*4*6 belong to?

*V*7*i*2*3*2*4*4 = *V*7*i*2*3*2 €

[71232].

7^*7*1*2*3*2*4*177 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123241] = [7172546].
Nfyt1*2*3*2*4*277 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above

that [7123242] = [7121454].
7V*7*i*2*3t2*4*37V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123243] = [7123174].

Finally, we have that TV*7*i*2*3*2*4*5TV is a double coset that we have already seen before

since we can deduce from the relations above that [7123245] = [7172341].
*^*7*1*2*3*2*4*77^ and TV*7*i*2*3*2*4*6TV

are new double cosets and will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at TV*7*i*2t3*2*6TV, denoted by [712326],

where T7712326 = {e} = M712326).

The number of single cosets in [712326] is equal to

= ^p = 168. The orbits of

^(712326) Qn T are {1}> {2}i {3}i {4}i {5}] M and {7J

Now we need to know which double coset do
*V*7*i*2*3*2*6*7, *^*7*1*2*3*2*6*15 TV*7*1*2*3*2*6*2,

Nt^t1*2*3*2*6*3,

and

77*7*1*2*3*2*6*4, 77*7*1*2*3*2*6*5,

7V*7*i*2*3*2*6*6

belong to?

*V*7*1*2*3*2*6*6 = 77*7*1*2*3*2 £

[71232].

77*7*1*2*3*2*6*777 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123267] and [7172547] are equivalent double cosets.

77*7*1*2*3*2*6*177 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123261] = [7172374].
*V*7*i *2*3*2 *6 *2 *V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above

that [7123262] = [7172415].
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NtrtitztztztGtsN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123263] = [71246].

Nt7tit2t3t2t6t4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123264] = [7121357],

Finally, we have that

is a double coset that we have already seen before

since we can deduce from the relations above that [7123265] = [71264].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at NM1M3M7N, denoted by [712347],

where N712347 = {e} = AX712347).
The number of single cosets in [712347] is equal to
^(712347) on T are {1}> {2}, {3}> {4}> {5}> {6}i

^(.^347)1 —

~ 168. The orbits of

{7}

Now we need to know which double coset do
NMiM3i4M7> NM1M3M7M NMiM3i4M2,

Nt7tit2t3^^7^3^ Nt7txt2t3t4^4, N^7^it2i3^4^7^5,
and

belong to?

Nt7tit2t3t4t7t7 = Nt7txt2t3t4 G [71234].
Nt7tit2t3t4t7txN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123471] = [7172473].
Nt7tit2t3t4t7t2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123472] = [7172347].

NtHitztzty^GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123473] = [7127437].
We can show that Nt7tit2t3t4t7t4N is not a new double coset since,
7123474 = 7123747 (by relation 3)

=> 7123474 = 7172541 G [7172541] (as deduce above [7123747] = [7172541])
Thus, we can see that [7123474] = [7172541].

We have that Nt7txt2t3t4t7t5N is a double coset that we have already seen before since

we can deduce from the relations above that [7123475] = [7127371].
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Finally, we can show that T7*7*i*2*3*4*7*677 is not a new double coset since we can deduce
from the relations above that [7123476] = [71235].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now let us take a look at 17*7 *1*2*3 *4*3 77, denoted by [712343],

where #712343 = {e} = #(712343).
The number of single cosets in [712343] is equal to

j^43) | =

= 168.

The orbits of #(712343) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntft 1*2*3*4*3*7,

T7*7*i*2*3*4*3*1, 77*7*1*2*3*4*3*2,

N*7*i*2*3*4*3*3j N*7*1*2*3*4*3*4, N*7*l*2*3*4*3*5,

and

N*7*i*2*3*4*3*6

belong to?

N*7*i*2*3*4*3*3 = N*7*i*2*3*4

G [71234].

We can show that 77*7*1*2*3*4*3*77* is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the relations above that [7123437] = [7121547].

We can show that 77*7*1*2*3*4*3 *iN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the relations above that [7123431] = [7173727].

We can show that

T7*7*i*2*3*4*3*277

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the relations above that [7123432] = [7172742].

We can show that 76*7*1*2*3*4*3*47* is not a new double coset since,
7123434 = 7123343 (by relation 3)
7123343 = 71243 (since *32 = e)

=> 7123434 = 71243 G [71243].

Thus, we can see that [7123434] = [71243].
We have that 77*7*1*2*3*4*3*57* is a double coset that we have already seen before since

we can deduce from the relations above that [7123435] = [7172543].
Finally, Nt?*1*2*3*4*3*67* is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations
above that [7123436] = [7173712],

There are no new double cosets to consider later from this coset.
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Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712346],

where #712346 = {e} = #(712346).
The number of single cosets in [712346] is equal to

=

= 168.

The orbits of #(712346) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71234].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above

that [7123467] = [7172547].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123461] = [7172347].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above

that [7123462] = [7121357].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123463] = [71325].

Finally, NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above that [7123465] = [71256].
NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset to consider later from this coset.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712353],

where #712353 = {e} = #(712353).
The number of single cosets in [712353] is equal to

= ^ = 168.

The orbits of #(712353) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71235].
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The following are not new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the
above relations we can deduce that,

[7123537] = [7172753], [7123531] = [71312], [7123532] = [7172454], [7123534] = [7173712],
and [7123536] = [7172325].

We can show that 7V*7*it2*3*5*3*5 is not a new double coset since,
7123535 = 7123353 (by relation 3)

=> 7123353 = 71253 (since t32 — e)
=> 7123535 = 71253 G [71241] (since shown above that [71253] = [71241])
Thus, we can see that [7123535] = [71241].
Now let us take a look at NtititztststiN, denoted by [712354],

where TV712354 = {e} = #(712354).
The number of single cosets in [712354] is equal to

= *p = 168.

The orbits of A*712354) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
^*7*1*2*3*5*4*75 TV*7*1*2*3*5*4*15 TV*7*i*2*3*5*4*2,
TV*7*i*2*3*5*4*3j TV*7*i*2*3*5*4*4, TV*7*i*2*3*5*4*5,

and TV*7*i*2*3*5*4*6 belong to?

TV*7*i*2*3*5*4*4

= -N*7*1*2*3*5 G [71235].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the above relations

we can deduce that,
[7123547] = [7172547], [7123541] = [71243], [7123542] = [71254], [7123543] = [7172432],
[7123545] = [71263], and [7123546] = [7172465]..
Now let us take a look at

TV*7*i*2*3*6*7TV,

denoted by [712367], where A*712367 =

{e} = N(712367).

The number of single cosets in [712367] is equal to
Ar(712367) Qn T are

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*3*6*7*7j TV*7*i*2*3*6*7*1j Ar*7*i£2*3*6*7*2,

TV*7*1*2*3*6*7*3, TV*7*i*2*3*6*7*45 *^*7*1*2*3*6*7*53

and

A**7*i*2*3*6*7*6

|N(j^67)| = ^p = 168.

{3}] {4}i {5}) {g}i and {7}

belong to?

The orbits of
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07*7*1*2*3*6*7*7 = 07*7*1*2*3*6 G

[71236].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the above relations

we can deduce that,
[7123671] = [7172473], [7123672] = [7123163], [7123673] = [7127431], [7123674] = [7123174],
[7123675] = [7127476], and [7123676] = [7172374].
Now let us take a look at

07*7*i*2*3*6*i07,

denoted by [712361], where 07712361 =

{e}. By the relations, we
can deduce that 07*7*i*2*3*6*i07 = 07*7*2*i*6*3*207.

Therefore, we have 07*7*i*2*3*6*i(12)(36) = 0V(*7*i*2*3*6*i/12X36) = 0X0*7*2*i*6*3*2 =
07*7*1*2*3*6*1-

Hence, we have that (12) (36) G j\0(712367\

So, we obtain jy(7123G7) >< e, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [712361] is equal to

= pp = 84.

The orbits of jyl712361) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1 *2*3*6*1 *7, 07*7*1*2*3*6*1 *1,
0X0*7*1*2*3*6*1*3) 07*7*1*2*3*6*1*4) and

07*7*1*2*3*6*1*5 belong to?

07*7*1*2*3*6*1*1 — 07*7*1*2*3*6 G

[71236].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the above relations

we can deduce that,
[7123617] = [7172747], [7123613] = [7172425], [7123614] = [71262], and [7123615] =

[7172452].
Now let us take a look at

07*7*i*2*3*6*207,

denoted by [712362], where TV712362 =

{e}. By the above relations, we

can deduce that 07*7*i*2*3*6*207 = 07t4*i*3*2*6*307.
Therefore, we have07*7ii*2*3*6*2(23) (47) = 07(*7*i*2*3*6*2/23X47) = 07*4*i*3*2*6*3
07*7*2*1*6*3*2.

Hence, this implies that (23) (47) G A0(712362),

So, we obtain

aX712362)

>< e, (23)(47) >.

=
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The number of single cosets in [712362] is equal to
The orbits of aX712362)

on

p are

J^362) i = ^ = 84.

{5}} {6}, {2,3}, and {4,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit2t3Nt7tit2t3tQt2ti,
Nt7tit2t3tst2t5,

and Nt7tit2t3tGt2t6 belong to?
Nt-jt^tztehh = Nt7tit2tztQ G [71236].
Ntrfit2t34(<M7AT is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

[7123627] = [7121457].

Nt7tit2t3tet2tiN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123621] = [7173713].
We can see that Nt7tit2t3t3t2tQN is not a new double coset since from the relations above
we can deduce [7123625] = [7172463],

Finally, Nt7tTLt2tzt^t2tQN is not a new double coset since,

7123626 = 7123262

=> 7123626 G [7172415] (since shown above that [7123262] = [7172415]).

Thus, we have deduce that [7123626] = [7172415].
There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset.

Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t3tQt3N, denoted by [712363],

where AT712363 = {e} = yy(7i2363)
The number of single cosets in [712363] is equal to

|^J^363)| =

= 168.

The orbits of AT(712363) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2tzt^tztu ^t7tit2tztGtzt2,
Nt7tit2tzt6t3t^ AT474142434^434s,

and AT474i4243464346 belong to?
Nt7tit2tztQtztz =

AT474i42434s

G [71236].

Nt7tit2tztGtzt7N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123637] = [7172324].
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NGtiGGtetstiN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

[7123631] = [7172374].
Nt7tit2t3t6t3t2N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123632] = [7127325].

Finally, Nt7tit2t3t(jt3tsN is not a new double coset since,

7123636 = 7123363 (by relation 3)

=> 7123363 = 71263 (since t32 = e)

=> 7123636 = 71263 E [71263].
Thus, we have deduce that [7123636] = [71263].

Nt7tit2t3tGt3GN and

are new double cosets to be looked at later for

this coset.

Now let us take a look at Nt^tit^toGN, denoted by [712364], where jy 712364 =

{e}. By the relations, we

can deduce that Nt7tit2t3tst4_N =
Therefore, we can imly that we have Nt7tit2t3teG(27)(34') = N(MiMsie^/27^34) =

Nt2tlt7t4t6t3 = Nt7tit2t3tet4.
Hence, this implies that (27) (34) G Af^712364\
So, we obtain ;y(712364) >< e, (27) (34) >.

The number of single cosets in [712364] is equal to

| = -Mp = 84.

The orbits of W<712364> on T are {1}, {5}, {6}, {2,7}, and {3,4}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t3tot4t5, and Nt7tit2t3tGt4te belong to?
lVY7£ii2M6M4 = NY7M2M6

[71236].

Nt7Gt2t3tet4t7N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123647] = [7123174].

7VM122M6M1N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123641] = [71267].

We can see that

is not a new double coset since from the relations above

we can deduce [7123645] = [7172325].
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Finally, 76*7*1*2*3*6*4*6-^ is not a new double coset since,
7123646 = 7123464
=> 7123646 G [7123464].
Thus, we have deduce that [7123646] = [7123464].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset.
Now let us take a look at 7**7*1*2*4*7*376, denoted by [712473],

where T6712473 = {e} = #(712473).

The number of single cosets in [712473] is equal to
{2}> {3}> {4}> {5}j {6}>

^(712473) on T

= 168. The orbits of
{7}

Now we need to know which double coset do
77*7*1*2*4*7*3*7, 76*7*1*2*4*7*3*1, 77*7*1*2*4*7*3*2,
76*7*1*2*4*7*3*3, 76*7*1*2*4*7*3*4, 76*7*1*2*4*7*3*5,

and 76*7*1*2*4*7*3*6 belong to?

76*7*1*2*4*7*3*3 = 76*7*1*2*4*7 G

[71247].

76*7*1*2*4*7*3*776 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124737] = [71261].
T6*7*i*2*4*7*3*iN

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124731] = [71241].

76*7*1*2*4*7*3*276 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124732] = [7173727].

76*7*1 *2*4*7*3*4N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124734] = [7172473].

76*7*1*2*4*7*3*576 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124735] = [7127476].

76*7*1*2*4*7*3*676 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124736] = [7172745].

There are no new double cosets that have to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 76*7*1*2*4*7 *576, denoted by [712475],

where T6712475 = {e} = #<712475).
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The number of single cosets in [712475] is equal to
^(712475) Qn T are {1}) {2}) {3}j {4}j {5}) {6}j

| = ^ = 168. The orbits of
{7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,

and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71247].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124757] = [7121364].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124751] = [7172734].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124752] = [7121347].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124753] = [7172374].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124754] = [71254].
AMA AAA A AN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

[7124756] = [71264].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712476],

where N712476 = {e} = N<712476\
The number of single cosets in [712476] is equal to p

^(7^476)-j = ~ = 168.

^(712476) Qn T are {1}> {2}i {3}] {4}) {5}i {6}i and {7}

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,

and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71247].

The orbits of
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07*7*1*2*4*7*6*707 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124767] = [7172573].

07*7*1*2*4*7*6*107 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124761] = [7172454].

07*7*1*2*4*7*6*207 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124762] = [71325].

07*7*1*2*4*7*6*307 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124763] = [7121347].
07*7*1*2*4*7*6*407 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124764] = [71261].

07*7*1*2*4*7*6*507 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124765] = [7172371].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*4*2*707, denoted by [712427],

where 0V712427 = {e}. By the relations we can deduce that
712427 - 714247, 714247 - 641216, 641216 - 521415, 521415 - 642126, 642126 -

524145, and 524145 - 712427.
Therefore, we have the following:
07*7*1*2*4*2(24) (56) = 07(*7*i*2*4*2)(24X56) = 0V*7*i*4*2*4*7 — 07*7*1*2*4*2*7
=> (24) (56) G 07<712427),

07*7*1*2*4*2*7(14) (67) = 07(*7*1*2*4*2*7)(14X67) — 07*6*4*i*2*i*6 “ 07*7*1 *2*4*2*7
=> (14) (67) G 07(712427),
07*7*1*2*4*2*7 (12) (57) = 07 (*7*1*2*4*2*7)(42X57) = 07*5*2*1*4*1*5 = 07*7*1 *2*4*2 *7

=> (12) (57) G 07(712427), and
07*7*1*2*4*2*7 (142) (576)

=

07(*7*i*2*4*2*7)^142X576^ = 07*6*4*2*1*2*6 = 07*7*1*2*4*2*7

=> (142)(576) G 07<712427).

Similarly, we can show that (124) (567) G 0y(712427).
So, 07<71242) >< 0771242, (24)(56), (14)(67), (12)(57), (142)(576), (124)(567) >.
The number of single cosets in [712427] is equal to 1^427)1 = TT = 28' The OTbitS °f
^(712427) on T are {3}, u,2,4},

and {5,6,7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do

and NY7M2M2M3 belong to?

Ntytitzt^2^7^ = Nt7tit2t4t2 € [71242].

Nt7txt2t4t2t7tiN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124271] is equivalent to [7172747].
is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124273] is equivalent to [7123214].

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at NM1M4M1N, denoted by [712421],

where N712421 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that
242 ~ 424 when the relation is conjugated by N so this implies that 712421 ~ 714241.

Therefore we have the following:
JV’t7tii2^4Ml(24)(56) = N (t7tit2t4t2ti)^24^3^ = Nt7txt4t2t4ti = Nt7txt2t4t2tx

=> (24) (56) 6 N<712421\
So, N<712421) >< N712421, (24) (56) >.

The number of single cosets in [712421] is equal to
yy(7i242i) on

are

= 84. The orbits of

{2,4}, {3}, {5,6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t4t2tit7, Nt7tit2t4t2titi, Nt7txt2t4t2txt2, Nt7txt2t4t2tit3, and Nt7tit2t4t2tit5 be
long to?

Nt7tit2t4t2txti = Nt7tit2t4t2 G [71242].

Nt7txt2t4t2tit2N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124212] is equivalent to [7173712].

Nt7tit2t4t2txt3N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124213] is equivalent to [7123634].

Nt7tit2t4t2tit5N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124215] is equivalent to [7172734].

Nt7tit2t4t2tit7N is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
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Now let us take a look at

*V*7*i*2*4*2*3*V,

denoted by [712423],

where TV712423 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that
242 — 424 when the relation is conjugated by N so this implies that 712423 — 714243.

Therefore we have the following:
*V*7*1*2*4*2*3(24)(56) = TV (*7* 1*2 *4*2 *3 )(24^56^ = TV*7*i*4*2*4*3 = TV*7*1*2*4*2*3

=> (24) (56) G M712423\

So, A*(712423) >< A*712423, (24)(56) >.

The number of single cosets in [712423] is equal to
y(7i2423) on

are

|^J^23) |

=

= 84. The orbits of

{2, 4}, {3}, {5,6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*4*2*3*7, *Vt7*i*2*4*2*3*1, TV*7*i*2*4*2*3*2, TV*7*i*2*4*2*3*3, and TV*7*i*2*4*2*3*5 be

long to?

*V*7*1*2*4*2*1*1 — A**7*i *2*4*2
A**7*i*2*4*2*3*7TV

G [71242].

is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124237] is equivalent to [7127412].
A**7*i*2*4*2*3*i*V

is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124231] is equivalent to [7127464].

TVt7*it2t4*2*3*2*V is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124232] is equivalent to [7123174].

Ar*7*i*2*4*2*3*5*V is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124235] is equivalent to [7172456].

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at

where

TV712425 =

{e} =

TV*7*i*2*4*2*5TV,

denoted by [712425],

TV^712425).

The number of single cosets in [712425] is equal to

| — ^p = 168.

The orbits of TV^712425) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Ar*7*i*2*4*2*5*7, A^*7*1*2*4*2*5*1, TV*7*i*2*4*2*5*2, TV*7*i*2*4*2*5*3, TV*7*i*2*4*2*5*4,
A7*7*i*2*4*2*5*5, and TV*7*1*2*4*2*5*6 belong to?
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76*7*1*2*4*2*5*5 = *V*7*1 *2*4*2 G
N*7*i*2*4*2*5*7N

[71242].

is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124257] is equivalent to [7123464],

76*7*1*2*4*2*5*176 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124251] is equivalent to [7172576].
N*7*i*2*4*2*5*2Ti6

is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124252] is equivalent to [7127371].

76*7*1*2*4*2*5*376 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124253] is equivalent to [7172353].
76*7*1*2*4*2*5 *4 N is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124254] is equivalent to [7123247].

76*7*1*2*4*2*5*6^6 is a new double coset that will be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 76*7*1*2*4*3*176, denoted by [712431],

where N712431 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that 76*7*1*2*4*3*1 = 76*1*7*2*6*3*7Hence, we have the following,
76*7*1*2*4*3*1 (17) (46)

=

T6(*7*1*2*4*3*1)^17^46^ = 76*1*7*2*6*3^7 = 76*7*1*2*4*3*1-

=> (17)(46) G #(712431).

So, #(712431) >< e, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [712431] is equal to
yy(7i243i) on p are

ijvtnMsi)-] =

= 84. The orbits of

{3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*2*4*3*1*1, N*7*1*2*4*3*1*2,

76*7*1*2*4*3*1*3, 76*7*1*2*4*3*1*4,
and 76*7*1*2*4*3*1*5 belong to?
76*7*1*2*4*3*1*1 = 76*7*1*2*4*3 G

[71243].

76*7*1*2*4*3*1*277 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124312] = [7172742].
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NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124312] = [7172742].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [7124314] = [7127413].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124315] = [7172463].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712432],

where #712432 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that 712432 ~ 324154 ~ 541271.
Hence, we have the following:
NAAAAAA (124) (357) = N (AAAAAA/124^357) = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA=> (124),(357) G #(712432).

Similarly, we can show that (142) (375) G #(712432).
Hence, N<712432) >< e, (124)(357) >.
= 56. The orbits of

The number of single cosets in [712432] is equal to
#(712432) on

t

are {g}5 {1,2,4}, and {3,5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA ~ NAAAAA G [71243].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124327] = [7123174].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124326] = [7123246].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712462],
where #712462 = {e} = #(712462).

The number of single cosets in [712462] is equal to

|£V|
|2V(712462)|

—168—1
1

iUO‘
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The orbits of A^712462) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

ATMiM^eMi?

Nt7tit2t4MsM -NM1M4M244; ATMIM4M245)
and ATtyMsMeMe belong to?
ArMi4244M242 = Nt7tit2t4tc G [71246].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since by the above

relations we can deduce that,

[7124627] = [7127476], [7124621] = [7172745], [7124623] = [7121357], [7124623] = [7121357],
[7124624] = [71256], [7124625] = [7123756],and [7124626] = [7123247].

Now let us take a look at Nt7tdenoted by [712465],

where AT712465 = {e} = ATf712465\

The number of single cosets in [712465] is equal to p^p^^yy =

= 168.

The orbits of AX712465) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t4tQt3t3)
and Nt7tit2t4tst5t6 belong to?
ATM1M4Msts = Nt7tit2t4tQ G [71246].
Nt7tit2t4tet3t7N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124657] = [7172745].

Nt7t it2 Me 4g ti N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124651] = [71371].

NtjtitztitGtstzN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [7124653] = [71263].

ArMi424446M4Ar is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124654] = [71372].

TV47414244464546AT is not a new double coset since by the relations above we can deduce
that [7124656] = [7172454].
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07*7*1*2*4*6*5*207 is a new double coset to be considered later from, this coset.
Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*5*7*607, denoted by [712576],

where 0V712576 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following:
07*7*1*2*5*7*6 (17) (25)

=

07(*7*i*2*5*7*6)^17X25^ = 07*1*7*5*2*1*6 = 07*7*1*2*5*7*6

=> (17) (25) G 0V(712576\

So, 0\r(712576) >< 0V712576, (17)(25) >.

The number of single cosets in [712576] is equal to
{lj 7}j

77(712576) on T are

= pp = 84. The orbits of

|2] 5}

Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*5*7*6*7) 07*7*1*2*5*7*6*2) 07*7*1*2*5*7*6*3) 07*7*1*2*5*7*6*4) and 07*7*1*2*5*7*6*6 be

long to?

07*7*1*2*5*7*6*6 = 07*7*1*2*5*7 G

[71257].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset since we can
deduce from the above relations that,

[7125767] = [7172467], [7125762] = [7172746], [7125763] = [71312], and [7125764] =

[7123635].

Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*5*1*707, denoted by [712517],

where 0V712517 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following,
712517 - 175271, 175271 - 275172, 275172 - 257152, 257152 ~ 721527, 721527 -

521725, 521725 - 512715, and 512715 - 157251.
=> 712517 - 175271 - 275172 - 257152 - 721527 - 521725 - 512715 - 157251.
Therefore, we have the following:

0V*7*1*2*5*1*7(17)(25) =

0V(*7*i*2*5*1*7)^17X25^ = 0V*1*7*5*2*7*1 = 0V^*7*1*2*5*1*7

(17) (25) G 0V(712517>,

0V*7*1*2*5*1*7(1725)(36) = 0V(*7*i *2*5*1 *7)<1725)(36>

= 0V*2*7*5*1*7*2 = 0V*7*1*2*5*1*7

=> (1725) (36) G 0V<712517\
0V*7*1*2*5*1*7(15)(27) = 0V(*7*1*2*5*1*7)^15X27^ = 0V*2*5*7*1*5*2 =

N*7*1*2*5*1*7

=> (15)(27) G 0V<712517),
0V* 7* 1*2 *5* 1*7 (12) (36)

=

0V(*7*1*2*5*1*7)(12X36) = 0V*7*2*1*5*2*7 = 0V*7*1*2*5*1*7
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=> (12) (36) E N<712517), and

Nt7tit2Mii7(36)(57) = JV(t7tiM5M7)(36^57) ~ Nt3tit2t7tit5 = TVMiMsM?
=> (36) (57) E M712517>.

Similarly, we can show that (1527)(36) E A^712517\ So, A^712517) >
< Ar7i25i7) (i7)(25), (1725)(36), (15)(27), (12)(36), (12)(57), (36)(57), (1527)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [712517] is equal to
jy(712517) on

y are

^(7^517)| =

= 84. The orbits of

{3, 6}, and {1, 2) 5, 7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGt^GtiGG, NGt^GGGG, and NGtitzGtiGt^ belong to?
= Nt7txt2Gti G [71251].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce

from the above relations that,
[7125173] = [71371] and [7125174] = [7173713].
Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t5tit3N, denoted by [712513],

where TV712513 = {e} = jy(712513).
The number of single cosets in [712513] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of M712513) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t5tit3ti, TVMiMsMsM

Nt7tit2t5tit3t3, Nt7tit2Gtit3t4, Nt7tit2t5tit3G) and Nt7Gt2t5tit3te belong to?
Nt7Gt2t5tit3t3 — NGtiGGti E [71251],

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that,
[7125137] = [7172745], [7125131] = [7172473], [7125132] = [7173274], [7125134] = [7123756],

[7125135] = [7121364],and [7125136] = [7127437].

Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [712514],

where TV712514 = {e}. If we use relation 2 and 3 we have the following,
TVt7tit2Mii4(12)(36) = N (MiMsii^)^12^36^ = Nt7t2tiGt2t4 =
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=> (12) (36) G M712514).
So, N<712514) >< N712514, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [712514] is equal to || = pp = 84. The orbits of
^(712514) on T are {!,2},{3,6}, {4}, {5}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*2*5*1*4*7, 76*7*1*2*5*1*4*1, 76*7*1*2*5*1*4*3,

76*7*1*2*5*1*4*4, and 76*7*1*2*5*1*4*5 belong to?

76*7*1*2*5*1*4*4 = 76*7*1*2*5*1 G

[71251].

76*7*1*2 *5*1 *4*7 77 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7125147] = [7172463].

N*7*i*2*5*i*4*iT6 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7125141] = [7172341],
76*7*1*2*5*1*4*377 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7125143] = [7173257].
77*7*1*2*5*1*4*576 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7125145] = [7172353].
76*7*1*2*5*1*776, 76*7*1 *2*5*1*3-76, 77*7* 1*2*5*1*476

are new double cosets and will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at 76*7*1*2*5*2*376, denoted by [712523],

where T6712523 = {e}. If we use relation 3 we have the following,
since 252 ~ 525 by conjugating the relation by 77, this implies 71252 ~ 71525 => 712523 ~
715253. Then,
76*7*1*2*5*2*3 (25) (46)

=> (25) (46)

=

N(*7*l*2*5*2*3)(25)(46) = N*7*l*2*5*2*3 = 77*7*1*5*2*5*3

G #(712523).

So, #<712523) >< #712523, (25)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712523] is equal to ppTndpyp = pp = 84. The orbits of

#(712523) on T are {2,5}, {4,6}, {1}, {3}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*2*5*2*3*7) 77*7*1*2*5*2*3^1, 77*7*1*2*5*2*3*2,

77*7*1*2*5*2*3*3) and 77*7*1*2*5*2*3*4 belong to?
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77*7*1*2*5*2*3*3 = TV*7*i*2*5*2

E [71252],

There are no new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset since by the
above relations we can deduce that,

[7125237] = [7127412], [7125231] = [7123214], and [7125234] = [7124256].
Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [712524],

where TV712524 = {e} = TV<712524\

|NJ^s24) |

The number of single cosets in [712524] is equal to
^(712524) on T are {1}> {2}j {3}i {4}) {5}i {g}) and {7}

= -Mp = 84. The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do

77*7*1*2*5*2*4*7, 77*7*1*2*5*2*4*1, 77*7*1*2*5*2*4*2,
TV*7*i*2*5*2*4*3,

TV*7*i*2*5*2*4*4,

77*7*1*2*5*2*4*5, and 77*7*1*2*5*2*4*6 belong to?

TV*7*1*2*5*2*4*4 = TVt7*i *2*5*2 £ [71252],

77*7*1*2*5*2*4*777 is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7125247] = [7172743],

TV*7*i*2*5*2*4*iT7 is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7125241] = [7172541],
A7*7*i*2*s*2*4*2TV

is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

[7125242] = [7172734],

TV*7*i*2*5*2*4*3TV is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7125243] = [7172576],

TV*7*i*2*5*2*4*s7V is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7125245] = [7123247],

77*7*1 *2*5*2*4*6TV is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

[7125246] = [7121436],
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at TV*7*i*2*5*6*iTV, denoted by [712561],
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where N712561 = {e}. By the relations we can deduce that NAAAAAA = NAAAAAAHence we have, NAAAAAA(13)(26) = NAtiAAAii13^26^ = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA
=> (13) (26) G

n(712561\

Therefore, #(712561) >< e, (13)(26) >.

The number of single cosets in [712561] is equal to
#(712561) on T are |4^

| =

= 84. The orbits of

|7^ {13j} and {2 6j

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71256].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125617] = [7172752].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7125612] = [7173274].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7125614] = [7121517].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
that [7125615] = [7172346].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712563],

where #712563 = {e} = #(712563)t
The number of single cosets in [712563] is equal to
^(712563) on T are {1}> {2}) {3}> {4}] {J}, {6}j and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAA belong to?

= 168. The orbits of
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— Nt7tit2t5tG E [71256].
Nt7t}t2t5t6t3t7N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125637] = [7172543] by the following:

Nt7tit2t5tQt3tiN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125631] = [7172735].

Nt7txt2t5t6t3t2N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125632] = [7123756].

Ntrtit^Gtetst^N is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce

that [7125634] = [7173712],
Nt7tit2tGtGt3t3N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125635] = [7172343].
Nt7t\t2t3tGt3t6N is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125636] = [7172432].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at

denoted by [712613],

where N712613 = {e} = N<712613).
The number of single cosets in [712613] is equal to

| |^i3) |

= ^ = 168. The orbits of

Art™8!8) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}. {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t$tit3t7,

NMiMg/lMi,

Nt7tit2tetxt3t2,

Nt7tit2tQtit3t3, Nt7txt2tGtit3t4,

and Nt7tit2tQtit3te belong to?

Nt7txt2t6tit3t3 ~ Nt7tit2t6tx E [71261].
We can see that Nt7tit2tQtxt.3t7N is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126137] is equivalent to the double coset [7172412].

We can see that Nt7tit2tGtit3tiN is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126131] is equivalent to the double coset [7172375].
We can see that Nt7txt2tQtit3t2N is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126132] is equivalent to the double coset [7172327].
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We can see that 0X0*7*i*2*6*i*3*40V is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126134] is equivalent to the double coset [7121457].
0X0*7*1*2*6*1*3*50X0 is

not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

[7126135] = [7123174].

0\0*7*i *2*6*1*3*60X1 is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7126136] = [7127523].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset.

Now let us take a look at 0Xr*7*i*2*6*i*50X0, denoted by [712615],

where 0V712615 = {e} = 0X0<712615).
The number of single cosets in [712615] is equal to pppppp-j = ^p = 168. The orbits of
A/-(712615) on p are

{2},

and

Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*1*2*6*1*5*7, W*7*1 *2*6*1 *5*1) 0X0*7*1*2*6*1*5*2)

0X0*7*1*2*6*1*5*3; *V*7*i*2*6*1*5*4) A7*7*1*2*6*1*5*5j

and 0V*7*i*2*6*i*5*6 belong to?
0V*7*i*2*6*1*5*3 = 0V*7*i*2*6*1

G [71261].

We can see that 0X0*7*1*2*6*1*5*70X0 is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126137] is equivalent to the double coset [7172541].

We can see that 0X0*7*i*2*6*i*s*i0X0 is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126131] is equivalent to the double coset [7172327].
We can see that 0X0*7*i*2*6*i*5*20X0 is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126132] is equivalent to the double coset [7172324],

0V*7*i *2*6*1 *5*3 is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
[7126153] = [7123246].
We can see that

0X0*7*i*2*6*i*5*40X0

is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126134] is equivalent to the double coset [7121357].
It will be shown that 0X0*7*i*2*6*i*5*60X0 is not a new double coset since by the given

relations we can deduce [7126156] = [7127325].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 77*7*1*2*6*2*4^, denoted by [712624],

where T7712624 = {e} = T7<712624\

The number of single cosets in [712624] is equal to

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of jy(712624^ on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*7*1*2*6*2*4*7, TV*7*1*2*6*2*4*1, TV*7*i*2*6*2*4*2,
77*7*1*2*6*2*4*3, TV*7*i*2*6*2*4*4, 77*7*1*2*6*2*4*5, and TV*7*i*2*6*2*4*6 belong to?

77*7*1*2*6*2*4*4 = 77*7*1*2*6*2
TV*7*i*2*6*2*4*i77

G [71262].

is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [7126241] = [7127413].

Ar*7*i*2*6*2*4*2*V is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [7126242] = [7172734].
77*7*1*2*6*2*4*377 is not a new double coset either since by the given relations we can

deduce that [7126243] = [7172374]

TV*7*i*2*6*2*4*5TV is not a new double coset either since by the given relations we can
deduce that [7126245] = [7172425]
Finally,

TV*7*i *2*6*2*4*677

is not a new double coset either since by the given relations we

can deduce that [7126246] = [7127371]
77*7*1*2*6*2*777 is a new double coset and will be looked at later on.

Now let us take a look at 7V*7*i*2*6*3*7TV, denoted by [712637],

where TV712637 = {e}. By the relations above, we can deduce that 712637 — 135671 —

374613.
Therefore, we have TV*7*i*2*6*3*7(137)(254) = 77(*7*i*2*6*3*7)^137^254^ = TV*i*3*5*6*7*i =
7\r*7*i*2*6*3*7 =>

(137)(254) €

y(7i2637)_

y(712637)_ Hence? y(712637) >< e?

Similarly, we can show that (173)(245)

(137)(254), (173)(245) >.

The number of single cosets in [712637] is equal to
y(7i2637) on

p are

G

{1,3,7}, and {2,4,5}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

= 56. The orbits of
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NAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71263].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [7126372] is equivalent to the double coset [7172741].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce,
[7126376] = [7127341].
There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712641],

where #712641 = {e} = #(712641).
The number of single cosets in [712641] is equal to

|JV(]S54i)|

=

= 84. The orbits of

M712641’ on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA ~

G [71264].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126417] is equivalent to the double coset [7127464].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126412] is equivalent to the double coset [7172371].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126413] is equivalent to the double coset [7124256].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126414] is equivalent to the double coset [7172573].
We can see that NAAAA Ail AN is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126415] is equivalent to the double coset [7172746].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126416] is equivalent to the double coset [7121364].
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There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later on from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 76*7*1*2*6*4*576, denoted by [712645],

where T6712645 = {e} = N(712645\

The number of single cosets in [712645] is equal to
#(712645) on T are

= pp = 84. The orbits of

{2},

Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*2*6^4*5*7) -76*7*1*2*6*4^5*1, 77*7*1*2*6*4*5*2,
76*7*1*2*6*4*5*3, 76*7*1*2*6*4*5*4, 76*7*1*2*6*4*5*5, and N*7*i*2*6*4*5*6 belong to?

76*7*1*2*6*4*1*1 “ 76*7*1*2*6*4 €

[71264].

We can see that 77*7*1*2*6*4*5*777 is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126457] is equivalent to the double coset [7172412].
We can see that 76*7*1*2*6*4*5*177 is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126451] is equivalent to the double coset [7172745].
We can see that

N*7*i*2*6*4*5*2N

is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126452] is equivalent to the double coset [7172421].

We can see that N*7* 1*2 *6*4*5 *3 76 is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126453] is equivalent to the double coset [7172465].
We can see that 77*7*1*2*6*4*5*4 76 is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126454] is equivalent to the double coset [7172543],
We can see that 76*7*1*2*6*4*5*6N is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126456] is equivalent to the double coset [7172456].
There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at 76*7*1*3*7*1*7^6, denoted by [713717],
where JV713717 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)} = M713717>.
The number of single cosets in [713717] is equal to
jy(713717) on

p are {3}, {?}, {!}, .U1d {2,4,5,6}.

1*1

_

|jV(7137I7)|

The orbits of
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Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit3t7tit7t73 Ntjtitztrt^ti, Nt7tit3t7tit7t2, and Nt7tit3t7t\t7t3 belong to?

Nt7tit3t7tit7t7 = Ni7iit3t7t1 G [71371].
Nt7titzt7tit7tiN is not a new double coset since,
7137171 = 7137717 (by relation 3)
=> 7137717 = 71317 (since t72 = e)
=> 7137171 G [71317].

Thus, we have shown that [7137171] = [71317].
Nt7tit3t7tit7t2^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the relations above

that [7137172] = [7172456].
ATMi^MiMsAT

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at Nt7tit3t7t2t7N, denoted by [713727], where TV713727 = {e}.

By the relations above, we can deduce that Nt7t]t3t7t2t7 =

Hence, we have Nt 7tit3t7t2t7 (35) (67) = TV (Mi t3t7t2t7) (35)(67) =

TVMiMsMg =

ATMi^Msi? => (35)(67) G AT<713727>. Therefore, AT<713727) >< e,(35)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [713727] is equal to

= 84.

The orbits of AM713727) on T are {1}, {2}, {4}, {3,5}, and {6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit3t7t2t7t7, Nt7titzt7t2t7ti, Nt7tit3t7t2t7t2,
Nt7tit3t7t2t7t3, and Nt7tit3t7t2t7t4 belong to?

Nt7tit3t7t2t7t7 = Nt7tit3t7t2 G [71372].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can
deduce from the relations above that,

[7137271] = [7127464], [7137273] = [7172327], and [7137274] = [7172464].
Nt7tit3t7t2t7t2N is not a new double coset since,

7137272 = 7137727 (by relation 3)
=> 7137727 = 71327 (since t72 = e)
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=> 7137272 6 [71327]. Thus we have [7137272] = [71327].

Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [713721], where N713721 = {e}.

By the relations above, we can deduce that NAAAAAA = NAAAAAAHence, we have NAAAAAA(14)(67) = N(AAAAAA/14^67) = NAAAAAA =

NAAAAAA => (14) (67) G #(713721). Therefore, #(713721) >< ej (14) (67) >.

The number of single cosets in [713721] is equal to p^7w2iy| =

= 84.

The orbits of #(713727) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,4}, and {6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71372].
There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from

the relations above that,
[7137217] = [7172746], [7137212] = [7124652], [7137213] = [7121454], and [7137215] =
[7172346].

Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [713172],

where N713172 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. By using relation 3 and conjugating it
by N we have the following,

131 ~ 313

71317 ~ 73137. Hence, we have

NAAAAAA (13) (45) = NfAAAAAAy13^45) = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA
=> (13) (45) G #(713172\

So, N<713172> >< N713172, (13)(45) >The number of single cosets in [713172] is equal to
#■(713172) on

t

|N(7^317)|

= ^p = 84. The orbits of

are |2}? {6}, {7}, {1,3}, and {4,5}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71317].
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NGGGtiGGtrN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [7131727] is equal to [7123635].

TVMiMiiTMiTV is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [7131721] is equal to [7127412].

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [7131724] is equal to [7172343].

NGtit3tit7t2t6N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [7131726] is equal to [7123464].
There are no new double cosets to be reconsidered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7tit3tit2tGN, denoted by [713126], where AT713126 = {e}.

By using relation 3 and conjugating it by AT we have the following,
131 ~ 313 => 71312 ~ 73132 => 713126 ~ 731326. Hence, we have the following:

JVM1M1M6(13)(45) =
=> (13) (45)

g

7V(MiMiM6/13^45) —

NGtstihGtG = JVMiMiMe

M713126\

So, A'<713126) >< A/*713126, (13) (45) >.
The number of single cosets in [713126] is equal to

| = ^ = 21. The orbits of

^(713126) on T are p|, p, -q, p|, p, 5|, and p|

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit3tit2t6t7, Nt7Gt3GWb Nt7tit3tit2Gt2> Nt7Gt3tit2tot4, and

be

long to?

= Nt7tit3t]t2 G [71312].
We can see that Nt7tit3tit2Gt7N is not a new double coset since from the three relations

we can deduce that [7131267] is equivalent to the double coset [7172742].
Nt7tit3tit2t6tiN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [7131261] is equal to [7172327].

Nt7tit3tit2Gt2N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [7131262] is equal to [7172523].
We can see that Nt7tit3tit2tGt4N is not a new double coset since from the three relations
we can deduce that [7131264] is equivalent to the double coset [7123634].
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There are no new double cosets to be review later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [713274],

where A?713274 = {e}. From our three relations we can deduce that 71327 — 61526 =>

713274- 615264.

Therefore, we can imply that

0X0*7*i*3*2*7*40X0

= 0X0*e*i*5*2*6*40X0.

Hence, we have the following:
0X0*7*1*3*2*7*4(35) (67) = 0X0(*7*1*3*2*7*4/35X67) = 0X0*6 *1*5*2 *6 *4 = 0V*7*1*3*2*7*4

=> (35) (67) 6 AX713274\
So, 0y(713274) >< 0X0713274, (35) (67) >.

The number of single cosets in [713274] is equal to
At(713274)

|jV(J^74)y = pp = 84.

The orbits of

on p are {jj, {2}, {4}, {3,5}, and {6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*3*2*7*4*7, 0X0*7*1*3*2*7*4*1, 0X0*7*i*3*2*7*4*2,

0X0*7*i*3*2*7*4*3, and 0X0*7*i*3*2*7*4*4 belong to?

0X0*7*i*3*2*7*4*4 = 0X0*7*i*3*2*7 G

[71327].

0X0*7*i*3*2*7*4*70X0 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7132747] = [7172547].

0X0*7*1*3*2*7*4*10X0 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7132741] = [7127523].
0X0*7*1*3*2*7*4*20X0

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7132742] = [7127532].

0x0*7*1*3*2*7*4*30x0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [7132743] = [7127371].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 0X0*7*i*3*2*5*20X0, denoted by [713252],

where 0V713252 = {e}. By the third relation, we have 252 — 525 by conjugation.
This implies that 0X0*7* 1*3 *2*5*2 = 0X0*7*i*3*5*2*5Then, 0x0*7*1*3*2*5*2(25) (46) = 0X0(*7*1*3*2*5*2)^25X46^ = 0X0*7*1*3*5*2*5 — 0X0*7*1*3*2*5*2

=> (25) (46) 6 0y(713252). So, 0X0(713252) >< e,(25)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [713252] is equal to
A/-(713252) on p are

{2,5}, and {4,6}.

|N|
|^(713252) |

_

168
1

= 168. The orbits of
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Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*3*2*5*2*7) N*7*i*3*2*5*2*1 > 76*7*1*3*2*5*2*2
77*7*1*3*2*5*2*3, and 77*7*1*3*2*5*2*4 belong to?

76*7*1*3*2*5*5 — 76*7*1*3*2 €

[7132].

76*7*1*3*2*5*2*776 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

, deduce that [7132527] = [7121457].
77*7*1*3*2*5*2*177 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7132521] = [7121475].

76*7*1*3*2*5*2*377 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [7132523] = [7173246].

N*7*i*3*2*5*2*4T6 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7132524] = [7121436].
There are no new double coset to be considered later on for this coset.
Now we will look at 76*7 *1*7*2*7*3*12 76, denoted by [7172732],

where #7172732 — {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,

71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies

that T7*7*i*7*2*7*3 =

77*1*7*1*2*1*3 => 77*7*1*7*2*7*3*2 = N*i*7*l*2*l*3*2-

Hence we have the following,
76*7*1*7*2*1*3*2 (17) (46)
76*7*1*7*2*7*3*2 =*>

=

7?(*7*1*7*2*1*3*2)^17^46^ = 77*i*7*i*2*i*3*2 = T6*7*i*7*2*7*3*2

(17) (46)

G

A6(7172732).

So, N(7172732) >< #7172732, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172732] is equal to

#(7172732) on p are

,_____ l*J_____ r =

1^(7172732)

168 = 84

2

°

The orbits of

{3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
T?*7*1*7*2*7*3*2*7> 77*7*i*7*2*7*3*2*2,

76*7*1*7*2*7*3*2*3) T7*7*i*7*2*7*3*2*4) &nd N*7*i*7*2*7*3*2*5 belong to?

77*7*1*7*2*7*3*2*2 = N*7*i*7*2*7*3 G

[717273].

T6*7*i*7*2*7*2*7T7 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727327] is equal to [717372].
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JV*7*i*7*2*7*2*3*V is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727323] is equal to [712732].

77*7*1*7*2*7*2*477 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727324] is equal to [712375].

^*7*1*7*2*7*2*577 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727325] is equal to [712173].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at 77*7*1*7*2*7*3*4?/, denoted by [7172734],

where N7172734 = {e} = ?/(7172734).

The number of single cosets in [7172734] is equal to

1^^734) |

= -Mp = 84.

The orbits of jy(7172734) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*7*3*4*7j ??*7*1*7*2*7*3*4*1, ??*7*1*7*2*7*3*4*25

TV*7*i*7*2*7*3*4*3, ^”*7*1*7*2*7*3*4*45 *V”*7* 1*7*2*7*3*4*55 and 77*7*1*7*2*7*3*4*5 belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*7*3*4*4 = ??*7*1*7*2*7*3

€ [717273].

77*7*1*7*2*7*4*7^7 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727347] is equal to [712317].
7V*7ti*7*2*7*4*i7V is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727341] is equal to [712475].

77*7*1*7*2*7*4*27? is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727342] is equal to [712624].

77*7*1*7*2*7*4*3?? is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727343] is equal to [712524].

77*7*1*7*2*7*4*5?/ is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727345] is equal to [712421],

?V*7*i*7*2*7*4*6?/ is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727346] is equal to [717327].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at

, denoted by [7172735],

where A?7172735 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,
71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that Nt7tit7t2t7t3 =

Ntit7tit2tit3 => Nt7tit7t2t7t3t5 = NYiMlMlMs-

Hence we have the following,
Nt7t1t7t2tit3t5(17)(4:G) = N
NMMMtMs

= Nt&titztitzts = Nt7tit7t2t7t3t5

=> (17) (46) G Aft7172735/

So, N<7172735) >< N7172735, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172735] is equal to

jy(7i72735) on p

^(7^735) | =

= 84. The orbits of

{2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M2M3M7, Nt7t]t7t2t7t3t5t2,
Nt7t\t7t2t7t3t3t3, Nt7tit7t2t7t3tGt4, and Nt7t ^712^3^13 belong to?

NM1M2M3M5 = Nt7txt7t2t7t3 E [717273].

Nt7txt7t2t7t3t§t7N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727357] is equal to [712743].

Nt7t\t7t2^7^3^t2N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727352] is equal to [717242].

Nt7txt7t2^7^2t4N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727354] is equal to [712563].

Nt7txt7t2t7t3t3t3N is a new double coset to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7txt7t2t7t4t7N, denoted by [7172747],

where A?"7172747 = {e}. By the relations above, we can deduce N17^71217^7 =

Ar io Me Me Mg- Hence, we have

NMiM2M4i7(14)(67) = AT(M1M2M4^7)^14^67^ = ATieMeMeMs = ATMiM2M4i7
=> (14)(67) G M7172747\ Therefore, N<7172747) >< e,(14)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172747] is equal to

1^7^747) r =

~ 84.
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The orbits of #(7172747) On T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,4}, and {6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAA AAA A, NAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAA AAA? NAAAA AAAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

Nt7t\t7t2t7t4lt7t7 = NG [717274].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727472] = [712427].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727473] = [712361].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can show that it is equal to another

coset by,
71727474 = 71727747 (by relation 3)

=> 71727747 = 717247 (since A2 = e)
=> 71727474 = 717247 G [717247].

Therefore, we have shown that [71727474] = [717247],

NAAAAAAAAN is .a new double coset and will be considered later.
Now we will look at

, denoted by [7172741],

where N7172741 = {e} = N<7172741).

The number of single cosets in [7172741] is equal to

^7i^j741) |

= 168. The orbits

of #(7172741) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NA A AA A A A A ?
NAAAAAAAA, NA A AAA A^i A,

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA,

and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717274].

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727417] = [717247].
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Nt?ti*7*2*7*4*i*20X0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727412] = [712145].

0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*1*30X0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727413] = [712137].

0^*7*1*7*2*704*1*40X0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727414] = [717241].

0X00701*7*2*7*4*1*50X0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727415] = [712734].

0X0*70107*2*7*401*60X0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727416] = [712637].
There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at 0X0*70i0702*7*4*20X0, denoted by [7172742],

where A07172742 = {e}. By the relations above, we can deduce 0X007*1*7*2*7*4*2 =
Hence, we have
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*2(15) (72)

=

0X0(*70i*7*2070402)^15X72^ = 0X0*2*5*2*7*2*4*7 = 0X007*1*7*2*7*4*2

=> (15)(72) G Ad7172742). Therefore, 0X0<7172742) >< e, (15)(72) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172742] is equal to

|^(7i72742)|

= pF = 84.

The orbits of Ad7172742) on T are {3}, {4}, {6}, {1,5}, and {2,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X007*1*7*2*7*4*2*1, 0X0*7*1*7*207*4*2*2,
0X0*7*1*702*7*4*2*3, 0X007*1*7*2*7*4*2*4, and 0X0*7*1*702*7*4*2*6 belong to?

0X007*1*7*2*7*4*2*2 = 0X0*7*107*2*7*4

G [717274].

0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*10X0 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727421] = [712343].

0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*2*30V is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727423] = [712431].

0X0*70i0702*7*4*2*40\r is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727424] = [717253].
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77*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*6 N

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727426] = [713126].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.
Now we will look at TV*7*i*7*2t7*4*3A7, denoted by [7172743],

where A?7172743 = {e} = M7172743).
The number of single cosets in [7172743] is equal to

^71^743) |

— ^p = 168. The orbits

(gj, {4^ {5}, {g}, and {7}

of y(7172743) Qn T are {1}j

Now we need to know which double coset do
l\?*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*7, Ar*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*1,

77*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2, 1V*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*35
TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*4> A7*7*l*7*2*7*4*3*5)

and

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*6

belong to?

1V*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*3 = A7*7*i*7*2*7*4
TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*4

G [717274].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by,
71727434 = 71727343 G [712524] (as proven above)
=> 71727434 G [712524].
Therefore, we have that [71727434] = [712524].
TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*7-N, TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*1 77,

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*2TV,

Nt^t1*7*2*7*4*3*377,

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*5JV,

and

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*6*V

are new double cosets that will need to be

considered later.
Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*57/,

denoted by [7172745],

where A?7172745 = {e} = A?(7172745\

4s)

The number of single cosets in [7172745] is equal to |^(7!^7
of Aft7172745) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A?*7*l*7*2*7*4*5*7> A?*7*l*7*2*7*4*5*l}
Ar*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*2, *V*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*3)
JV*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*4, ^*7*1*7*12*7*4*5*5,

= ^p = 168. The orbits
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and 76*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*6 belong to?

76*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*5 = 76*7*1*7*2*7*4 G
N*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*7N

[717274].

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727457] = [712513].
N*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*2-N

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727452] = [712473].
N*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*3-N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727453] = [712645].

76*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*4^6 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727454] = [712462].

76*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*6^6 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727456] = [712465].

7X6*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*176 is a new double coset that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at

N*7*i*7*2*7*4*6N,

denoted by [7172746],

where #7172746 = {e} = TX6(7172746).
The number of single cosets in [7172746] is equal to p
of #(7172746) on T are

£4}) |5}s {6})

y(7^746) |

= 168. The orbits

|7J

Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*7, TT*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*1)
7X6*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2, 76*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*3,
76*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*4; 76*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*5)

and TX6*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*6 belong to?

N*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*6

= -76*7*1*7*2*7*4 G [717274].

76*7*1 *7*2*7*4*6^71X6 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727467] = [712151].

.76*7*1*7*2*7*4*6^176 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727461] = [71727451].
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Nt7tit7t2t7t4t6t3N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727463] = [712641],
is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727464] = [712576],

ATM1M2M4M5AT is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727465] = [713721],
Nt7tit7t2t7t4tGt2N is a new double coset that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at Nl7t[t7t2t7t^,t7N, denoted by [7172757],

where TV7172757 = {e} = M7172757).
The number of single cosets in [7172757] is equal to

| jy(7i72757) | =

= 168.

The orbits of Art7172757) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t7t3t7t7, Nt7t-[t7t2t7t3t7tl, NNt7tit7t2t7t3t7t3,
Nt7tit7t2t7t3t7t4, Nt7tit7t2trt5t7tsi and ATt7t1t7t2t7i5t7t6 belong to?
ATMMMTMzi? — Nt7tit7t2t7t5 G [717275].
Nt7t]t7t2t7t5t7t2N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727572] is equal to [712157].
ATM1M2M5M3AT is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727573] is equal to [712134].

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727574] is equal to [717237].
A?Mi t7t2t7t3 t7t3 N is not a new double coset since,

71727575 = 71727757 (by relation 3)
=> 71727757 = 717257 (since t72 = e )
=> 71727575 = 717257 G [717257].

Thus, we have shown that [71727575] is equal to [717257].

ATM1M2M5M6AT is not a new double coset since, 71727576 =. Thus, we have shown
that [71727576] is equal to [712737].

Nt7tit7t2t7t5t7tiN is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at ArMit7M7M2AT, denoted by [7172752],
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where TV7172752 = {e}. By the relations above, we can deduce the following,

7172752 ~ 2721251 , 2721251 - 1217157 , 1217157 ~ 2127257 , 2127257 - 1712152 ,
1712152 ~ 7271751, then we have the following:
7172752 ~ 2721251 ~ 1217157 ~ 2127257 - 1712152 ~ 7271751 and then we have,
NGGGG 474g42(172) (364) = TV(i7tii7t2^7^5^2)^172^364^ — Nt2t7t2tit2t5ti = ./V^7M7M7M2>

=> (172) (364) G TV^7172752),

TVMii7i2M5i2(127)(346) = TV(Mit7M7M2/127^346) =

= NGtit7t2t7t5t2,

=> (127) (346) G TV<7172752),
TVt7ti£7M7M2(27)(34) = TV (£7M7M7M2)(27)(34) = Nt2tit2t7t2GG = Nt7tit7t2t7t5t2y
=> (27) (34) G TV<7172752\

TVt7tit7M7M2(17)(46) = TV (t7ti 47^47^5^2) ^17^46^ = Nt} t7t\t2tl t$12 = Nt7tit7t2t7t5t2,
=> (17) (46) G TV<7172752), and
TV474i4742474542(12)(36) = TV (474i4742474542)^12^36^ = TV4742474i474s4i = TV47ti4742474542,
=> (12) (36) G TV<7172752).

Then we have, TV<7172752) >< e, (172)(364), (127)(346), (27)(34), (17)(46), (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172752] is equal to

| = pp — 28.

The orbits of aX7172752> on T are {5}, {1,2,7}, and {3,4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

TVt74i474247454242} TV474i4742474542t3,

and TV47tit7424745t2t4 belong to?

TV474j474247454242 = TV474i474247tg G [717275].
TV474i474247t54243TV is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727523] is equal to [712561].

Ntit^t^tzGGN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727524] is equal to [712752].
There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at

TV474i4742474543TV,

denoted by [7172753],

where AT7172753 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show that TV474i4742474543 =
TV4i474i424i4543,

by the following:
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7172753 = 7127253 (by relation 3) => 7127253 = (172)(346)1721253 (by relation 2)
=> (172)(346)1721253 = (172)(346)1712153 (by relation 3)
=> 7172753 = (172) (346) 1712153 => NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA-

This implies,
NAAAAAAA (17) (46) = N(AAAAAAA/17^46) = NAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA;
=> (17)(46) G

n(7172753>.

Then we have, #(7172753) >< e> (17) (46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172753] is equal to

| = Ip = 84.

The orbits of #(7172753) On T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717275].

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727534] is equal to [712353].
NAAAAAAAA Is not a new double coset since, 71727535 = 71727353 G [71727353].

Thus, we have shown that [71727535] is equal to [71727353].
NAAAAAAAAN and NAAAAAAAAN are new double cosets to be considered later
from this coset.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172371],

where N7172371 = {e} = N<7172371>.

vcnnLi)

The number of single cosets in [7172371] is equal to n
] =
of N't7172371' on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

= 168- The orbits

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717237].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723717] and [712131], are equal.
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0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7*1*20X0

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723712] and [712476], are equal.
0\0*7*i*7*2*3*7*i*30X0

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723713] and [71727436], are equal.
0\0*7*i*7*2*3*7*i*40X0 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723714] and [717245], are equal.

0x0*7*1*7*2*3*7*1*50x0 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can
deduce [71723715] and [712641], are equal.
0V*7*i*7*2*3*7*i*60X0

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723716] and [712132], are equal.
There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later from this coset.

Now

we will look at 0X0*7*i*7*2*3*7*40X0, denoted by

[7172374],

where 0X07172374 = {e} = A0<7172374).

The number of single cosets in [7172374] is equal to

pv Jppp) y — ^p = 168.

The orbits

of 0X0<7172374) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1 *7*2*3*7*4*7, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*1, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*2,

0X0*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*3, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*4, 0X0*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*5, and 0X0*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*6 belong to?

0X0*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*4 =

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7

G

[717237].

0x0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*10x0 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can
deduce [71723741] and [712475], are equal.

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*20X0 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can
deduce [71723742] and [712621], are equal.
0x0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*30x0

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723743] and [71727436], are equal.
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*50X0

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723745] and [712641], are equal.
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76*7*1*7*2*3^7*4*676 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can
deduce [71723746] and [712132], are equal.

N*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7-N is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look
Where #7172375 =

at 76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5?/,

denoted by [7172375],

= #(7172375) t

j jy t7i^2375) j = ^p = 168.

The number of single cosets in [7172375] is equal to

The orbits

of #(7172375) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*7) 76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*1) 76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*25
1V*7* 1*7*2*3*7*5*3, 76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*4, N*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*65 and 77*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*6 belong to?

76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*5 = 76*7*1*7*2*3*7 €

[717237].

N*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*iT6 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723751] and [71727537], are equal.

76*7*1 *7*2*3 *7 *5 *2-N is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723752] and [712136], are equal.

76*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*376 is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can
deduce [71723753] and [71727432], are equal.
N*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*4N

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723754] and [717235], are equal.
76*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*6N

is not a new double coset because from the three relations we can

deduce [71723756] and [712613], are equal.
N*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*7N

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at 77*7*1*7*2*3*2*7?/, denoted by [7172327],
Where #7172327 =

= #(7172327).

The number of single cosets in [7172327] is equal to

1^^72327) | “ ^p ~ 168.

The orbits of #(7172327) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6},and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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Nt7tit7t2t3t2t7t7, Nt7tlt7t2t3t2t7tl,

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*2, TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*3,

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*4, A0*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*5, and TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*6 belong to?

TV*7*1*7*2*3*2*7*7 — TV*7*1*7*2*3*2 G

We can easily see that

[717232].

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*i

is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723271] = [712613].

We can easily see that

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*2

is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723272] = [713727].
We can easily see that JV*7*i *7*2*3 *2*7*3 is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723273] = [712737].
We can easily see that TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*4 is not a new double coset since from the three
relations we can deduce [71723274] = [712615].
We can easily see that

7V*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*5

is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723275] = [71727462].

We can easily see that 0V*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*6 is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723276] = [713126].

There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*V,

denoted by [7172324],

where TV7172324 = {e} = M7172324).
The number of single cosets in [7172324] is equal to

y^ff^y = ^p = 168.

The orbits of AX7172324) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*7, 0V*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*1,

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*2, TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*3,
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*4, TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*5,

and

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*6

belong to?

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*4 = TV*7*i*7*2*3*2

We can easily see that

G [717232],

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*iTV

is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723241] = [712363].
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We can easily see that

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*3TV

is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723243] = [712743].
We can easily see that 77*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*5 TV is not a new double coset since from the three
relations we can deduce [71723245] = [712734].

We can easily see that

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*6TV

is not a new double coset since from the three

relations we can deduce [71723246] = [712615].
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*7TV

and

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*4*2TV

are new double cosets that will need to be

considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt?ti *7*2*3 *2*5 TV, denoted by [7172325],

where A?7172325 = {e}. By the above relations we can show that 77*7*1*7*2*3*2*5 =
77*1*7*1*2*3*2*5}

by the following:

7172325 = 1712325 => 77*7*1*7*2*3*2*5 =

TV*i*7*i*2*3*2*5

• Which implies that

TV*7*1*7*2*3*2*5(17)(46) = TV (*7*1*7*2*3*2*s/17^46) = 77*1*7*1*2*3*2*5 = TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5

=> (17)(46) G M7172325).

So, M7172325) >< e, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172325] is equal to
The orbits of Ar(7172325) On 71

^(71^325) | =

= 84.

{2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*7, TV*7*1*7*2*3*2*5*2,

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*3, TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*4,

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*7 = TV*7*1*7*2*3*2

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*7TV

and

TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*5

belong to?

G [717232],

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

[71723257] = [712143].
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*2TV

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

[71723252] = [712364].
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*3TV

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

[71723253] = [71727435].
TV*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*4TV

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

[71723254] = [712353].
There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later from this coset.
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Now we will look at Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7N, denoted by [7172347],

where N7172347 = {e} = N<7172347).
The number of single cosets in [7172347] is equal to p^^jyyj = ^F “ 168.
The orbits of A^7172347) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NM1M2M4M1> NM1M2M4M2,

Nt7tit7t2t3t4t7t3) Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7t4, Nt7tit7t2t3t4t7t3, and NM1M2M4M6 belong to?

Nt7tit7t2t3t4t7t7 — Nt7t\t7t2t3t4 G [717234].
Nt7tit7t2t3t4t7txN is not a new double coset because [71723471] and [712747], are equal.

Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7t2N is not a new double coset because [71723472] and [712347], are equal.

Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7t3N is not a new double coset because [71723473] and [71727435], are
equal.
Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7t4N is not a new double coset because we can show that
71723474 = 71723747 G [71723747] (by relation 3).
Therefore, we have that the two double cosets, [71723474] and [71723747], are equal.

Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7t5N is not a new double coset because [71723475] and [712375], are equal.

Nt7t\t7t2t3t4t7t§N is not a new double coset because [71723476] and [712346], are equal.

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.

Now we will look at

NMiAMsMiN,

denoted by [7172341],

where N7172341 = {e} = N^7172341\
The number of single cosets in [7172341] is equal to p^i^i)]' = ^F — 168.

The orbits of AX7172341) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717234].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because [71723417] and [712137], are equal.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because [71723412] and [712514], are equal.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because [71723413] and [71727431], are
equal.
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because [71723414] and [712157], are equal.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because [71723415] and [712324], are equal.

NAAAAAAAAN is a new double coset to be considered later on from this coset.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172342],

where N7172342 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAThen we have, NAAAAAAA(23)(16) = N(AAAAAAA)^23^16^ — NAAAAAAA =

NAAAAAAA
=> (23)(16) gN<7172342>.

So, N<7172342) >< e, (23)(16) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172342] is equal to

^(71^2342) [ =

The orbits of #(7172342) On T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,6}, and {2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAA A A A , NAt1A A A A AA, NA A A A A A A A ,
NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717234].

= 84.
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The following are not new double cosets to be considered later on from, this coset since
from the above relations we can deduce that,

[71723427] = [712753], [71723421] = [717325], and [71723425] and [712735] are equal.
?Z*7*i*7*2*3*4*2*4

is not a new double coset because we can show that

71723424 = 71723242 G [71723242] (by relation 3).
Therefore, we have that the two double cosets, [71723424] and [71723242], are equal.

Now we will look at

where

#7172343 =

T\6*7*i*7*2*3*4*37X6,

denoted by [7172343],

= #(7172343).

The number of single cosets in [7172343] is equal to

1^71^343)!

= T “ 1®®-

The orbits of #(7172343) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
76*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*7, 76*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*1,

Ntyt 1*7*2*3*4*3*2)

76*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*3) 76*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*4, 7/*7*i*7*2*3*4*3*5, and

7X6*7* 1 *7*2*3 *4*3 *3 = 76*7*1*7*2*3*4

N*7* 1*7*2*3*4*3*6

belong to?

G [717234].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can
deduce from the relations above that,

[71723437] = [712316], [71723431] = [712747], [71723432] = [717253], [71723434] =
[717243], [71723435] = [712563], and [71723435] = [713172].
?/*7*i*7*2*3*4*3*4A6

is not a new double coset because we can show that

71723434 = 71723343 (by relation 3)
=> 71723343 = 717243 (since t32 = e)

=> 71723434 = 717243 G [717243].

Now we will look at ?/*7*i*7*2*3*4*6?/, denoted by [7172346],

where #7172346 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce N*7* 1*7*2*3*4*6
Then we have, .6X6*7*1*7*2*3*4*2(12) (36) =
TX6*7*i,*7*2*3*4*6

=> (12) (36)

G #(7172343).

7X6(*7*i*7*2*3*4*2)^12^36^

= N*7*2*7*i*6*4*3-

= 7X6*7*6*7*3*2*4*3 =

309

So, 7VU172346) >< gj (12) (36) >.

^(71X346) |

The number of single cosets in [7172346] is equal to 1

= ^ = 84.

The orbits of at(7172346) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

ATt7tiM24344Ml?
Nt7tit7t2t3t4tQt4, Nt7tit7t2t3t4tQt3, and Nt7tit7t2t3t4t6ts belong to?

TVM1M2M4M6 = Nt7tit7t2t3t4 G [717234].

Nt7tit7t2t344^6^7AT is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,
that the two double cosets, [71723467] and [712561], are equal.

Nt7tit7t2t3t4tQtiN is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,
that the two double cosets, [71723461] and [7172346], are equal.

Nt7tit7t2t3t4t6t4N is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,
that the two double cosets, [71723454] and [71727532], are equal.

is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,
that the two double cosets, [71723465] and [713721], are equal.
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t3t3t3N, denoted by [7172353],

where AT7172353 = {e}.

From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 =>

717235 ~ 171235 => 7172353 ~ 1712353 which implies that Nt7tit7t2t3 = Ntit7tit2t3 =>

AT4y4i47424345 = Ntit7tit2t3t5 =>■ AT474i4742434543 =

AT4i474i42434s43.

Hence we have the following:
AT474i4742434543(17)(46) = Ar(t74i47t2t34543)(17)(46) = Nt^t^tzt^tz =
AT474i4742434543

=4> (17)(46) G AT<7172353)

So, Aft7172353) >< AT7172353, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172353] is equal to
^■(7172353) on

p^nXss) | = ^ = 84. The orbits of

p are |2}} {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
AT474i474243454347,

AT474i4742434543t2, N17^7^3^313,

AT474i4742t3454344, and A774i 4742^3/543 £5 belong to?
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N l7tit7t2t3t3t3t3 = NGGGi/ztstG € [717235].
Nt7tit7t2t3t5t3t7N is not anew double coset since [71723537] = [712425].
Nt7t it7 M3t5M2 TV is not anew double coset since [71723532] = [712514].

Nt7tit7t2t3t5t3GN is not

anew double coset since [71723534] = [717324].

Nt7Gt7t2t3t5t3GN is not anew double coset since,
71723535 = 71723353 (by relation 3)

=> 71723353 = 717253 (since 432 = e)
=> 71723535 = 717253 G [717253].
Therefore, we have [71723535] = [717253].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at TVMit7t2GtytzTV, denoted by [7172473],

where TV7172473 = {e} = TV<7172473).

The number of single cosets in [7172473] is equal to
o£ ^(7172473) on T
p|, p|, pp pp p|, pj,

= 168. The orbits

p|

Now we need to know which double coset do
TVMit7t2t4t7t3t7, Nt7tlt7t2t4t7t3ti, Nt7tit7t2Gt7t3t2,
Nt7tit7t2Gt7t3t3, Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3t4, TVtytjtT^M^Ms, and TVt7tit7t2t4t7t3to belong to?

Nt7tit7t2Gt7t7 —

G [71724],

Ntjt^GtiGGGNis not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
that [71724737] = [712347].

Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3tiTV is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [71724731] = [712754].
Nt7Gt7t2t4t7t3t2N is not a new double coset since [71724732] = [712374].
TVMiMs^Ms^N

is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce

that [71724734] = [712367].
Nt7tit7t2t4t7M5TV is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [71724735] = [712473].
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TV*7*1*7*2*4*7*3*6TV is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [71724736] = [712513].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Ntjti*7*2*4*7*6*V, denoted by [7172476],

where N7172476 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that 7172476 — 7675174 —
7473671, this implies we have the following:
TV*7*1*7*2*4*7*6(164)(253) = TV(*7*i*7*2t4*7*6)^164^253^ =
TV*7*6*7*5*1*7*4 = TV*7*i*7*2*4*7*6-

Similarly, we can show that (146) (235) 6 A?(7172475\

Thus we have, jyf7172475) >< e, (164)(253), (146)(235) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172476] is equal to
y(7172476) on p are jp}, {1,

6}, and

= ^p = 56. The orbits of

3, 5}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*4*7*6*7? TV*7*i*7*2*4*7*6*2j

TV*7*i*7*2*4*7*6*6 = TV*7*i*7*2*4*7

and

TV*7*i*7*2*4*7*6*6

belong to?

G [717247].

We can see that TV*7*i*7*2*4*7*6*7TV is not a new double coset since by the above relations
we can deduce that [71724767] = [71723757].
We can see that TV*7*j*7*2*4*7*6*2TV is not a new double coset since by the above relations

we can deduce that [71724762] = [712317].
There are no new double cosets to be considered at another time from this coset.

Now we will look at TV*7*i*7*2*4*it2TV, denoted by [7172412],

where TV7172412 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that
7172412 = 4642762 => 7172412 — 4642762. This implies that we have
TV*4*6*4*2*7*6*2-

Hence, we have the following: TV*7*i*7*2*4*i*2(16)(47) =
TV*7*i*7*2*4*1*2

~ TV*4*6*4*2*7*6*2 — TV*7*i*7*2*4*i*2

TV*7*i*7*2*4*i*2 =
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=> (16)(47) G N<7172412).

So, we have #(7172412) ><

(16)(47) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172412] is equal to
#(7172412) on

t

| N(JXXi2) |

= ^p = 84. The orbits of

are {2},{3}, {5}, {1,6}, and {4,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717241].
We can see that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71724127] = [712613].
We can see that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71724121] = [712645].
We can see that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71724123] — [71727435]
We can see that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71724125] = [717325].

There are no new double cosets to be considered at another time from this coset.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172415],

where #7172415 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that
7172415 = 4642765 => 7172415 ~ 4642765. This implies that we have NAAAAAAA —
NAAAAAAA-

Hence, we have the following: NAAAAAAA(16)(47) =
NAAAAA^i^16^47^ = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (16) (47) G N(7172415\
So, we have #(7172415) >< e, (16) (47) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172415] is equal to
#(7172415) on T are

{2},{3}, {5}, {1,6}, and {4,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA,

[ = ^p = 84. The orbits of
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0X0*7*i*7*2*4*i*5*3j

and

TV*7*i*7*2*4*i*5*5

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*1*5*5 = 0V*7*1*7*2*4*1 G

belong to?

[717241],

We can see that 0X0*7*i *7*2*4*! *5*70X0 is not a new double coset since [71724157] = [712143],
We can see that

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*i*5*i0X0

is not a new double coset since that [71724151] =

[712326],
We can see that 0X0*7*i*7*2*4*i*5*30Xr is not a new double coset since [71724153] = [712362].

0X0*7*1*7*2*4*1*5*20X0 is a new double coset to be considered at another time from this coset.

Now we will look at

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*2*70V,

denoted by [7172427],

where A07172427 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that
7172427 = 7174247 => 7172427 - 7174247.
This implies that we have 0X0*7* 1*7*2 *4*2*7 = 0X0*7* i*7*4*2*4*7-

Hence, we have the following: 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*2*7(24) (56) =
0X0*7*1*7*2*4*2*724X56) = 0X0*7*1*7*4*2*4*7 = 0X0*7*i*7*2 *4*2*7

=> (24) (56) 6 A^7172427).

So, we have A^7172427) >< e, (24) (56) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172427] is equal to
At(7172427)

= pF = 84. The orbits of

on p are {i},{3}, {7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*7*2*4*2*7*7> 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*2*7*15 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*2*7*2,
0X0*7*i*7*2*4*2*7*3,

and

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*2*7*5

0V*7*1*7*2*4*2*7*7 = 0V*7*1*7*2*4*2 G

belong to?

[717242].

We can see that 0x0*7*1*7*2*4*2*7*10x0 is not a new double coset since [71724271] = [712147].
We can see that 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*2*7*20X0 is not a new double coset since [71724272] = [712747].
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We can see that

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*7*3N

is not a new double coset since [71724273] = [712173].

We can see that Ntytytyt^t^tyt^N is not a new double coset since [71724275] = [712741].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*iN,

denoted by [7172421],

where TV7172421 — {e}. By relation (3) we can show that

7172421 = 7174241 => 7172421 ~ 7174241.
This implies that we have Ntyty*7*2*4*2*1 = *V*7*i*7*4*2*4*i.

Hence, we have the following:

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i(24)(56) ~

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i24^56) = N*7* 1*7*4 *2 *4*1 = N*7*i*7*2*4*2*1

=> (24) (56) G

n(7172421>.

So, we have #(7172421) >< e, (24) (56) >.
1*1___ =168-84
The number of single cosets in [7172421] is equal to ___
1/7(7172421) |
2

The orbits of

{7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.

jy(7i7242i) on p are

Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*7, N*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*1 , N*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*2,
N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*3,

and

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*5

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*7*7 = N*7*i*7*2*4*2

belong to?

G [717242].

We can see that

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*2N

is not a new double coset since [71724212] = [712645].

We can see that

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*5N

is not a new double coset since [71724215] = [712136].

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*7?/

and

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*3N

are new double cosets to be considered later

from this coset.

Now we will look at

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*sN,

denoted by [7172425],

where N7172425 = {e} = #(7172425).
The number of single cosets in [7172425] is equal to |^(71^425)| = ^p = 168.
The orbits of #(7172425) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M2M2M7, Nt7tit7t2t4t2t3ti,

Nt7txt7t2t4t2t3t2, Nt7txt7t2t4t2t3t3,

and NtitifytrtifytstG belong to?

Nt7t\t7t2t4t2t3t4,

Nt7tit7t2^4^2^5^5 = Nt7t±t7t2t4t2 G [717242].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can

deduce from the given relations that,
[71724257] = [712624], [71724252] = [712361], [71724253] = [712316], [71724254] =
[712136], and [71724256] = [71727437].

Nt7txt7t2t4t2t5tiN is new double coset to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at NtytitTt^tsfyN, denoted by [7172432],

where N7172432 = {e} = N<7172432\
The number of single cosets in [7172432] is equal to
of ^(7172432) on T are

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5},

1^71^432) | =

= 168. The orbits

{y}

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2t7, Nt7txt7t2t4t3t2ti, NM1M2M3M2,

Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2t3, Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2t4, Nt7txt7t2t4t3t2t5, and Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2t6 belong to?
Nt7txt7t2t4t3t2t2 = Nt7txt7t2t4t3 G [717243].
There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from
the given relations that,

[71724327] = [712754], [71724321] = [712354], [71724323] = [712743], [71724324] =
[717324], [71724325] = [712563], and [71724326] = [712135].
Now we will look at Nt7txt7t2t4t3t5N, denoted by [7172435],

where N7172435 = {e}. By the relations, we can see that,

7172435 - 1514763 - 2423617 ~ 4746251 ~ 6265374 ~ 5357126 ~ 3631542.

Then we can see that NY7M7M4M5 (1536247) = N(MM^tiMsX1536247) =
= Nt7txt7t2t4t3t3

(1536247) G N<7172435\
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NAAAAAAA (1465723) = N(AAAAAAA)<1465723) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (1465723) £N<7172435\

NAAAAAAA (1742635) = N (AAAAAAA/ 1742635) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (1742635) eN<7172435),

NAAAAAAA (1254376) = N (AAAAAAA/ 1254376) — NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (1254376) G N<7172435\

NAAAAAAA (1327564) = N (AAAAAAA)^327564) — NAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA
=> (1327564) G

n(7172435\

and

NAAAAAAA (1673452) — N(AAAAAAA)^1673452^ = NAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA

=> (1673452) G #(7172435).
So #(7172435)><e,(1536247),(1465723),(1742635),(1254376),(1327564),(1673452)>
W
_ 168 _ 94
[^■(7172435) |
7

The number of single cosets in [7172435] is equal to
The orbit of #(7172435) on j, are {y, 2} 3? 4; 5,6; 7}.

Now we need to know which double coset does NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAA G [717243].
There are no new double cosets to be be considered later from this coset since there are
7 things that go back.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172452],
where Ar7172452 = {e}_ From the relations above, we can deduce that NAAAAAAA —

NAAAAAAAThis implies, NAAAAAAA (24) (37) = N(AAAAAAA/24^37) =

Nt7t1t7t2t4t5t2. => (24)(37) G #(7172452),

So, #(7172452) >< e? (24)(37) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172452] is equal to

The orbits of #(7172452) on y are

^(71X2452) |

= ^p = 84.

{5}, {6}, {2,4}, and {3, 7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA) NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717245].

=
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We can see that TV*7ti *7*2*21*5*2*7 TV is not a new double coset since using the above

relation we have that [71724527] = [712137].
We can see that TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*iTV is not a new double coset since using the above

relation we have that [71724521] ~ [71723242].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since using the above

relation we have that [71724525] = [712361].
TV*7*1*7*2*4*5*2*6TV is a new double coset and will be considered at another time.
, denoted by [7172454],

Now we will look at

where TV7172454 = {e} = TV<7172454).

^(71^2454) |

The number of single cosets in [7172454] is equal to |

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of A^7172454) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*1*7*2*4*5*4*7j

1'7*7*1*7*2*4*5*4*15 TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*4*25

A?*7*i*7*2*4*5*4*3, TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*4*4>

TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*4*5)

and iV*7* 1*7*2 *4*5*4 *6 belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*4*4 = TV*7*1*7*2*4*g € [717245].
The following are not new double cosets since from the relations above we can deduce

that,
[71724547] = [712476], [71724541] = [712734], [71724542] = [71724217], [71724543] =

[712353], and [71724546] = [712465].
We can see that

TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*4*5TV

is not a new double coset since,

71724545 = 71724454 (by relation 3)
=> 71724454 = 717254 (since *42 = e)
=> 71724545 = 717254 e [717254].
Thus, we have shown that [71724545] = [717254].

Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*6TV,

denoted by [7172456],

where TV7172456 = {e} = TV(7172456).
The number of single cosets in [7172456] is equal to

____ITi!____= 168 = i68
| jy (7172456)|________ 1
XUO-
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The orbits of A0(7172456) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A0*7*1*7*2*4*5*6*7) 0V*7*1*7*2*4*5*6*1, 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*5*6*25
0X0*7*i*7*2*4*5*6*3, 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*5*6*4, 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*5*6*5,

and 0X0*7*i*7*2*4*5*6*6 belong to?

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*5*6*6 = 0V*7*1*7*2*4*5 G

[717245].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce

from the above relations that,

[71724567] = [712423], [71724561] = [712141], [71724562] = [712753], [71724563] =
[717324], [71724564] = [713717], and [71724565] = [712645].
Now we will look at

0V*7*i*7*2*4*6*70V,

denoted by [7172467],

where A07172467 = {e} = A0<7172467).

The number of single cosets in [7172467] is equal to

py (7172467) j =

= 168. The orbits

of 0\r(7172467) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

0X0*7*1*7*2*4*6*7*75 0V*7*i*7*2*4*6*7*1, 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*6*7*25
0X0*7*i*7*2*4*6*7*3) 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*6*7*45 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*6*7*55 and 0X0*7*i*7*2*4*6*7*6 belong to?

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*6*7*7

— N€ [717246].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset because we can deduce
that from the relations we have that,

[71724671] = [712576], [71724672] = [712317], [71724673] = [71727353], [71724674] =

[71727451], [71724675] = [712746], and [71724676] = [71723757].

Now we will look at

Nt?*i*7*2*4*6*30X0,

denoted by

[7172463],

where A07172463 = {e}. By the relations above, we have that

0X0*7*1*7*2*4*6*3 = 0X0*2*1*2*7*3*6*4

This implies, 0x0*7*1*7*2*4*6*3(27) (34) = 0V(*7*i*7*2*4*6*3)<27X34> =

0V*2*1*2*7*3*6*4 — 0V*7*i*7*2*4*6*3

=> (27) (34) 6 A0<7172463).
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Thus, TV<7172463> >< e,(27)(37) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172463] is equal to
^(7172463) on T

are

{g},

= 84. The orbits of

{2,7}, and {3,4}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit7t2Nt7tit7t2t4t6t3tl,

Ntytity^t^tzts, Nt7tit7t2Ut6t3t5, and Nt7tit7t2t4tQt3belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t4tQt3t3 = Nt7tit7t2t4tG G [717246].

We can see that TVMit7t2444643t7 TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [71724637] = [712375].
We can see that 1VM1M244M341AT is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [71724631] = [712514].

We can see that TV4741/7/2444643tgTV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [71724635] = [712431].

We can see that Nt7t iM244M3t6 AT is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [71724636] = [712362].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at TVM147M4M4TV, denoted by [7172464],

where TV7172464 = {e}. By the relations above, we have that

TVM1M244M4 = Ntit7tit2t6t4tG
This implies, TVMii7i2t4M4(17)(46) = TV(MiM2t4M4/17^46) =
Ntit7tit2tQt4tG — Nt7tit7t2t4tGt4

=> (17) (46) G TV<7172464>.

Thus, TV<7172464) >< e, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172464] is equal to
^(7172464) on T are

{2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2TV^Ti4742^4644^2)

TV47tit7t244464443, TV47ti4742444s4444, and TV/74i47/2/4464345 belong to?
TV474it742t4t6t444 = TVt74i4742t4t6 6 [717246].

= 84. The orbits of
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We can see that Ntjty *7*2 t^tet^N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [71724647] = [71727451].

We can see that N*7* 1*7 *2 *4*6 *4 *2?/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [71724642] = [71724217].

We can see that

N*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*5?/

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [71724645] = [712431].
N*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3N

is a new double coset to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*2*4*6*5?/,

denoted by [7172465],

where N7172465 = {e} = M7172465\
The number of single cosets in [7172465] is equal to

^(71^2465)^ =

= 168- The orbits

of #(7172465) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*7*2*4*6*5*7> ?/*7*l *7*2 *4*6*5 *b ?/*7*l*7*2*4*6*5*2,

?/*7*l*7*2*4*6*5*3> N*7*i*7*2*4*6*5*4s N*7*i*7*2*4*6*5*5, and N*7*i*7*2*4*6*5*6 belong to?

■N*7*i*7*2*4*6*7*7

— N*7*i*7*2*4*g G [717246].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset because we can

deduce from the three relations that,
[71724657] = [712745], [71724651] = [712754], [71724652] = [71727435], [71724653] =

[712354], [71724654] = [717372], and [71724656] = [712645].

Now we will look at

N*7*i*7*2*5*7*3?/,

denoted by [7172573],

where #7172573 = {e} = #(7172573).

The number of single cosets in [7172573] is equal to
of #(7172573)

on

1^71^573^ = ^p = 168.

The orbits

p are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*7*2*5*7*3*7, N*7*i*7*2*5*7*3*1,

Ntyty*7*2*5*7*3*2,

N*7*i*7*2*5*7*3*3, N*7*i*7*2*5*7*3*4, N*7*i*7*2*5*7*3*55 and N*7*1 *7*2*5*7*3*6 belong to?
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TVt7^i^7^2^5^7^7 = NGGGGG € [71725].
We can see that NGGGGGGGG is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [71725737] = [712746].
We can see that Nt?t\GGGGGG is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [71725731] = [712476].

We can see that NGGGGGGGG is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [71725732] = [71727462].

We can see that NGGGGGGGG is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [71725734] = [71727537].
We can see that NGGGGGGGG is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [71725735] = [71727432].

We can see that NGGGGGGGG is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [71725736] = [712641].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at

? denoted by [7172574],

where TV7172574 = {e} = N<7172574).

The number of single cosets in [7172574] is equal to

| ^(7^574) |

— “T = ^8. The orbits

of yyt7172574) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

^47414742^5^7^4^7: NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGGG — NGGGGGG G [717257].
We can see that NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [71725747] = [712173],
We can see that NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [71725741] = [712135].

We can see that NG4147424sGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [71725742] = [712137].
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We can see that Nt?titjt2*5*7*4*3 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [71725743] = [71727437].
We can see that

TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*4*5TV

is 1101 a new double coset since we can using the

relations to have [71725745] = [717327].
TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*4*6TV

is a new double coset to be be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Ntyti*7*2*5*7*6TV, denoted by [7172576],

where TV7172576 = {e} = M7172576).
The number of single cosets in [7172576] is equal to

^(7^576) |

= Ip = 168. The orbits

of TV(7172576) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*6*7; TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*6*1, IV*7*i*7*2*5*7*5*25
TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*6*3, TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*6*4, TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*5*55 and TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*5*5 belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*5*7*7 = TV*7*i*7*2*5

G [71725].

There are new double cosets to be considered from this coset because using the above

relations we can deduce that,

[71725767] = [71723747], [71725761] = [71727537], [71725762] = [712134], [71725763] =
[712425], [71725764] = [712524], and [71725765] = [712143].

Now we will look at TV*7*i*7*2*s*2*3TV, denoted by [7172523], where

y7172523

=

gy reiatjons (2) and (3), we can deduce that we have the following:

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3(17) (25)

=

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*317^25^ =

TV*i*7*i*5*2*5*3 = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3

=> (17)(25) € y (7172523),

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3(17)(46) = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*317^4^^ = TV*i*7*i*2*5*2*3 =
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3

=> (17) (46) G TV<7172523\

TV*7*!*7*2*5*2*3(15)(27) = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*315^2^ = TV*2*5*2*7*1*7*3 =
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3 =>

(15) (27)

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3 (12) (57)

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3 =>

=

G 7V(7172523\

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*312^57^ = TV*5*2*5*1*7*1*3 =

(12) (57) G A?(7172523),
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0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*3(17)(25) — 0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*31^(2^ = A0*1*7*1*5*2*5*3 =

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3 =>

(17)(25) G

A0<7172523),

0x0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3(25) (46) = 0X0*7* 1*7*2 *5 *2*325)(4^) = 0X0*7*1*7*5*2*5*3 =

0X0*7*1 *7*2*5*2*3 => (25) (46) G A0<7172523), and
0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3(1572) (46) = A0*7*1*7*2*5*2*31572)C46) = 0X0*2*5*2*1*7*1*3 =
0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3 =>

(1572)(46)

G A0(7172523),

Similarly, we can show that (1275) (46) G A0(7172523\
So,
^(7172523) >< e,

(17)(46)) (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25), (25)(46), (1572)(46), (1275)(46) > .

The number of single cosets in [7172523] is equal to
A0(7172523)

1^1^23) |

= pp = 21. The orbits of

on T are {3}, {4,6}, and {1,2,5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*7) 0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*3; and 0X0*7* 1*7*2*5*2*3*4

0X0*7,*i*7*2*5*2*3*3 = 0V*7*1*7*2*5*2 G

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*70X0

belong to?

[717252].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

that [71725237] = [713126].
0x0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*40x0

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at 0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*40X0, denoted by [7172524], where

reiations (2) and (3), we can deduce that we have the following:

A/-7172524 _

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*4(17) (25) =
Wl*7*2*5*2*4 =>

0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*417)(25) =

(17) (46) G A0<7172524\

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*4(15) (27) = 0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*415)(27) = 0X0*2*5*2*7* 1*7*4 =
0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4

=> (15) (27) G

AX7172524>,

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*4(12) (57) = 0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*412)(57) = 0X0*5*2*5*1 *7*1*4 =
0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4

=> (12) (57) G A^7172524), and

0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4(17)(25) = 0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*417)(25) = 0X0*1*7*1*5*2*5*4 =

0X0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4

=> (17) (25) G A0<7172524).
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So, 2V<7172524) >< e, (15X27), (12)(57), (17)(25), >.
The number of single cosets in [7172524] is equal to
jy(7172524) Qn

[jvXU)!

= ^ = 21. The orbits of

y &re {3}, {4}} {6}, anf| {1,2, 5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M2M2M7) NM1M2M2M3,
NM1M2M2M4, and NM1M2M2M6 belong to?

— NtTiititztstz E [717252].
NM1M2M2M7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
that [71725247] = [712136].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
that [71725243] = [71724251].
Nt7tit7t2t5t2t4't6N is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at NM1M2M4MV', denoted by [7172547],
where N7172547 = {e} = M7172547>.
The number of single cosets in [7172547] is equal to

^(7^547) | =

= 168. The orbits

Of ^(7172547) on T are {1}) {2}) {3J, {4j, {5};

Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M2M4^7M
NY7M7M5M7M NM1M2M4M4, Nt7txt7t2t3t4t7t3, and

belong to?

Nt^tlt7t2t3t417%7 = ATMityMs^l £ [717254].

There are new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from
the give relations that,

[71725471] = [713274], [71725472] = [71727475], [71725473] = [712354], [71725474] =
[712173], [71725475] = [712346], and [71725476] = [712326].

Now we will look at NMiAMsMiN, denoted by [7172541],

where N7172541 = {e} = N<7172541).
The number of single cosets in [7172541] is equal to

j

= ^ = 168.

The orbits of aM7172541) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do
TX6*7*i*7*2*5*4*1*7, *X6*7*i*7*2*5*4*i*1,

Ntft 1*7*2*5*4*1*2,

N*7*i*7*2*5*4*i*3, N*7*i*7*2*5*4*i*4,

Ntft 1*7*2*5*4*i*55 and N*7* 1*7*2*5*4*1*6 belong to?

N*7*i*7*2*5*4*1*1= N*7*i*7*2*5*4

€ [717254].

There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset because from the given
relations above we can deduce that,

[71725417] = [712347], [71725412] = [712524], [71725413] = [712374], [71725414] =

[71723747], [71725415] = [71727451], and [71725416] = [712615].

Now we will look at 7X6*7*1*7*2*5*4*37X6, denoted by [7172543],

where Nn72543 = {e} = #(7172543).

The number of single cosets in [7172543] is equal to

^(7nj543)|

= ^ ~ 168. The orbits

of A/<7172543) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
1X6*7*1*7*2*5*4*3*7, TX6*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*i, N*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*2)
N*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*3, N*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*4) N*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*5, and TV*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*6 belong to?

N*7*i*7*2*5*4*3*3 — TV*7*i*7*2*5*4

G [717254],

There are new double cosets to be considered from this coset because we can deduce from
the relations that,

[71725437] = [712135], [71725431] = [71724213], [71725432] = [71725746], [71725434] =
[712563], [71725435] = [712343], and [71725436] = [712645].

Now we will look at

where

N*7*i*7*2*5*4*6-N,

denoted by [7172546],

#7172546 = {e} = #(7172546).

The number of single cosets in [7172546] is equal to
of #(7172546) on

p are

j ^(7^54^ |

= ^p = 168. The orbits

{2}s {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*7*2*5*4*6*7) TX6*7*i*7*2*5*4*6*b TX6*7*i*7*2*5*4*6*2)
N*7*i*7*2*5*4*6*3)

N*7* 1*7*2*5*4*6*4,

N*7*i*7*2*5*4*6*5,

and

TV*7*i*7*2*5*4*6*6

belong to?
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NGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGG E [717254],
There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that,

[71725467] = [712374], [71725461] = [712324], [71725462] = [712523], [71725463] =

[712141], [71725464] = [71724213], and [71725465] = [717372],
Now we will look at NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7173717],

where N7173717 = {e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24) (56)}. By the relations above, we can show

that

7173717 - 6463646 ~ 1713171 - 4643464 ~ 5253525 ~ 2523252. Then we will have the
following:

NGGGGGGG(15)(27) = N^GGGGGGG^15^27^ — Nt2GGGGGG = NGGGGGGG

=> (15)(27) E M7173717),
NGGGGGGG(y2-ty(§§7} = N(GGGGGGG)^124^567^ — NGGGGGGG — NGGGGGGG

(124) (567) G TV<7173717),

2VMii7M7iii7(1674)(25) = N (GGGGGGG)^1674^25^ — NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG
=> (1674)(25) G TV(7173717>,

TVMiM3^7^i^7(142)(576) = N{GGGGGGGy142^576^ = NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG
=> (142)(576) G TV<7173717), and

NGGGGGGGlX?) (25) = N(GGGGGGGY'17'K25) = NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG
=> (17) (25) E M7173717\

Similarly, we can show that (154) (267), (1275) (46), (165) (274), (1476) (25),
(156)(247), (12)(57), (162)(457), (17)(46), (14)(67), (1572)(46), (126)(475),
(16) (47), (17) (2456), (145)(276) G W<7173717\

Therefore, N<7173717) >< TV7173717, (15)(27), (124)(567), (1674)(25), (142)(576),
(17) (25), (154)(267), (1275)(46), (165)(274), (1476)(25), (156)(247), (12)(57),

(162)(457), (17)(46), (14)(67), (1572)(46), (126)(475), (16) (47), (17)(2456), (145)(276) >.

The number of single cosets in [7173717] is equal to
jy(7173717) on

y are {3}, and {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGGGG ~ NGGGGGG G [717371].

^(7!ffJn7y|- =

= 7. The orbits of
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NAAAAAAAAN is a new double cosets and will be considered later on.
Now we will look at

denoted by [7173712],

where N7173712 = {e} =
The number of single cosets in [7173712] is equal to

= 168. The orbits

of #(7173712) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717371].
There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce
from the relations given and found above that,

[71737127] = [712421], [71737121] = [712563], [71737123] = [712145], [71737124] =
[712353], [71737125] = [712343], and [71737126] = [712754].
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7173713],

where #7173713 — {e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24)(56)}. By the relations above, we can deduce

that

7173713 ~ 3137317. Then we will have the following:

NAAAAAAA (2546) (37) = N(AAAAAAA/2546^37) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (2546) (37) € M7173713),
NAAAAAAA (37) (56) = N (AAAAAAA)(37J(56> = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA

=> (37)(56)

gN<7173713\

NAAAAAAA (2645) (37) = N(AAAAAAA/2345^37) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA

=> (2645) (37) G N<7173717\ and

NAAAAAAA (24) (37) = N(AAAAAAA/24^37) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (24) (37) G N<7173717).
Therefore, N<7173717> >< N7173713, (2546)(37), (37)(56), (2645)(37), (24)(37) >.

The number of single cosets in [7173713] is equal to

^(7173713) on

are

{3,7}, and {2,4,5,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

|^(7VX?Zi3) | =

= 21. The orbits of
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Nt7tit7t3t7tit3ti, Nt7tit7t3t7tit3t2, and Nt7tit7t3t7tit3t3 belong to?
Nt7tit7t3t7tit3t3 =■ Nt7tit7t3t7ti G [717371].

Nt7t1/7t3t7tit3ti is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above,
that [71737131] = [712517].
Nt7tit7t3t7t 1/3/2 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above,

that [71737132] = [712362].

There are no new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at /VMiM^M??/, denoted by [7173727],

where TV7173727 = {e} = TV(7173727).

The number of single cosets in [7173727] is equal to

^(7^37271

~ Ip — 168. The orbits

of jV(717372T) on T are {jJ, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, (gj, and {7J

Now we need to know which double coset do
IV/7/1/7/3/7/2/7/7? ^7/7/1/743/7/2/7/1, Ni7tiW7W2»

Nt7tit7t3t7t2t7t3, Nt7t\t7t3t7t2t7t4, Nt7tit7t3t7t2t7t3,

and /V/7/1/7/3/7/2/7/6 belong to?

A/7/1/7/3/7/2/7/7 = 7V/7/1/7/3/7/2 G [717372].

We can show that A774j 47434742/7/1 has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the relations above, [71737271] = [712343].

We can show that 7V/7/1/7/3/7/2/7/2 has already been seen before because,
71737272 = 71737727 (by relation 3)

71737727 = 717327 (since /72 = e)
=> 71737272 = 717327 G [717327].
Thus, we have [71737272] = [717327].
We can show that TVMi 47/3/7/2/7/3 TV has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the relations above, [71737273] = [712374].

We can show that /V/7/1/7/347/2/7/4TV has already been seen before because we can deduce

from the relations above, [71737274] = [71723416].
We can show that 7V/7/1/7/3/7/2/7/5-ZV has already been seen before because we can deduce

from the relations above, [71737275] = [712741].
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We can show that Ntitxt'rt3t^t2tfit^N has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the relations above, [71737276] = [712473].
There are no new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at NtptxtitztzhhxN, denoted by [7173274],
where A?7173274 = {e} A?(7173274).

The number of single cosets in [7173274] is equal to

|^<Ji'ra2?4) |

= -Ip = 168. The orbits

of A^7173274) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A7*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*7, A?*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*1, A?*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*2,
A7*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*3,

N*7*1*7*3*2*7*4*4?

AT*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*5, and A?*7*1*7*3*2*7*4*6 belong to?

TV*7*1*7*3*2*7*4*4 = TV*7*1*7*3*2*7 £ [717327].

A?*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*7TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations
above, that [71732747] = [712321].
■N*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*iA?

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732741] = [712513].
A?*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*2Ar is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations
above, that [71732742] = [712561].
A7*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*3A?

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [7173243] = [71727432].
A7*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*sA7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732745] = [712132].
A7*7*i*7*3*2*7*4*6*V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [7173276] = [71724217].
There are no new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at A?*7* 1*7*3 *2*4*6-^? denoted by [7173246],
where A?7173246 = {e}.

TV*3*i*3*7*2*4*5-

By the relations above we can show that

A7*7*i*7*3*2*4*6 =
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This implies that we have 0X0*7*i*7*3*2*4*6(37)(56) =
(37) (56)

0X0*3*1*3*7*2*4*5 = 0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6 =>

0X0*7*i*7*3*2*4*6/37X56) =

G 0X0<7173246).

Therefore, 0X0<7173246) >< e, (37) (56) >.
The number of single cosets in [7173246] is equal to p^^gyy = pp = 84. The orbits of
TV(7173246) on p are

{2}, {4}, {3,7}, and {5,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*7, 0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*1> 0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*21

0x0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*41 and 0X0*7*1 *7*3*2*4*e*6 belong to?

0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*6

= 0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4 G

0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*70X0

[717324].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732467] = [712134].
0X0*7*i*7*3*2*4*6*i0X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732461] = [713252].
0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*20X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [7173242] = [71723242].
0X0*7*1*7*3*2*4*6*40X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732464] = [71724643].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at 0Xr*7*i*7*3*2*5*70V’, denoted by [7173257],
where 0X07173257 = {e} = M7173257).

The number of single cosets in [7173257] is equal to p^^Lyy —

~ 1^8. The orbits

of 0X0(7173257) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*7, 0X0*7*i*7*3*2*5*7*l, 0X0*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*2,
0X0*7*i*7*3*2*5*7*3, 0X0*7* 1*7*3*2*5*7*4, 0X0*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*5, and 0X0*7*i*7*3*2*5*7*6 belong to?

0X0*7* 1*7*3*2*5*5 = 0X0*7*i*7*3*2 G
0X0*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*10X0

[71732].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732571] = [712741].
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1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*21X1

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732572] = [712732].
1V*7* 1*7*3 *2*5 *7*31X6 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations
above, that [71732573] = [71727462].
1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*41X6

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732574] = [71723416].
1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*51X6 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732575] = [71725746].
1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*7*51X6

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732576] = [712514].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at 1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*21X6, denoted by [7173252],

where #7173252 = {e}. By relation (3) and above we have that Ntytytyt^tz =
N*1*7*1*3*2*5 => 1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*2 = 1X6*1*7*1*3*2*5*2-

This gives us that

1X6*7*i*7*3*2*5*2(17)(46) = 1X6*7*i*7*3*2*5*217^46^

= 1X6* 1*7*1 *3 *2*5*2 =

N*7*l*7*3*2*5^ =4> (17)(46) G #(7173232),

Similarly, by the three relations above we can show that 7173252 ~ 2523171 ~ 7173525 ~
2523717 - 1713525 ~ 5253171 ~ 5253717.
This implies that we have the following:
N*7*i*7*3*2*5*2(12)(57) = TX6*7*1*7*3*2*5*212^57^ = 1X6*5 *2*5 *3 *1*7*1 ~

(12) (57) G 7V<T173252),
1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*2(25) (46) = 1X6*7*i*7*3*2*5*225^4^ — 1X6*7* 1*7*3 *5*2*5 =
Wl*7*3*2*5*2 => (25)(46) G #(7173252),
1X6*7*i*7*3*2*5*2(17)(25) = 1X6*7*i*7*3*2*5*217^25^ = N*i*7*i*3*5*2*5 =

=> (17) (25) G 1X6(7173252),
1X6*7*i*7*3*2*5*2(16)(27) = 1X6*7*! *7*3*2 *5*215^27^ = -N*2*5*2*3*7*l*7 =

lX6*7*i*7*3*2*5i2 =*

(15)(27)

G #(7173252),

1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*2(1275)(46) =
1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*2 =>

and

1X6*7*1*7*3*2*5*21275^46^ = N*5*2*5*3*7*l*7 =

(1275) (46) G

1X6(7173252).

Similarly, we can show that (1572) (46) G #(7173252).
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So,

at*7173252)

>< e, (17)(46), (12)(57), (25)(46), (17)(25), (1275)(46), (15)(27), (1572)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7173257] is equal to
#(7173257) on

T

are |3J}

6}, and

{1,2,5,

|^(7ma57)|

= TT = 2L The orbits of

7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717325].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

above, that [71732523] = [71724152].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the above relations we can deduce
that [71732524] = [71725246].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7127371],
where N7127371 = {e} = N<7127371).
The number of single cosets in [7127371] is equal to

p(7iXUi)|

= ^p = 168. The orbits

of #(7127371) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712737].
By using the relations above we can deduce that we have the following,

[71273717] = [713274], [71273712] = [712132], [71273713] = [712743], [71273714] =

[712347], [71273715] = [712624], and [71273716] = [712425].
Thus, there are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7127376],

where N7127376 = {e} = N^7127376).

The number of single cosets in [7127376] is equal to

| ^7^7376) |

of N(7127376> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

= ^p = 168. The orbits
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, ATt7il^2M347^6^2>

Nt7tit247M7^6^7,
N474i424743474q43,

Nt^txt^t^tQt^ Ntiixt^titztitGiG, and

N474i424743474646 =

belong to?

Nt7tit2t7t3t7 G. [712737].

Nt?ti 42t7t3t7t3t7N is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that

[71273767] = [712734].

Nt7txt2t7t3t7tetiN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273761] = [712135].

Nt7txt2t7t3t7tQt2N is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273762] = [71727462],

Nt7txt2t7t3t7tGt3N is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273763] = [7127432].

Ni^tit2t7t3t7tG^4AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273764] = [712374].

Nt7txt2t7t3t7t6t5N is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273765] = [712143].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will view N474i424743424sN, denoted by [7127325], where A'7127325 = {e}.

By relation 2, we can see that

Nt7tit2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2) (3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by AT.
This implies that

N474i42474342 = N4i47424i4342

Ar474i4247434245 = N4i47424i434245

Hence we have the following,
N474i4247434245(17)(46) = N (t7£it2*T*3*2*5)(17^46) = N4i47424i434245

= N474i4247434245

=> (17) (46) E N<7127325).

So, M7127325) >< N7127325,(17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127325] is equal to
^(7127325) on T

{2},

| ^7^7325) | =

and {4)6}

Now we need to know which double coset do
N474i424743424547,

N474i424743424542,

N474i424743424543, N474i424743424544,

and Nt7tit2hht2t5h belong to?

= 84. The orbits of
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NGGGGGGGG ~ NGGGGGG G [712732],

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273257] = [712363].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that

[71273252] = [712321].
NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273253] = [712175].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273254] = [712615].
There are new double cosets to be be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7127341], where /y7127341 = {e}.

By the relations above, we deduce

7127341 - 6416324 - 5245312. This implies,

Ni7tiM7M4ti(142)(576) = N {GGGGGGG)^142^7^ =
NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG =$■ (142) (576) G /y(7127341\

Similarly, we can show that (124) (576) G jy<7127341\
Thus, we have that jyf7127341) >< e, (142)(576), (124)(576) >.

The number of single cosets in [7127341] is equal to

^(7127341) on T are

= pp = 56. The orbits of

p 2j 4}, and {5,6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGG G [712734].
We can deduce that by the given relations that [71273417] = [71727451].

We can deduce by the three relations that [71273413] = [712637].

Thus, there are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7127471], where yy7127471 = {e}.
By the relations above, we can deduce that

7127471 - 2712327 - 1271612. This implies
NGGGGGGG (172) (364) = NGGGGGGGyi72K™4) =
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AT/2/7/1/2/3/2/7 = WMiM7t4Mi => (172) (364) 6 AX7127471).

Similarly, we can show that (127) (346) 6 AT^7127471).
Therefore, we have /V^7127471) >< e, (172)(364), (127)(346) >.

The number of single cosets in [7127471] is equal to ppTOrn/J =
yy(7127471) Qn

= 56. The orbits of

p are {gj, {1,2,7}, and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
ATMi/2M417titi,

TV/?41/2/7/4/7/1/3, 7V/7/1/2/7/4/7/1/5 belong to?

7V/7/1/2/7/4/7/1/1 = 7V/7/1/2/7/4/7 G [712747].

/V/7/1/2/7/4/7/1/3 A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274713] = [712137].
7V/7/1/2/7/4/7/1/57V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274715] = [71727431].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view

, denoted by [7127476], where jV7127476 =

{e} = AT<7127476).

The number of single cosets in [7127476] is equal to
of ^(7127476) on

p are

| = ^p = 168. The orbits

£2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
7V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/7, /V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/17 AT/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/2,

/V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/3, /V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/4, /V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/5,

and /V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/6 belong to?

/V/7/1/2/7/4/7/6/6 — /V/7/1/2/7/4/7 € [712747].
/V/7/142/7/4/7/6/7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274767] = [712462].

/V/7/142/7/4/7/641N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274761] = [712132].

/V/7/142/7/4/7/5/2 AT is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274762] = [712141].
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7V*7*i*2*7*4*7*6*3TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274763] = [712135].
TV*7*i*2*7*4*7*6*4*V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274764] = [712473].
A^* 1*2 *7*4 *7*5*5 A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274765] = [712367].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view A7*7*i*2*7*4*i*2A7, denoted by [7127412], where A/"7127412 = {e}.
By the relations, we can deduce that
A?*7*i*2*7*4*i*2

= A?*i*7*5*1 *4*7*5. This implies that we have

A7*7*i*2*7*4*1*2(17)(25) = A7(*7*i*2*7*4*1*2)^ 17^25^ =

N*i*7*5*1*4*7*5 = WMiUM

=> (17) (25) e M7127412).

Hence, we have A^7127412) >< e, (17) (25) >.

The number of single cosets in [7127412] is equal to |^(7i^7412)| = pp = 84. The orbits of
y(7i274i2) on

p are {3}, {4}, {6}, {1,7}, and {2,5}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
A7*7*i*2*7*4*1*2*7, 77*7*1*2*7*4*1*2*2,

A^*7*1*2*7*4*1*2*3, A?*7*i*2*7*4*1*2*4,

and

A7*7*i*2*7*4*i*2*6

belong to?

A7*7*i*2*7*4*1*2*2 = A7*7*1*2*7*4*1
A7*7*i*2*7*4*i*2*7N

£ [712741].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274127] = [713172].

Ar*7*i*2*7*4*i*2*3A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274123] = [712131].
Art7*i*2*7*4*i*2*4A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274124] = [712423].

A7*7*i*2*7*4*i*2*6 A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274126] = [712523].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
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Now we will view 0X0*7*i *2*7*4 *i*3 0X0, denoted by [7127413], where y\07127413 =

{e} = M7127413).

The number of single cosets in [7127413] is equal to |
o£ Ar(7i274i3) on T are
{2},
pQ, {5},
and

| =

= 168. The orbits

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*i*2*7*4*1*3*7, 0X0*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*15 0X0*7* 1 *2*7*4* 1*3 *2,

0X0*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*35 0X0*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*4, 0V*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*5,

and 0X0*7*i*2*7*4*i*3*6

belong to?
G [712741].

0X0*7*i*2*7*4*1*3*3 =

0x0*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*70x0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274137] = [712624].
0X0*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*10X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274131] = [71723247].

0X0*7*i*2*7*4*i*3*20X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274132] = [712132].

0X0*7*1*2*7*4*1*3*40X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274134] = [71727432].
0X0*7*i*2*7*4*i*3*50V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274135] = [712431].

0X0*7*i*2 *7*4*1 *3*6 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274136] = [712375].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view 0X0*7*1*2*7*4*3*70X0, denoted by [7127437], where ,V7127437 =

{e} = 0X0<7127437).

^71^7437)

The number of single cosets in [7127437] is equal to
of ^(7127437) on T are
.py, {3}, {4},
and
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*2*7*4*3*7*7, 0X0*7*1*2*7*4*3*7*15 0X0*7*1*2*7*4*3*7*25

0X0*7*i*2*7*4*3*7*3, 0X0*7*1*2*7*4*3*7*4 > 0X0*7*1 *2*7*4*3*7*5,

{7J

= ^p = 168. The orbits
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and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712743].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274371] = [712513].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274372] = [712753].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274373] = [71727437].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274374] = [712347].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have the following:

Thus, we have [71274375] = [71727537].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274376] = [71724526].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7127431], where #7127431 — {e}.

By the relations above, we can deduce that,

7127431 ~ 4674236 ~ 2542735. This implies that we have the following:
NAAAAAAA (156) (247) = N(AAAAAAA)(156)(247) =

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA => (156)(247) 6 N<7127431>.
Similarly, we can show that (165)(274) G N't7127431).
Hence, we have #(7127431) >< e, (156) (247), (165) (274) >.

(7iXl3i) |

The number of single cosets in [7127431] is equal to p^
of ^(7127431) on T are

= ^p = 168. The orbits

and

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712743].
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N*7*i*2*7*4*3*i*7-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274317] = [712367].
N*7*i*2*7*4*3*i*3-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274313] = [71723247].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will view N*7*i*2*7*4*5*iN, denoted by [7127451], where #712745i _ {e}
By the above relations we can deduce,

7127451 ~ 2152671 and 7127451 ~ 5175321. This implies Ntft 1*2*7*4*5*1

= N*2 *1*5 *2*6 £7*1

and N*7*i*2*7*4*5*1 = N*5*i*7*5*3*2*1.
Hence, we have that N*7*i*2*7*4*5*i (257) (346) = Ntjtyt2*7*4*5^257^346^

=

N*2*l*5*2*6^7*l = N*7*i*2*7*4*5*1

=> (257) (346) €

#(7127451).

Similarly, it is easy to show that (275) (364) 6 #(7127451).
So, #(7127431) >< e? (257)(346), (275)(364) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127451] is equal to
#(7127451) onT are

= ^ = 56. The orbits of

{2,5,7}, and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*2*7*4*5*i*i, N*7*i*2*7*4*5*1*3, and N*7*i*2*7*4*5*i*5 belong to?

N*7*1*2*7*4*5*1*1 = N*7*i*2*7*4*5
N*7*i*2*7*4*5*i*7N

G [712745].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274517] = [71723416].
N*7*i*2*7*4*5*i*3N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274513] = [712746].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view N*7*i*2*7*4*6*4N, denoted by [7127464], where #7127464 — {e}.

By relation 3 we can show that
N*7*i*2*7*4*6*4 = N*7*i*2*7*6*4*6>

by the following : 7127464 = 7127646. This implies,

N*7*1*2*7*4*6*4(17)(46) = N (*7*1*2 *7 *4*6*4 )(17)(46)
N*7*i*2*7*6*4*6 = N*7*i*2*7*4*6*4 =+G #(7127464),

=
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Hence, we have A^7127464) >< e, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7127464] is equal to

p(7ff,!464) | =

= 168. The orbits

of M7127464) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGG G [712746].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274647] = [712641].
NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274642] = [713727].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274643] = [712423].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [71274645] = [71724213].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7127523], where A77127523 = {e}.
By relation 3, we can see the following:

NGGGG = NGGGG when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NGGGGG = NGGGGG

NGGGGGG ~ NGGGGGG

NGGGGGGG — NGGGGGGGHence we have the following,

TVt7tit2M5M3(17)(46) = N (GtiGGGGG)^7^4^ — NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG

=> (17) (46) G A?<7127523)

So, A^7127523) >< AT7127523, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7127523] is equal to
AT<7127523) on T

pp {1, 7},

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,

ppp

| = pr = 84. The orbits of
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77*7*1*2*7*5*2*3*3, 77*7*1*2*7*5*2*3*4, and 77*7*1*2*7*5*2*3*5 belong to?

*V*7*1*2*7*5*2*3*3 =

7/t7*i*2*7*5*2 € [712752].

77*7*1*2*7*5*2*3*77/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [71275237] = [712367].

A**7*i*2*7*5*2*3*27/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have [71275232] = [713274].
2V*7ti*2*7*5*2*3*4*V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [71275234] = [712613].
77*7*1*2*7*5*2*3*57/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [71275235] = [712316].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view 77*7*1*2*7*5*3*277, denoted by [7127532], where A/7127532 = {e}.

By relation 2, we can see the following:
A/*7*i*2*7 = 77*i*7*2*i

(1,4,2) (3,5,6)6356

when we conjugate our relation,

= 3653, by 77.

This implies that A/*7*i*2*7*5 ~ Ar*i*7*2*i*s => 77*7*1*2*7*5*3 = A/*i*7*2*1*5*3 =>
77*7*1*2*7*5*3*2 = 77*1*7*2*1*5*3*2-

Hence we have the following,
77*7*1*2*7*5*3*2 (17) (46) = 7/(*7*1 *2*7*5 *3 *2)

= 77*1*7*2*1*5*3*2 = ^*7*142*7*5*3*2

=> (17) (46) 6 y(7127532) _
Also by the three relations above we have that 7127532 — 3763516 — 3143574 —
1341574 - 7367516.

This implies that the following occurs:
^*741*2*7*5*3*2 (137) (246) = ^(47*1*2*7*5*3*2) (137)(246) = Ar41*3*4*1/567*4 = 77*7*1*2*7*5*3*2
=> (137) (246) G y(7127532),
A7*7*1*2*7*5*3*2(24)(37) = 77(47*1*2*7*5*3*2) (24X37) = A7*3*i*4*3*5*7*4 = 77*7*1*2*7*5*3*2

=> (24) (37) G A/(7127532),
77*7*1*2*7*5*3*2 (13) (26)

=> (13) (26)

=

A7(*7*1*2*7*5*3*2)(13^26^ = 77*7*3 *6 *7*5 *1*6 = ^47*1*2*7*5*3*2

G A/<7127532).

Similarly, we can show that (173) (264) G A/(7127532\
So, A*<7127532) >< A”7127532, (17)(46), (137) (246), (24)(37), (13)(26) >.
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The number of single cosets in [7127532] is equal to |n(7^B32)| = pp = 28. The orbits of
^(7127532) on

p gjg

{1,3,7}, and {2,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*7*5*3*2*7) 0X0*7*i*2*7*5*3*2*2, and 0X0*7*i *2*7*5 *3*2*5 belong to?

0X0*7*i*2*7*5*3*2*2 = 0X0*7* 1 *2*7*5 *3 G

0X0*7*i *2*7*5*3*2*70V

[712753].

is not a new double coset since by the given relations above, [71275327] =

[713274].

0x0*7*1*2*7*5*3*2*50x0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [71275325] = [71724643].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view 0X0*7*1*2*1*3*4*70X0, denoted by [7121347], where A07121347 =

{e} = 0V(7121347>.

The number of single cosets in [7121347] is equal to
of j\0(7121347) on p are

1^(71^347)1

=

= 168‘ Tlle °rbitS

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*i*2*1*3*4*7*7, 0X0*7*i*2*1*3*4*7*1, 0X0*7*1*2*1*3*4*7*25

0X0*7*i*2*1*3*4*7*3? 0X0*7*1*2*1*3*4*7*4, 0X0*7*1 *2*1*3 *4*7*5,

and 0X0*7*i*2*i*3*4*7*6 belong to?

0X0*7*i*2*i*3*4*7*7 = 0X0*7*1*2*1*3*4 G

[712134].

0x0*7*1*2*1*3*4*7*10x0 is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213471]
and [71723747] are equivalent.

0x0*7*1*2*1*3*4*7*20x0 is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213472]
and [71723416] are equivalent.

0X0*7*i*2*i*3*4*7*30V is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213473]
and [712346] are equivalent.
0Xr*7*i*2*i*3*4*7*40X0

is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213474]

and [712475] are equivalent.
0X0*7*1*2*1*3*4*7*50X0

is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213475]

and [71727451] are equivalent.
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/V/y/i42/1/3/4/7/5 AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213476]

and [712476] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view AT474142/1/3/5/7AT, denoted by [7121357],

where AT7121357 = {e} = A/(7121357).
The number of single cosets in [7121357] is equal to |^(7^3g7) | = ^p = 168. The orbits

of ^(7121357)

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

on T are

Now we need to know which double coset do
AT/7/1/2/1/3/5/7/7? AT/7/1/2/1/3/5/7/1, AT474142/1/3/5/7/2,

Nt7ti42/1/3/5/7/5,

/V/7/1/2/1/3/5/7/3,

and AT/7/1/2/1/3/5/7/6 belong to?
= AT/7/1/2/1/3/5 G [712135].
AT/74142/1/3/5/7/1 A7

is not

a

new double coset since by the given relations above [71213571]

and [71723747] are equivalent.
AT/741/2/143/547/2 AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213572]
and [712326] are equivalent.

/V/741/2/1/3/5/7/3 AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213573]
and [712615] are equivalent.

/V/7/1/2/1/3/5/7/4 AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213574]
and [71727537] are equivalent.

Nt7t 1/241/3/5/7/5 AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213575]
and [71723416] are equivalent.

/V/7/142 41/3/5/7/6AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213576]
and [712462] are equivalent.
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view /V/7/1/2/1/3/6/4 A7, denoted by [7121364],

where AT7121364 = {e} = AT(7121364).
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The number of single cosets in [7121364] is equal to

= ^p = 168. The orbits

of tv<7121364) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712136].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213647]
and [71727475] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213641]
and [712317] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213642]

and [712513] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213643]
and [712641] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213645]
and [712475] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations above [71213646]
and [712143] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7121475], where #7121475 = {e}.
By relations 2 and 3, we can see that

NAAA = NAAA when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This givens us that
NAAAAA ~ NAAAAA
=> NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA => NAAAAAAA = Nt7t2t^2^7^
Hence we have the following,

NAAAAAAA (12) (36) = N(AAAAAAA)^12^36^ — NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (12) (36) G #(7121475).
Also using the given relations above we can deduce the following:
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— Ntjtxi^tit^trts

Nt7tiMit4t7t5(14)(67) =

=> (14)(67) G N<7121475),
(24) (37) = N (MiMi^iMsX24^37) = Nt3

t it2t3 tg = Nt^ti^txt^tG

=> (24) (37) G N^7121475), and

NMii2^iM7t5(124)(376) = N/MiMitiMs/ 124^376) = NtQt2t4t2tittit3 = Nt^tihtiUtrts
=> (124) (376) G AX7121475\
With a similar process we can show that (142) (367) G N^7121475\

So, N<7121475> >< N7121475, (12)(36), (142)(367), (24) (37), (124)(376), (14)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [7121475] is equal to

| ^<7j^i475) | =

= 28.

The orbits of AX7121475) on T are {5}, {1,2,4}, and {3, 6, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7t\t2t\t4t7t3t7, Nt7txt2txt4t7t3ti, and Nt7txt2tit4t7t5t5 belong to?

Nt7tit2txt4t7t3t3 — Nt7txt2tit4t7 G [712147].
Nt7tit2tit4t7t5t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214757] = [713252].

Nt7tiAT is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214751] = [71724217].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

denoted by [7121436],

Now we will view

where N7121436 = {e} = M7121436).
The number of single cosets in [7121436] is equal to

|^(Tidh436) |

= ^F = 168.

The orbits of AX7121436) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M1/4M6M

Nt7t\t2t\t4t3tGt2i

Nt7tit2txt4t3tGt3, Nt7tit2txt4t3tGt4, NMlMlMsMS)
and Nt7txt2tit4t3tetG belong to?

Ntitit2t\t413= Nt7t-]t2tit4t3 G [712143].
Ntjt\t2tit4t3tot7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214367] = [713252].
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NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214361] = [712524].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214362] = [712375].
NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214363] = [71727234].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214364] = [71725746].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214365] = [71727353].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGG N, denoted by [7121457], where AT7121457 = {e}.

By relation 3, we can see that
NGGG ~ NGGG when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This givens us that
NGGGGG — NGGGGG

=> NGGGGGG — NGGGGGG

NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG-

Hence we have the following,

NGGGGGGG(12)(36) = N^GGGGGGG^)^2^^ — NGGGGGGG ~ NGGGGGGG

=> (12) (36) € M7121457).
So,

aX7121457)

>< TV7121457, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [7121457] is equal to

| ^1^457) |

= 84.

The orbits of TV(7121457) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGGGG ~ NGGGGGG G [712145].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214571] = [712613].
NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214573] = [712362],
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N*7*i*2*i*4*5*7*4-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214574] = [71724526].
7V*7*i*2*i*4*5*7*5-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214575] = [713252].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view N*7*i*2*i*4*s*4N, denoted by [7121454], where #7121454 = {e}.
By relation 3, we can see that
N*i*2*i = N*2*i*2

when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that

N*7*1*2*1*4 = N*7*2*l*2*4
=> N*7*i*2*1*4*5 = N*7*2*l*2*4*5 => N*7*i*2*1 *4*5*4 = N*7*2*i*2*4*5*4

Hence we have the following,
N*7*1*2*1*4*5*4(12)(36) = N(*7*1*2*1*4*5*4/12^36) = N*7*2*l*2*4*5*4 = N*7*i*2*i*4*5*4

=> (12) (36) G Nt712*434).
So, #(7121454) >< #7121454, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [7121454] is equal to

| = pp = 84.

The orbits of #(7121454) On T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*2*1*4*5*4*7, N*7*i*2*i*4*5*4*1, N*7*i*2*1*4*5*4*3,

and

N*7*i*2*i*4*5*4*4

belong to?

N*7*i*2*l*4*5*4*4 = N*7*i*2*1*4*5 G
N*7*i*2*i*4*s*4*7N

[712145].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214547] = [713721].
N*7*i*2*i*4*5*4*i-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214541] = [712324].
N*7*i *2*1 *4*5*4 *3-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214543] = [71725746].
*V*7*i*2*i*4*5*4*5N

is not a new double coset since,

71214545 = 71214454 (by relation 3)
=$• 71214454 (since *4 2 = e)

=> 71214545 = 712154 G [712154] .

Thus, we have shown that [71214545] = [712154].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
*5*1*7TV,

Now we will view

denoted by [7121517], where A*7121517 = {e}.

By relation 3, we can see that
TV*i*2*x = TV*2*i*2

when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by TV. This givens us that

TV*7*1*2*1*5 = TV*7*2*1*2*5
=> TV*7*2*1*2*5*1 = TV*7*i*2*1*5*1 ==> TV*7*2*1*2*5*1*7 = TV*7*i*2*l*5*l*7

Hence we have the following,
TV*7*1*2*1*5*1*7(12)(36) = TV(*7*i*2*1*5*1*7)(12X36) =
TV*7*2*l*2*5*2*7 = TV*7*i*2*1*5*1*7

=> (12)(36) G

TV<7121517\

Similarly we can use the three relations above to obtain 7121517 — 6212326 — 3121613 —
6121316 - 3212623 - 5121715 - 5212725.

This implies the following:
TV*7*1*2*i*5*i*7(12)(3765) = TV(*7*i*2*i*5*2*7)(12)(3765) =

(12)(3765)

TV*6*2*1*2*3*2*6 -

G TV<7121517),

TV*7*1*2*i*5*i*7(37)(56) = TV(*7*i*2*1*5*2*7)(37X56) =

TV*3*1*2*1*6*1*3 = TV*7*1*2*1*5*1*7 =>

(37)(56)

G TV<7121517),

TV*7*1*2*1*5*1*7(35)(67) = TV(*7*1*2*1*5*2*7)^35)^67) =

=> (35) (67) G TV<7121517\

TV*6*1*2*1*3*1*6 =

Wl*2*l*5*l*7(36)(57) =

A0(*7*l*2*l*5*2*7)(36)(57) =

TV*5*1*2*1*7*1*5 = TV*7*1*2*1*5*1*7 =*►

TV*7*1*2*1*5*1*7(12)(57)

Nt5t2t1t2t7t2t5

(36) (57)

G

M7121517),

= N(t7tit2tit5t2t7)^12^57^ =

= TV*7*1*2*1*5*1*7 =>

(12)(57) G

TV<7121517>.

Similarly, we can show that (12)(3567) G TV^7121517).
So, M7121517) >< TV7121517, (12)(36), (12)(3765), (37)(56), (35)(67), (36)(57), (12)(57) >.
The number of single cosets in [7121517] is equal to
Ar(7i2i5i7) onT

|^(71^i517)| =

= 21. The orbits of

{4}} {1;2}3 and {3,5,6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*i*5*i*7*7; TV*7*i*2*i*5*i*7*i>

TV*7*i*2*1*5*1*7*7

and

TV*7*i*2*i*5*i*7*4

belong to?

= TV*7* 1*2*1*5*1 G [712151].

We can deduce from our three relations that TV*7*i*2*i*5*i*7*iTV is not a new double coset
since [71215171] = [71727571].
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77*7*1*2*1*5*1*7*4 A7 is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view TV*7*i*2*i*5*4*7, denoted by [7121547], where A77121547 = {e}.
By relation 3, we can see that
A7*i*2*i

= 77*2*1*2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This givens us that

A7*7*i*2*1*5

— Nt^t2txt2t3

=> A7*7*2*i*2*5*4 = 77*7*1*2*1*5*4 => A7*7*2*1*2*5*4*7 = 1V*7*1*2*1*5*4*7

Hence we have the following,
77*7*i*2*i*5*4*7(12) (36)

= 77(*7*i*2*i*5*4*7)(42)(36)

= A7*7*2*i*2*5*4*7 = TV*7*1*2*1*5*4*7

=> (12) (36) £ M7121547).

So, AM7121547) >< A/7121547, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [7121547] is equal to
y(7i2i547) on

p are

= 84. The orbits of

{5}; {7}; {1,2}, and {3,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
77*7,*1*2*1 *5*4*7*7, 77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*1,
77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*3, 77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*4, and 77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*5 belong to?

A7*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*7 = 77*7*1*2*1*5*4 6

[712154],

We can deduce from our three relations that 77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*1 A7 is not a new double coset

since [71215471] = [71727437].
We can deduce from our three relations that 77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*37/ is not a new double coset

since [71215473] = [712343].
We can deduce from our three relations that 77*7*1*2*1*5*4*7*47/ is not a new double coset

since [71215474] = [712316].
We can deduce from our three relations that 77*7*1 *2*1*5*4*7*57/ is not a new double coset

since [71215475] = [712561].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 77*7*1*2*3*7*5*677, denoted by [7123756],

where T/7123756 = {e} = Tr(7123756).
The number of single cosets in [7123756] is equal to

| ^(71^3756) | =

= 168.

The orbits of Tr(7123756) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712375].
Nt^t^tztytztQtjN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71237567] = [712563].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71237561] = [71724526].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71237562] = [712513].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71237563] = [71725746].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71237564] = [712462].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71237565] = [71727436].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7123174],

where N7123174 = {e} = N<7123174\

The number of single cosets in [7123174] is equal to

^-(7^X74) |

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of N<7123174) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAA AAA, and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712317].
We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the

given relations that [71231747] = [712324]
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We can. see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the

given relations that [71231741] = [712367]
We. can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the

given relations that [71231742] = [712613]

We can see that Nt7t1/2/3/1/7/4/3 N is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the
given relations that [71231743] = [712364]
We can see that Nt7tit2t3tit7t4t5N is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the

given relations that [71231745] = [712423]
We can see that IV/741/2/3/1/7/446 A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the

given relations that [71231746] = [712432]
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at IV/7/1/2/3/2/1/4A7, denoted by [7123214],

where AT7123214 = {e}. By our relations given above, we can deduce that Nt7tit2t3t2tit4 =

Nt3t2tlt3tit2t4.
Then we can imply that we have the following:

1^47/1/2/3/2/1/4 (12) (57) = N(t7tit2t3t2tlt4)^2^57^ = Nt5t2tit3tit2t4 ~ Nt7tit2t3t2tlt4
=> (12) (57) G TVt7123214).

With a similarly process we can show that 7123214 ~ 4613165 ~ 7163615 ~ 5263627 ~
4623267.
This implies that we have the following:

^47/1/2/3/2/144 (162) (457) = 1^(47/1/2/3/2/144) <162X457) =

N/4464i43/i4645 =

Nt7tit2t3htit4

=> (162) (457) G AT<7123214>,

N474i42 43/2/144(26) (45) = AT(474i4243424i44)^26h45) = N t7titQt3tJit5 = Nt7ti 42/3/2/144
=> (26) (45) G AT<7123214\
Nt7ti t2t3 42/1/4(16) (47) =

1V(/7/i/2/3/2/1/4)^16^4^

= A/4/6/2/3/2/6/7 = Nt7tit2t3t2tlt4

=> (16)(47) G AT<7123214\

Similarly, we can show that (126) (475) G AT^7123214\
So we have A^7123214) >< e, (12)(57), (162)(457), (26)(45), (16)(47), (126)(475) >.

The number of single cosets in [7123214] is equal to pypnxnTF| = Ip = 28. The orbits of
^(7123214) on T

{1,2,6}, and {4,5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
1^47/1/2/3/2/1/4/7, IV/7/1/2/3/2/1/4/1,
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and NGGtiGGGGG belong to?
NGGtzGtzGGG — NGGt2GGG € [712321].

We also can show that NfyGtzGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce
by the above relations that [71232147] = [712523].

We also can show that Ntyt^t^GGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce

by the above relations that [71232143] = [712427].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at Ntrt-fatstiGtjN, denoted by [7123247],

where TV7123247 = {e} = M7123247).
The number of single cosets in [7123247] is equal to
of ^(7123247) on T

p(71^247) |

— -^p = 168. The orbits

{1 j, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntyt-itztztzGGG,

Nt7Gt2t3t2GGG,

Ntyt^GGGGG, NtiGtvGtzGGG, NtitiGGGGGG,
and NGtfaGGGGG belong to?

NtiGtzGtzGGG = NGGi^GGU G [712324].
There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from
the relations above that,

[71232471] = [712462], [71232472] = [71727462], [71232473] = [712425], [71232474] =

[712524], [71232475] = [71727432], and [71232476] = [71725746].
Now let us take a look at Nt7tit2t3t2t4GN, denoted by [7123246],

where IV7123246 = {e}. By using the three relations above we can deduce that 7123246 ~
2461637 ~ 6374712.

This implies that we have the following:
WiW2i4i6(143)(267) = N(trt1t2t3t2tit6/143'>^ =

Nt2titet1tet3t7 = .Wit2W4i6 => (143)(267) 6 JV<7123248).
Similarly, we can show that (134)(276) g ^(7123246)

Hence, we have 7V<7123246) >< e, (143)(267), (134)(276) >.
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The number of single cosets in [7123246] is equal to I JVC7123246)|
yy(7i23246) on are {5}, {2,6,7}, and {1,3,4}.

=168_5fi

3

The orbits of

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nfy A A A A AAA, NAAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAA G [712324].
We can show that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the three relations above that [71232461] = [712615].

Finally, we have that NAAAAAAAAN is a double coset that we have already seen
before since we can deduce from the three relations above that [71232465] = [712432].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7123464],

where #7123464 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can show that
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA- This will implies that we have

NAAAAAAA (27) (34) = NAAAAAAA/27^34) =
Nt2tit7ht3tGt3 = NAAAAAAA => (27)(34) G N(712346>.

Therefore, #(712346) ><

(27)(34) >.

The number of single cosets in [7123464] is equal to

= “p = 84.

The orbits of #(7123464) On T are {1}, {5}, {6}, {2,7}, and {3,4}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

NA A A A A A A A, NAAAA AA A A,
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712346].
We can show that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the three relations above that [71234647] = [712425].

We can show that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the three relations above that [71234641] = [71215174].
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We can show that Nt yt 1*2 *3 *4 t^t^N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the three relations above that [71234645] = [713172].

Finally, we can show that

N*7*i*2*3*4*6*4*6N

is not a new double coset since,

71234646 = 71234464 (by relation 3)

71234464 = 712364 (since *42 = e)
=> 71234646 = 712364 G [712364].

Thus, we have that [71234646] = [712364].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at

N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4N,

denoted by [7123634],

where #7123634 = {e}. By the three relations above we can deduce that
N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4 = N*2*i*7*4*6*4*3- This implies that we have the following:

N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4(27)(34) = N(*7*i*2*3*6*3*4)^27)(3^ =

(27) (34)

N*2*i*7*4*6*4*3 = N*7*l*2*3*6*3*4 =>

G

N<7123634).

Therefore , N^7123634) >< e,(27)(34) >.

The number of single cosets in [7123634] is equal to

= pF = 84.

The orbits of #(7123634) on ? are {i}} {5}; {6}, {2,7}, and {3,4}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*7, N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*l,

Nt7*i *2 *3 *6*3 *4 *4, Ntft 1 *2*3*6*3*4*51
and N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*6 belong to?

N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*4 = N*7*i*2*3*6*3 G

[712363].

N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [71236347] = [713126].
N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*iN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [71236341] = [712421].

N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*5N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71236345] = [71727353].

Finally, N*7*i*2*3*6*3*4*6N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three
relations above that [71236346] = [71724213].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look

at 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5 A7,

denoted by [7123634],

where A"7123635 — {e}. By the three relations above we can deduce that
^*741*2*3*6*3*5 = 77*1*7*5*3*6*3*2-

77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5 (17) (25)

This implies that we have the following:

= 77(*7*1*2*3*6*3*5)^27^34^ =

(17) (25) 6 7?(7123635\

T7*i*7*5*3*6*3*2 = 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5 =>

Therefore ,

tt(7123635)

><

e,

(17) (25) >.

The number of single cosets in [7123635] is equal to

= 84.

The orbits of tt(7123635) On T are {3}, {4}, {6}, {1,7}, and {2,5}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*7) 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*3)
77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*4) 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*5)

and 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*6 belong to?

77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*5 = 77*7*1*2*3*6*3 €

[712363].

77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*777 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71236357] = [71727436].

77*7*1*2 *3*6*3*5*3A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71236353] = [713172].

77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5*477 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71236354] = [712576],

Finally,

77*7*1*2*3 *6*3 *5 *6 A7

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three

relations above [71236356] = [71727435].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now let us take a look at 77*7*1*2*4*2*1*777, denoted by [7124217],

where T?7124217 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that

242 — 424 when the relation is conjugated by 77 so this implies that 7124217 — 7142417.
Therefore we have the following:
77*7*1*2*4*2*1*7 (24) (56) = 77(*7*i*2*4t2*l*7)^24^56^ = 77*7*1*4*2*4*1*7 = 77*7*1*2*4*2*1*7

356
=> (24)(56) G N<7124217\

We can. also deduce by the relations above that we have 7124217 ~ 4627264 ~ 2547452 ~

2574752 - 4672764
This implies that we have the following:

NMi<2M2^ii7(16)(47) =

N(MiM4Mi£7X16^47) =

Nt4tQt2t7t2tGt4 = W1W2M7 => (16)(47) G N<7124217\

NMii2Wit7(15)(27) = N(MiM4Mii7)(15)(27) =

Nt2t5t7t4t7t5t2 = Nt7t1t2t4t2tit7 => (15)(27) G N(7124217),
W1W2M7(165)(274)

= N(MiW2M7)(165)(274) =

Nt4tGt7t2t7tQt4 = NM1W2M7 => (165) (274) G N<7124217).

Similarly, we can show that (156)(247) G yyl7124217).
So, N<7124217> >< N7124217, (24)(56), (16)(47), (15)(27), (165)(274), (156)(247) >.
The number of single cosets in [7124217] is equal to
jy(7i242i7) on

| =

= 84. The orbits of

y are {3}, {1,5,6}, and {2,4,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t4t2tit7t7, Nt7tit2t4t2tit7tx, and Nt7tit2t4t2txt7t3 belong to?
Nt7tit2t4t2tit7t7 = Nt7txt2t4t2t\ G [712421].
Nt7txt2t4t2txt7t\N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [71242171] is equivalent to [71727475].

Nt7t.it2t4t2txt7t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71242173] is equivalent to [71727532].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at

, denoted by [7124256],

where N7124256 = {e} = N<7124256).

The number of single cosets in [7124256] is equal to |N(T^236)| = nF = 168.
The orbits of N<7124256) on T are {1}, {2},{3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7txt2t4t2t3tGt7, Nt7tit2t4t2t5tQtx,
Nt7tit2t4t2t5tGt2, Nt7tit2t4t2t3tGt3, Nt7txt2t4t2t5tGt4,
Nt7tit2t4t2t3tGt5, and Nt7tit2t4t2t$tGtG belong to?
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0X007*1*2*4*2*5*6*6 = 0X0*7*1*2*4*2*5 G

[712425].

^0*7*1*2*4*2*5*6*70X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71242567] is equivalent to [712523].

?0*7*i*2*4*2*5*6*i0Xr is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71242561] is equivalent to [712641].

0X0*7*1*2*4*2*5*6*20X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [71242562] is equivalent to [71727436].
0X0*7*1*2*4*2*5*6*30X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [71242563] is equivalent to [71723242].
0X0*7*1*2*4*2*5*6*40X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [71242564] is equivalent to [71727537].
0X0*7*1*2*4*2*5*6*50X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [71242565] is equivalent to [71725246].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 0X0*7*i*2*4*6*5*20X0, denoted by [7124652],

where A07124652 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can deduce that

0X0*7* 1*2*4*6*5*2 = 0X0*7*i*4*2*5*6*4- This implies that we have the following:

0x0*7*1*2*4*6*5*2(24) (56) = 0X0(*7*i*2*4*6*5*2)(24X56) =
0X007*1*4*2*5*6*4 = 0X007*1*2*4*6*5*2 =>

(24) (56)

6

The number of single cosets in [7124652] is equal to

^(7i^652y| = pF = 84.

The orbits of aX7124652) on T are {1}, {3}, {7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*2*4*6*5*2*7, 0X007*1*2*4*6*5*2*1, TV*7*i*2*4*6*5*2*2,

0X007*1*2*4*6*5*2*3, and 0X007*1*2*4*6*5*2*5 belong to?

0X007*1*2*4*6*5*2*2 = 0X007*1*2*4*6*5

G [712465].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset since by the relations

above we have that,

[71246527] = [71724526], [71246521] = [713721], [71246523] = [71727475], [7124654] =
[71372], and [71246525] = [71727436].
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Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7126247],

where #7126247 = {e}. By the three relations above we can deduce that
7126247

1756541 ~ 5216145 ~ 2576742. This implies that we have the following:

NAAAAAAA(17)(25) = NAAAAAAA)(17)(25) =
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA =4> (17) (25) G N<7126247),

NAAAAAAA(12)(57) = NAiiAAAAA)^12^57^ =
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA => (12) (57) G #(7126247);

NAAAAAAA(15)(27) = NAAAAAAA/15^27) =

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA => (15) (27) G N<7126247).
Therefore, N<7126247> >< e, (17)(25), (12)(57), (15)(27) >.

The number of single cosets in [7126247] is equal to

| —

— 42.

The orbits of #(7126247) On T are {3}, {4}, {6}, and {1,2, 5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?
NAti AAA AAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712624].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset either since we can deduce from the relations
that [71262473] = [71724152]

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset either since we can deduce from the relations
that [71262474] = [71724251]

Finally, NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset either since we can deduce from the

relations that [71262476] = [71727571]
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7137173],

where #7137173 =

(26) (45), (24) (56), (25) (46)}. We can deduce from the three relations

above that we have the following:

7127173 - 3173137 ~ 2142124 ~ 4124142 - 6156165 - 5165156. This implies that we

have the following:
NAAAAAAA (235) (476) = N(AAAAAAA)^235^476^ =
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77*6*1*5*6*1*6*5 = 77*7*1*3*7ti*7*3 =>
77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 (235) (467)

=

(235) (476)

G TV^7137173),

77(*7*1*3*7*1*7*3)<235)(467) =

77*4*1*2*4*1*4*2 = 77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 => (235) (467) G JV^7137473) ;
77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 (267) (345)

=

TV(*7*i*3*7ti*7*3)C267)(345) =

77*2*i*4*2*i*2*4 = 77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 =>

77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 (24) (3675)

=

(267) (345)

T7(*7*1*3*7*1*7*3)(24)C3675) =

NtstxtGtstxtstG = Nt7t1t3t7t1t7t3 => (24) (3675)
77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 (37) (2546)

=

G TV^7137173\

G TV(7137173>,

TV(*7ti*3*7*i*7*3)(37)(2546) =

77*3*1*7*3*1*3*7 = 77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 =>

(37) (2546) G T^7137173),

With a similar process, we can show that (276)(354), (35)(67), (23)(47),

(36)(57), (263)(457), (24)(3576), (2347)(56), (2743)(56), (37)(56),
(2645)(37), (24)(37), (236)(475), (275)(364), (257)(346) e jV<7137173).

Therefore, N^13n7S> >< JV7137173, (235)(476), (235)(467), (267)(345),
(24)(3675), (37)(2546), (276)(354)(35)(67), (23)(47),
(36)(57), (263)(457), (24)(3576), (2347)(56), (2743)(56), (37)(56),

(2645)(37), (24)(37), (236)(475), (275)(364), (257)(346) >.

The number of single cosets in [7137173] is equal to
jy(7137173) on j, are

|JV|
|^(7137173) |

168
24

_ 7
” '■

The orbits of

and |2, 3, 4: 5, 6, 7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

A7*7*i*3*7*i*7*3*i) and

TV*7*i*3*7*i*7*3*3

A7*7*1*3*7*1*7*3*3 = A/*7*1*3*7*1*7 G
A7*7*i*3*7*i*7*3*iT\7

belong to?

[713717].

is a new double coset and will be review later.

Now we will look at 77*7*1*7*2*7*3*5*3 TV, denoted by [71727353],

where TV71727353 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,

71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121
which implies that 77*7*1*7*2*7*3 =

TV*i*7*i*2*i*3

=> TV*7*1*7*2*7*3*5 “ TV*i*7*i*2*1*3*5 => TV*7*1*7*2*7*3*5*3 = TV*i*7*i*2*i*3*5*3.

Hence we have the following,
TV*7*1*7*2*1*3*5*3(17)(46) = TV(*7*1*7*2*1*3*5*3)(17^46) = TV*i*7*i*2*1 *3*5*3 = TV*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3

TV*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3 => (17) (46) G TV<71727353).

So, TV<71727353) >< TV71727353, (17)(46) >.
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The number of single cosets in [71727353] is equal to

^(7^7353) j =

=

The orbits

of #(71727353) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1},and {4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*7*2*7*3 *5*3*7, N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3*2,
N*7*i*7*2*7*3 *5*3*3, N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3*4, and N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3*5 belong to?

N*7*1*7*2*7*3*5*5

=

N*7*1*7*2*7*3

G

[717273].

N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5* 3*7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

that [717273537] is equal to [7172467].
N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3*2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

that [717273532] is equal to [7123634].

N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3*4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

that [717273534] is equal to [7121436].
N*7*i*7*2*7*3*5*3*5 is not a new double coset since,

717273535 = 717273353 (by relation 3)
=> 717273353 = 7172753 (since *32 = e)
=> 717273535 = 7172753 G [7172753].

Thus, we have shown that [717273534] is equal to [7172753].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at N*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*V, denoted by [71727475],

where #71727475 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show the following:
71727475 =. This

implies,

Ntyt 1*7*2*7*4*7*5

= N*q*4*6*2*6*1*6*5- Hence, we have

N*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*5(14)(67) = N (*7*l*7*2*7*4*7*s)^14^6^ = N*g *4 *6*2*6 *1*6*5 =

Wi*7*2*7*4*7*5- =>

(14)(67) G Nt71727475\ Therefore, #(71727475) >< e, (14)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727475] is equal to

= pp = 84.

The orbits of #(71727475) On T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,4}, and {6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*5*7,

Ntyty*7*2*7*4*7*5*2,

N*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*3, N*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*4, and N*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*5 belong to?
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NGGGGGGGGG — NGGGGGGG G [7172747].
NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

that [717274757] = [7121364].
NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

that [717274751] = [7172547].
NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations

that [717274752] = [7124217].

NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations
that [717274753] = [7124652].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at NGGGGGGGGN, denoted by [71727437],

where TV71727437 = {e} = A^71727437).

The number of single cosets in [71727437] is equal to
of ^(71727437) Qn y are pp pj, {3}, pj, pp p|,

p(7i^7437)| =

= 168. The orbits

p|

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGGG,

NGGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG G [7172743].

NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274371] = [7172574].

NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274372] = [7121547].
NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274373] = [7172425].

NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal
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to one already see before using the three relations above.

Therefore, we have that

[717274374] = [7172347].
NM1M2/7M3M6AT is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274376] = [7127437].

Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3t7t5N is a new double coset that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at IVM1/7/2M4M1AT, denoted by [71727431],

where A771727431 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can deduce that 71727431 ~
25242735 ~ 46474236.
This implies that we have the following:

A7MiM2M4/3/i(156)(247) =
Nt2t3t2t4t2t7t3t3 = Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3ti

=

(156) (247) G

yy(71727431).

Similarly, we can show that (165) (274) G ^(71727431).
Therefore, A^71727431) >< e, (156)(247), (165)(274) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727431] is equal to

1^(7^7431)1 =

= 56. The orbits

of A7^71727431) on T are {3}, {1, 5,6}, and {2,4, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7t 147/2/7/4/3/1/7, Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3titi,

Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3tit3 belong to?
AT/7/1/742/7/4/3/1/1 = Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3 G [7172743],
Nt-tyt7ty.7L4tJ.4t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274317] = [7172341].
Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3tit3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274313] = [7127471].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7t\t7t2t7t4t3t2N, denoted by [71727432],

where AT71727432 = {e} = A^71727432).

The number of single cosets in [71727432] is equal to

|N(7j^7432)| =

~ 168.

The orbits of M71727432> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*2*7, 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*1,
0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*2*2, 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*3,

0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*2*4, 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*5,

and

0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*2*6

belong to?

0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*2*2 — 0X0*7 *1*7*2 *7*4*3 G

[7172743].

0x0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*70x0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274327] = [7173274].

0x0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*10x0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274321] = [7123247].

0x0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*30x0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274323] = [71727413].
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*40X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal

to one already see before using the three relations above.

Therefore, we have that

[717274324] = [7127376].
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*50X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274325] = [7172375].

0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*60X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274326] = [7172573].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt?*i*7*2*7*4*3*50X0, denoted by [71727435],

where TV71727435 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can deduce that 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*345 =
0X0*5*1*5*2*5*4*6*7 •

This implies that we have the following:
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*5(36) (57) = 0X0 (*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*5)^36)(57) =
0X0*5* 1*5*2*5*4*6*7 = 0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*5

=> (36)(57) G AX71727435\

Therefore, A0(71727435) >< e, (36) (57) >.
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The number of single cosets in [71727435] is equal to
of ^(71727435) on

p(7J^7435)|

= -gp = 84. The orbits

T are {1}, {2}, {4}, {3,6}, and {5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7t1Gt2t7GGGt2,

belong to?

Nt7tit7t2t7t4GGt4, and Ar

Nt7tit7t2^7^4^3^5t5 = Nt7t\t7t2t7t4t3 E [7172743].

Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3t5GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions above that [717274321] = [7123635].
Nt7tit7t2t7Gt3Gt2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274352] = [7172412].
Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3t5t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions above that [717274353] = [7172465].
Nt7tit7t2Gt4t3t5t4N is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal
to one already see before using the three relations above.

Therefore, we have that

[717274354] = [7172325].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at NGtAAAGGGGN, denoted by [71727436],

where TV71727436 = {e} = jv<71727436).
The number of single cosets in [71727436] is equal to

p(7J^7436)'[ =

— 168. The orbits

of M71727436> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3tQt7, Nt7tit7t2t7Gt3toG,
Nt7tit7t2t7GGGG, NGGGGGGGteG,

Nt7GGt2GGGGG, Nt7tit7t2t7GGGG,
and Nt7tiGt2t7t4t3t6G belong to?

^V^7^1^7^2^7^4^3^6^6 = Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3 E [7172743].

NGtiGt^Gt^Gt^n is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [717274367] = [7124652].
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NAAAAAAAAA^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [717274361] = [7123635].

NAAAAAAAAA^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [717274362] = [7172371].

NAAAAAAAAA^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations
above that [717274363] = [7124256].
NAAAAAAAAA^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal
to one already see before using the three relations above.

Therefore, we have that

[717274364] = [7123756].

NAAAAAAAAA^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three relations

above that [717274365] = [7172475].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71727451],

where #71727451 = {e} = #(71727451).

of a-(7i727451)

ou t are

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA G [7172745].

NAAAAAAAAA is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one
already see before by the above relations.
Therefore, we have that [717274517] = [7172464].

NAAAAAAAAA is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one
already see before by the above relations.
Therefore, we have that [717274512] = [7121347].
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0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*i*3

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the above relations.

Therefore, we have that [717274513] = [7172746].
0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*i*4 is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one
already see before.

Therefore, we have that [717274514] = [7172541].
0X0*741*742*7*4*5*1*5 is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before.
Therefore, we have that [717274515] = [7127341].
0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*5*i*6 is

not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the relations above. Therefore, [717274516] = [7172467].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at 0x0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*20X0, denoted by [71727462],

where TV71727462 = {e} =

0X0<71727462).

The number of single cosets in [71727462] is equal to

y

| ~

= 168.

orblts

of A0(71727462) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*7; 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*1,
0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*21 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*3,
0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*4, 0X0*7*14742*7*4*6*2*5,

and 0X0*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*6 belong to?
0X0*74147*247*4*6*2*2 = 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6 G
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*70X0

[7172746],

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the above relations.

Therefore, we have that [717274627] = [7173257].

0x0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*10x0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the above relations.
Therefore, we have that [717274621] = [7127376].
0X0*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*40X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the above relations.
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Therefore, we have that [717274624] = [7172573].
N*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*5-N

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the above relations.

Therefore, [717274625] = [7123247].
N*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*6-^

is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one

already see before by the above relations.
Therefore, [717274626] = [7172327].

Ni7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*3-N is a new double coset that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at Nt^tytytftyt^tyN, denoted by [71727571],

where #71727571 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can deduce that
71727571 ~ 73727473 ~ 74727374 ~ 75727175. This implies that we have the following:
N*7*l*7*2*7*5*7*l(13)(45) = N(*7*it7i2*7*5*7*l)C13)(45) =

(13)(45) €

N*7*3*7*2*7*4*7*3 = N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*1

#(71727571),

N*7*l*7*2*7*5*7*l(14)(35) = N(*7ii*7*2*7*5*7*1)(14)(35) =

(14) (35) G #(71727571)5

N*7*4*7*2*7*3*7*4 = N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*1

N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*1(15) (34) = TV (*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1F15^34) =

N*7*5*7*2*7*l*7*5 =

N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*1

=> (15) (34) G #(71727571).

Therefore, #(7472757i) >< e> (13)(45), (14)(35), (15)(34) >.
The number of single cosets in [71727571] is equal to

= np = 42.

The orbits of #(71727371) On T are {2}, {6}, {7}, and {1,3,4,5}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*x*7*2*7*5*7*1*7, N*7*x*7*2*7*5*7*X*X ,

N*7*x*7*2*7*5*7*i*2,

and

N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*i*6

N*7*x*7*2*7*5*7*1*1 = N*7*x *7*2 *7*5*7 G

N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*i*2N

belong to?

[7172757].

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we have that

[717275712] is equal to [7121517].
N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*i*6N

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we have that

[717275716] is equal to [7126247].
N*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*i*7?/

is a new double coset and will be considered later.
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Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71727537],

where N71727537 = {e} = #(71727537).
The number of single cosets in [71727537] is equal to

1^(7^7537)1 = ^p = 168.

The orbits ofM71727537) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA G [7172753].
NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the three relations

that [717275371] is equal to [7124256].
NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the three relations
that [717275372] is equal to [7121357].

NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the three relations
that [717275373] is equal to [7172576].

NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the three relations

that [717275374] is equal to [7172573].
NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the three relations
that [717275375] is equal to [7172375].
NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the three relations

that [717275376] is equal to [7127437].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71727532],

where #71727532 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show that NAAAAAAA =
NAAAAAAA, by the following:
7172753 = 7127253 (by relation 3)

7127253 = (172)(346)1721253 (by relation 2)

(172) (346) 1721253 = (172)(346)1712153 (by relation 3)
=> 7172753 = (172)(346)1712153 =>■ NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA => NAAAAAAAA =

NAAA AA AAA-
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This implies,
NM1M2Ms<3^2(17)(46) =

N(t7t1t7t2t7t3t3t2)^7>>('46') =

Ntxt7tit2txt3t3t2 = Nt7txt7t2t7tGt3t2 => (17) (46) 6

aA71727532).

Similarly by the three relations above, we have 71727532 ~ 31343574 ~ 13171574 ~

73767516 - 37363516.
This implies that we have the following:
NMiM2MsM2(13)(26) = N(t7t1t7t2t7t5t3t2)^13^2^ =
Nt7t3t7tst7t5titG = Nt7t]t7t2t7t5t3t2
NMiM2M5M2(24)(37)

(13)(26) G N<71727532),

= N(MiM2M5M2X24)(37) =

Nt3t7t3t6t3t5tit6 = Nt7tit7t2t7t3t3t2 => (24)(37) G N<71727532),
WiM2MsM2(173)(264) = A>fit7W5M2)(173)(264) =

Nt3tit3t6t3t5t7t4 = Nt7txt7t2t7t3t3t2 => (173)(264) G A^71727532/
Similarly, we can show that (137) (246) G A7^71727532/

Then we have,

aX71727532)

>< e, (17)(46), (13)(26), (24)(37), (173)(264), (137)(246) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727532] is equal to |

| = ^ = 28.

The orbits of aX71727532) on T are {5}, {1,3,7}, and {2,4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit7t2t7t3t3t2t7, Nt7tit7t2t7t3t3t2t2,

and Nt7txt7t2t7t5t3t2t5 belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t7t3t3t2t2 — Nt7txt7t2t7t5t3 G [7172753].
Nt7txt7t2t7t5t3t2t7N is not a new double coset since by the three relations above we have

that [717275327] is equal to [7172346].
Nt7txt7t2t7t3t3t2t5N is not a new double coset since by the three relations above we have

that [717275325] is equal to [7124217].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7txt7t2t3t7t4t7N, denoted by [71723747],

where N71723747 = {e} = aX71723747).

The number of single cosets in [71723747] is equal to
of ^(71723747) on T are

^7^3747) | =

{2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t3t7t4t7t7, Nt7txt7t2t3t7t4t7tx, Nt7tit7t2t3t7t4t7t2‘>

= 168. The orbits
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TV*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*7*3, TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*4j TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*5, and TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*6 be

long to?

TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*4

= TV*7*1*7*2*3*7

G

[717237].

TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*iTV is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above

relations that the two double, cosets, [717237471] and [7121357], are equal.
TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*2?V

is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above

relations that the two double cosets, [717237472] and [7121347], are equal.
^"*7*1*7*2*3*7*4*7*377 is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above

relations that the two double cosets, [717237473] and [7172541], are equal.
TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*4TV

is not a new double coset because we can show from the above

relations the following:
717237474 = 717237747 (by relation 3)

=> 717237747 = 7172347 (since *72 = e)
=> 717237474 = 7172347 G [7172347].
Therefore, we have that the two double cosets, [717237474] and [7172347], are equal.

Nt7ti*7*2*3*7*4*7*5TV is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above
relations that the two double cosets, [717237475] and [7172475], are equal.
TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*4*7*6TV

is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above

relations that the two double cosets, [717237476] and [7172576], are equal.
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*7TV, denoted by [71723757],

where TV71723757 = {e}. By the above relations, we have that 71723757 — 42431474 —
53512545.
This implies that we have the following:

TV*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*7(123)(457) =

TV(*7*1*7*2*3*7*5*7)(123)(457) =

TV*4*2*4*3*1*4*7*4 = TV*7*i*7*2*3*7*5*7

=> (123) (457)

G TV<71723757).

Similarly, we can show that (132) (475) G TV^71723757).
Therefore, M71723757) >< e, (123)(457), (132)(475) >.
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The number of single cosets in [71723757] is equal to

1^(7^3757)1 =

= 56. The orbits

of M71723757) on T are {6}, {1,2,3}, and {4,5,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
ATt7t1/742/3/7/5/7/7? ^'47/1/7/2/3/7/5/7/1?

and ^7/147/2/3/7/5/7/0 belong to?

[7172375],

7V/7/1/7/2/3/7/5/7/7 = Ar/7/1/7/2/3/7/5
A^/i^MsMsMiA7

is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above

relations that the two double cosets, [717237571] and [7172467], are equal.
NtJit^tstrtstrtsN is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the above
relations that the two double cosets, [717237576] and [7172476], are equal.
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t3t2t4t7N, denoted by [71723247],

where A771723247 = {e}.

By the relations above, we have 71723247 ~ 41452565 ~

61635376.

This implies that we have the following:
A7/7/i/7/2/3/2/4/7(235)(467) =

N(t?ti 47/2/3/2/41?/235^467)

= Ntfti47/2/3/2/4/7

=>

(235) (467)

=

G yy(71723247).

Similarly, we can show that (253)(476) G A^71723247'.
Therefore, A7^71723247) >< e, (235) (467), (253) (476) >.

The number of single cosets in [71723247] is equal to

= Xp = 56.

The orbits of A^71723247) on T are {1}, {2,3, 5}, and {4,6, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Ntrtit7t2t3t244/7/7,

and

^47/1/7/2/3/2/4/7/1,

7\7/7/j47/2/3/2/4/7/2

belong to?

N/y/i47/2/3/2/4/7/7 == 7^47/1/7/2/3/2/4 € [7172324].
We can easily see that Nt7ti Jt2t3t2M77iAT is not a new double coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that we have [717232471] = [7127431].
We can easily see that A7^/1/7/2 43/2/4 M2 A7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce

from the above relations that we have [717232472] = [7127413].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at 0x0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*20x0, denoted by [71723242],

where A071723242 = {e}. By the relations above, we have 71723242 — 71723242.
This implies that we have the following:
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2(16)(23) =0V(*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2)(16)C23) =

(16) (23) G A/(71723242).

0\0*7*6*7*3*2*3*4*3 = 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2 =>

Therefore, A^71723242) >< e, (16)(23) >.

The number of single cosets in [71723242] is equal to

| = pF = 84.

The orbits of aX71723242) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,6}, and {2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*7, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*1,

0X0*741*7*2*3*2*4*2*2, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*4, and 0X047*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*5 belong to?

0X0*7* 1 *7*2*3 *2*4 *2 *2 = 0X047*1*7*2*3*2*4 G
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*70X0

[7172324].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions that we have [717232427] = [7173246].

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*10X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela
tions that we have [717232421] = [7124256].
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*40X0

is not a new double coset since

717232424 = 717232242 (by relation 3)
=> 717232242 = 7172342 (since *22 = e)
=> 717232424 = 7172342 G [7172342].

Therefore, we have [717232424] = [7172342].
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2*4*2*50X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three rela

tions that we have [717232425] = [7172452].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at

0X0*7*i*7*2*3*4*i*60X0,

denoted by [71723416],

where A071723416 = {e} = AT<71723416\

The number of single cosets in [71723416] is equal to

= ^ = 168.

The orbits of 0X0<71723416) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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NAAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA G [7172341].
There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from

the relations above that,
[717234167] = [7121357], [717234161] = [7127451], [717234162] = [7172346], [717234163] =

[7173257],[717234164] = [7121347], and [717234165] = [7173727].
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71724152],

where #71724152 = {e}. By the relations, we can show that

71724152 ~ 46427652 ~ 36372657 - 31342154 - 26243654 ~ 41437153 - 21273157 -

76734653.
This implies that we have the following:

NAAAAAAAA(16)(47) = N(AAAAAAAA)(16)(47) =

NAAAAAAAA = Nt7t\t7t2t^titGt2 => (16)(47) € #(71724152),
NAAAAAAAA (24) (37) = N (AAAAAAAA/24^37) =

NAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAAA => (24) (37) € #(71724152),
NAAAAAAAA(16)(2734) = N(AAAAAAAA)(16)(2734) =

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAA => (16) (2734) 6

tv<71724 1G2\

NAAAAAAAA (23) (47) = N(AAAAAAAA/23^47) =
NAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAAA => (23)(47) G #(71724152),
naaaaa*iAA(16)(23)

=

n (aaaaaaaa/16^23)

=

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAA => (16)(23) G M71724152),

NAAAAAAAA(27)(34) = N (AAAAAAAA/27^34) =

NAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAAA

(27) (34) G #(71724152).

Similarly, we can show that (16) (2437) G #(71724152).
So, we have tvX71724152> >< e, (16)(47), (24)(37), (16)(2734), (23)(47), (16)(23), (27)(34) >.

152)| =

The number of single cosets in [71724152] is equal to |jV(7]^{tof #(71724152) OnT

{2}, {3}, {5}, {1,6}, and {4,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAA AAA A Aii? NAAAAAAAAA?

= 21. The orbits
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and Nt7Gt7t2t4tit5t2t5 belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t4GGt2t2 = Nt7tiGtzGtiG G [7172415].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4tit5t2tiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717241521] = [7126247].
We can see that Nt7t4t7t2t4tit5t2GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717241525] = [7173252].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t4t2tit7N, denoted by [71724217],
where yy71724217 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that

7172421 = 7174241 => 7172421 - 7174241 => 71724217 ~ 71742417.
This implies that we have Nt7tit7t2t4GG = Nt7Gt7i4t2t4ti

=> Nt7tit7t2t4t2Gt7 = Nt7tit7t4t2t4Gt7.

Hence, we have the following: Nt7tit7t2t4t2tit7(24)(56) =
Nt7tit7t2t4^2tlt724^56^ ~ Nt7tit7t4t2t4Gt7 = Nt7tit7t2t4t2tlt7
=> (24)(56) 6 Art71724217).
So, we have jy(71724217) >< e, (24) (56) >.

The number of single cosets in [71724217] is equal to
of ^(71724217) on T are

= pp = 84. The orbits

pp p)4p aIld p 6|

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7Gt7t2t4t2GGG, Nt7tit7t2t4t2Gt7ti, Nt7tit7t2t4t2Gt7t2,

NGGtfaGGGGG, and Nt7Gt7t2t4t2GGG belong to?

Nt7Gt7t2t4t2tit7t7 — Nt7tit7t2t4t2ti G [7172421].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4Gtit7tiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717242171] = [7121475].

We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717242172] = [7172454].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4t2tit7GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717242173] = [7172464].
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We can see that

A0*74i*7*2*4*2 *1*7 *5 TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717242175] = [7173274].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*3TV, denoted by [71724213],
where A071724213 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that

7172421 = 7174241 => 7172421 - 7174241 => 71724213 - 71742413.
This implies that we have

TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*3 — TX0*7*i*7*4*2*4*3

=> TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*3 = TV*7*i*7*4*2*4*1*3-

Hence, we have the following:

TV*7*i*7*2*4 *2*1*3 (24) (56)

=

0V*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*324)(56) = TV*7*i*7*4*2*4*1 *3 = TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*3

=> (24) (56)

So, we have

G A0<71724213).
aX71724213)

>< e, (24) (56) >.

The number of single cosets in [71724213] is equal to

jJy(7]^2i3)|

= pF = 84. The orbits

of M71724213) on T are {1}, {3}, {7}, [2,4}, and {5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*l*3*7, 0V*7*1*7*2*4*2*1*3*1, TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*l*3*2,
TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*3*3,

and TV*7*i47*2*4*2*i*3*5 belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*1*3*3 —

We can see that

TVt?t 1*7*2*4*2*1

TV*74i47*2*4*2*i*3*7TV

G

[7172421].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717242137] = [7127464].

We can see that Nt?t 1*7*2 *4*2*1 *3*1 TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717242131] = [7123634].
We can see that

TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*i*3*2TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717242132] = [7172546].

We can see that ^47*1*7*2*4*2*1*3 *5 TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717242135] = [7172543].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we

will

look at

TV*7*i*7*2*4*2*5*1TV,

denoted by [71724251],

where A/71724251 = {e}. By the three relations above, we have that
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71724251 ~ 17126257

46427256 ~ 64621254. This implies that we have the following:

*/*7*l*7*2*4*2*5*l (17) (46) = N*7*l *7*2*4 *2*5*1 )^17^ 46 =

*V*1*7*1*2*6*2*5*7 = *V*7*1*7*2*4*2*5*1 =+ (17) (46) € #(71724251),
N*7*i *7*2*4*2*5*1(16) (47) = *V*7*i*7*2*4*2*5*l)^16^47^ =

=> (16)(47) G

*V*4*6*4*2*7*2*5*6 ~
*V*7*1*7*2*4*2*5*1 (14) (67)

=

N*6*4*6*2*l*2*5*4 =

#(71724251),

*V*7*i*7*2*4*2*5*l/14^67) =
*2*5*1 => (14)(67) G #(71724251),

Therefore, #(71724251) >< e, (17)(46), (16)(47), (14)(67) >.
The number of single cosets in [71724251] is equal to

The orbits of #(71724251)

on

|^(7:|S25i)|

= pp = 42.

p are {2}, {3}, {5}, and {1,4,6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
*/*7*l*7*2*4*2*5*l*l, N*7* 1*7*2 *4*2 *5 *1*2, N*7*l*7*2*4*2*5*l*3,

and

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*5*i*5

belong to?

N*7*i*7*2*4*2*5*1*1 — N*7*l*7*2*4*2*5 G

[7172425],

We can see that *V*7*1*7*2*4*2*5*1*2*/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717242512] = [7126247].

We can see that Ntft 1*7*2 *4*2 *5 *1*3*V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717242513] = [717274375].

We can see that

*V*7 *1*7*2 *4 *2 *5*1*5*/

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717242515] = [7172524].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at N*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6*V, denoted by [71724526],

where #71724526 _ {e}_ Prom the relations above, we can show that

N*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6 —

*V*3*1*3*4*2*5*4*6-

This implies, N*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6(24)(37) = *V(*7*1 *7*2*4*5*2*e)^24^37^

= *V*3*1*3*4*2*5*4*6 =

7/*7*i*7i2i4*5*2*6•

=> (24) (37)

So,

G #(71724526).

#(71724526) >< e,

(24)(37) >.

The number of single cosets in [71724526] is equal to

____ 1*1____ -168-84
hy(71724526) I
2 ~

The orbits of jV(T1724628> on T are {1}, {5}, {6}, {2,4}, and {3,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6*7, *V*7*1*7*2*4*5*2*6*1, TV*7*]*7*2*4*5*2*6*2,
TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6*5; and

Nt7tit7t2*4*5*2*6*6

TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6*6 = TV*7*1*7*2*4*5*2

belong to?

€ [7172452].

We can see that TV*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6*7?V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717245267] = [7123756].

We can see that Ar*7*i*7*2*4*5*2*6*i*V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717245261] = [7121457],

We can see that Nt7txt7t2t4t3t2tGt2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the .above relations that [717245262] = [7127437].

We can see that Nt? *1*7*2 *4 *5 *2*6 *5 N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717245265] = [7124652].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt?ti *7*2*4 *6 *4*3 TV, denoted by [71724643],

where A"71724643 = {e}. By the second relation above, we have that
TV*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3 = TV*i*7*i*2*6*4*6*3

This implies,

siuce 71724643 = 17126463.

TV*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3(17)(46) = TV(*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3)^17^46^ =

TV*i*7*i*2*6*4*6*3 = *V*7*1*7*2*4*6*4*3

=> (17) (46) G A"(71724643).
Similarly, we can deduce by the three relations above that 71724643 — 12176364 —

21273634 - 72714346 - 27213436.

This implies that we have the following:
TV*7*1*7*2*4*6*4*3(127)(346) = TV(*7*1*7*2*4*6*4*3)^127^346^ =
TV*i*2*l*7*6*3*6*4 = TV*7*1*7*2*4*6*4*3 => (127)(346) € TV<71724643\
TV*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3(27) (34) = TV(*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3)^27^34^ =
Wl*2*7*3*6*3*4 =

Wi*7t2t4W3 => (27) (34) G TV<71724643\

TV*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3(12) (36) = TV(*7*i*7*2*4*6*4*3)^12^36^ =

TV*7*2*7*1*4*3*4*6 = TV*7*!*7*2*4*6*4*3 =>

(12)(36) G A^71724643\

Similarly, we can show that (172) (364) G A"(71724643\
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Thus, ?X71724643) >< e, (17)(46), (127)(346), (27)(34), (12)(36), (172)(364) >.
The number of single cosets in [71724643] is equal to
of ^(71724643) on T are

{g},

= T = 28- The orbits

2,7}, and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit7t2t3t7, Nt7tit7t2t4tGt4t3t3, and Nt7tit7t2t4t3t4t3t^ belong to?

Nt7tit7t2t4tQt4t3t3 = Nt7tit7t2t4tQt4 G [7172464].

Weican see that Nt7tit7t2t4tQt4t3t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717246437] = [7173246].

We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4tQt4t3t5N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717246435] = [7127532].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t5t7t4tGN, denoted by [71725746],

where TV71725746 = {e} = M71725746\
The number of single cosets in [71725746] is equal to |W<tiSt46>| = T = 168. The orbits
of jV<71725746) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7tit7t245/7/4/0/7? Nt7tit7t2tGt7t4tsti, Nt7tit7t2t^t7t4tet2,

Nt7tit7t2t5t7t4tct3, Nt7tit7t2t5t7t4tQt4, Nt7tit7t2t5t7t4tst3, and Nt7tit7t2t5t7t4t6t6 be
long to?
Nt7tit7t2t$t7t4t6tG — 7V/7/1/7/245/7/4 £ [7172574].

We 1 can see that AT/7 41/7/2/5/7/4/6/7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717257467] = [7121454].

We can see that Nt7t 1/7/245/7/4/6/1 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717257461] = [7172543].
We can see that Nt7ti t7t2 45/7/4/6/2 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717257462] = [7123247].

We can see that 7V/7/1/7/2/5 47/4/6/3 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717257463] = [7121436].
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We can see that Nt7tis not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [717257464] = [7123756].

We can see that

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

the above relations that [717257465] = [7173257].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71725234], where
71725234 _

By relations (2) and (3), we have the following:

NAAAAAAAA(17)(25) = NAAAAAAAtl17^25) =

(17)(25) G #(7172523A

NAAAAAAAA =

NAAAAAAAA (15) (27) = NAAAAAAA^15^2^ = NAAAAAAAA —
NAAAAAAAA => (15) (27) G N<71725234),
NAAAAAAAA(12)(57) = NAtiAAAAAil12^57^ =
=> (12)(57)

=

g tv<71725234),

NAAAAAAAA(17)(25) = NAAAAAAA^17^25^ =

=

(17) (25) G #(71725234\

So, #(7:L723234) >< e) (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25) > .

The number of single cosets in [71725234] is equal to
of #(71725234) Qn T
{3^ {4}, {g^ and {lf2,5,7}.

1^1
|jV(71725234)|

=168—49 The orbits
4

Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA G [7172523].
NAAAAAAAAA is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [717252347] = [7121436].
NAAAAAAAAA is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [717252343] = [717274375].

NAAAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be considered later.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71725246], where
#71725246 _

gy relations (2) and (3), we can deduce that we have the following:
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A0*7*l*7*2*5*2*4*e(17)(25) = TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*4*617)(25) =

Wl*7*2*5*2*4*6 =>

(17)(46) G A0<71725246),

■A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6(lb)(27) = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*615)(27) = A0*2*5*2*7*l*7*4*6 =

(15)(27)

Wl*7*2*5*2*4*6 =>

G A0<71725246),

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6(12)(57) = A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*g12X57) = *V*5*2*5*1*7*1*4*6 =

Wl*7*2*5*2*4*6 => (12)(57) G TV^71725246),
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6(17) (25)

=

A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*617X25) = TX0*1*7*1*5*2*5*4*6 =

(17)(25)

A0*7*l*7*2*5*2*4*6 =>

G

A^71725246\

So, A0(71725246) >< e, (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25), >.

|jy(7]^5246) |' = ^p = 21.

The number of single cosets in [71725246] is equal to

The orbits

of A'C71725246) on T are {3}, {4}, {6}, and {1,2,5, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*7> *V*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*3,

A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4,

and

A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*6

A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*6 = *V*7*1*7*2*5*2*4 €

A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*7*X0

belong to?

[7172524].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above rela

tions that [717252467] = [7124256].

*V*7* 1*7*2 *5 *2 *4*6*3 TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above rela
tions that [717252463] = [7173252],
A0*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4*V

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at

A0*7*i*7*3*7*i*7*3TV,

denoted by [71737173],

where A071737173 = {e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24) (56)}. By the relations above, we can deduce
that there is only one name to represent the double coset.

Therefore, A^71737173) >< A071737173, (1, 2,3,4,5, 6, 7), (26)(45)
The number of single cosets in [71737173] is equal to
A0<7173717> on T are {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A0*7*i*7*3*7*i*7*3*3

belong to?

A0*7*1*7*3*7*1 *7*3*3 = A0*7*1*7*3*7*1*7 G

[7173717].

|AT|
|j^(7173717) |

L3(2).
-—168—1
168 ~

The orbits of
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This implies seven items go back and there are no new double cosets to be considered

from this coset.

Now we will view NfytfatitstitjtiN, denoted by [71215174], where N71215174 =

{e}. By relation 3, we can see that

Nti.t2ti = Nt2txt2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that
Nt7tit2tit5 = Nt7t2tit2t5

= ATMlMlMl^r

=£• Nt7t2tlt2tstl = Nt7txt2tlt3tl
Hence we have the following,

NMiMiMiM4(12)(36) = N(MiMiMiM4/12^36) ~

Nt7t2tit2t5t2t7t4 = NM1M1M1M4 => (12) (36) E

aX71215174\

Similarly we can use the three relations above to obtain 71215174 ~ 62123264 ~ 31216134 ~

61213164 ~ 32126234 ~ 51217154 ~ 52127254
This implies the following:
WiMiMiM4(12)(3765)

= N(t7t1t2tit5t2t7t4)^2)(3765) =

= Ntrt^txhtxt^ => (12)(3765) E Aft71215174),
ArMi^2^ii5ii^7i4(37)(56) =

AT(MiMiM2M4/37^56) =

NM1M1M1M4 = W1W5W4 => (37) (56) G A/<71215174),
NMiMiMiM4(35)(67) = N/MiMiMiMt/35^67) ~

NW2W1M4 = NM1M1M1M4 => (35) (67) G N<71215174),
ATMiMiMiM4(36)(57)

= Af^t^MsM?^/36^57) =

Nt5tit2tit7txt5t4 = Nt7tit2tit5ht7t4 => (36)(57) G N<71215174),

Nt7tit2tlt5tlt7t4(12)(57) = N (t7txt2tit3t2t7t4)^2^^ —
W2W7W4 = W1W5W4 => (12)(57) G N<71215174).
Similarly, we can show that (12) (3567) G AX71215174).

So, Af<71215174) >< N7121517, (12)(36), (12) (3765), (37)(56), (35)(67), (36)(57), (12)(57) >.

The number of single cosets in [71215174] is equal to

IM
_ 168
1^(71215174) |
8

= 21. The orbits

of A^7121517) on T are {4}, {1,2},and {3,5,6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2tit5tit7t4t7,

Nt7tit2tit3tit7t4t4 =

and

E [7121517].

belong to?
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We can deduce from our three relations that NGtfatiGtitrGtr is not a new double coset

since [712151747] = [7123464].
is not a new double coset

We can deduce from our three relations that

since [712151741] = [717274375].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at N Gt GGGGGG N, denoted by [71371731],
where AT71371731 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. By the relations above, we can deduce
that there is only one name to represent the double coset.
Therefore,

aX71371731>

>< TV71371731, (1,2,3,4,5,6,7), (26)(45) >= £3(2).

The number of single cosets in [71371731] is equal to
^(71371731) on T are |lj 2; 3,4j 5}

p(7i^7173)| =

= 1- The orbits of

7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

TVt7tit3t7tit7t3titi belong to?
IVY7M3M1M3M1 = NGGGGGGG E [7137173].
This implies seven items go back and there are no new double cosets to be considered

from this coset.

Now we will look at NGGGGGGGGGN, denoted by [717274375],

where AT717274375 = {e}. From the relations above, we can deduce that
717274375 ~ 515254657 - 616264563 ~ 313234736.

This implies that we have the

following:

NGGGGGGGGG{3ty(7>7) = N {GGGGGGGGG}^^ =

2Vt5tii5t2t544t6«5t7 = Nt7tlt7t2t7tit-St7t3 => (36)(57) g Art717274375),
Nt7ttt7t2t7t4t3t7t3($5)(Q't) = N(t7tit7t2t7t4t3t7t3^3^^^ —

Ntfatttitstftststi = Nt7t1trt2t7t4t3t7ts => (35) (67) g M71727437y

■^^7^1/712/7/4^3^7^5 (37) (56) = N (t7tit7t2t7t4t3t7t3y3^5^ =
Ar/3/i/3/2/3/4/7/3/6 = Nt7tit7t2t7tit3t7t3 => (37) (56) g A'1'71727'1375),

Therefore, A/(717274375) >< e> (36)(57), (35)(67), (37)(56) >.
,______ l£]________ = I03 _ 42

The number of single cosets in [717274375] is equal to ■I jy(717274375)
of A^717274375) on T are {1}, {2}, {4}, and {3,5,6,7}.

4

The orbits

383

Now we need to know which double coset do
*/*7*l*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*l, */*7*l*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*2,
*/*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*4,

and N*7ii*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*5 belong to?

*/*7*l*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*5 — */*7*l*7*2*7*4*3*7

*/*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*1*/

G [71727437].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three

relations above that [7172743751] = [71725234].
*/*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*2*/ is

not a new double coset since we can deduce from the three

relations above that [7172743752] = [71724251].
*/*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*7*5*4*/

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above

relations that [7172743754] = [71215174].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now

we

will look

at */*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*3*/, denoted

by [717274623],

where jV717274623 — {e}. From the above relations we have that

717274623 ~ 262125417 ~ 575351234 ~ 434542756 - 323736175 ~ 141613562 - 656467321.
This implies that we have the following:
N*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*3(1756234) = */(*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3)(1756234) =
*/*5*7*5*3*5*l*2*3*4 = */*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 => (1756234) G JV<717274623),

*/*7*l *7*2*7*4*6*2*3(1367425) = */(*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3)(1367425) =
*/*4*3*4*5*4*2*7*5*6 = */*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 => (1367425) G #(717274623)}

N*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*3(1524763) = */(*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3)(1524763) =
N*6*5*6*4*6*7*3*4*l = */*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 => (1524763) G #(717274623),

*/*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 (1432657) =

N (*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*3)(1432657)

=

*/*l*4*l*6*l*3*5*6*2 = */*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 => (1432657) G #(717274623)}
*/*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 (1645372) = *V (*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2*3)^1645372^ =

*/*2*6*2*l*2*5*4*l*7 = */*7*l*7*2*7*4*6*2*3 =* (1645372) G #(717274623).

Similarly, we can show that (1273546) G #(717274623).
Therefore,

jv(t17274623>

>< e, (1756234), (1367425), (1524763), (1432657), (1645372) >.

The number of single cosets in [717274623] is equal to
of #(747274623) on T are {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}.

|^7^4623) |

= ^F = 24. The orbits

384
Now we need to know which double coset does
TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*6*2*3*3

belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*@*2*3*3 — TV*7*1*7*2*7*4*6*2 £ [71727462].
This implies seven items go back and there are no new double cosets to be considered

from this coset.
Now we will look at

TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*74i*7TV,

denoted by [717275717],

where A/717275717 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can deduce that

71727571 - 73727473 - 74727374 - 75727175. This implies that we have the following:
TV*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*7(13)(45) = TV (*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*7/ 13^45) =

TV*7*3*7*2*7*4*7*3*7 = TV*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*7

(13) (45) 6 y (717275717)_

TV*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*7(14)(35) = TV (*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*7)(14)(35) =
TV*7*4*7*2*7*3*7*4*7 = TV*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*7 => (14)(35) G A*^717275717\
TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*1*7(15)(34) = TV(*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*l*7)^15^34^ =

TV*7*5*7*2*7*1*7*5*7 = TVt7*i*7*2*7*5*7*i*7

(15) (34)

G A^(74727^747),

With a similar process we have that (16) (47), (173) (465), (37) (56), (137) (456),

(14)(3756), (156)(374), (165)(347), (17)(46), (35)(67)(1345)(67), (14)(67), (1543)(67),
(1647) (35), (175) (346), (36) (57), (136) (457), (14) (3657), (157) (364), (163) (475), (1746) (35).
Therefore, M717275717> >< e, (13)(45), (14)(35), (15)(34), (16)(47), (173)(465), (37)(56),

(137)(456), (14)(3756), (156)(374), (165)(347), (17)(46), (35)(67), (1345)(67), (14)(67),

(1543)(67), (1647)(35), (175)(346), (36)(57), (136)(457), (14)(3657), (157)(364), (163)(475),
(1746) (35) >. The number of single cosets in [717275717] is equal to

|JV(71!7jS5717)| =

7.

The orbits of A^717275717) on T are {2}, and {1,3,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*7*2*7*5t7t 1*7*7 and TVt7*i*7*2*7*5t7*i*7t2 belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*i*7*7 = TV*7*i*7*2*7*5*7*l G

[71727571].

^*7*1*7*2*7*5*7*1*742^ is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at
y7i72523464 _

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*6*V,

denoted by [7172523464], where

gy relations (2) and (3), we can deduce that we have the

following: TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*6(17)(25) = TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*617^25^ —

—

385
A0*i*7*1*5*2*5*3*4*6 = TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*6 =>

(17) (25)

G A^717252346),

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*6(15) (27) = 0X0 *7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*615^27'> = 0X0*2 *5 *2 *7* 1*7*3 *4 *6 =
0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*6 =>

(15)(27) G A^717252346),

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*6(12) (57)

=

0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*612X57^ = TV*5*2*5*1*7*1*3*4*6 =

=> (12) (57)

TV*7*1 *7*2*5*2*3*4*6(17) (25) =
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*6 =>

G A0^717252340\

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*617X25) — TV*i*7*i*5*2*5*3*4*6 =

(17)(25) G A0<717252346\

With a similar process, we have that (1326) (57), (1623) (57), (37) (56), (173) (256),

(156)(273), (12)(3567), (135)(267), (167)(235)(35)(67), (176)(253), (153)(276), (12)(3765),
(137)(265), (165)(237), (36)(57), (1725)(36), (1527)(36), (12)(36), (13)(26), (16)(23).
So, Ar<717252346) >< e, (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25), (1326)(57), (1623)(57), (37)(56),

(173)(256), (156)(273), (12)(3567), (135)(267), (167)(235), (35)(67), (176)(253), (153)(276),
(12)(3765), (137)(265), (165)(237), (36)(57), (1725)(36), (1527)(36), (12)(36), (13)(26),
(16)(23) > .

The number of single cosets in [717252346] is equal to

|w-(71ra52348)i

=

= 7.

The orbits of jV'-717252346) on T are {4} and {1,2,3,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do 0V*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*4*6*4, and 0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*6*6

belong to? Nt?tit?t2*5*2*3*4*6*6
0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4*6*4

—

Nt?ti*7*2*5*2*3*4

G

[71725234].

is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at

0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*40V,

denoted by [717252464], where

Ar7i7252464 = -fe}. gy relations (2) and (3), we can imply that we have the following:
0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4(17)(25) = 0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*417X25'* =

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4 =>

(17) (46) G 0V<717252464),

0V*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4(15)(27) = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*415X27^ — TV*2*5*2*7*1*7*4*6*4 =

TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*4*6*4 =>

(15)(27)

G A0(717252464\

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4(12)(57) = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*412X5^ = 0V*5*2*5*1*7*1*4*6*4 =

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*4*6*4 =>

(12)(57)

G A0<717252464\

TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*4*6*4(17)(25) = TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*4*6*417^25^ “ TV*i*7*i*5*2*5*4*6*4 =
TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*4*6*4 =>

(17)(25)

G A^717252464).

With a similar process, we have that (165) (274), (14) (67), (26) (45), (17) (2654),

386
(154)(267), (126)(475), (1674)(25), (145)(276)(25)(46), (17)(46), (1572)(46), (1275)(46),
(162)(457), (1476)(25), (24)(56), (17)(2456), (156)(247), (124)(567), (16)(47), (142)(576).

So,
^(717252464)

c> (15)(27), (12)(57),(17)(25), (165)(274),(14)(67), (26)(45),

(17)(2654), (154)(267), (126)(475), (1674)(25), (145)(276), (25)(46), (17)(46), (1572)(46),
(1275)(46), (162) (457), (1476) (25), (24) (56), (17)(2456), (156)(247), (124) (567), (16) (47),

(142)(576) >.

1^(7,7^52444)! =

The number of single cosets in [717252464] is equal to

= 7.

The orbits of TV*717252464) on T are {3}, and {1,2,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAAAAAA

NAAAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAAA G [71725246].
NAAAAAAAAAA is a new double coset and will be considered later.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172757172],

where #7172757172 — {e}. By the relations above, we can deduce that
there is only one name to represent the double coset.
Therefore, A^T1727571T2) >< e, (1234567), (26)(45) >= £2(3).

The number of single cosets in [7172757172] is equal to

The orbit of #(7172757172) on y js

|A7|
|7V(7172757172)|

_ 168
168

= 1.

2,3,4,5, 6, 7}.

Now we need to know which double coset does

NAAAAAAAAAAA belong to? NAAAAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAAA G [717275717].
This implies seven items go back and there are no new double cosets to be considered

from this coset.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172523464], where

^■7172523464 = {e}. By the relations above, we can deduce that
there is only one name to represent the double coset.
Therefore,

aM717252346)

>< e, (1234567), (26)(45) >= L2(3).

The number of single cosets in [7172523464] is equal to
of TV*7172523464) on T is {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}.

Now we need to know which double coset does

NAAAAAAAAAAA belong to?

|A7|
_ 168
| jy (7172523464) | — 168

= 1. The orbit

387

^711^2^2^4^^ = Nt7ti47/2/5t2ht4t6 G [717252346].
This implies seven items go back and there are no new double cosets to be considered

from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t5t2N, denoted by [7172524643], where
yy7172524643 — {e}_ By the relations above, we can deduce that

there is only one name to represent the double coset.
Therefore, A7<71T252464> >< e, (1234567), (26)(45) >= £2(3).

IM
_ 168 = 1. The orbit
The number of single cosets in [7172524643] is equal to |^(7172524643)
|
168
of aX7172524643) on T is {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset does

Nt7tit7t2t5t244/6/4/3/3 belong to?
N"/?/!47/2/5/2/446/4/3/3 = Nt7tit7t245/244/5/4 € [717252464].
Therefore, we have found all the double cosets, since the set of right cosets of N is closed

under right multiplication by the symmetric generators.

The result of the double coset enumeration are shown with the following Cayley
diagram:
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Figure-6.1: Cayley Diagram For 6*A*22 : 2
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Figure 6.2: Cayley Diagram For 6'A?22 : 2
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Figure 6.3: Cayley Diagram For 6’M22 : 2
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Figure 6.4: Cayley Diagram For 6-^22 : 2
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Figure 6.5: Cayley Diagram For 6'M22 : 2
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Figure 6.6: Cayley Diagram For 6 M22 : 2
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1 + 7 + 42 + 21 + 168 + 42 + 84 + 21+84 + 84 +

168+168+168+168+42+21 + 168+84+84+168+84+42+84+84+168+84+28+168+

84+84+168+84+168+168+168+168+168+168+84+168+168+84+84+84+168+168+
84+168+84+168+168+42+168+21+84+84+168+84+168+84+168+84+168+84+

168+84+84+168+168+168+168+21+84+168+42+168+168+168+84+168+84+168+

84+168+168+168+56+168+28+84+168+84+28+168+84+168+168+168+168+28+
168+168+84+84+84+84+168+168+168+84+84+168+168+168+168+168+168+

168+168+84+84+168+84+168+168+168+28+84+84+168+84+56+168+168+84+
21 + 168+84+84+168+84+168+168+168+168+56+168+168+42+84+84+84+84+

84+84+84+168+84+84+168+84+168+168+168+168+28+84+168+168+168+168+

168+84+168+168+84+168+84+84+168+168+56+84+84+84+84+168+168+24+84+
168+168+168+84+84+168+168+168+168+21+42+168+168+168+168+7+168+21+
168+168+84+168+21+42+168+84+56+56+168+84+168+168+56+56+84+84+28+

168+168+168+28+168+84+84+21+84+168+168+28+168+56+84+84+84+28+168+
84+42+7+84+84+168+56+168+84+168+168+168+42+168+28+168+56+56+84+

168+21+84+84+42+84+28+42+168+42+1+21+1+42+24+7+7+7+1+1 + 1 =31680.

It follows that the order of the image group G is at most 31680 x |Aj =
31670(168) = 5,322,240, |G| < 5,322,240. We can show that |G| = 5,322,240 by

regarding G as a subgroup of <$31670, where 31,670 is the number of right cosets, of N in
G that we have found. In fact, G = 6 M22 : 2. [CHB96] We note that the center of G is

of order two and is given by < (1,4, tyGtzGGGG >• In the next chapter, we factor G by
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its center to obtain a group of order 2,661,120.
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Chapter 7

Factoring 6 M22 : 2 By Its Center
A symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2*7 : £3(2) is given by:

< x, y, t\x7 = y2 = (x*y)3 = e = t2 = [ar, y]4 = [x * y, t^4] = [y, tx3]

2*7 : L3(2),

where the control group N = S7 =< x,y\x7 = y2 = (x * y)3 >,
ar-(7,1,2,3,4,5,6),
y ~ (2,6) (4,5), and
t ~ t7

The progenitor is factored by the following relation:
AAAAAA
(1,4,3)

= e.

We use this relation to obtain G. Thus,

2*7 : L3(2)
AAAAAA
(1,4,3)

= e’

Manual Double Coset Enumeration:
We will now perform the double coset enumeration on the image of G over N.

First of all NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Since N is transitive on
T = {7,1,2,3,4,5,6}, [*] only consists of the single coset N. Now we look at the double

coset NAN, denoted by [7], where

N7 =< e, (1,6,3,2)(4,5), (1,2,3,6)(4,5), (1,3)(2,6), (1,5,3,4)(2,6),
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(1.4) (3,5), (2,6)(4,5), (1,6)(2,3), (1,2)(3,6), (1,3)(4,5), (1,5)(3,4),
(1,4,3,5)(2,6), (2,5)(4,6), (1,6,5)(2,4,3), (1,2,4)(3,6,5),

(1,3)
(2, 5,6,4), (1,5,6) (2,3,4), (1,4,6) (2,3,5), (2,4)(5,6),
(1.6.4) (2,5,3), (1,2,5)(3,6,4), (1,3) (2,4,6,5), (1,5,2)(3,4,6),

(1,4,2)(3,5,6) > =M7).

The number of single cosets in [7] is equal to

= 7.

Therefore [7] =

{TV*7, Nti, Nt2, Nt3, Nt^, Nt5f Nt®}.

The orbits of

on T are {7} and {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Now we need to know which double

coset do Nt7t7 and Nt7ti belong to?

Nt7t7 = Ne 6 [*], and Nt7t±N is a new double coset. This is the one we will consider

next.
Let us take a look at Nt7txN, denoted by [71]. We have that TV71 =

><

e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [71] is equal to
The orbits of

= -Ap = 42.

on T are {7}, {1}, {3}, and {2,4, 5,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do Nt7titi , Nt7txt7, Nt7txt2, and Nt7t\t3

belong to?
We have that Nt7txti = Nt? e [7] Therefore [711] = [7]. The double cosets Nt7tit7N,
TV*7*i*2TV,

and Nt7t]t3N are all new and will be considered next.

Now we will look at Nt7txt7Ny denoted by [717], where N717 =

{e, (-26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. From our relation (3) above, we know that
TV*6*2*6 = Nt2tet2. Thus conjugating this relation with the elements from N we will

obtain:

<

010 - 101,232 - 323, 212 - 121,313 - 131,202 - 020,303 - 030.
Hence we have the following,

JVt7iit7(17)(2456) = W(t7iit7)(17)(246fi) =

= Nt7tit7

=> (17) (2456) 6 A’<717),
!Vt7t1t7(17)(46) = lV(i7tit7)(17«46> = Ntit-fa = Nt7tit7

and

=> (17)(46) G
Wi«7(17)(25)

= 77(i7tit7)(17>(25’ =

= Nt-fatt

=> (17)(25) e TV<717>.
So, TV<717) >< Nm, (17)(2456), (17)(2654), (17)(46), (17)(25) >.
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The number of single cosets in [717] is equal to

7) | = pp = 21. The orbits of #(717)

on T are {3}, {7,1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ntftytfty, 77*7*1*7*2 and *V*7*i*7*3 belong to?
N*7*i*7*7 =

Ntyty £ [71].

N*7* i*7*2N and */*7*i*7*3*/ are both new double cosets and will be review later.
Let us look at

N*7*i*2*/,

denoted by [712], where TV712 = {e} = */(712\ The

number of single cosets in [712] is equal to

| = _p = 168.

The orbits of #(712) on T are {7}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do */*7*i*2*7, */*7*i*2*i,

*/*7*i*2*4, */*7*i*2*s, and
*/*7*l*2*2 = */*7*l

N*7*i*2*6

*/*7*i*2*2)

*/*7*i*2*3,

belong to?

G [71],

N*7*i*2*7*/> */*7*l*2*l*/, */*7*l*2*3*V, */*7*i*2*4*/, */*7*l*2*5*/,

and

N*7*i*2*6*/

are all new double cosets and will be looked at later.

Now we will look at */*7*i*3*/, denoted by [713],

where */713 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)} = */<713).

The number of single cosets in [713] is equal to pyppyj = ^p = 42.

The orbits of #(713) on T are {3}, {7},{1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

N*7*i*3*7,

*/*7*i*3*2

N*7*1*3*3 = */*7*l G
N*7*i*3*2*/

and *V*7*i*3*3 belong to?

[71].

and Ntytyt^tyN are both new double cosets and will be review later.

Now we will look at

N*7*i*7*2TV,

denoted by [7172], where N7172 =

{e}. From our relation (3) above, we know that

*V*7*i*7 =

Ntyt^ty which implies that

*/*7*l*7*2 = */*l*7*l*2-

Hence we have the following,
*/*7*l*7*2(17)(46) = */(*7*i*7*2)(17^46) = */*! *7*1*2 = */*7*i*7*2

=>(17)(46)
So, */<7172) >< *V7172, (17)(46) >.
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The number of single cosets in [7172] is equal to

= 84.

The orbits of IV^7172) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t2t7, Nt7txt7t2t2-> Nt7txt7t2t3, Nt7tit7t2t4, and Nt7tit7t2t5 belong to?
NM1*7M2 = Ni7tit7 6 [717].

Now we will look at Nt7txt7t3N, denoted by [7173], where N7173 =

{e, (26)(45), (25)(46), (24)(56)}. From our relation (3) above, we know that Nt7tit7 =

NtiMl which implies that NM1M3 = Ntit7txt3.
Hence we have the following,

Nt7iiM3(17)(46) = N(£7£i£7£3)(i7)(43) — Ntit7tit3 = Nt7txt7t3

=S> (17)(46) e N<7173\
NMiM3(17)(25) = N(MiM3)(17^25)

=

M1W3 = W1M3

=> (17) (25) G A^7173), and

Wi^i3(17)(2456) = N(M1M3)(17K2456) = M1W3 = W1M3
=► (17)(2456) E N<7173). Similarly, we can show that (17)(2654) G N^7173^

So, N<7173> >< N7173, (17)(46), (17)(25), (17)(2456), (17)(2654) >.

The number of single cosets in [7173] is equal to

= 21.

The orbits of AX7173) on T are {3}, {7,1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t3t7, Nt7txt7t3t3, and Nt7tit7t3t2 belong to?
Nt7tit7t3t3 = Nt7£it7 G [717].
Nt7iiM3^3N, and Nt7txt7t3t2N are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will view

denoted by [7127], where N7127 = {e}.

By relation 2, we can see thatNMiM7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2) (3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.

Hence we have the following,
NMiM7(17)(46) =

N(MiM7/17^46)

=> (17) (46) G M7127>.

= NY1M2/L = Nt7tit2t7
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So, N<7127> >< N7127, (17) (46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127] is equal to

|- =

= 84.

The orbits of N^7127) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAA? NAAAAA?

NAAAAA? and NAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAA — NAAA G [712].
NAAAAAN is not a new double coset because of the following,

71272 = 71727 (by relation 3)
=> 71272 6 [71727]. Hence, [71272] = [71727].

NAAAAAN, NAAAAAN, and NAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be consid
ered later.
Now we will view NAAA AN, denoted by [7121], where N7121 = {e}. By relation

3, we can see that
NAAA — NAAA when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that

NAAAA — NAAAA
Hence we have the following,

NAAAA (12) (36) = N (AAAA/12^36) = NAAAA = NAAAA
=>(12)(36)GN(7121\

So, N<7121) >< N7121, (12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [7121] is equal to

= Ip = 84.

The orbits of M7121) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? and NAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAA = NAAA G [712].
By the above relation, NAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71215] = [71727]

NAAAAAN, NAAAAAN, and NAAAAAN
are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at NAAA AN, denoted by [7123], where N7123 = {e} =
#(7123).
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The number of single cosets in [7123] is equal to

| =

= 168.

The orbits of N<7123) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*i*2*3*7,

Nt7tit2t3ti, Nt?tit2t3t2,

A0*7*i*2*3*3,

Nt7tit2t3t4, Nt7tit2t3t5, and 0X0*7*i*2*3*6

belong to?
A0*7*1*2*3*3 = 0V*7*1*2 €
A0*7*i*2*3*i*V

[712].

is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[71231] = [71237].
*V*7*i*2*3*40V

is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[71234] = [71237].
A0*7*i*2*3*7*V, A0*7*i*2*3*2TV, 0X0*7*1*2*3*30X0,

and 0X0*7*1*2*3*50X0 are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at 0X0*7*i*2*40X0, denoted by [7124], where 0\07124 = {e} =

^0(7124).
The number of single cosets in [7124] is equal to |^^4)| =

= 168.

The orbits of 0X0(7124) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*i*2*4*7, 0X0*7*i*2*4*i, 0X0*7*1*2*4*2> 0X0*7*1*2*4*3,

Nt7t±*2*4*4,

0X0*7*i*2*4*5, and 0X0*7*i*2*4*6

belong to?
0X0*7*i*2*4*4 = 0X0*7*i*2 G

[712].

0X0*7*1*2*4*50X0 is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that
[71245] = [71235].

0X0*7*1*2*4*60X0 is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that
[71246] = [71213].
0X0*7*i*2*4*70X0, 0X0*7*1*2*4*10X0,

Nt7tit2t4t2N, and Nt7ti*2*4*30X0 are new double cosets and

will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at 0X0*7*1*2*50X0, denoted by [7125], where 0X07125 = {e} =
AT(7125)_
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The number of single cosets in [7124] is equal to

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of N<7125> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? and NAAAAA

belong to?
NAAAAA — NAAA G [712].
NAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[71251] = [71725].
NAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[71252] = [71275].
NAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[71253] = [71241].

NAAAAAN, NAAAAAN, and NAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be viewed

later.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAN, denoted by [7126], where N7126 = {e} =
#(7126).

The number of single cosets in [7126] is equal to p^pyp^yj = ^p = 168.
The orbits of #(7126) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? NAAAAA? and NAAAAA

belong to?
NAAAAA = NAAA G [712].
NAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[71267] = [71723].

NAti A A AN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that
[71265] = [71237].

NAAAAAN, NAAAAAN, NAAAAAN, and NAAAAAN are new double cosets and

will be viewed later on.
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Now we will look at NtytytstyN, denoted by [7137],

where N7137 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)} = N<7137).
The number of single cosets in [7137] is equal to

= pp = 42.

The orbits of #(7137) on T are {3}, {7}, {1}, and {2,4, 5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

*V*7*i*3*7*7,

N*7*i*3*7*i,

N*7*i*3*7*7 = N*7*i*3

Ntytyt^tyt^ and Ntytyt^tjt^ belong to?

€ [713].

Ntytyt^tjt^N is not a new double coset since,

71373 = 71737 6 [71737] (by relation 3)
=> 71373 G [71737]. Thus we have [71373] = [71737].
*V*7* 1*3*7*iN, N*7*i*3*7*2*V are both new double cosets and will be reviewed later.

Now we will look at N*7*i*3*iN, denoted by [7131],

where TV7131 = {e, (26)(45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. By using relation 3 and conjugating it
by N we have the following,
131

313 => 7131 ~ 7313. Hence, we have the following,

N*7*1*3*1(13)(45) = N(*7*1*3*1)(13^45^ = N*7*3*i*3 = N*7*i*3*i

(13)(45) G #(7131). It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(26) G #(7131).
Also,

N*7*i*3*i(13)(2465) = N(*7*i*3*i)(13^2465^ = N*7*3*i*3

= N*7*i*3*i

=> (.13)(2465) G N(7131\ It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(2564) G TV(7131).

So, Nt7131) >< N7131, (13)(45), (13)(26), (13)(2465), (13)(2564) >.
The number of single cosets in [7131] is equal to pyppp-j = pF = 21.
The orbits of #(7131) on T are {7}, {3,1}, and {2,4, 5, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
N*7*i*3*i*7, N*7*i*3*i*i,

N*7*1*3*1*1 =

N*7*1*3

G

and

N*7*i*3*i*2

belong to?

[713].

N*7*i*3*i*7N, N*7*i*3*i*2N

are both new double cosets and will be considered later.
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Now let us take a look at Nt7tit3t2N, denoted by [7132], where TV7132 = {e} =
y(7132)_

The number of single cosets in [7132] is equal to

|N(n32)| =

= 168.

The orbits of A^t7132) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A/i7.*ii3*2*7, TVM1*3*2*1, ^■*7*1*3*2*25 ^*7*1*3*2*35 A7*7*i*3*2*4,

Nt-fa*3*2*55

and A7*7*i*3*2*6

belong to?
A7*7*1*3*2*2 = *V*7*1*3

G [713].

*V*7*i*3*2*i*V is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [71321] = [71261].
Nt7ti *3*2*3 N is not a new double coset since,

71323 = 71232 G [71232] (by relation 3)
=> 71323 G [71232], Thus, we have shown that [71323] = [71232],
*V*7*i*3*2*4-N

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[71324] = [71243].
*V*7*i*3*2*6*V

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[71326] = [71372].
*V*7*i*3*2*7TV,

and Nt7tit3t2t5N are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t7N, denoted by [71727], where A*71727 =

{e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that, 71727 = 71272 => 71272 =
17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that Nt7txt?t2t7 =

Hence we have the following,
A/*7*i*7*2*1(17)(46)

= A? (*7*1*7*2*1)^7^4^ — A7ti*7ti*2tl =

A^*7*i*7*2*7

=> (17) (46) G M71727\

So, ?X71727) >< AT71727, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727] is equal to

| = pp = 84.

The orbits of A^71727) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
^"*7*1*7*2*7*75 ^"*7*1*7*2*7*25

Nt7ti*7*2*7*3;

^*7*1*7*2*7*45 and A"*7*i*7*2*7*5

belong to?
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0X0*7*1*7*2*7*7 — TV*7*i*7*2 G

[7172].

0V*7*i*7*2*7*20V is not a new double coset since,
717272 = 717727 (by relation 3)

717727 = 7127 (since t?2 = e)
717272 = 7127 € [7127].

Therefore, we have proven that [717272] = [7127].
Nt?t i*7*2*7*50V is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[717275] = [7121].
0\0*7*i*7*2*7*30X0 and 0X0*7*1*7*2*7*40X0 are new double cosets and will be viewed later.

Now we will look at 0X0*7*i *7*2*3 0X0, denoted by [71723], where TV71723 =

{e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 — 171 => 71723 — 17123 which
implies

that 0X0*7* 1*7*2 *3 = 0X0*i*7*i*2*3.

Hence we have the following,
0X0*7*1*7*2*3(17) (46) = 0X0(*7*i*7*2*3)tl7X46) = 0X0*1*7*1*2*3 = 0X0*7*1*7*2*3

=> (17)(46) €0V(71723).

So,

0X0(71723) >< 0X071723,

(17)(46) >.

^(^j23)|

The number of single cosets in [71723] is equal to |

= pp = 84.

The orbits of 0X0(71723) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*7, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*2; 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*3, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*4> and 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*5 belong to?

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*3 = 0X0*7*i*7*2 G

[7172],

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*70X0 is not a new double coset since by the relations we can deduce that

[717237] = [7126].
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*20X0, 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*40X0, and 0X0*7*i*7*2*3*g0X0 are new double cosets and will be
viewed later.

Now we will look at 0X0*7*1*7*2*40X0, denoted by [71724], where 0X071724 =

{e} = A0(71724).
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The number of single cosets in [71724] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of #(71724) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA?

NAAAAAA?

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? and NAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAA — NAAAA G [7172],
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[717246] = [717274].
NA^iAAAAN,

NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN are

all new double coset and will be considered at another time.
Now we will look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71725], where N71725 =

{e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 => 71725 ~ 17125 which

implies that NAAAAA = NAAAAA-

Hence we have the following,
NAAAAA (17) (46) = N (AAAAA/17^46) = NAAAAA = NAAAAA

=> (17) (46) g#(71725).

So, NA1725) >< #71725, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [71725] is equal to

= yy = 84.

The orbits of #<71725) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA = Nt7tit7t2 G [7172].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[717257] = [7125].
NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be

viewed later.
Now we will look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71737], where N71737 =
{e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24) (56)} = N<71737\
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The number of single cosets in [71737] is equal to

1^(71737)1

= — = 42.

The orbits of N’t71737) on T are {3}, {7,1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7txt7t3t7ti, Nt7txt7t3t7t2, and Nt7txt7t3t7t3 belong to?

Nt7txt7t3t7t7 == Nt7txt7t3 € [7173].
Nt7txt7t3t7t3N is not a new double coset since,
717373 = 717737 (by relation 3)

717737 = 7137 G [7137]
=> 717373 G [7137].

Thus, we have that [717373] = [7137].
and Nt7tit7t3t7t2N are new double

cosets and will be viewed later.
Now we will look at Nt7t1t7t3t2N, denoted by [71732], where N71732 =

{e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 => 71732 ~ 17132 which

implies that Nt7txt7t3t2 = Ntit7t\t3t2.
Hence we have the following,

Nt7tii7t3i2(17)(46) = AT/MiMs^/17^46) = Ntlt7txt3t2 = Nt7tit7t3t2

=> (17) (46) G N<71732)

So, N<71732) >< N71732, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [71732] is equal to

| = Xp- = 84.

The orbits of AM71732) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7txt7t3t2t2, Nt7tit7t3t2t3, Nt7tit7t3t2t4, and Nt7tit7t3t2t5 belong to?
Nt7tit7t3t2t2 = Nt7tit7t3 G [7173].

Nt7txt7t3t2t2N is not a new double coset since we can see that,
717323 = 717232 G [717232] (by relation 3)

=> 717323 G [717232]. Therefore, we have [717323] = [717232].
Nt7tit7t3t2t7N, Nt7tit7t3t2t4N, and Nt7tit7t3t2t5N are new double cosets and will be

considered later.
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Now we will

view 0X0*7*i*2*7*30X0,

denoted by [71273], where

0X071273

= {e}. By

relation 2, we can see that
0V*7*i*2*7 = 0X0*i*7*2*i

when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that 0X0*7*i*2*7*3 =

0X0*i*7*2*i*3.

Hence we have the following,
0X10*7*1*2*7*3 (17) (46)

= 0V (*7*i*2 *7*3 )^17X 40

= 0X0*i*7*2*l*3 = 0X0*7*i*2*7*3

=> (17) (46) G 0X0(71273\

So, 0V<71273> >< 0V71273, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [71273] is equal to

| = pp = 84.

The orbits of 0X0<71273) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*i*2*7*3*7, 0V*7*i*2*7*3*2) 0X0*7*i*2*7*3*3, 0X0*7*1*2*7*3*4, and 0X0*7*1*2*7*3*5 belong to?

0X0*7* 1*2*7*3*3 = 0X0*7*i*2*7 G
0X0*7*1*2*7*3*70X0

[7127].

is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[712737] = [7123].
0X0*7*1*2*7*3*20X0, 0X0*7*1*2*7*3*40X0,

and

0X0*7*i*2*7*3*50X0

are new double cosets and will be

considered later.

Now we will view Nt?*i*2*7*40X0, denoted by [71274], where 0V71274 = {e} A^71274).

The number of single cosets in [71274] is equal to

^(!^J74) | = ~ = 168.

The orbits of 0V(71274) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*i*2*7*4*7, 0X0*7*i*2*7*4*i, 0X0*7*i*2*7*4*2,
0X0*7*i*2*7*4*3, 0X0*7*i*2*7*4*4, 0X0*7*i*2*7*4*5,

and 0X0*7*i*2*7*4*6 belong to?

0V*7*i*2*7*4*4 = 0X0*7*i*2*7 G

[7127].

0X0*7*1*2*7*4*10X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relation that

[712741] = [717234].
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is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relation that
[712742] = [717253],

NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN are
new double cosets and will be considered later.
Now we will view NAAAAAN, denoted by [71275], where N71275 = {e}. By

relation 2, we can see that
NAAAA — NAAAA when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NAAAAA — NAAAAA-

Hence we have the following,
NAAAAA (17) (46) = N (AAAAA)^7^4^ = NAAAAA — NAAAAA

=> (17)(46)

gN<71275).

So, N<71275) >< N71275, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [71275] is equal to

= yy = 84.

The orbits of N^71275) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? and NAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAA — NAAAA G [7127].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have [712757] = [7125].
NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be
viewed later on.

Now we will view NAAAAAN, denoted by [71217], where N71217 = {e}. By
our relations 2 and 3, we can see the following:

71217 = 72127 => 71217 ~ 72127,

7121711 = 7127171 (since A2 = e) =» 7127171 = (345)(127)1721171
(345) (127) 1721171 = (345)(127)17271 => 71217 - 17271,

71217 = 17271 = 12721 => 71217 - 12721.
This gives us that 12721 ~ 17271 ~ 71217 ~ 72127 ~ 21712 ~ 27172.
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Hence we have the following,
TV*7*i*2*1*7(17) (46)

=

A?(*7*i*2*1*7)^7^48^ =

TV*7*2*1*2*7 =

TV*7*i*2*1*7

=> (17)(46) G M71217>,
A'*7*i*2*1*7(12) (36) = TV (*7*1*2*1*7/12^36) = TV*7*2*1*2*7 = TV*7*i*2*1*7

=> (12) (36) G A7<71217\
77*7*1*2*1*7(27) (34) = TV (*7*1*2*1*7)(27)(34)

= *V*7*2*1*2*7 = TV*7*i*2*1*7

=> (27) (34) G TV<71217>, and

TV*7*1*2*1*7(127)(346) = TV (*7*1*2*1*7)^427^348^ = TV*7*2*1*2*7 =

TV*7*i*2*1*7

=> (127) (346) G TV<71217). Similarly, we can show that (172) (364) G TV(71217\

So,

^(71217) >< A?71217, (17)(46), (12)(36), (27)(34), (127)(346), (172)(364) > .
The number of single cosets in [71217] is equal to

= ^p = 28.

The orbits of A^71217) on T are {5}, {1,2,7}, and {3,4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*i*7*7, TV*7*i*2*i*7*3,

TV*7*i*2*1*7*7 = A^*7*i*2*1
TV*7*i*2*i*7*sTV

and

A7*7*i*2*i*7*5

belong to?

G [7121].

is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[712175] = [712752].
TV*7*i*2*i*7*3TV

is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.

Now we will view Nt?tit2tit3N, denoted by [71213], where TV71213 = {e} =
y(71213).

The number of single cosets in [71213] is equal to

= ^p — 168.

The orbits of TV^71213^ on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*1*2*1*3*7, TV*7*i*2*1*3*1, TV*7*i*2*i*3*2,

TV*7*i*2*l*3t3) TV*7*i*2*1*3*4, TV*7*i*2tit3*5,

and TV*7*i*2*i*3*6 belong to?
TV*7*i*2*1*3*3 = TV*7*1*2*1

G [7121].
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NGG^titzGN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[712137] = [712746].
NGtititiGtiN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[712131] = [712734].
NtftifaGGGN is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce that

[712134] = [7124].
Nt7Gt2Gt3GN, and NGtit2tit3GN are new double cosets and will be

considered later.

Now we will view NGt^GGN, denoted by [71214], where TV71214 = {e}. By

relation 3, we can see that
Ntit2G ~ Nt2Gt2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that

Nt7tit2tlt4 = Nt7t2tit2t4.
Hence we have the following,

^7^1^2^1^4(12) (36) = N

= Nt7t2tit2t4 = NGt-faGG

=> (12)(36) G TV<71214).

So, NM214)

at71214,

(12)(36) >.

The number of single cosets in [71214] is equal to

~

The orbits of A7(71214) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

belong to?

NGt^GGG, Nt7Gt2Gt4G, NGtfat-Mz, NGt-faGGG, and

Nt7tit2t1t4t4 = Ntrf&ti e [7121].
TVMlMlMzN, IVM1M1M1N, NGGt^tii^GN, and NGt^t^GN are new double

cosets and will be viewed later.
Now let us take a look at NGt-^tzGN, denoted by [71237],

where TV71237 = {e} = TV<71237).

The number of single cosets in [71237] is equal to

|^ffj37)| =

= 168.

The orbits of M71237) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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*V*7*1*2*3*7*7, *V*7*1*2*3*7*1, 27*7*1*2*3*7*2,
#*7*1*2*3*7*3, #*7*1*2*3*7*4, 2/*7*i*2*3*7*5,

and #*7*i*2*3*7*6 belong to?

*V*7*1*2*3*7*7 = #*7*1*2*3 G

[7123].

*/*7*i*2*3*7*i# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712371] = [717273].
27*7*1*2*3*7*2# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712372] = [717327].
#*7*i*2*3*7*3# is not a new double coset since,

7172373 = 7172737 6 [7172737] = [7123] (by relation 3).
Therefore, we have shown that [712373] = [7123].

*/*7*i*2*3*7*6*/ is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712376] = [7126].
N*7*i*2*3*7*4*/, and #*7*1 *2 *3*7*5#

are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at #*7*i*2*3*2#, denoted by [71232],

where #71232 = {e} = #(71232).

The number of single cosets in [71232] is equal to

|Nffj32)| =

= 168.

The orbits of #(71232) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*2*3*2*7, #*7*1*2*3*2*1, #*7*1*2*3*2*2,
27*7*1*2*3*2*3, #*7*1 *2 *3*2*4, #*7*1*2*3*2*5,

and */*7*i*2*3*2*6 belong to?

77*7*1*2*3*2*2 = 27*7*1*2*3 G

[7123].

We can show that #*7*i*2*3*2*7# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [712327] = [712374].

We also can show that #*7*i*2*3*2*3# is not a new double coset since,
712323 = 712232 (by relation 3)
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=> 712232 = 7132 G [7132] (since *22 = e)

=> 712323 G [7132], Thus, we can see that [712323] = [7132],
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from

We can show that

the above relations that [712324] = [712743].
we can show that 0X0*7*i*2*3*2*50X0 is a double coset that we have already seen before since

we can deduce from the above relations that [712325] = [717324].
We can show that 0X0*7*1*2*3*2*60X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from
the above relations that [712326] = [712173].

0X0*7*1*2*3*2*10X0 is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.
Now let us take a look at 0X0*7*i*2*3*50X0, denoted by [71235],
where 0X071235 = {e} = 0X0<71235).

The number of single cosets in [71235] is equal to

___ 1^1
_ 168 _ 1
1^(71235)1
1

The orbits of A^71235) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*1*2*3*5*7, 0X0*7*1*2*3*5*15 0X0*7* 1*2*3*5*2?

0X0*7* 1*2*3*5*3, 0X0*7*1*2*3*5*4? 0X0*7* 1*2*3*5*5?
and 0X0*7*i*2*3*5*6 belong to?

0X0*7*1*2*3*5*5 = 0X007*1*2*3 G

[7123].

0X0*7*1*2*3*5*70X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [712357] = [712347].
0V*7*i*2*3*5*i0X0

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [712351] = [712317].

We have that 0X0*7*1*2*3*5*20X0 is a double coset that we have already seen before since we

can deduce from the above relations that [712352] = [7124].

Also, we have that 0X0*7*i*2*3*5*30X0 is a double coset that we have already seen before
since we can deduce from the above relations that [712353] = [712143].

Finally, 0X0*7*1*2*3*5*60X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above
relations that [712356] = [717243].
0X0*7*1*2*3*5*40X0 is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.
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Now let us take a look at

denoted by [71236], where N71236 =

{e} = N<71236\

^(^j36) |

The number of single cosets in [71236] is equal to p

= ^F = ^-68.

The orbits of aX71236) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M3M7> NM1M3M1> NMlM3i6^23
NM1M3M3; NM1M3M4> NM1M3M5;
and

belong to?

NMiM3Me — NM1M3 € [7123],
Nt7tit2t3tGt4N is not a new double coset since by the relations above we can deduce

[712364] = [717232].

Nt7tx.t2t3tQt3N is not a new double coset since by the relations above we can deduce
[712365] = [717243].
Nt7tit2t3t3t7N, Nt7txt2t3tQtxN, NM1M3M2N, and Nt7tit2t3tGt3N are new double

cosets and will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at

denoted by [71247],

where N71247 = {e} = N<71247\

The number of single cosets in [71247] is equal to

= ^F = ^68.

The orbits of AX71247) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7txt2t4t7t2^

Nt7tit2t4t7t3, Nt7tit2t4t7t4,
and Nt7tit2t4t7tQ belong to?

Nt7txt2t4t7t7 = Nt7txt2t4 E [7124].
Nt7tit2t4t7tiN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[712471] = [717327].

Nt7txt2t4t7t2N is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[712472] = [717247].

NtftxfytAfrfaN is not a new double coset since,
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712474 = 712747 6 [712747] (by relation 3)

712474 € [712747]. Therefore, we have [712474] = [712747].
#*7*1*2 *4*7*6# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[712476] = [712475].

#*7*1 *2*4*7*3# and #*7*1 *2*4*7*5# are new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at #*7*i*2*4*i#3 denoted by [71241],
where #71241 = {e} = jy(71241).

The number of single cosets in [71241] is equal to py^L_ = ^p = 168.
The orbits of #(71241) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*2*4*1*7, #*7*i*2*4*l*l, #*7*1*2*4*1*2?

#*7*1*2*4*1*3? #*7*1*2*4*1*4? #*7*1 *2*4*1 *5?
and #*7*i *2 *4 *1*6 belong to?
#*7*1*2*4*1*1 = #*7*1*2*4 £ [7124].
#*7*1 *2 *4*1*7# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712417] = [712473].
#*7*i*2*4*i*2#

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712412] = [712754].
#*7*i*2*4*i*3#

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712413] = [7125].

#*7*1 *2 *4 *1*4# is not a new double coset since,

by relation (3) we can deduce that 712414 = 712141 G [712141] => 712414 G [712141].

#*7*i*2*4*i*5# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712415] = [717324].

Nifty*2*4*i*6# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712416] = [712353].

There are no new double cosets to be considered.
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Now let us take a look at Nt^t^t^N, denoted by [71242],

where N71242 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that
242 ~ 424 when the relation is conjugated by N so this implies that 71242 ~ 71424.

Therefore we have the following:
NAAAAA (24) (56) = N(AAAAA/24^56) — NAAAAA = NAAAAA

=> (24) (56) G M71242\

So, #(71242) >< N71242, (24)(56) >.
The number of single cosets in [71242] is equal to

= yy = 84.

The orbits of #(71242) on T are {1}, {2,4}, {3}, {5, 6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA = NAAAA G [7124].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712425] = [717324].

NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN are all new double
cosets and will be considered later.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71243],

where N71243 = {e} = #(71243).

The number of single cosets in [71243] is equal to |^(!^43)| =

= 168.

The orbits of #(71243) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA,

NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA — NAAAA G [7124].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712437] = [7132].
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Nt?t 1*2 *4 *3 *4 0V is not a new double coset since by the above relation 3 we can deduce

that 712434 = 712343 G [712343] => 712434 € [712343]. Thus we have shown that

[712434] = [712343].
TV*7*i*2*4*3*50V is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712435] = [712354].
0V*7*i*2*4*3*6*V

is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce

that [712436] = [717234].
A0*7*i*2*4*3*iTV

and

0X0*7*i*2*4*3*2TX0

are new double cosets to be considered later.

Now let us take a look at 0X0*7*1*2*5*70X0, denoted by [71257],

where 0X071257 = {e}. If we use the relations we have the following:
0V*7*1*2*5*7(17)(25) = 0V(*7*1*2*5*7)(17X25) = 0V*1*7*5*2*1 = 0V*7*1*2*5*7

=> (17) (25) G 0X0<71257>.

Similarly, we can show that 71257 — 52715 — 25172. This implies that we have the
following:
0X0*7*1*2*5*7(1572) (46) — 0X0(*7*i*2*5*7)^1072^40^ = 0X0*2*5*1*7*2 = 0X0*7*1*2*5*7

=> (1572) (46)

G 0X0<71257>.

Similarly, we can show that (1275)(46) G 0\0<71257).
So, 0V(71257) >< 0X071257, (17)(25), (1572)(46), (1275)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [71257] is equal to

| = pp =

The orbits of 0V(71257) on T are {3}, {4, 6}, and {1,2,5, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

0X0*7*i*2*5*7*7, 0X0*7*i*2*5*7*3, and
0X0*7* 1*2*5*7*7 — 0X0*7*1*2*5 G

0V*7*i*2*5*7*4

belong to?

[7125].

We can see that 0V*7* 1*2*5 *7*3 0X0 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [712573] = [712431].

We can also see that 0X0*7*1*2*5*7*40X0 is not a new double coset either since we can deduce

from the above relations that [712574] = [717241]
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There are no new double cosets to be viewed later on from this coset.
Now let us take a look at #*7*i*2*5*4#? denoted by [71254],

where /V 71254 = {e} = #(71254\

The number of single cosets in [71254] is equal to py^Lj = pp = 168.
The orbits of #(71254) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*2*5*4*7, #*7*i*2*5*4*1? #*7*1*2*5*4*2?

#*7*1*2*5*4*3? #*7*1 *2 *5 *4*4? #*7*1*2*5*4*5?

and #*7*i*2*5*4*6 belong to?

#*7*1*2*5*4*4 = #*7*1*2*5 G [7125].

#*7*1*2 *5*4 *7# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[712547] = [717243].
#*7*i*2*5*4*i# is

not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712541] = [712137].
#*7*1 *2*5*4*2# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712542] = [712475].
#*7*1*2*5*4*3# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712543] = [717245]. ■
#*7*1 *2 *5 *4*5# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712545] = [712354].
#*7*1 *2*5*4*6# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712546] = [712141].

There are no new double cosets to be considered.
Now let us take a look at #*7*i*2*5*6#? denoted by [71256],

where #71256 = {e} = #(71256).
The number of single cosets in [71256] is equal to

I#
| jy (71256) |

_ 168 _ i
1

The orbits of #(71256) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*2*5*6*7? #*7*1*2*5*6*1? #*7*1*2*5*6*2?
#*7*1*2*5*6*3? #*7*1 *2*5*6*4? #*7*1*2*5*6*5?
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and 77*7*1*2*5*6*6 belong to?

77*7*1*2*5*6*6 = TVt7*i*2*5 € [7125].

TV*7*i*2*5*6*7*V is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[712567] = [712746].

77*7* 1*2*5*6*1 TV is no* a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712561] = [712173].
TV*7* 1*2 *5*6*2 TV is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712562] = [712462].
TV*7*i*2*5*6*47V is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[712564] = [717372].
77*7*1 *2 *5 *6 *5 TV is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can deduce
that [712565] = [712346].

TV*7*i*2*5*6*3*V is a new double coset to be considered later.
Now let us take a look at

TV*7*i*2*6*i*V,

denoted by [71261],

where TV71261 = {e} = TV<71261\
The number of single cosets in [71261] is equal to

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of Ad71261) on T are {!}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77*7*1*2*6*1*1,

77*7*1*2*6*1*2,

TV*7*i*2*6*1*3) TV*7*i*2*6*i*4,

77*7*1*2*6*1*5,

TV*7*i*2*6*1*7;

and

TV*7*i*2*6*i*6

belong to?

TV*7*i*2*6*1*1 — TV*7*i*2*6

€ [7126].

We can see that 77*7*1*2*6*1*7*V is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above

that [712617] is equivalent to the double coset [712132].
We can see that

TV*7*i*2*6*i*2TV

is not a new double coset since we can imply by from

the relations above
that [712612] is equivalent to the double coset [7132].

We can see that

TV*7*i*2*6*i*3TV

is not a new double coset since we can imply by from

the relations above that [712613] is equivalent to the double coset [712363].
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We can see that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above that [712614] is equivalent to the double coset [712476].

We can see that Nt7tit2tQtitGN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from

the relations above that [712615] is equivalent to the double coset [712367],

It will be shown that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,
712616 = 712161 G [712151] => 712161 G [712132]. Thus, we have [712616] = [712132].

There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71262],

where N71262 = {e}. By relation 3
we know that 262 ~ 626

NAAAAA (26) (45) = N(AAAAA)^26^45^ = NAAAAA = NAAAAA
=> (26) (45) G N<71262\

So, N<71262) >< N71262, (26)(45) >.
The number of single cosets in [71262] is equal to

|^(!pj62)|

— yr = 84.

The orbits of #(71262) on T are {2, 6}, {3}, {4, 5}, {7}, and {1}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA, and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA = Nt7tit2tG G [7126].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above
that [712627] = [712361].

We can see that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above that [712621] = [712321].

We can also see that Nt7tit2tQt2t3N is not a new double coset either since we can imply

by from the relations above that [712623] = [712735]
We can also see that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset either since we can imply

by from the relations above that [712624] = [7132]
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
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Now let us take a look at NGGGGGN, denoted by [71263]>

where TV71263 = £e} = 1V(71263).

The number of single cosets in [71263] is equal to

| = ly = 168.

The orbits of N^71263^ on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGG, NGGGGGG, NM1M6M2,

NGGGGGG, NGGGGGG, NGGGGGG, and NGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGG = NGGGG € [7126].

We can see that NGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above
that [712631] is equivalent to the double coset [717235].

We can see that NGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above

that [712632] is equivalent to the double coset [712465].

We can see that NGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above

that [712634] is equivalent to the double coset [712141].
We can see that NGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above

that [712635] is equivalent to the double coset [712354].
It will be shown that NGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since,

712636 = 712363 G [712363] => 712636 G [712363]. Thus, we have [712636] = [712363].
NGGGGGGN is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.

Now let us take a look at NGGGGGN, denoted by [71264],

where TV71264 = {e} = A^71264'1.
The number of single cosets in [71264] is equal to |

| = yr = 84.

The orbits of M71264) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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0X0*7* 1*2 *6*4*7, 0V*7*1*2*6*4*1, 0X0*7*1*2*6*4*2?

0X0*7* j *2*6*4*3 ?
0V*7*i*2*6*4*4

0X0*7*i*2*6*4*4, 0X0*7*i*2*6*4*5}

and 0X0*7*i*2*6*4*6 belong to?

= 0V*7*i*2*6 6 [7126].

We can see that 0X0*7*i*2*e *4*70X0 is not a new double coset since we can imply by from

the relations above
that [712647] is equivalent to the double coset [712735].

We can see that

0V*7*i*2*6*4*i0X0

is not a new double coset since we can imply by from

the relations above

that [712641] is equivalent to the double coset [717245].

We can see that 0X0*7* i*2 *6*4 *2 0X0 is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above

that [712642] is equivalent to the double coset [712475].

We can see that 0X0*7*i*2 *6*4*3 0X0 is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above
that [712643] is equivalent to the double coset [717245].

We can see that

0V*7*i*2*6*4*60V

is not a new double coset since, 712646 = 712464 G

[712326] (as seen above)
=> 712646 G [712326]. Thus, it was shown that [712646] is equivalent to the double coset

[712326].
0X0*7*i*2*6*4*50V is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.
Now we will look at

0X0*7*i*3*7*i0X0,

denoted by [71371],

where 0X071371 = {e, (26) (45), (24) (56), (25) (46)} = 0X0<71371).
The number of single cosets in [71371] is equal to

| = pp =

42.

The orbits of 0X0(71371) on T are {3}, {7}, {1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0X0*7*i*3*7*i*7, 0X0*7*i*3*7*i*i, 0X0*7*i*3*7*i*2,

0X0*7*1*3*7*1*1 = 0X0*7*1*3*7

and

0X0*7*i*3*7*i*3

belong to?

G [7137].

0X0*7*1*3*7*1*20X0 is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above,
[713712] = [712465].
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#*7*1*3*7*1*3# is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above,

[713713] = [712517].
#*7*i*3*7*i*7# is a new double coset and will be review later.

Now we will look at #*7*i*3*7*2#, denoted by [71372], where #71372 = {e} =
#71372).

The number of single cosets in [71372] is equal to p

yff372) | =

= 168.

The orbits of #(71372) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*3*7*2*7, #*7*1*3*7*2*1? #*7*l*3*7*2*2j
#*7*1*3*7*2*3, #*7*1*3*7*2*4, #*7*1*3*7*2*5, and #*7*1*3 *7*2 *6 belong to?

#*7*1*3*7*2*2 = #*7*1*3*7 €

[7137].

#*7*1 *3*7*2*7# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713727] = [712361].
#*7*1 *3 *7*2*1# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713721] = [717242].
#*7*1 *3*7*2*3# is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above,

[713723] = [712732].
#*7*1 *3*7*2*4# is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above,

[713724] = [717372].
#*7*1 *3 *7*2 *5# is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above,

[713725] = [7132].
#*7* 1*3*7*2*6# is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above,

[713726] = [712465].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look

at #*7*1 *3*1*7#,

denoted by [71317],

where #71317 = {e, (26) (45), (24)(56), (25) (46)}. By using relation 3 and conjugating it

by # we have the following,
131 ~ 313 => 71317 ~ 73137. Hence, we have the following:
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77*7*1*3*1*7 (13) (45) = TV (*7*1*3*1*7)^13^45^ = 77*7*3*1*3*7 = TV*7*1*3*i*7

=> (13) (45) G TV^71317\ It can be shown in the same manner that (13) (26) G TV(71317\

Also", 77*7*1*3*1*7 (13) (2465) = TV(*7*i*3*1*7) ^13^2465^ = TV*7*3*1*3*7 =

TV*7*i*3*i*7

=> (13)(2465) G M71317>. It can be shown in the same manner that (13)(2564) G TV^7131\

So, TV<71317> >< TV71317, (13)(45), (13) (26), (13)(2465), (13)(2564) >.
The number of single cosets in [71317] is equal to

= Ip = 21.

The orbits of TV^71317) on T are {7}, {3,1}, and {2,4,5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*3*i*7*7, TV*7*i*3*i*7*i,

and 77*7*1*3*1*7*2 belong to?

77*7*1*3*1*7*7 = 77*7*i*3*i G

[7131].

TV*7*i*3*i*7*iTV

is not a new double coset since,

713171 = 713717 G [713717] => 713171 G [713717]. Therefore, we have that [713171] is
equal to [713717].
TV*7*i*3*i*7*2TV

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713172] = [717325].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at

TV*7*i*3*i*2TV,

denoted by [71312], where TV71312 = {e}.

By using relation 3 and conjugating it by TV we have the following,

131 — 313 => 71312 — 73132. Hence, we have the following:
TV*7*i*3*i*2(13)(45) = TV(*7*x *3*1*2)fl3)t45^ = TV*7*3*i*3*2 = TV*7*i*3*i*2

=> (13)(45) G TV<71312).

So, TV<71312) >< TV71312, (13)(45) >.
The number of single cosets in [71312] is equal to

| = pp = 21.

The orbits of TV"(71312) on T are {7}, {3,1},{2}, {4,5}, and {6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*3*i*2*7, TV*7*i*3*i*2*i,

TV*7*1*3*1*2*25

TV*7*i*3*i*2*4,

and

TV*7*i*3*i*2*6

belong to?
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NAAAAAA = NAAAA € [7131].

We can see that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above that [713127] is equivalent to the double coset [712576].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above

that [713121] is equal to [712132].
We can see that NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from
the relations above that [713124] is equivalent to the double coset [712353].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713126] = [712362].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAN, denoted by [71325.],

where N71325 = {e} = N<71325>.
The number of single cosets in [71325] is equal to

|Nffj2S) |

= ~T = 168.

The orbits of #(71325) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA? NAAAAAA?
NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA, NAAAAAA? and NAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAA — Mt7tit3t2 G [7132].

NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713257] = [712476].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713251] = [712734].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713252] = [712421].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above

that [713253] = [712754].
NAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that
[713254] = [712154].
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Nt7tit3t2t5t6N is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[713256] = [712346].

There are no new double cosets to be viewed later on from this coset.

Now we will look at NtititfatitsN, denoted by [717273],

where A/717273 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,

71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that Nt7t-\t,7t2t7t3 =

NtiMlMlM
Hence we have the following,

NM1M2M3(17)(46) = TV (Mi M2 M3 X17^46) ~ NM7M2M3 =
NM1M2M3 => (17) (46) G AX717273)

So, TV"(717273) >< N717273, (17) (46) >.
The number of single cosets in [717273] is equal to

!»73) | =

= 84.

The orbits of A^717273) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M2M3M -NM1M2M3M
JVM1<7M7M3j

NM1M2M3M and NM1M2M3^5 belong to?

ATM1M2M3^3 = NM1M2*7 € [71727].

NM1M2M7N is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above
that [7172737] is equal to [71237].

is not a new double coset since we can imply by from the relations above

that [7172734] is equal to [71325].
Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2N and NMiM2M3£5N are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will look at NMiM2M4AT, denoted by [717274],
where N717274 = {e}N^717274\

The number of single cosets in [717274] is equal to |

|- =

ft

= 168.

The orbits of N<717274) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, .{4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Ni7tii7i2i7^4^7, NM1M2M4M NM1M2M4M
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Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3i Nt7tit7t2t7t4t4, Nt7tit7t2t7Ut5i and Nt7tit7t2t7t4tG belong to?

Nt7tit7t2t7t4t4 = Nt7tit7t2t7 G [71727].
is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce that

[7172746] = [71724].

Nt7tit7t2t7t4t7N, Nt7tit7t2t7t4tiN, Nt7tit7t2t7t4t2N,
Nt7tit7t2t7t4t3N, and Nt7tit7t2t7t4t5N are new double cosets and will be considered

later.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t3t2N, denoted by [717232],

where TV717232 = {e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 => 717232 ~
171232 which implies that Nt7tit7t2tz = AT/iM^/s-

Hence we have the following:
^7/1/7/2/3/2(17) (46) = TV (Mi 27/2/3/2) (17^46) = A/1/7/1/2/3/2 =
W1M2/3/2 => (17)(46) 6 M717232>

So, Ad717232) ><

a/717232,

(17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [717232] is equal to p

y(-j^32) |

= ^ = 84.

The orbits of AX717232) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

^7/7/1/7/2/3/2/75 Nt7tit7t2t3t2t2,

NMi/tMsMs?

Nt7t 1/7/2/3/2/45 and IV/7/1/7/2/3/2/5 belong to?

AT/7/1/7/2/3/2/2 = A/7/1/7/2/3 € [71723].

A7/7/1/7/2/3/2/7A7 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [7172327] = [71236].

We can easily see that A7/7/i/7/2/3/2/3A7 is not a new double coset since,
7172323 = 7172232 (by relation (3)) => 7172232 = 71732 6 [71732] (since /22 = e)
=> 7172323 = 71732. Therefore, we have [7172323] = [71732].

Nt7tit7t2t3t2t4N, and Nt7tit7t2t3t2t3N are new double cosets and will be viewed later.

Now we will look at

denoted by [717234],
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where TV717234 = {e} JV^717234).
The number of single cosets in [717234] is equal to

p(J^34) | =

= 168.

The orbits of N't717234) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGG — NGGGGG G [71723].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset because we can imply from the relation above

that the two double cosets, [7172341] and [71274], are equal.
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset because we can imply from the relation above

that the two double cosets, [7172345] and [71243], are equal.
NGGGGGGGN, NGGGGGGGN,

NGGGGGGGN and NGGGGGGGN are new double cosets and will be viewed later.

Now we will look at NGGGGGGN, denoted by [717235],

where N717235 = {e}. From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 — 171 => 71723 ~
17123 => 717235 - 171235

which implies that NGGGGG = NGGGGG => NGGGGGG = NGGGGGGHence we have the following:
1VMiM2M5(17)(46)

= N(GGGGGG^17^4^ = NGGGGGG ~

NGGGGGG => (17) (46)

g

W^717235\

With a similar process we can show that 717235 ~ 646532 — 464532. This implies that

we have the following:

Wit7W5(1476)(25) = Af(l7tit7t2/3t5)(1476^25’ = Ntsttt3t3t3t2 =
Nt7titrt2t3t5 =► (1476)(25) 6 TV<717235>.
Similarly, we can show that (1674)(25) £ jy1717235\
So, jV(717235> >< IV717235, (17)(46), (1476)(25), (1674)(25) >.

The number of single cosets in [717235] is eQual t0 pvtmkq = + = 42.
The orbits of A^717235) on T are {3}, {2,5}, and {1,4,6,7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do

0X0*7* 1*7*2*3 *5*7? 0X0*7*1*7*2*3*5*3?
and 0X0*7* 1*7*2 *3*5*5 belong to?

0X0*7*1*7*2*3*5*5 = 0X0*7*1*7*2*3 G [71723].
We can easily see that Nt?ti*7*2*3*5*7N is not a new double coset since [7172357] =

[7172375].
0X0*7*1*7*2*3*5*30X0 is a new double coset and will be viewed later.

Now we will look at 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*70X0, denoted by [717247],

where TV717247 = {e} = 0X0(717247\
The number of single cosets in [717247] is equal to

y

| = ^ = 168.

The orbits of 0X0<717247) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

0X0*7*1*7*2*4*7*7, 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*7*1,

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*7*2,

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*7*3,

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*7*5,

0X0*7*1*7*2*4*7*4,

and 0X0*7*i*7*2*4*7*6 belong to?

0X0*7*i*7*2*4*7*7 = 0X0*7*i*7*2*4 G [71724].
We can see that 0x0*7*1*7*2*4*7*10x0 is not a new double coset since by the above relation

we can imply that [7172471] = [7172741].
We can see that 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*7*20X0 is not a new double coset since by the above relation

we can imply that [7172472] = [71247].
We can see that 0X0*7*1*7*2*4*7*40X0 is not a new double coset since,
7172474 = 7172747 G [7172747] => 7172474 G [7172747].

Thus, we have shown that [7172474] = [7172747],

We can see that 0x0*7*1*7*2*4*7*50x0 is not a new double coset since by the above relation
we can imply that [7172475] = [7172745].

0x0*7*1*7*2*4*7*30x0 and 0X0*7*i*7*2*4*7*60X0 are all new double cosets and will be view at

another time.
Now we will look at 0V*7*i *7*2*4*! 0X0, denoted by [717241]
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where #717241 = {e}. By the relations, we can show that
717241 = 464276 => 717241 ~ 464276. This implies that we have

#*7*i*7*2*4*i

=

#*4*6*4 *2*7*6-

Hence, we have the following: #*7*i*7*2*4*i(16)(47) =
#*7*l*7*2*4*i16^47^ = #*4*6*4*2*7*6 = #*7*1 *7*2*4* 1

=> (16) (47) G #<717241\
So, we have #(717241) >< e, (16)(47) >.
The number of single cosets in [717241] is equal to

= pp = 84.

The orbits of #(717241) On T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,6}, and {4,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1 *7*2*4* 1*7, #*7*1*7*2*4*1*1, #*7*1*7*2*4*1*2,
#*7*1 *7*2*4* 1*3,

and #*7*i*7*2*4*i*5 belong to?

#*7*1*7*2*4*1*1 — #*7*1 *7*2*4

G [71724],

We can see that #*7*i*7*2*4*i*7# is not a new double coset since by the above relation
we can imply that [7172417] = [7172741].

We can see that

#*7*1 *7*2*4*1 *3#

is not a new double coset since by the above relation

we can imply that [7172413] = [71257].
We can see that

#*7*1 *7*2*4 *1*5#

is not a new double coset since by the above relation

we can imply that [7172415] = [71312].
#*7*i*7*2*4*i*2# is a new double coset and will be view at another time.

Now we will look at #47*1*7*2*4*2#, denoted by [717242],

where #717242 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that
717242 = 717424 => 717242 ~ 717424.
This implies that we have #47*1*7*2*4*2 = #47*1*7*4*2*4-

Hence, we have the following: #*7*i*7*2*4*2(24)(56) =
#*7*1*7*2*4*2^
— #*7*i*7*4*2*4 = #*7*i*7*2*4*2

=+ (24)(56) G #<717242).
So, we have #(717242) >< e, (24) (56) >.
The number of single cosets in [717242] is equal to

= pp = 84.

The orbits of #717242) On T are {1}, {3}, {7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA,

Nt7tit7t2t4t2^2j

NAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71724].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation

we can imply that [7172427] = [7172346].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation

we can imply that [7172423] = [7172735].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relation
we can imply that [7172425] = [71372].

NAAAAAAAN is a new double coset and will be viewed at another time.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [717243],

where TV717243 = {e} = _#(717243).

The number of single cosets in [717243] is equal to

1^X7243)]

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of A-717243) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71724].

We can see that NA A AAA AAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172437] = [71235],

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172431] = [71254].

We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,
7172434 = 7172343 € [7172343] => 7172434 € [7172343].

Thus, we have shown that [7172434] = [7172343].
We can see that NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172436] = [71236].
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0V*7*i*7*2*4*3*207 and 0V*7*i*7*2*4*3*50V are all' new double cosets and will be considered
at another time.

Now we will look at 07*7*1*7*2*4*507, denoted by [717245],

where TV717245 = {e} = 0V<717245).

The number of single cosets in [717245] is equal to ppTTzksjJ = ^p = 168.
The orbits of 0V<717245) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A0*7*i*7*2*4*5*7, 07*7*1*7*2*4*5*1, 07*7*1*7*2*4*5*2,
0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*3, 0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*4,

Nt?t 1*7*2*4*5*5,

and 0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*6 belong to?

0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*5 — Nt?tit?t2t4 G [71724],
We can see that 0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172457] = [7172371].

We can see that

0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*i0V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172451] = [71264].

We can see that 0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*30V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172453] = [71254].
07*7*1*7*2*4*5*207, 0V*7*i*7*2*4*s*40V, and 0V*7*i*7*2*4*5*60V are all new double cosets and

will be considered at another time.

Now we will look at

0V*7*i*7*2*5*20V,

denoted by [717252], where

0V717252 = {e}. By relations (2) and (3), we can see that we have the following:
717252 =.

Hence, this implies

0V*7*i*7*2*5*2(17)(25) = 0V*7*i*7*2*5*217X25^ =

0X0*1*7*1*5*2*5 = 0V*7*1*7*2*5*2 => (17) (25)

0X0*7*1*7*2*5*2(17) (46) = 07*7*1*7*2*5*2^

G

0V^717252\
= 0V*i*7*i*2*5*2 =

07*7*1*7*2*5*2 => (17)(46) G 0V<717252\

WlW5t2(15)(27) = Wlt7t2t5t215)<27) = Aft2t5t2t7tlt7 =

JVt7tit7W2 =* (15) (27) 6 Af(717252>,
A7t7tlt7t2t5t2(12)(57) =

= JVt5t2t5tit7ti =
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#*7*i*7*2*5*2 =>

(12) (57) G #(717252\

#*7*1*7*2*5*2(17)(25) = #*7*i*7*2*5*217)(25) = */*l*7*l*5*2*5 —
#*7*1*7*2*5*2 =?> (17) (25) G #<717252\
#*7*1*7*2*5*2(25) (46) = #*7*1*7*2*5*225^46^ ~ #*7*1*7*5*2*5 =
#*7*1*7*2*5*2 => (25) (46) G #(717252)J and

#*7*1*7*2*5*2(1572) (46) = #*7*1*7*2*5*21572)(46) = #*2*5*2*1*7*1 =
#*7*1*7*2*5*2 => (1572)(46) G #(717252).

Similarly, we can show that (1275) (46) G #(717252).
So,
#(717252) >< e?

(17)(46)J (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25), (25)(46), (1572)(46), (1275)(46) > .

The number of single cosets in [717252] is equal to

= pp = 21.

The orbits of #(717252) on T are {3}, {4,6}, and {1,2,5,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*7*2*5*2*2, #*7*1*7*2*5*2*3, and #*7*i*7*2*5*2*4 belong to?

#*7*1 *7*2*5 *2 *2 = #*7*1*7*2*5 G

[71725].

#*7*1 *7 *2 *5 *2*4# is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce

that 7172524] = [].
#*7*i*7*2*5*2*3# is a new double coset and will be viewed later.

Now we will look at #47*1*7*2*5*3#, denoted by [717253],

where #717253 = {e}. By the relation (3) we know that
717 ~ 171. This implies that 717253 ~ 171253

=+ #47*1*7*2*5*3 = #*1*7*1 *2 *5*3-

Hence, we know that #*7*1*7*2*5*3(17) (46) = #*7*i*7*2*s*317^46^ =

#*1*7*1*2*5*3 = #*7*1*7*2*5*3-

=> (17)(46) G #<717253). So, #(717253) >< e, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [717253] is equal to pypppyj = pp = 84.
The-orbits of #(717253) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*7*2*5*3*7, #*7*1*7*2*5*3*2, #*7*1*7*2*5*3*3)
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TV*7*i*7*2*5*3*4>

and

TV*7*i*7*2*5*3*5

*V*7*1*7*2*5*3*3 — iV*7*l,*7*2*5 €

belong to?

[71725].

We can see that 77*7*1*7*2*5*3*7?/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the
above relations that [7172537] = [71274].

We can see that

TV*7*i *7*2*5*3*27/

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172532] = [7172742].

We can see that

TV*7*i *7*2*5 *3*4?/

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the

above relations that [7172534] = [7172343].

We can see that 77*7*1*7*2*5*3*57/ is not a new double coset since,
7172535 = 7172353 6 [7172353] => 7172535 G [7172353].

Thus, we have that [7172535] = [7172353].
There are no new double cosets to be considered.
Now we will look at ^*7*1*7*2*5*47/, denoted by [717254],

where TV717254 = {e} = A?(717254).
The number of single cosets in [717254] is equal to pypTppj = ^p = 168.
The orbits of A^717254) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*1*7*2*5*4*7) TV*7*i*7*2*5*4*1, ^*7*1*7*2*5*4*25

TV*7*1*7*2*5*4*35 TV*7*i*7*2*5*4*4, 77*7*1*7*2*5*4*5, and 2V*7*i*7*2*5*4*6 belong to?

TV*7*1*7*2*5*4*4 = W*7*i*7*2*5 6

[71725].

We can see that TV*7* 1*7*2 *5*4*1 TV is not a new double coset since we can imply by the
above relations that [7172541] = [7172473].

We can see that Ar*7*i*7*2*5*4*2-Ar is not a new double coset since we can imply by the

above relations that [7172542] = [7172475].
We can see that A?*7*1*7*2*5*4*57/ is not a new double coset since,

7172545 = 7172454 G [7172454] => 7172545 G [7172454].

Thus, we have that [7172545] = [7172454].
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NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will
be viewed later.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [717371],

where N717371 = {e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24) (56)} = #(717371).
The number of single cosets in [717371] is equal to

= 42.

The orbits of #(717371) on T are {3}, {7,1}, and {2,4,5, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA, and
NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71737].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [7173713] = [7173717].

NAAAAAAAN and NAAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be viewed later
on.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [717372],

where N717372 = {e} =

TV<t17372\

The number of single cosets in [717372] is equal to

— ^p = 168.

The orbits of #(717372) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
and NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71737].

We can show that NAAAAAAAN has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173727] = [7172347].

We can show that NAAAAAAAN has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173721] = [71256].

We can show that NAAAAAAAN has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173723] = [7172732].
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We can show that NGGGGGtzGN has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173724] = [7172546].

We can show that NGtiGGGtzGN has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173725] = [71372].

We can show that NGtiGGGt^GN has already been seen before because we can deduce
from the above relations that [7173726] = [7172465].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at NGGtrGGtjN, denoted by [717327],
where TV717327 = {ej aX717327\

The number of single cosets in [717327] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of N't717327) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TVMiMsMtM

NGGGt3t2t7ti, Nt7tit7t3t2t7G,

Nt7Gt7t3GGG, Nt7tit7t3t2t7G, Nt7tit7t3t2t7G, and Nt7tit7t3t2t7G belong to?
Nt7Gt7t3t2t7t7 = Nt7Gt7t3t2 G [71732],
Nt7Gt7t3t2t7GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173271] = [7172734].
Nt7Gt7t3t2t7G.N is not a new double coset since we can see that,

7173272 = 7173727 G [7173727] (by relation 3)
=> 7173272 G [7173727]. Therefore, we have [7173272] = [7173727].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173273] = [71237].
Nt7t\t7t3t2t7GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173274] = [7172547].

Nt7Gt7t3t2t7t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173275] = [7172574],
Nt7Gt7t3t2t7GN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173276] = [71247].
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There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7txt7t3t2t4N, denoted by [717324],

where N717324 = {e} aX717324\

The number of single cosets in [717324] is equal to

= “T ~ 168.

The orbits of M717324) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t3t2t4t7, Nt7txt7t3t2t4^1i Nt7txt7t3t2t4t2,
Nt7tit7t3t2t4t3, Nt7tit7t3t2t4t4, Nt7tit7t3t2t4t5, and Nt7tit7t3t2t4tG belong to?
Nt7tit7t3t2t4t4 = Nt7txt7t3t2 G [71732].
Nt7txt7t3tzt4t7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173247] = [71232].
Nt7txt7t3t2t4txN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173241] = [71247].

N^tx^tzizt^N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173242] = [7172353].

Nt7txt7t3t2t4t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173243] = [7172432].
Nt7txt7t3t2t4t$N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173245] = [7172456].
Nt7txt7t3t2t4tGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173246] = [71242].
There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7txt7t3t2t$N, denoted by [717325],

where AZ717325 = {e}. By relation (3) and above we have that Nt7txt7t3t2 —
Ntxt7txt3t2 => Nt7txt7t3t2t3 = Ntxt7txt3t2t5>
This gives us that NMiM3Ms(17)(46) = Nt7txt7t3t2t^7^46^ = Ntxt7txt3t2t5 =
WiMsMs => (17)'(46) G N<717325\

So,

N<717325> >< e, (17)(46) >.
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The number of single cosets in [717325] is equal to |n(|^325)| — Xp = 84.
The orbits of T\r(717325) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit7t3t2t3t7,

Nt7tit7t3t2tJ3,

and Nt7tit7t3M5/5 belong to?

Nt7tit7tzt2t5t5 — Nt7tit7t3t2 G [71732];

A/M1M3M5/7AT is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173257] = [7172343].

Nt7tit7t3t2tGt2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173252] = [71317].
Nt7tit7t3t2t5t3N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7173253] = [7172412].

Nfytit’ftstotsttN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7173254] = [7172342].
There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will view Nt7tit2t7t3t2N, denoted by [712732], where TV712732 = {e}.

By relation 2, we can see that
Nt7tit2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,

(3,5,6)6356
(1,4,2)

= 3653, by AT.

This implies that Nt7tit2t7t3t2 = Ntit7t2tit3t2

Hence we have the following,

ATM1/2M3/2(17)(46) = N (t7tit2t7t3t2)(17^6') = Ati M2/lt3t2 = Nt7tit2t7t3t2
=> (17)(46) G Ar<712732).

So, M712732) >< TV712732, (17) (46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712732] is equal to

| =

= 84.

The orbits of AT(712732^ on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7tit2t7t3t2t7,
long to?

Nt7tit2t7t3t2t3) Nt7tit2t7t3t2t4, and Nt7tit2t7t3t2t5 be
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77*7*1*2*7*3*2*2 = 77*7*1*2*7*3 £ [71273].
77*7*1*2*7*3*2*777 .is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127327] = [71372].

A/*7*i*2*7*3*2*37/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127323] = [7172732].

7^*7*1*2*7*3*2*477 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127324] = [7173257].

77*7*1*2*7*3*2*57/ is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view 77*7*1*2*7*3*4?/, denoted by [712734], where TV712734 = {e} =
yyC712734).

The number of single cosets in [712734] is equal to

|JV(j^34)|

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of T7<712734> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

77*7*1*2*7*3*4*7, TV*7*1*2*7*3*4*1, 77*7*1*2*7*3*4*2, N'*7*i*2*7*3*4*3, 77*7*1*2*7*3t4*4,

77*7*1*2*7*3*4*5, and Nt?t 1*2 *7*3*4 t@ belong to?
A/t7*i*2*7*3*4*4 = 77*7*1*2*7*3 G [71273].
A/*7*i*2*7*3*4*777

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127347] = [71325].

77*7*1*2*7*3*4*17/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127341] = [7172476].

7^*7*1*2*7*3*4*277 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127342] = [7127376].
77*7*1*2*7*3*4*37/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127343] = [7172324].

7^*7*! *2 *7*3 *4 *5 77 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127345] = [7172454].

77*7*1*2*7*3*4*6?/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that. [7127346] = [7172741].
There are no new double cosets to be viewed later on from this coset.
Now we will view 77*7*1*2*7*3*5, denoted by [712735], where TV712735 = {e}. By

relation 2, we can see that
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07*7*1*2*7 = 07*1*7*2*1 when we conjugate our relation,

(3,5,6)6356
(1,4,2)

= 3653, by 07.

This implies that 07*7*1*2*7*3*5 = 07*1*7*2*1*3*5

Hence we have the following,
07*7*1*2*7*3*5 (17) (46) = 07(*7*1*2*7*3*5/17X46) = 07*1*7*2*1*3*5 = 07*7*1*2*7*3*5

=> (17) (46) G 07<712735\

So, 07<712735) >< 07712735, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712735] is equal to

|N(J^735) j = pp = 84.

The orbits of 07^712735^ on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*7*3*5*7, 07*7*1*2*7*3*5*2, 07*7*1*2*7*3*5*3, 07*7*1*2*7*3*5*4, and 07*7*i*2*7*3*5*5 belong to?

07*7*1*2*7*3*5*5 = 07*7*i*2*7*3 G

[71273].

07*7*1*2*7*3*5*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7127357] = [71246].
07*7*1*2*7*3*5*207 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that. [7127352] = [71262].
07*7*1*2*7*3*5*307 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127353] = [7172342].

07*7*1*2*7*3*5*407 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7127354] = [71264],
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will view

07*7*i*2*7*4*7,

denoted by [712747], where TV712747 = {e} =

TV(712747).

The number of single cosets in [712747] is equal to

|N<j^747q =

= 168.

The orbits of 07<712747) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*7*4*7*7, 07*7*1*2*7*4*7*1,

Ntyti*2*7*4*7*2,

07*7*1*2*7*4*7*3, 07*7*1*2*7*4*7*4, 07*7*i*2*7*4*7*5,

and 07*7*1*2*7*4*7*6 belong to?
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NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71274],
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127472] = [7172427].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127473] = [7172347].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have the following:

7127474 = 7127747 (by relation (3))

=> 7127747 = 71247 G [71247] (since A2 = e)
=» 7127474 G [71247].

Thus, we have [7127474] = [71247].
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127475] = [7172343].
NAAAAAAAN and NAAAAAAAN are new double cosets and will be considered later.

Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712743], where N712743 = {e} =
yy(712743)

The number of single cosets in [712743] is equal to

^(^43) |

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of #(712743) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA?
and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71274].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

' [7127437] = [7172546].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that [7127432] = [7127371].
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#*7*i*2*7*4*3*4# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have the following:

7127434 = 7127343 G [7172324] (by relation (3) and seen above)
=> 7127434 G [7172324]

[7127434] = [7172324].
#*7*1*2 *7*4 *3*5# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have [7127435] = [7172432].
#*7*i*2*7*4*3*6# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [7127436] = [7172735].
#*7*i*2*7*4*3*i# is a new double coset and will be viewed later on.

Now we will view #*7*i*2*7*4*5#, denoted by [712745], where TV712745 = {e}.

By using our relations we can show that #47*1*2*7*4*5 = #*2*i*5*2*6*7 and #*7*i*2*7*4*5 =
#*5*1*7*5*3*2.

Hence, we

have that #*7*1*2*7*4*5(257)(346)

=

#*7*1 *2*7*4*(257^346) = #*2*i*5*2*6*7 =

#*7*1*2*7*4*5

=> (257) (346) G #(712745). Similarly, we can show that (275) (364) G #(712745).

So, #(712745) >< e, (257)(346), (275)(364) >.

The number of single cosets in [712745] is equal to

= pp = 56.

The orbits of #(712745) on T are {1}, {2,5,7}, and {3, 4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7* 1*2*7*4*5*1, #*7*1 *2*7*4 *5*3, and #*7*1 *2*7 *4 *5 *5 belong to?

#*7*1 *2 *7*4 *5 *5 = #*7*1 *2*7*4 G

[71274].

#*7*i*2*7*4*5*i# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[7127451] = [7127471].
#*7*1 *2 *7*4*5 *3# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[7127453] = [7172465].
There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.

Now
#(712746).

we will view #47*1*2*7*4*6#, denoted

by [712746],

where #712746 = {e} =
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The number of single cosets in [712746] is equal to

py(ra[46) |

= ^y = 168.

The orbits of aX712746) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGG = NGGGGG G [71274].
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that
[7127467] = [71246].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[7127461] = [7127451].
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[7127462] = [7172573].
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that
[7127463] = [7172467].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that
[7127464] = [7172452].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[7127465] = [71256].
There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGN, denoted by [712752], where AT712752 = {e}.

By relation 3, we can see the following:
NGGGG = NGGGG when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2)
(3, 5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NGGGGG = NGGGGG => NGGGGGG = NGGGGGG-

Hence we have the following,
NGGGGGGiX?)(46) = N (GGGGGGy17^4^ = NGGGGGG ~ NGGGGGG

=> (17) (46) eTV^712752).
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Also by the three relations above, we have that 712752 ~ 217257 ~ 721751 ~ 271251 ~

127157.

This implies that we have the following:
lVf7tif2t7t6t2(27)(34) = JV(t7t1t2t7t5t2)(27>(34’ =
Wit7W7 = JVt7tit2t7i5t2 => (27) (34) 6 N’t712752),
Wi7t1t2t7t5t2(12)(36) = N(trtit2trt5t2yi2^3e) =

= JVt7tit2t7t5i2 => (12)(36) € jy(712752), and

Art7tit2t7i5t2(172)(364) = JV(i7iii2i7tst2)<172)<364> =

7Vt2t7tii2t5ti = Ari7t1t2t7t5t2 => (172) (364) G TV(712752).
Similarly, we can show that (127)(346) G N’t712752).
So,

jV<712752)

>< TV712752, (17)(46), (12)(36), (27)(34), (172)(364), (127)(346) >.

The number of single cosets in [712752] is equal to prOjiTT =

= 28.

The orbits of jv(712752) on T are {5}, {1,2,7}, and {3,4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71275].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

we have [7127523] = [7127325].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that
we have [7127525] = [7172752].

There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.

Now we will view NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712753], where N712753 = {e}.
By relation 2, we can see the following:

NAAAA = NAAAA when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2)
(3, 5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NAAAAA = NAAAAA => NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA-

Hence we have the following,

NAAAAAA (17) (46) = N(AAAAAA)^17^46^ = NAAAAAA — NAAAAAA
=> (17) (46) G N<712753)

So, M712753) >< N712753, (17) (46) >.
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The number of single cosets in [712753] is equal to

= pr = 84.

The orbits of A/<712753) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*7*5*3*7, 77*7*1*2*7*5*3*2, 77*7*i*2*7*5*3*3, Tr*7*i*2*7*5*3*4, and 77*7*i*2*7*5*3*5 be

long to?

77*7*1*2*7*5*3*3 = 77*7*1*2*7*5 G

[71275].

77*7*1*2*7*5*3*777 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [7127537] = [7127437].

77*7*1*2*7*5*3*4 TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [7127534] = [7172456].

77*7*1*2*7*5*3*577 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations
that we have [7127535] = [7172342].

77*7*1*2*7*5*3 *2*V is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
Now we will view 77*7*1*2*7*5*4?/, denoted by [712754], where A/712754 = {e} =
y(712754)

The number of single cosets in [712754] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of A7(712754) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.

Now we need to know which double coset do
TV*7*i*2*7*5*4*7, 77*7*1*2*7*5*4*1, 77*7*1*2*7*5*4*2, 77*7*1*2*7*5*4*3, 77*7*1*2*7*5*4*4,

77*7*1*2*7*5*4*5, and ?/*7*i*2*7*5*4*6 belong to?

77*7*1*2*7*5*4*4 = 77*7*1*2*7*5 G

[71275].

There are no new double cosets to be considered since by the above relations we can

deduce that,
[7127547] = [7172432], [7127541] = [71325], [7127542] = [7172473], [7127543] = [71241],
[7127454] = [7172465], and [7127546] = [7173712].
Now we will view ?/*7*i*2*4*7*37V, denoted by [712173], where A/712173 = {e}.

By our relations 2 and 3, we can see the following:

71217 = 72127 => 71217 - 72127,

7121711 = 7127171 (since *i2 = e) => 7127171 = (345)(127) 1721171
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(345) (127)1721171 = (345) (127)17271 => 71217 - 17271 => #*7*2*i*2*7 = #*7*1*2*147 =>

#*7*2*1*2*7*3 = #*7*1*2*1*7*3Hence we have the following,
#47*1*24147*3 (17) (46) = #(47*142*147*3 )(17^46) = #*7*2*1*2*7*3 — #*7*1*2*1*7*3

=> (17)(46) € #t712173).

So, #(712173) >< e, (17)(46) >.
The number of single cosets in [712173] is equal to

= pp = 28.

The orbits of #712173) On T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,7}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

#47*142414743*7, #*7*1*2*1*7*3*2, .#*7*1*2*1*7*3*3, #*7*1*2*1*7*3*4, and #*7*1*2*1*7*3*5 be
long to?

#*7*1*2*1*7*3*3 — #*7*1*2*1*7 G [71217].
#*7*1 *2*1 *7*3*7# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121737] = [7172574].

#*7*i*2*i*7*3*2# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121732] - [7172427].
#*7*i*2* 1*7*3*4# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121734] = [7172547].
#*7*1*2*1*7*3*5# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121735] = [7172732].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.
Now we will view Ntjtyt2t 1*3*2#, denoted by [712132], where #712132 = {e} =
#712132).

The number of single cosets in [712132] is equal to'pyypp-pyj = ^p = 168.
The orbits of #7-12132) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*2*1*3*2*7, #*7*1*2*1*3*2*1, #*7*1*2*1*3*2*2,
#*7*1*2*1*3*2*3, #*7*1*2*1*3*2*4, #*7*1*2*1*3*2*5,

and #*7*i*2*i*3*2*6 belong to?
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07*7*1*2*1*3*2*2 = 07*7*1*2*1*3 G

[71213].

07*7*1*2*1*3*2*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121327] and [7127476] are equivalent.

07*7*1*2*1*3*2*107 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121321] and [71312] are equivalent.

07*7*1*2*1*3*2*307 is not a new double coset since,

7121323 = 7121232 (by Relation 3)
=> 7121232 = 7112132 (by relation 3)

=> 7112132 = 72132 (since *i2 = e)
=> 7121323 = 72123 e [71261].

Thus, we have shown that [7121323] and' [71261] are equivalent.
07*7*i*2*i*3*2*407

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121324] and [7172371] are equivalent.
07*7*1*2*1*3*2*507

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121325] and [7173274] are equivalent.

07*7*1 *2* 1*3*2 *6 0XT is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121326] and [7127371] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered.
Now we will view 07*7*i*2*i*3*507, denoted by [712135], where A?"712135 = {e} =

Art712135).

The number of single cosets in [712135] is equal to

^(^[35) |

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of A^712135) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*1*3*5*7, 07*7*1*2*1*3*5*1, 0V*7*1*2*1*3*5*2,
07*7*1*2*1*3*5*3, 07*7*1*2*1*3*5*4, 07*7*1*2*1*3*5*5,
and 07*7*1*2*1*3*5*6 belong to?

07*7*1*2*1*3*5*5 = 07*7*1*2*1*3 G

[71213].

07*7*1*2*1*3*5*707 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121357] and [7127476] are equivalent.
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NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations '
that [7121351] and [7127476] are equivalent.

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121352] and [7172574] are equivalent.

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121353] and [7172475] are equivalent.

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121354] and [7172432] are equivalent.
NGGGGGGGN is a new double coset that needs to be considered later on.
Now we will view NGGGGGGN, denoted by [712136], where A^712136 = {e} =
N(712136\

The number of single cosets in [712136] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of A^712136) on T are {1}, {2}? {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG-, NGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGG = NGGGGG G [71213].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121367] and [7172475] are equivalent.
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121361] and [7172375] are equivalent.
is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121362] and [7172425] are equivalent.
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121363] and [7172524] are equivalent.
NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121364] and [7172454] are equivalent.
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Nt?t 1*2*1*3*6*50V is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121365] and [7172421] are equivalent.
There are no new double cosets that need to be considered.
Now we will view 07*7*1*2*1*4*7 07, denoted by [712147], where A*712147 = {e}.
By relations 2 and 3, we can see that

TV* 1*2*1 = TV*2*i*2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by 07. This gives us that
A^*7*l*2*l*4 = 07*7*2*1*2*4 => 07*7*i*2*i*4*7 = 07*7*2*1*2*4*7-

Hence we have the following,
TV*7*1*2*1*4*7(12)(36) = 0V(*7*1*2*1*4*7) (12>(36> = 07*7*2*i*2*4*7 = 07*7*i*2*i*4*7

=> (12) (36) G M712147).
Also we have that 07*7*i*2*i*4*7 = 07*6*4*2*4*1*6 and 07*7*1*2*1*4*7 = 07*3*1*4*1*2*3 .
Hence, we have the following,

07*7*1*2*1*4*7 (14) (67) = 0V (*7*1*2*1*4*7/14X67) = 07*6*4*2*4*1*6 = 77*7*1*2*1*4*7

=> (14)(67) G 07<712147),
07*7*1*2*1*4*7(24)(37) = 07(*7*1*2*1*4*7)^24X37^ = 07*3*1*4*1*2*3 = 07*7*i*2*i*4*7

=> (24) (37) G 07<712147), and
07*7*1*2*1*4*7 (124) (376)

=

07(*7*i*2*i*4*7)t124X376) = 07*6*2*4*2*1*6 = 07*7*1*2*1*4*7

=> (124)(376) G 07<712147).

Similarly, we can show that (142) (367) G 07C712147).
So, 07<712147> >< AT712147, (12)(36), (142) (367), (24)(37), (124)(376), (14)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [712147] is equal to

|NJS47) |

= pp “ 28.

The orbits of 07<712147) on T are {5}, {1,2,4}, and {3,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*1*4*7*7, 07*7*1*2*1*4*7*1, and 07*7*1*2*1*4*7*5 belong to?

07*7*1*2*1*4*7*7 = 07*7*1*2*1*4

G [71214].

07*7*1*2*1*4*7*107 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121471] = [7172427].
07*7*i*2*i*4*7*507 is a new double coset and will be considered later on.
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Now we will view

denoted by [712141], where N712141 = {e} =

jy(712141).

The number of single cosets in [712141] is equal to

= — = 168.

The orbits of M712141) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7txt2tit4tit7, Nt7tit2tlt4titx, Nt7tit2tit4tit2,
Nt7tit2txt4tit3, Nt7txt2tit4tit4, NMiMiMiM

belong to?

and

€ [71214],

NY7M2M4M1 —

Nt7tit2tit4txt7N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121417] = [7127476].
Nt7tit2tit4tit2N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121412] = [7172456].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121413] = [7172546].
Nt7tit2tit4txt4N is not a new double coset since,

7121414 = 7121141 (by relation 3)
=> 7121141 = 71241 (since £i2 = e)

=f> 7121414 = 71241 G [71241].
Thus, we have shown that [7121414] = [71241].

Nt7txt2tit4tit5N is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121415] = [71263].
Nt7tit2tit4txtQN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121416] = [71254].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.
Now we will view Nt7tit2tit4t3N, denoted by [712143], where N712143 = {e} =
jy (712143).

The number of single cosets in [712143] is equal to

| = Ip = 168.

The orbits of N<712143) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NM1M1M3M

ATMlMlMsM
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27*7*1*2*1*4*3*3, 27*7*1*2*1*4*3*4, 27*7*1*2*1*4*3*5,

and 77*7*1*2*1*4*3*6 belong to?
27*7*1*2*1*4*3*3 = 77*7*1*2*1*4

G [71214].

27*7*1*2*1*4*3*727 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121437] = [7172415].

77*7*1*2*1*4*3*177 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121431] = [7127376].

77*7*1*2*1*4*3*277 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations
that [7121432] = [7121364].

77*7*1*2*1*4*3*577 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121435].= [7172576].
77*7*1*2*1*4*3*4/7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121434] = [7172325].
77*7*1*2*1*4*3*6/7 is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121436] = [7173712].

There are no new double cosets to be viewed later.
Now we will view 77*7*1*2*1*4*5, denoted by [712145], where A?712145 = {e}. By

relation 3, we can see that
27*i*2*i — 77*2*1*2 when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by 27. This gives us that
77*7*1*2*1*4 = 77*7*2*1*2*4 => T7*7*i*2*i*4*5 = 77*7*2*1*2*4*5

Hence we have the following,
27*7*1*2*1*4*5 (12) (36)

=> (12) (36)

= T7(*7*i*2*1*4*5)^12^36^

= 77*7*2*1*2*4*5 = T7*7*i*2*1*4*5

g/7<712145\

So, M712145) >< A?712145, (12) (36) >.
The number of single cosets in [712145] is equal to

| = pr = 84.

The orbits of A^712145) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
27*7*1*2*1*4*5*7, 77*7*1*2*1*4*5*1, 27*7*1*2*1*4*5*3,

and 27*7*1*2*1*4*5*4 belong to?

77*7*1*2*1*4*5*5 = 27*7*1*2*1*4 G

[71214].
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NtJitztitJstiN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the above relations

that [7121451] = [7172427].
Nt7tit2tit4t5t3N is not a new double coset since by the relations above we can deduce

that [7121453] = [7172427].
is not a new double coset since by the relations above we can deduce
that [7121454] = [7172735].

is a new double coset and will be considered later.
Now let us take a look at IVM1/2/3M4A7, denoted by [712374],
where AT712374 = {e} = AX712374).

The number of single cosets in [712374] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of A^712374) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
^7/1/2/3/7/4/75

Nt7t1t2t3t7t4.il,

^7/1/2/3/7/4/25

AT/7/X/2/3/7/4/35 ^47/1/2/3/7/4/4»

and IV/7/1/2/3/7/4/6 belong to?

A//7/1/2/3/7/4/4 = AT/7/1/2/3/7 G [71237].
The following are not new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since by
the above relations we can deduce that,

[7123747] = [7172541], [7123741] = [7173727], [7123742] = [7127376], [7123743] = [7172473],
[7123745] = [7172546], and [7123746] = [71232].
Now let us take a look at NMiMaMsA7, denoted by [712375],

where A712375 = {e} = M712375>.
The number of single cosets in [712375] is equal to

= ^p = 168.

The orbits of A^712375) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
IV/7/1/2/3/7/5/75 A7/7/i/2/3/7/5/15 AT/7/1/2/3/7/5/2,

AT/7/1/2/3/7/5/3, 1V/7/i/2/3/7/5/43 AfMlMsMs/s?

and IV/7/1/2/3/7/5/6 belong to?
11/7/1/2/3/7/5/5 = AT/7/1/2/3/7 G [71237].
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The following are not new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since by
the above relations we can deduce that,

[7123757] = [7172347], [7123751] = [7172463], [7123752] = [7121436], [7123753] = [7127413],
[7123754] = [7172732], and [7123756] = [7121356].

Now let us take a look at #47*1*2*3*2*1#, denoted by [712321],
where #712321 = {e}. By our relations given above, we can show that #*7*i*2*3*2*i =

#*5*2*i*3*i*2) by the following:
712321 =. Hence, we have the following:
#*7*1*2*3*2*1(12) (57)

=

#(*741*2*3*2*1)(12^57) = #*5*2*1*3*1*2 = #*7*1*2*3*2*1

=> (12) (57) e #(712321).
So we have #(712321) >< e, (12)(57) >.

The number of single cosets in [712321] is equal to

| = pr = 84.

The orbits of #(712321) on T are {3}, {4},{6}, {1,2}, and {5,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*2*3*2*1*7, #*7*1*2*3*2*1*1?
#*7*1*2 *3*2*1*3? #*741*2*3*2*1*4?

and

#*7*i*2*3*2*i*6

belong to?

#*7*1*2*3*2*1*1 — #*7*1*2*3*2
#47*1*2*3*2*1*7?/

£ [71232].

’

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above

that [7123217] = [7173274].

#*741*2*3*2*1*3?^ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123213] = [71262].
#*7*i *2 *3 *2* 1*4# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations above
that [7123214] = [7127532].

Finally, we have that #47*1*2*3*2*1*6?/ is a double coset that we have already seen before
since we can deduce from the relations aboye that [7123216] = [7127325].

There are no new double cosets to be viewed later on from this coset.
Now

let

us take a look at

where #712354 = {e} = #(712354).

#*7*i*2*3*s*4#,

denoted by [712354],
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The number of single cosets in [712354] is equal to

jN(j^54)| =

= 168.

The orbits of 7V<712354) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGG — NGGGGG G [71235].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the above relations
we can deduce that,

[7123547] = [7172547], [7123541] = [71243], [7123542] = [71254], [7123543] = [7172432],
[7123545] = [71263], and [7123546] = [7172465]..
Now let us take a look at NGGGGGGN, denoted by [712367], where A?"712367 =

{e} = AT<712367\
The number of single cosets in [712367] is equal to

= 168.

The orbits of M712367) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGGG = NGGGGG G [71236].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the above relations

we can deduce that,
[7123671] = [7172473], [7123672] = [7123163], [7123673] = [7127431], [7123674] = [7123174],
[7123675] = [7127476], and [7123676] = [7172374].

Now let us take a look at NGGGGGGN, denoted by [712361], where AT712361 =

{e}. By the relations, we can deduce that NGGGGGGN = NGGGGGGN.

Therefore, this will imply that we have NGGGGGGflty(36) = N (GGGGGG)^12^36^ =
NGGGGGG — NGGGGGG-
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Hence, we have that (12)(36) G #(712367).

So, we obtain #(712367) >< e, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [712361] is equal to

|jv(]^6i)|

= yr = 84.

The orbits of #(712361) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAj NAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? and

NAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71236].

There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset since from the above relations

we can deduce that,
[7123617] = [7172747], [7123613] = [7172425], [7123614] = [71262], and [7123615] =
[7172452].

Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712362], where #712362 =

{e}. By the relations, we

can show that NAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN since, 712362 =.
Therefore, we haveNAAAAAA(23)(47) = N(AAAAAA/23^47) = NAAAAAA —

NAAAAAA- Hence, this implies that (23) (47) G #(712362).

So, we obtain #(712362) >< e, (23) (47) >.
The number of single cosets in [712362] is equal to

= ^p = 84.

The orbits of #(712362) on T are {1}, {5}, {6}, {2,3}, and {4,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA?
and NAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAA — NAAAAA G [71236].
NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123627] = [7121457].
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Z7*7*i*2*3*6*2*i/7 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123621] = [7173713].

We can see that 77*7*1*2*3*6*2*5/7 is not a new double coset since from the relations above

we can deduce [7123625] = [7172463].

Finally, 77*7*1*2*3*6*2*6/7 is not a new double coset since,
7123626 = 7123262

=> 7123626 G [7172415] (since shown above that [7123262] = [7172415]).
Thus, we have deduce that [7123626] = [7172415].
There are no new double cosets to be considered for this coset.
Now let us take a look at /7*?*1*2*3*6*3/7, denoted by [712363],
Where 77712363 = {e} = y (712363).

The number of single cosets in [712363] is equal to pypppyy = “T = 168.
The orbits of A^712363) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
17*7*1*2*3*6*3*7, 17*7*1*2*3*6*3*1, 17*7*1*2*3*6*3*2,
77*7*1*2*3*6*3*3, 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*4, 77*7*1*2*3*6*3*5,

and 27*7*1*2*3*6*3*6 belong to?

27*7*1*2*3*6*3*3 = 27*7*1*2*3*6

€ [71236].

27*7*1*2*3*6*3*7?/ is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123637] = [7172324].

77*7*1*2*3*6*3*1/7 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123631] = [7172374].

77*7*1*2*3*6*3*2/7 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7123632] = [7127325].

27*7*1*2*3*6*3*417 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7123634] = [7121457].

17*7*1*2*3*6*3*5?/ is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7123635] = [7172412].
Finally, 17*7*1*2*3*6*3*6/7 is not a new double coset since,
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7123636 = 7123363 (by relation 3)
=> 7123363 = 71263 (since *32 = e)
=> 7123636 = 71263 G [71263].

Thus, we have deduce that [7123636] = [71263].
There are no new double cosets to be looked at for this coset.

Now let us take a look at

07*7*1*2*4*7*307,

denoted by [712473],

where 07712473 = {e} = 07<712473).

The number of single cosets in [712473] is equal to

y =

= 168.

The orbits of 07<712473> on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*4*7*3*7, 07*7*1*2*4*7*3*1, 07*7*1*2*4*7*3*2,

07*7*1*2*4*7*3*3, 07*7*1*2*4*7*3*4, 07*7*1*2*4*7*3*5,

and 07*7*1*2*4*7*3*6

07*7*1*2*4*7*3*3

belong to?

= 07*7*1*2*4*7 G

[71247].

07*7*1*2*4*7*3*707 is not a new double

coset

since by the above three relations we can

coset

since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124737] = [71261].
07*7;*i*2*4*7*3*i07

is not a new double

deduce that [7124731] = [71241].
07*7*1*2*4*7*3*207 is

not a new double coset since by the above three relations we

can

deduce that [7124732] = [7173727].
07*7*1*2*4*7*3*407 is not

a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

[7124734] = [7172473].
07*7*1*2*4*7*3*507 is not

a new double coset since from the relations above we

can deduce

a new double coset since from the relations above we

can

[7124735] = [7127476].
07*7*1*2*4*7*3*607 is not

[7124736] = [7172745].

There are no new double cosets that have to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at

where 07712475 = {e} = 77<7124T5>.

07*7*i*2*4*7*50T,

denoted by [712475],

deduce
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The number of single cosets in [712475] is equal to pyy—pp = — = 168.
The orbits of #<712475) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

#*7*1*2*4*7*5*7, #*7*1*2*4*7*5*1? #*7*1*2*4*7*5*2?
#*7*142*4*7*5*3? #*7*1*2*4*7*5*4? #*7*1*2*4*7*5*5>

and #*7*i*2*4*7*s*6 belong to?

#*7*1*2*4*7*5*5 = #*7*1*2*4*7 G [71247].

#*7*1*2*4*7*5*7# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124757] = [7121364].
#*7*i*2*4*7*5*i# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7124751] = [7172734].

#*7*1*2*4*7*5*2?/ is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124752] = [7121347].

#*7*1*2*4*7*5*3# is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7124753] = [7172374].
#*7*1*2*4*7*5*4# is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124754] = [71254].

#47*1*2*4*7*5*6# is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
[7124756] = [71264].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at #47*1*2*4*2*7#, denoted by [712427],

where #712427 =

By the relations we can show that

712427 ~ 714247, 714247 ~ 641216, 641216 - 521415, 521415 - 642126, 642126 ~
524145, and 524145 - 712427.
Therefore we have the following:
#47*14244*2 (24) (56) = #(*7*1 *2*4*2)

— #47*14442*447 — #47*1*2*4*2*7

=> (24) (56) G #<712427),
#47*1*2*4*2*7(14) (67) = #(*7*1 *2*4 *2 *7) (14^67) = #*6*4*1*2*1*6 = #*7*1*2*4*2*7

=4> (14)(67) G#(712427\
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2VMiM4M7(12)(57) = N(GGGGGG)^^ = NGGGGGG = NGGGGGG
=> (12)(57) G TV^712427),

TVMiM4M7(142)(576) = N^GGGGGG^142^7® = NGGGGGG ~ TVM1M4M7
=» (142) (576) 6 TV<712427>.
Similarly, we can show that (124) (567) G Ad712427).

So, TV<71242> >< TV71242, (24)(56), (14)(67), (12)(57), (142)(576), (124)(567) >.
The number of single cosets in [712427] is equal to

|N(J^|27)|

= ^ = 28.

The orbits of A^712427) on T are {3}, {1,2,4}, and {5, 6, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGG belong to?
NGGGGGGG = NGGGGG £ [71242].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124271] is equivalent to [7172747].

NGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124273] is equivalent to [7123214].

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at NGGGGGGN, denoted by [712421],

where TV712421 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that
242 —< 424 when the relation is conjugated by TV so this implies that 712421 ~ 714241.

Therefore we have the following:

7VMiM4Mi(24)(56) = N (fyGGGGG^24^^ — NGGIaGGG = NGGGGGG
=> (24) (56) 6 TV<712421).

So, TV<712421> >< TV712421, (24)(56) >.
The number of single cosets in [712421] is equal to py^iaiyj- = pp = 84.
The orbits of A^712421) on T are {1}, {2,4}, {3}, {5,6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGG be
long to?

TVMiGGGGG = NGGGtfG G [71242].
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NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124217] is equivalent to [7121475].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124212] is equivalent to [7173712].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124213] is equivalent to [7123634].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124215] is equivalent to [7172734].

There are no new double cosets that need to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at NAAAAAAN, denoted by [712423],

where #712423 = {e}. By are relation 3 we can show that
242 ~ 424 when the relation is conjugated by N so this implies that 712423 ~ 714243.

Therefore we have the following:

NAAAAAA (24) (56) — N(AAAAAA)^24^56^ =

= NAAAAAA

=> (24) (56) G N<712423\

So, N<712423) >< N712423, (24)(56) >.
The number of single cosets in [712423] is equal to

= yp = 84.

The orbits of #(712423) on T are {1}, {2,4}, {3}, {5,6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAA be
long to?

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAA G [71242].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124237] is equivalent to [7127412].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce
that [7124231] is equivalent to [7127464].

NAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124232] is equivalent to [7123174].
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07*7*1*2*4*2*3*507 is not a new double coset since from the relations above we can deduce

that [7124235] is equivalent to [7172456].
There are no new double cosets that need to be considered later for this coset.
Now let us take a look at 07*7*1*2*4*3*107, denoted by [712431],

where 07712431 = {e}. By the relations, we can show that 07*7*i*2*4*3*1 = 07* 1 *7*2*6*3*7
since, 712431 =•

Hence, we have the following:
07*7*1*2*4*3*1 (17) (46)

=

07(*7*1*2*4*3*1/17X46) = 07*1*7*2*6*3*7 = 07*7*1*2*4*3*1-

=> (17)(46) e 07<712431).
With a similar process we can show that 712431 ~ 645734 ~ 465136. This implies that

we have the following:
07*7*1*2*4*3*1 (1476) (25) = 07(*7*1*2*4*3*1/1476X25) = 07*6*4*5*7*3*4 = 07*7*1*2*4*3*1-

=> (1476)(25) e07<712431).
Similarly, we can show that (1674) (25) € 07^712431\
So, 07<712431) >< e, (17)(46), (1476)(25), (1674)(25) >.

The number of single cosets in [712431] is equal to

J^31) j = pp = 42.

The orbits of A^712431) on T are {3}, {2,5}, and {1,4,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*2*4*3*1*1, 07*7*1*2*4*3*1*2,

and 07*7*1*2*4*3*1*3 belong to?
07*7*1*2*4*3*1*1 = 07*7*1*2*4*3 G
07*7*i*2*4*3*i*207

[71243].

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce

that [7124312] = [7172742].

07*7*1*2*4*3*1*307 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce

that [7124312] = [7172742].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later.
Now let us take a look at

07*7*1*2*4*3*207,

denoted by [712432],

where 07712432 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that 712432 ~ 324154 ~ 541271.
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Then we can imply that we have the following:
TV*7*1*2*4*3*2(124)(357) = 17(*7*i*2*4*3*2)^124^357^ — 17*3*2*4*1*5*4 = 17*7*1*2*4*3*2-

=> (124) (357) G TV<712432).

Similarly, we can show that (142) (375) G

aM712432)

.

Hence, 17<712432) >< e, (124) (357) >.

The number of single cosets in [712432] is equal to

= pp = 56.

The orbits of 17<712432) on T are {6}, {1,2,4}, and {3,5,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
17*7*i*2*4*3*2*7, 17*7*1*2*4*3*2*2,

and

A?*7*i*2*4 *3*2*6

belong to?

Art7*i*2*4*3*2*2 = A**7*1*2*4*3

G [71243].

17*7*1*2*4*3*2*7/7 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can prove that
[7124327] = [7123174].
/7*7*i*2*4*3*2*s/7

is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can prove that

[7124326] = [7123246].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later.

Now let us take a look at 27*7*1*2*5*6*3/7, denoted by [712563],
where IV712563 = {e} = 17<712563\

The number of single cosets in [712563] is equal to pvcn^563)J =

= 168.

The orbits of A^712563) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt?t 1*2*5*6*3*71

17*7*1*2*5*6*3*1, 17*7*1*2*5*6*3*2,

17*7*1*2*5*6*3*31 17*7*1*2*5*6*3*4, 17*7*1*2*5*6*3*5,

and 17*7*112*5*6*3*6 belong to?

17*7*1*2*5*6*3*3 = 17*7*1*2*5*6

G [71256].

17*7*1*2*5*6*3*717 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7125637] = [7172543] by the following:
17*7*1*2*5*6*3*117 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7125631] = [7172735].
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is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can
deduce that [7125632] = [7123756].
NtitityststztiN is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [7125634] = [7173712],
77/7/142/5/5/3/5 AT is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7125635] = [7172343].
17/7/1/2/5/6/3/6^7 is not a new double coset since by the above three relations we can

deduce that [7125636] = [7172432].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at IV/7/1/2/6/3/7A7, denoted by [712637],

where AT712637 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show that 712637

135671 ~

374613 by the following:
712637

135671 =, and 374613 =. Therefore, we have A7/7/i/2/6/3/7(137)(254) =

77 (MiMe/s/r)^137^254^ — NtitztstGtJi = 77/7/1/2/5/3/7

=> (137)(254) G A7^712637). Similarly, we can show that (173)(245) € A7^712637\
Hence, A^712637) >< e, (137)(254), (173)(245) >.

The number of single cosets in [712637] is equal to

= Xp = 56.

The orbits of A^712637) on T are {6}, {1,3,7}, and {2,4,5}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

£7/7/1/2/6/3/7/75 77/7/1/2/6/3/7/2, and 77/7/1/2/6/3/7/6 belong to?
A^/7/1/2/6/3/7/7 — 1^/741/2/6/3 € [71263].

AT/7/1/2/6/3/7/2A7 is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
that [7126372] is equivalent to the double coset [7172741].

77/7/1/2/6/3/7/6A7 is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce,
[7126376] = [7127341].

There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now let us take a look at 77/7/1/2/5/4/5 A7, denoted by [712645],

where A7712645 = {e} = A7<712645).
The number of single cosets in [712645] is equal to

= — = 84.

The orbits of A^712645) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
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Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1 *2 *6*4*5 *7 > #*7*1 *2*6*4 *5*1, #*7*1*2*6*4*5*2,
#*7*l*2*6*4*5*3j #*7*1 *2*6*4*5*4, #*7*1 *2*6*4*5*5, and #*7*1 *2*6*4*5*6 belong to?

#*7*1*2*6*4*1*1 = #*7*1*2*6*4

G [71264].

We can see that #*7*1 *2 *6*4*5 *7# is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126457] is equivalent to the double coset [7172412].
We can see that #*7*i*2*6*4*5*i# is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126451] is equivalent to the double coset [7172745].

We can see that

#*7*1*2 *6 *4*5*2# is

not a new double coset since

by

the given relations

we can deduce that [7126452] is equivalent to the double coset [7172421].

We can see that

#*7*1*2 *6*4*5 *3*/

is not a new double coset since by the given relations

we can deduce that [7126453] is equivalent to the double coset [7172465].
We can see that #*7*i*2*e*4*5*4# is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126454] is equivalent to the double coset [7172543].

We can see that #*7*1*2 *6 *4 *5 *6# is not a new double coset since by the given relations
we can deduce that [7126456] is equivalent to the double coset [7172456].

There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at #*7*143*7*1*7#, denoted by [713717],

where N713717 = {e, (26) (45), (24) (56), (25) (46)} = #<713717\

The number of single cosets in [713717] is equal to

= Fp = 42.

The orbits of #713717) on T are {3}, {7},{1}, and {2,4, 5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#47*1*3*7*1*7*7, #*7*i*3*7*i*7*i, #*7*1*3*7*1*7*25 and #*7*i*3*7*i*7*3

#*7*1*3*7*1*7*7 = #*7*i*3*7*i

G [71371].

#*7*1 *3*7* 1*7*1 is not a new double coset since,

belong to?
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7137171 = 7137717 (by relation 3)
=> 7137717 = 71317 (since t72 = e)
=>7137171 E [71317].

Thus, we have shown that [7137171] = [71317],
Nt7M3MlM2AT is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the relations above
that [7137172] = [7172456].

Nt7txt3t7tit7t3N is a new double coset and will be considered later.
Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2N, denoted by [7172732],

where A'7172732 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,

71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that Nt7t1t7t2t7t3 =
Ntii7iit2tit3 => NMi£7t2£7M2 =

Hence we have the following,

N£7M7MiM2(17)(46) = N(MiM2iiM2)^17^46^ = Nt1t7tit2txt3t2 = Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2

Nt7t1t7t2t7t3t2 => (17) (46) 6

aX7172732)

So, N<7172732) >< N7172732, (17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172732] is equal to

1^7^732) |

= Xy = 84.

The orbits of aX7172732) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
Nt7txt7t2t7t3t2t7, Nt7t±t7t2t7t3t2t2,
Nt7txt7t2t7t3t2t3, Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2t4, and Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2t5 belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t7t3t2t2 — Nt7tit7t2t7t3 E [717273].
Nt7tit7t2t7t2t7N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727327] is equal to [717372],
Nt7txt7t2t7t2t3N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727323] is equal to [712732],
Nt7txt7t2t7t2t4N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727324] is equal to [712375],
Nt7tit7t2t7t2t3N is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727325] is equal to [712173],
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172735],
where #7172735 = {e}. From our relations (2) and (3) above, we can show that,

71727 = 71272 => 71272 = 17212 => 17212 = 17121 which implies that NAAAAAA =
NAAAAAA => NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAHence we have the following,

NAAAAAAA (1?) (46) = N (AAAAAAA/17^46) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
NAAAAAAA

(17)(46) 6 #(7i72735)

So, #(7172735) ><

#7172735j

(17)(46) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172735] is equal to

|^(Xra735) |

= yy = 84.

The orbits of #(7172735) on T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA € [717273].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727357] is equal to [712743].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727352] is equal to [717242].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727353] is equal to [712145].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727354] is equal to [712563].

There are no new double cosets to be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172747],

where #7172747 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show the following:
7172747 =. This implies, NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA- Hence, we have

NAAAAAAA (14) (67) = N

= NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA-

=> (14) (67) G #(7172747). Therefore, #(7172747) >< e, (14) (67) >.
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The number of single cosets in [7172747] is equal to

^(71^2747) |

= FT = 84.

The orbits of JV^7172747) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,4}, and {6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
07*7*1*7*2 *7*4*7 *7, 07*7*1*7*2 *7*4*7*2 ,
07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*3, 07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*4, and 07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*5 belong to?

07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*7 —

07*7*i*7*2*7*4

G [717274].

07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*207 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727472] = [712427].
07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*307 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727473] = [712361].
07*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*407 is not a new double coset since we can show that it is equal to another

coset by,
71727474 = 71727747 (by relation 3)
71727747 = 717247 (since *72 = e)

=> 71727474 = 717247 € [717247].
Therefore, we have shown that [71727474] = [717247].

0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*50V is a new double coset and will be considered later.
Now we will look at

where JV7172741 = {e} =

0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*10V,

denoted by [7172741],

0\d7172741\

The number of single cosets in [7172741] is equal to

= ^p =

168.

The orbits of J\d7172741) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*7, 0\T*7*i*7*2*7*4*l*l,

0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*2, 0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*1*3,

0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*l*4, 0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*1*5,

and 0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*6 belong to?

0V*7*1*7*2*7*4*1*1 = 0V*7*1*7*2*7*4 G [717274].
0V*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*70V is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727417] = [717247].
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#*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*2*/ is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727412] = [712145].
#*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*3#

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727413] = [712137].

#47414742*7444144# is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727414] = [717241].

#*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*5*/ is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727415] = [712734].
#*7*i*7*2*7*4*i*6*/ is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727416] = [712637].

There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at #47*1*7*2*7*4*2#, denoted by [7172742],
where #7172742 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show the following:

7172742 =. This implies, #47*1*7*2*7*4*2 = #*2*5*2*7*2*4*7- Hence, we have
#*7*1*7*2*7*4*2(15) (72) = #(*7*1*7*2*7*4*2) (15^72) = #42*5*2*7*2*4*7 = #*7*1*7*2*7*4*2-

(15)(72) 6 TV(7172742). Therefore, #(7172742) >< e, (15)(72) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172742] is equal to

| ^<71^2742) [ = pr = 84.

The orbits of #(7X72742) On T are {3}, {4}, {6}, {1, 5}, and {2,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

#47*14742*7*4*2*1, #*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*2,
#*7*1 *7*2*7*4*2*3, #*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*4, and #*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*6 belong to?

#47*1*7*2*7*4*2*2 = #*7*1*7*2*7*4 € [717274].
#*7*i*7*2*7*4*2*i# is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727421] = [712343].

#*7*147*2*7*4*2*3^/ is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727423] = [712431].
#*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*4# is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727424] = [717253].
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17*7*1*7*2*7*4*2*6*7 is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727426] = [713126].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.
Now we will look at 17*7*i*7*2*7*4*3*7, denoted by [7172743],
where TV7172743 = {e} = A?f7172743\

The number of single cosets in [7172743] is equal to

= *p = 168.

The orbits of A^7172743) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*7, 17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*1,
17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2, 17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*3)

17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*4, 17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*5)

and 17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*6 belong to?
17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*3 = 17*7*1*7*2*7*4 G

[717274],

17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*7*7 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [71727437] = [717372].

17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*117 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce

that [71727431] = [712745].
17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*2*7 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce

that [71727432] = [712354].
17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*4*7 is not a new double coset since we can prove that it is equal to one

already see before by,

71727434 = 71727343 G [712524] (as proven above)
=> 71727434 G [712524].
Therefore, we have proven that [71727434] = [712524].

17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*6*7 is not a new double coset since by the above relations we can deduce
that [71727436] = [712645].

17*7*1*7*2*7*4*3*5*7 is a new double coset that will need to be viewed later.
Now we will look at 17*7*1*7*2*7*4*5*7, denoted by [7172745],
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where N7172745 = {e} = 7V<7172745\

The number of single cosets in [7172745] is equal to

[ =

= 168.

The orbits of aX7172745) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,
NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,

and NGGGGGGGG belong to?

TVtyfi47^2^7^^5^5 = NGGGGGG G [717274],
NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727457] = [712513].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce that it is equal to one
already see before by
the above relations. Therefore, this implies [71727451] = [717247].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727452] = [712473].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727453] = [712645].
Ntjt\GGGGGGN is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
that [71727454] = [712462].

is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

that [71727456] = [712465].
There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7172324],

where TV7172324 = {e} = M7172324>.

^(7^J324) | = -Mp = 168.

The number of single cosets in [7172324] is equal to p

The orbits of aX7172324) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

AMi GGGGG G, N’t?ti GGG GGG,
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1^/7/1/7/2/342/4/2) A7i7/1^7^2/3/2i4/3 7

AT/7/1/7/2/3/2/4/4, 77/7/14742/3/2/4/55
and 7747/1/7/2/3/2/4/6 belong to?
IV/7/1/7/2/3/2/4/4 = IV/74147/2/3/2 6 [717232].
77/7/147 42/3/2/4/7A7 is not a new double coset since from the relations we can deduce

[71723247] = [712432].
AT/7/i 47/2/3/2/4/2 A7 is not a new double coset since from the relations we can deduce

[71723242] = [712423].

77/7/147/2/3/2/4/1A7 is not a new double coset since from the relations we can deduce
[71723241] = [712363].
AT/7/1/7/2/3/2/4/3A7 is not a new double coset since from the relations we can deduce
[71723243] = [712743].

77474147/2/3/2/4/5 77 is not a new double coset since from the relations we can deduce
[71723245] = [712734].
A7/7/i/7/2/3/2/4/6A7 is not a new double coset since from the relations we can deduce

[71723246] = [712615].

There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later.
Now we will look at Ar/7/147/2/3/2/5A7, denoted by [7172325],

where A77172325 = {e}.

By the above relations we can show that 77/7/1/7/2/3/2/5 —

AZ/i47/142/3/2/53 by the following:
7172325 = 1712325 => A^ti 47/2/3/2/5 = A7/!47/1/2/3/2/5 • Which implies that
A/Mi/7/2/3/2/5(l'7)(46) = 77(47/1/7/2/3/2/5)(17)(46) = AT/xMxMsMb = 77/7/1/7/2/3/2/5

=> (17) (46) € A7<7172325\
With a similar process we can show that 7172325

4645352 ~ 6465352. This implies

that we have the following:

^47/1/7/2/3/2/5 (1674) (25) = 77(/7/i/7/2/3/2/5)^1674^25^ = 77/1/7/1/2/3/2/5 =

=> (1674) (25) G M7172325\

Similarly, we can show that (1476)(25) G A^7172325).
So, AT<7172325> >< e, (17)(46), (1674)(25), (1476)(25) >.

y(7^325) | =

The number of single cosets in [7172325] is equal to {j

The orbits of A^7172325) on T are {3}, {2,5}, and {1,4,6,7}.

= 42.
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Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*7*2*3*2*5*7i

and

#*7*1*7*2*3*2*5*3,

#*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*5

#*7*i*7*2*3*2*7*7

belong to?

= #*7*1*7*2*3*2 G [717232].

#*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*7# is not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce
[71723257] = [712143].
#*7*i*7*2*3*2*5*3?/ 1S not a new double coset since from the three relations we can deduce

[71723253] = [71727435].
There are no new double cosets that will need to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at #47*1*7*2*3*4*7#, denoted by [7172347],

where #7172347 = {e} = #(7172347).
The number of single cosets in [7172347] is equal to

=

= 168.

The orbits of #7172347) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

#*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*7, #*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*1, #*7*1*7*2*3 *4*7*2,
#*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*3, #*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*4, #*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*5, and #*7*1 *7*2*3*4*7*6 belong to?

#*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*7 — #*7*1*7*2*3*4 G [717234],
#*7*i*7*2*3*4*7*i#

is not a new double coset because [71723471] and [712747], are equal.

#*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*2# is not a new double coset because [71723472] and [712347], are equal.

#*7*i*7*2*3*4*7*3?/ is not a new double coset because [71723473] and [71727435], are

equal.
#*7*i*7*2*3*4*7*4# is not a new double coset because we can show that

71723474 = 71723747 G [71723747] (by relation 3).
Therefore, we have that the two double cosets, [71723474] and [71723747], are equal.
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17*7*1*7*2*3*4*7*5*7 is not a new double coset because [71723475] and [712375], are equal.

*7*7*1 *7*2*3*4*7*6*7 is not a new double coset because [71723476] and [712346], are equal.

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.

Now we will look at

1V*7*i*7*2*3*4*2*7,

denoted by [7172342],

where TV7172342 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce 17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2 = 17*7*6*7*3*2*4*3-

Then we can imply *7*7*1*7*2*3*4*2(23) (16) = *7(*7*i*7*2*3*4*2)^23^16^ =

=

*7*7*1*7*2*3*4*2

=> (23)(16) G 17^7172342\

So, 17<7172342) >< C) (23)(16) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172342] is equal to

| ^71^342) |

= pp = 84.

The orbits of /v^7172342^ on T are {4}, {5},{7}, {1, 6}, and {2,3}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*7, 17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*1) 17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*2,

17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*4, and 17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*5 belong to?

17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*2 = 17*7*i*7*2*3*4 G [717234].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered later on from this coset since
from the above relations we can deduce that,

[71723427] = [712753], [71723421] = [717325], and [71723425] and [712735] are equal.
17*7*1*7*2*3*4*2*4

is not a new double coset because we can show that

71723424 = 71723242 6 [71723242] (by relation 3).
Therefore, we have that the two double cosets, [71723424] and [71723242], are equal.

Now we will look at 17*7*1*7*2*3*4*317, denoted by [7172343],
where N7172343 = {e} = 17t7172343>.

The number of single cosets in [7172343] is equal to

1-^1

__ 168 __ -| z'q

1^(7172343) [ “

1

— XUO‘
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The orbits of aA7172343) on T are {1}, {2}, {8}, {4}, {5}; {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*7, 0V*7*l*7*2*3*4*3*b TV*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*2,

^*7*1 *7*2*3*4*3*3, 0V*7*1*7*2*3*4*3*4, 0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*3*5, and

0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*3*3 = 0V*7*1*7*2*3*4 G

N*7*1 *7*2*3*4*3*6

belong to?

[717234].

The following are not new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can
deduce from the relations above that,
[71723437] = [712316], [71723431] = [712747], [71723432] = [717253], [71723434] =

[717243], [71723435] = [712563], and [71723435] = [713172].
0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*3*40V is not a new double coset because we can show that

71723434 = 71723343 (by relation 3)
=> 71723343 = 717243 (since *32 = e)

=> 71723434 = 717243 G [717243].
Therefore, we have that the two double cosets, [71723434] and [717243], are equal.

Now we will look at

0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*60V,

denoted by [7172346], where

AT7172346 — }e}. By the relations, we can deduce that 0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*6 = 0V*7*2*7*i*6*4*3Then, we can imply that we have

0V’*7*i*7*2*3*4*2(12) (36)

= 0V(*7*i*7*2*3*4*2/12X36) =

Nt7tet?t3t2t4t3 — 0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*6
=> (12)(36) G M7172346).

So, AT(7172346) >< e, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172346] is equal to pppOsFyj = pF = 84.
The orbits of Ar(7172346) on T are {4}, {5},{7}, {1,2}, and {3, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*6*7, 0V*7*1*7*2*3*4*6*1,
0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*6*4, 0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*6*5, and 0V*7*i*7*2*3*4*6*6 belong to?

0V*7*1*7*2*3*4*6*6 = 0V*7*1*7*2*3*4 G

[717234].
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NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,
that the two double cosets, [71723467] and [712561], are equal.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,

that the two double cosets, [71723461] and [7172346], are equal.
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,
that the two double cosets, [71723454] and [71727532], are equal.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset because we can deduce from the relations,

that the two double cosets, [71723465] and [713721], are equal.
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172353],

where #7172353 = {e}.
717235 ~ 171235

From our relations (3) above, we have that 717 ~ 171 =>

7172353 ~ 1712353 which implies that NAAAAA = NAAAAA

NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA
Hence we have the following:

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA-

NAAAAAAA (17) (46) = N (AAAAAAA)^17^46^ = Nt\t7tit2tztGt3 =

Wlt7t2t3t5t3 =* (17)(46) 6 ^(7172353).

With a similar process we can show that 7172353 ~ 6465323 ~ 4645323. This implies
that we have the following:
NAAAAAAA (1476) (25) = N(AAAAAAAy1476^25) = Ntit7tit2t3t$t3 =
NAAAAAAA =>• (1476) (25) G #(7172353).

Similarly, we can show that (1674) (25) G #(7172353).

So, #(7172353) >< N7172353, (17)(46), (1476) (25), (1674)(25) >.

^(71X2353) | =

The number of single cosets in [7172353] is equal to 1

= 42.

The orbits of #(7172353) On T are {2}, {3}, {5}, and {7,1,4, 6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAA G [717235].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71723537] = [712425].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since [71723532] = [712514].

There are no new double cosets to be be viewed later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7t]t7t‘2t4t7t3N, denoted by [7172473],

where N7172473 = {e} = N<7172473).

^(71X473q = -^p = 168-

The number of single cosets in [7172473] is equal to |

The orbits of A^7172473) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NM1M2M7M7> Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3ti, Nt7txt7t2^4^7^3f2->

Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3t3, Nt7txt7t2t4t7t3t4, Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3t5, and

belong to?

Nt7txt7t2t4t7t3t3 = Nt7txt7t2t4t7 E [717247].

Nt7txt7t2t4t7t3t7Nis not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
that [71724737] = [712347].

Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3tiN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [71724731] = [712754].

Nt7tit7t2t4.t7t3t2N is not a new double coset since [71724732] — [712374].
Nt7tit7t2t4t7t3t4N is not a new double coset since by the above relation we can deduce

that [71724734] = [712367].

NM1M2M7M5N is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce
that [71724735] = [712473].

NM1M2M7M6AT is not a new double coset since by the given relations we can deduce

that [71724736] = [712513].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7tit7t2t4t7t6N, denoted by [7172476],

where N7172476 = {e}. By the relations, we can deduce that 7172476

7473671.
This implies that we have,

NMiM2i4Me(164)(253) = N (t7tiM2i4M6)^164^253^ =

7675174 ~
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#*7*6*7*5*1*7*4 = #*7*1*7*2*4*7*6-

Similarly, we can show that (146) (235) G #(7172475).
Thus we have, #(7172475) >< e, (164)(253), (146)(235) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172476] is equal to

= 56.

=

The orbits of #7172476) on T are {7}, {1,4,6}, and {2,3,5}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*7*2*4*7*6*7, #47*1*7*2*4*7*6*2, and #*7*147*2*4*7*6*6 belong to?

#47*1*7*2*4*7*6*6 = #*7*1*7*2*4*7 G

[717247].

We can see that #*741*7*2*4*7*6*7# is not a new double coset since by the above relations

we can deduce that [71724767] = [71723757].
We can see that #*7*1*7*2*4*7*6*21/ is not a new double coset since by the above relations

we can deduce that [71724762] = [712317].
There are no new double cosets to be considered at another time from this coset.

Now we will look at

#*7*i*7*2*4*i*2#,

denoted by [7172412],

where TV7172412 = {e}. By the relations, we can show that
7172412 = 4642762 => 7172412 ~ 4642762. This implies that we

have #47*1*7*2*4*1*2 =

#*4*6*4*2*7*6*2-

Hence, we have the following: #*7*i*7*2*4*i*2(16)(47) =
#*7*1*742*4*i*216^4^ = #*4*6*4*2*7*6*2 = #*7*1 *7*2*4* 1*2

=J> (16)(47)

G #(7172412).

So, we have #7172412) >< e, (16) (47) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172412] is equal to

= pp = 84.

The orbits of #(7172412) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,6}, and {4,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*7*2*4*1*2*7, #*7*1*7*2*4*1*2*1 , #*7*1*7*2*4*1*2*2,

#*7*i*7*2*4*i*2*3, and #*7*i*7*2*4*1*2*5 belong to?

#*7*1*7*2*4*1*2*2 = #*7*1*7*2*4*1 G

We can see that

[717241].

#47*1*7*2*4*1*2*7*/ is

not a new double coset since [71724127] = [712613].
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We can see that NGGt^t^t^GN is not a new double coset since [71724121] = [712645].

We can see that Nt7Gt7t2t4tit2t3N is not anew double coset since [71724123] = [71727435].
We can see that Nt7tiGt2t4tit2GN is not a new double coset since [71724125] = [717325].

There are no new double cosets to be considered at another time from this coset.

Now we will look at Nt7Gt7t2t4tzGN, denoted by [7172421],
where jV7172421 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that

7172421 = 7174241 => 7172421 - 7174241.
This implies that we have NGGt7t2Gt2ti = Nt7Gt7t4t2t4GHence, we have the following: TVMiM2M24i(24)(56) =
Nt7Gt7t2t4t2^i^^^ — Nt7tit7t4t2t4G — NGGGt2t4t2G

(24) (56) G N<7172421\

So, we have yW71724211 >< e, (24) (56) >.

The number of single cosets in [7172421] is equal to

= pp = 84.

The orbits of A/(7172421) on T are {1}, {3}, {7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NMit7t2t4Mi47, Nt7Gt7t2GGGG, Nt7Gt7t2t4GGG,
Nt7tit7t2t4t2GG, and Nt7GGt2t4GGG belong to?

Nt7Gt7t2t4t2t7t7 = Nt7tit7t2t4t2 G [717242].
We can see that TVt7tit7t244Mi471V is not a new double coset since [71724217] = [71727475].

We can see that Nt7G M2 M2 Gt 2 N is not a new double coset since [71724212] = [712645].
We can see that Nt7ti 4742^4^2 4 itsN is not a new double coset since [71724215] = [712136].

Nt7Gt7t2t4t2Gt3N is a new double coset to be be viewed later from this coset.
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Now we will look at .^’*7*1*7*2*4*3*21^, denoted by [7172432],

where IV7172432 = {e} = 1V<7172432).

The number of single cosets in [7172432] is equal to

^(7^432) | =

= 168.

The orbits of /v(7172432) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*7, 17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*1, 17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*2,

17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*3, 17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*4, 17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*5, and 17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*6 belong to?

17*7*1*7*2*4*3*2*2 ~ 1V*7*1*7*2*4*3 G

[717243].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from
the given relations that,

[71724327] = [712754], [71724321] = [712354], [71724323] = [712743], [71724324] =
[717324], [71724325] = [712563], and [71724326] = [712135].

Now we will look at

1V*7*i*7*2*4*3*51V,

denoted by [7172435],

where A"7172435 = {e}. By the relations, we can see that,

7172435 - 1514763 - 2423617 - 4746251 - 6265374 - 5357126 - 3631542.

Then we can see that 1'7*7*1*7*2*4*3*5(1536247) = IV(*7*1 *7*2*4*3*5)^1536247^ =
Nti*5*i*4*7*6*3 = 1V*7*i*7*2*4*3*5

(1536247) G 1V<7172435\

1V*7*1*7*2*4*3*5(1465723) = N (t7*l*7*2*4*3*5)^1465723^

=

N*2*4 *2 *3 *6* 1*7 = N*7*1*7*2*4*3*5

=> (1465723) G A?(7172435),
1V*7*1*7*2*4*3*5 (1742635)

=> (1742635)

=

IV (*7*i*7*2*4*3*s/1742635) = lV*4*7*4*6t2*5*l =

A^t 1*7*2 *4 *3*5

G 1V<7172435\

!V*7*it7*2*4*3*5(1254376) =

1V(*7*1*7*2*4*3*5)^1254376^ = -W*6*2*6*5*3*7*4 = 1V*7*1*7*2*4*3*5

=> (1254376) G M7172435),
1V*7*1*7*2*4*3 *5 (1327564) = 1V(*7*1*7*2*4*3*5/1327564) =

=> (1327564)

N*5*3*5*7*1*2*6

= 1V*7*i*7*2*4*3*5

G 1V<7172435),

1V*7*1*7*2*4*3*5 (1673452)

=

lV(*7*it7*2*4*3*5)^1673452^ = 77*3*6*3*1*5*4*2 = lV*7*it7*2*4*3*5

=> (1673452) G Ar(7172435\
So A'f7172435^-<e’t1536247)’t1465723)’(1742635)’t1254376)’t1327564)’(1673452)>
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The number of single cosets in [7172435] is equal to

= ^p = 24.

The orbit of AI<7172435> on T are {1,2,3,4,5,6, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset does Nt7ti4742/4/3/5/5 belong to?

Nt7tit7t2t4t3t5t5 =

[717243].

.ATM1M2/4/3

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since there are 7
things that go back.
Now we will look at AT/7/147/2/4/5/2A7, denoted by [7172452],

where AT7172452 = {e}. From the relations above, we can show that Nt7tit7t2t4t5t2 =
Nt3tit3t4t2t5t4This implies, £7/7/1/7/2/4/5/2(24) (37) = £7(/7/147/2/4/5/2)^24^37^ — £743/1/3/4/2/5/4 =

Nt7/i/7/2/4/5/2. => (24) (37) € £7(7172452).

So, A^7172452) >< e, (24) (37) >.
The number of single cosets in [7172452] is equal to

= 84.

The orbits of aM7172452) on T are {1}, {5},{6}, {2,4}, and {3,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7t 1471244/5/247,

£747/1/7/2/4/5/2/1,

Nt7tit7t2t4t5t2t2,

Nt7tit7t2t4ty2t5, and Nt7tit7t2t4t5t2te belong to?
Nt7tit7t2t4tj2t2 =

/^/t/i47/2/4/5

[717245].

We can see that Nt7ti t7t2 /4/5M7 £7 is not a new double coset since using the above

relation we have that [71724527] = [712137].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4t3t2tiN is not a new double coset since using the above

relation we have that [71724521] = [71723242].
We can see that Nt7tit7t2t4tet2t5N is not a new double coset since using the above

relation we have that [71724525] = [712361].
We can see that A^/i 47/2/4 4s Me AT is not a new double coset since from the relations
above we can imply that [71724526] = [71724213].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at Nt7t 1/742/4/5/4 £7, denoted by [7172454],
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where N7172454 = {e} = #(7172454).
The number of single cosets in [7172454] is equal to

^71X2454) | =

= 168.

The orbits of #(7172454) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?
NAAAAAAAA? Nt7AAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717245].
The following are not new double cosets since from the relations above we can deduce
that,

[71724547] = [712476], [71724541] = [712734], [71724542] = [71724217], [71724543] =
[712353], and [71724546] = [712465].
We can see that NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since,
71724545 = 71724454 (by relation 3)
=> 71724454 = 717254 (since t42 = e)

=> 71724545 = 717254 € [717254].

Thus, we have shown that [71724545] — [717254],
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7172456],

where N7172456 = {e} =

#(7172456) _

The number of single cosets in [7172456] is equal to p^iX>456j-[ = ^p = 168.
The orbits of #(7172456) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717245].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that,

[71724567] = [712423], [71724561] = [712141], [71724562] = [712753], [71724563] =

[717324], [71724564] = [713717], and [71724565] = [712645].
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Now we will look at Nt?*5*2*3TV, denoted by [7172523], where

A/-7172523 _

gy relations (2) and (3), we can deduce that we have the following:

TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*3(17) (25)

=

TV*7*ii7*2*5*2*317)C25) =

TV*1*7*i*5*2*5*3 = TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3

=> (17) (25) G A^7172523\

TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*3(17)(46) = TV’*7*i*7*2*5*2*317^4^ = TV*i*7*i*2*5*2*3 =
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3 =>

(17) (46) 6 A/"(7172523\

Af*7*i*7*2*5*2*3 (15)(27)
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3

=

TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*315^27^ =

TV*2*5*2*7*1*7*3

=

=> (15) (27) G TV<7172523),

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3(12)(57) = AT*7*ii7*2*5*2*312^57^ = TV*5*2*5*1*7*1*3 =
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3

=J> (12)(57) G JV(7172523\

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3(17)(25) = AT*7*i*7*2*5*2*317^25) = TV*i*7*i*5*2*5*3 =

TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*3 => (17) (25) G jV<7172523>,
TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3(25)(46) =
TV*7*i *7*2*5 *2*3 =>

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*325^46^ = TV*7*1*7*5*2*5*3 =

(25) (46) G

0V(7172523),

W*7*1*7*2*5*2*3(1572)(46) = TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*31572^46) = TV*2*5*2*1*7*1*3 =

Nt?t1t7t2t5t2t3 => (1572) (46) G TV<7172523>,

Similarly, we can show that (1275) (46) G

A^7172523).

So,
^(7172523)

6) (17)(46)) (15)(27), (12)(57), (17)(25), (25)(46), (1572)(46), (1275)(46) > .

The number of single cosets in [7172523] is equal to

^71^523) |

= Ip = 21.

The orbits of M7172523> on T are {3}, {4,6}, and {1,2,5,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

^*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*75 ^*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*35 and TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*4 belong to?
TV*7*1*7*2*5*2*3*3 = TV*7*i *7*2*5 *2

G [717252].

TV*7*i*7*2*5*2*3*7TV is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that
[71725237] = [713126].
TV*7*i*7 *2*5 *2*3*4 TV

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71725234] = [717371].
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There are no new double cosets to be be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will look at #*7*1 *7*2*5*4*7#, denoted by [7172547],

where #7172547 = {e} = M7172547K

The number of single cosets in [7172547] is equal to

1^(7^547) |

= =p = 168.

The orbits of #(7172547) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*7, #*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*1, #*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*2,
#*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*3, #*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*4, #*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*5, and #*7* 1*7*2*5*4*7*6 belong to?

#*7*1*7*2*5*4*7*7 — #*7*i*7*2*5*4 G

[717254].

There are new double cosets to be considered from this coset since we can deduce from
the give relations that,

[71725471] = [713274], [71725472] = [71727475], [71725473] = [712354], [71725474] =

[712173], [71725475] = [712346], and [71725476] = [712326].

Now we will look at #*7*i*7*2*5*4*6#, denoted by [7172546],
where #7172546 =
= #(7172546).

The number of single cosets in [7172546] is equal to

|^(7rS546)|

— “T = 168.

The orbits of #(7172546) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#474147*2*5*4*6*7, #47*1*7*2*5*4*6*1, #*7*1*7*2*5*4*6*2,

#*7*1 *7*2*5*4*6*3, #*7*1 *7*2*5*4*6*4, #*7*1*7*2*5*4*6*5, and #*7* 1*7*2*5*4*6*6 belong to?

#*7*1*7*2*5*4*6*6 = #*7*1*7*2*5*4 G

[717254].

There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce
from the above relations that,

[71725467] = [712374], [71725461] = [712324], [71725462] = [712523], [71725463] =
[712141], [71725464] = [71724213], and [71725465] = [717372].

Now we will look at #47*1*7*347*147#, denoted by [7173717],
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where jV7173717 = {e, (26) (45), (25) (46), (24) (56)}. By the relations above, we can show
that
7173717 - 6463646 - 1713171 ~ 4643464 - 5253525 ~ 2523252. Then we will have the
following:

NM1M3M1/7(15)(27) = N

=> (15) (27) e N<7173717),

= Nt7tit7t3t7t-it7

NMiM3Mii7(124)(567) = N (MiMsMi^/124^567) =
=> (124)(567) G M7173717\

NMiM3Mii7(1674)(25) =
=> (1674) (25) G

TV(MiM3Mi^7)^1674^25^

= NUM4M4M4 =

NMiM3Mi*7

aX7173717\

NMiM3Mit7(142)(576) = N(MiM3Mii7)(142)(576) = Nt6t4t&t3tQt4t6 = Nt7t1t7t3t7t1t7
=> (142)(576) €

aX7173717\

NMiM3Mi£7(17)(25)

and

= N (MiMsMi^X17^25) = Ntit7tit3txt7ti = Nt7txt7t3t7tit7

=> (17) (25) G N<7173717).

Similarly, we can show that (154)(267), (1275)(46), (165)(274), (1476)(25),
(156)(247), (12)(57), (162)(457), (17)(46), (14)(67), (1572)(46), (126)(475),
(16) (47), (17)(2456), (145)(276) G N<7173717>.
Therefore, N<7173717> >< N7173717, (15)(27), (124)(567), (1674)(25), (142)(576),

(17) (25), (154)(267), (1275)(46), (165)(274), (1476) (25), (156)(247), (12)(57),
(162)(457), (17)(46), (14)(67), (1572)(46), (126)(475), (16)(47), (17)(2456), (145)(276) >.

^(7^j717)

The number of single cosets in [7173717] is equal to p

= 7.

The orbits of AX7173717) on T are {3} and {1,2,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

Nt7txt7t3t7tit7t7, and Nt7tit7t3t7tit7t3 belong to?
Nt7tit7t3t7txt7t7 = Nt7tit7t3t7ti G [717371].
Nt7txt7t3t7txt7t3N is a new double cosets and will be viewed later on.

Now we will look at NM1M3M1MV, denoted by [7173712],
where N7173712 = {e} = N<7173712\

The number of single cosets in [7173712] is equal to p

^(7rS712j | = ^p = 168.

The orbits of yyt7173712) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
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NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?

NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [717371].
There are new double cosets to be considered later from this coset since we can deduce
from the relations given and found above that,
[71737127] = [712421], [71737121] = [712563], [71737123] = [712145], [71737124] =
[712353], [71737125] = [712343], and [71737126] = [712754].

Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7127325], where #7127325 = {e}.
By relation 2, we can see that
NAAAA — NAAAA when we conjugate our relation,

(1,4,2) (3,5, 6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA => NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA

Hence we have the following,

NAAAAAAA(17)(46) = N (AAAAAAA)^17^46^ ~ NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
=> (17) (46) G N<7127325\

So, N^7127325) >< #7127325) (17) (46) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127325] is equal to |jv(7iXX25)[ = yp = 84.

The orbits of #(7127325) On T are {2}, {3},{5}, {7,1}, and {4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA? and NAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712732].
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273257] = [712363].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273252] = [712321].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273253] = [712175].
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NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since by the given relations we have that
[71273254] = [712615],
There are new double cosets to be be viewed later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7127471],

where AT7127471 = {e}. By the relations above, we can show that

7127471 ~ 2712327 ~ 1271612. This implies the following:

TVMit247t4Mi(172)(364) = N(t7M2M4Mi)(172X364) =
NGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGG

(172)(364) G yyt7127471).

Similarly, we can show that (127)(346) G A’^7127471 \
Therefore, we have A'+127471) >< e, (172)(364), (127)(346) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127471] is equal to
The orbits of AX7127471) on y are

— pp = 56.

{1,2,7}, and {3,4,6}.

Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGGG — NGGGGGG G [712747].

NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274713] = [712137].
NGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that [71274715] = [71727431].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view NGGGGGGGN, denoted by [7127476], where AT7127476 =

{e.} = TV<7127476).

The number of single cosets in [7127476] is equal to

| ^(7157476) | =

= 168.

The orbits of N(7127476) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,

NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGG,
and NGGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGG G [712747].
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#47*1*2*7*4*7*6*7#

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274767] = [712462].
#*7*i*2*7*4*7*6*i#

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274761] = [712132].
#*7*1*2 *7*4*7 *6 *2#

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274762] = [712141].
#*7*i*2*7*4*7*6*3#

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274763] = [712135].
#*7*1*2*7*4*7*6*4# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274764] = [712473].
#*7*i*2*7*4*7*6*5#

is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274765] = [712367].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view #*7*i*2*7*4*3*i#, denoted by [7127431], where #7127431 = {e}.

By the relations above, we have that

7127431 ~ 4674236 ~ 2542735. This implies that we have the following:

#*7*1*2*7*4*3*1(156)(247)

=#(*7*1*2*7*4*3*1)C156)C247) =

#*2*5*4*2*7*3*5 = #*7*1*2*7*4*3*1 =>

(156) (247)

G #(7127431).

Similarly, we can show that (165) (274) G #(7127431).
Hence, we have #(7127431) >< e, (156) (247), (165) (274) >.

The number of single cosets in [7127431] is equal to

| = =p = 168.

The orbits of #(7127431) on T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#4741*2*7*4*3*1*7) #*7*i*2*7*4*3*i*i) and

belong to?

#47*14247*4*34141 = #474142*744*3 G [712743].
#*74142*744434147# is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274317] = [712367].
#*7*i*2*7*4*3*i*3# is

not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations that

[71274313] = [71723247].
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There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
, denoted by [7127532], where ;V7127532 = {e}.

Now we will view

By relation 2, we can see the following:

Nt7tit2t7 = Ntit7t2ti when we conjugate our relation,
(1,4,2)(3,5,6)6356 = 3653, by N.
This implies that Ntjyypts = Ntit7t2tit5 => £74741/2/7/5/3 = £741/7/2/1/5/3 =>
£747/1/2/7/5/3/2 “ Ntit7t2tit5tzt2.

Hence we have the following,
£7/7/1/2/745/3/2 (17) (46) = TV/Mi^Ms/s^/17^46) = £741/7/2/1/5/3/2 = £7/7/1/2/7/543/2

=> (17)(46) G M7127532\

Also by the three relations above we have that 7127532 — 3763516 — 3143574 —

1341574- 7367516.
This implies that the following occurs:
Art7/1/2M5/3/2(137)(246) =

£7 (47/1/2/7/5/3/2) ^137^246^

= Ar/1/3 /4/1/5/7/4 =

=> (137) (246) G AX7127532\
£7/7/1/2/7/5/3/2(24) (37)

= £7 (47/1/2/7/5/3/2) ^24^37^

=

= £7/7/1/2/745/3/2

=> (24) (37) G £7<7127532), and
£747/1/2/7/5/3/2 (13) (26) = £7(47/1/2/7/5/3/2)('13^26'1 = 17/743/6/7/5/1/6 = £747/1/2/7/5/3/2

=> (13) (26) G A<7127532\

Similarly, we can show that (173) (264) G A7(7127532),
So, A^7127532) >< AT7127532, (17)(46), (137)(246), (24)(37), (13)(26) >.
The number of single cosets in [7127532] is equal to

| = ^p = 28.

The orbits of A^7127532) on T are {5}, {1,3,7}, and {2,4,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
£747/1/2/7/5/3/2/7, £747/1/2/7/5/3/2/2, and AT/7/142/7/5/3/2/5 belong to?

£^47/1/2/7/5/3/2/2 = £^47/142/7/5/3 £ [712753].
£7/7/142/7/5 43/2/7 £7 is not a new double coset since by the given relations above, [71275327] =
[713274].

./V/7/1/2/7/5/3/2/5 £/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce from our three relations

that we have [71275325] = [71724643].
There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
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Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7121356], where #7121356 =

{e} = N<7121357>.

^71X1356) [ =

The number of single cosets in [7121356] is equal to {

= I®8-

The orbits of #(7121356) On T are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, and {7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA?

NAAAAAAAA? NAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAA,
and NAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAA G [712135].

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above relations
that [71213567] and [71563] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above relations

that [71213561] and [712563] are equivalent.
NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above relations
that [71213562] and [712375] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above relations
that [71213563] and [71724213] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above relations

that [71213564] and [717254] are equivalent.

NAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply by the above relations
that [71213565] and [712645] are equivalent.

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.
Now we will view NAAAAAAAN, denoted by [7121475], where #7121475 = {e}.

By relations 2 and 3, we can see that
NAAA — NAAA when we conjugate our relation, 626 = 262, by N. This gives us that

NAAAAA = NAAAAA
=> NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA

NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA

Hence we have the following,

NAAAA AAA(12)(36) = N(AAAAAAA)^ 12^36^ = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA
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=>■ (12)(36) e M7121475>.
Also we have that

#47*1*2*1*4*7*5 = #*6*4*2*4* 1*6*5

by the following: 7121475 =.

Hence, we have the following,
#*7*1*2*1*4*7*5(14) (67) = # (*7*1 *2* 1*4 *7*5 )(14^67) = #*6*4*2*4*1*6*5 = #*7*1 *2 *1*4*7 *5

=> (14)(67) G #(7121475)}
We can imply by our above relations, #*7*i*2*i*4*7*s = #*3*i*4*i*2*3*5-

Hence, we have the following,
#*7*1*2*1*4*7*5(24) (37) = # (*7*1 *2*1 *4*7*5) (24^37) = #*3* 1*4*1 *2*3*5 = #*7*1 *2 *1*4*7 *5

=> (24) (37) 6

#(7121475), and

#*7*1*2*1*4*7*5(124) (376)

=

#(*7*i*2*1*4*7*5)^ 124^376^ = #*6*2*4*2*1*6*5 = #*7*1*2*1*4*7*5

=> (124) (376) G #(7121475).

With a similar process we can show that (142) (367) G #(7121475).
So, #(7121475) >< #7121475, (12)(36), (142)(367), (24)(37), (124)(376), (14)(67) >.
The number of single cosets in [7121475] is equal to

| = pp = 28.

The orbits of #(7121475) on T are {5}, {1,2,4}, and {3,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
#*7*1 *2*1*4*7*5*7, #47*1*2*1*4*7*5*1, and #47*1*2*1*4*7*5*5 belong to?

#*7*1*2*1*4*7*5*5 = #*7*1 *2*1*4*7 G
#*7*i*2*i*4*7*5*7#

[712147].

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214757] = [713252].

#*7*i*2*i*4*7*5*i# is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214751] = [71724217].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will view #47*1*2*1*4*5*7#, denoted by [7121457], where #7121457 — {e}.

By relation 3, we can see that
#*1*2*1 = #*2*1*2 when we conjugate our relation,

626 = 262,

by #. This gives us that

#*7*1*2*1*4 = #*7*2*1*2*4
=> #*7*1*2*1*4*5 = #*7*2*1*2*4*5

#*7*1*2*1 *4*5*7 = #*7*2*1*2*4*5*7

Hence we have the following,
#*7*1*2*1*4*5*7(12) (36) = #(*7*1*2*1 *4*5*7)

=> (12)(36) G #<7121457>.

= #*7*2*1 *2*4*5*7 = #*7*1*2*1*4*5*7
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So, M7121457> >< TV7121457, (12)(36) >.
The number of single cosets in [7121457] is equal to

| = pp = 84.

The orbits of A'A-121-457) on T are {4}, {5}, {7}, {1,2}, and {3,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
74*7*1*2*1*4*5*7*7, A?*7*i*2*1*4*5*7*1, W*7*i*2*1*4*5*7*3,

and Ar*7* 1*2 *1*4*5*7*4 belong to?
A?*7*i*2*l*4*5*7*7 =

TV*7*1*2*1*4*5 £ [712145].

A?*7*i*2*i*4*5*7*i1V

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214571] = [712613].

77*7*1*2*1*4*5*7*3?/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214573] = [712362].

77*7*1*2*1*4*5*7*4?/ is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations
that [71214574] = [71724526].
74*7*1*2*1*4*5*7*5?/

is not a new double coset since we can deduce by the given relations

that [71214575] = [713252].

There are no new double cosets to be considered later from this coset.
Now we will look at 77*7*1*3*7* 1*7*3 A", denoted by [7137173],

where A/7137173 = {e, (26) (45), (24)(56), (25)(46)}. We can deduce from the three relations

above that we
have the following:

7127173 - 3173137 - 2142124 - 4124142 - 6156165 - 5165156. This implies that we
have the following:
?Z*7*i*3*7*i*7*3(235) (476)

=

A?(*7*i*3*7*i*7*3)(235)(476) =

77*6*1*5*6*1*6*5 = 74*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 =>

A**7*1*3*7*1*7*3(235)(467) =
=

=

(235)(467) G

Aft7137173),

?/(*7*i*3*7*1*7*3) (267)(345) =

77*2*1*4*2*1*2*4 = 77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 =>
77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 (24) (3675)

M7137473>,

A/(*7*i*3*7*i*7*3)^235^467^ =

77*4*1*2*4*1*4*2 = ?/*7*l*3*7*l*7*3 =>

77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 (267) (345)

(235) (476) G

(267) (345)

G ?/(7137173\

?/(*7*l*3*7*l*7*3)^4^3675^ =

77*5*1*6*5*1*5*6 = 77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3 => (24) (3675) G A?(7137173), and
77*7*1*3*7*1*7*3(37) (2546) = A/’(*7*1*3*7*1*7*3)^37^2546^ =
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TV*3*1*7*3*1*3*7 — 0V*7*i*3*7*i*7*3 =>

(37)(2546) €

a(7137173\

With a similar process, we can show that (276)(354), (35)(67), (23)(47),

(36)(57), (263)(457), (24)(3576), (2347)(56), (2743)(56), (37)(56),
(2645)(37), (24)(37), (236)(475), (275)(364), (257)(346) G A<7137173\
Therefore, A^7137173'1 >< A7137173, (235)(476), (235)(467), (267)(345),

(24) (3675), (37) (2546), (276) (354) (35) (67), (23) (47),

(36)(57), (263)(457), (24)(3576), (2347)(56), (2743)(56), (37)(56),

(2645) (37), (24) (37), (236) (475), (275) (364), (257) (346) >.

The number of single cosets in [7137173] is equal to

=

168 _
24 —

The orbits of A?7137173) on T are {1} and {2,3,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
1V*7*1*3*7*1*7*3*1, and

Nt?*1*3*7* 1*7*313

belong to?

W*7*i*3*7*i*7*3*3 = N*7*i*3*7*i*7 G [713717].
Nt?t 1*3*7* 1*7*3*iAT

is a new double coset and will be reviewed later.

Now we will look at

where A71727475 = {e}.

A*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*V,

denoted by [71727475],

By the relations above, we can deduce Nt?tit?t2t?t4t?t3 =

Nt^t4t3t2tQt\t3t3. Hence, we have Nt?tit?t2t?t4t?t3(14)(67)

= N (*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*5)^14X67^

= *V*6*4*6*2*6*1*6*5 = A^*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5.

=> (14)(67) G A<71727475\ Therefore, A<71727475) >< e, (14)(67) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727475] is equal to

^(7^7475) y = pF = 84.

The orbits of A^71727475) on T are {2}, {3}, {5}, {1,4}, and {6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do
A*7*1*7*2*7*4*7*5*7,

Nt?tit?t2t?t4t?t3t2,

Nt?tit?t2t?t4t?t3t3^

A*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*4,

and

W*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*5

belong to?

TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*5 =

Nt?tit?t2t?t4t? G [7172747].

A^*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5*70V

is not a new double coset since we can imply from the above relations

that [717274757] = [7121364].
TV*7*i*7*2*7*4*7*5* i*V

is not a new double coset since we can imply from the above relations

that [717274751] = [7172547].
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NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can imply from the above relations

that [717274752] = [7124217].
NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can imply from the above relations
that [717274753] = [7124652].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.
Now we will look at NGGGGGGGGN, denoted by [71727435],

where N71727435 = {e}. By the three relations above, we can deduce that NGGGGGGGG —
NGGGGGGGG This implies that we have the following:

NGGGGGGGG(3&)(57) = N (GGGGGGGG)^36^57^ =
NGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGGG => (36)(57) G

aM71727435>.

With a similar process we can show that 71727435 ~ 32313456

62616473. This implies

that we have the following:

NGGGGGGGG^) (3567) = A7(MiM2M4M5p12l(3567) =
NGGGGGGGG = NGGGGGGGG => (12) (3567) G _/y(71727435).
Similarly, we can show that (12) (3765) G TV"^71727435\

Therefore,

aM1727435>

>< e, (36)(57), (12)(3567), (12)(3765) >.

The number of single cosets in [71727435] is equal to

=

The orbits of _/y(71727435) on T are {4}, {1,2}, and {3,5,6, 7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NGGGGGGGGG, NGGGGGGGGG, and NGGGGGGGGG belong to?

NGGGGGGGGG — NGGGGGGG G [7172743].

NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can deduce from the relations
above that [717274321] = [7123635].
NGGGGGGGGGN is not a new double coset since we can prove that it is equal

to one already see before using the relations above. Therefore, we have that [717274354] =

[7172325].

There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.
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Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71724213],
where #71724213 = {e}. By relation (3) we can show that

7172421 = 7174241 => 7172421 ~ 7174241 => 71724213 ~ 71742413.
This implies that we have NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA

=4* NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAAHence, we have the following: NAAAAAAAA (24) (56) =
NAAAAAAA^24^56) = NAAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAAA
=> (24) (56)

G #(71724213).

So, we have #(71724213) >< e, (24) (56) >.
The number of single cosets in [71724213] is equal to

1^71X4213)!

—

= 84.

The orbits of #(71724213) On T are {1}, {3}, {7}, {2,4}, and {5,6}.
Now we need to know which double coset do

NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA, NAAAAAAAAA,
NAAAAAAAAA, and NAAAAAAAAA belong to?
NAAAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA G [7172421].
We can see that NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply from
the above relations
that [717242137] = [7127464].

We can see that NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply from
the above relations

that [717242131] = [7123634].
We can see that NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply from
the above relations
that [717242132] = [7172546].

We can see that NAAAAAAAAAN is not a new double coset since we can imply from
the above relations

that [717242135] = [7172543].
There are no new double cosets to be considered from this coset.
Now we will look at NAAAAAAAAN, denoted by [71737173],
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where #71737173 = {e? (26)(45), (25) (46), (24)(56)}. By the relations above, we can deduce
that there is only one name to represent the double coset.
Therefore, #t71737173) >< #71737173, (1,2,3,4,5,6,7), (26)(45)

The number of single cosets in [71737173] is equal to

L3(2).

|N|
_ 168 „ i
| jy (7173717) |
168
1’

The orbits of #<7173717> on T is {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}.
Now we need to know which double coset do #*7*1*7*3*741*7*3*3 belong to?
#47*1*7*3*7*1*7*3*3 = #*7*1*7*3*7*1*7

G [7173717].

This implies seven items go back and there are no new double cosets to be considered

from this coset.

Therefore, we have found all the double cosets, since the set of right cosets of # is closed

under right multiplication by the symmetric generators.
The result of the double coset enumeration are shown with the following Cayley diagram:
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[71312]

Figure 7.1: Cayley Diagram For 3'M22 : 2
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Figure 7.2: Cayley Diagram For 3'AM : 2
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Figure 7.3: Cayley Diagram For 3'4422 : 2
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1 + 7 + 42 + 21 + 168 + 42 + 84 + 21 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 42 +
21 + 168 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 42 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 28 + 168 + 84 + 168+

168+168 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 84+168 + 42 + 168+168 + 168 + 84+168 + 168 +

42 + 168 + 21 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 168 + 42 + 168 + 84 + 84 + 168+

168 + 21 + 84 +168 + 42 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 168 + 168 +
56 + 168 + 28 + 84 + 168 + 21 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 28 + 168 + 168 + 84+168 + 168 + 84+

168 + 168 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 28 + 84 + 84 + 42 + 56 + 168 + 56 +
168 + 42 + 84 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 168 + 168 + 168 + 42 + 168 + 84 + 168 + 84 + 42+
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168 + 56 + 84 + 84 + 168 + 24 + 84 + 168 + 168 + 21 + 168 + 168 + 7 + 84 + 56 +

168 + 56 + 28 + 168 + 28 + 84 + 7 + 84 + 42 + 84 + 1 = 15840.
It follows that the order of the image group G is at most 15840 x |JVj =
15840(168) = 2,661,120, |G| < 2,661,120.

We can show that |G| = 2,661,120 by

regarding G as a subgroup of Si5840> where 15,840 is the number of right cosets, of N in
G that we have found. The technique that establish this has been explained in Chapters

2 and 3.
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